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ATTRACT

The therls examines the us© Horacio Quiroga raakas of colour

and pattern related to colour In the six main collections of his

•hart stories. As no previous systematic study of any aspect of

Quiroga*s sty)© appears to have been made, it was decided to list and

examine in their context all references to colour (Including objects

and fnihstances Of a characteristic colour, as also references to light

end dark). A snot check was made on five contemporary Latin American

authors in order to ascertain whether the findings were in any way

unusual, and it was foundc

1. That colour and pattern are closely interconnected, and

2. that black and white olay an overwhelmingly large part 

in Quiroga*a use of colour.

Tn Part ITT the findings are discussed, and reasons for the unusual

features sought. Bionhysiological factors may be Involved in his black

and white view of the world, and the very large number of references

to glaring light can oer^snn be explained along these lines. Quiroga*s

tendency to Polarise, seen also in other aspects of his writing, is

considered to be one of the reasons for the predominance of black and

white in his colour references, while at the same time it seems clear

from what Quiroga has written on the art of writing that he deliberately

restricted his colour range for artistic reasons. This capacity to

work within the limitations of monochrome links his work (as do other

asnects) to the cinema of his day, in which he was intensely interested



Finally, in addition to yielding the above statistical information 

Which throws new light on Quiroga the man and the artist, the study 

makes it abundantly clear that Quiroga was not, as is so frequently 

claimed, indifferent to matters of style, but rather that both in 

theory and in practice he gave wuch thought to this aspect oi his

craft
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; .'.J. . .The subject of .this. ;thesio;.4s tha.'study of'Quiroga*$ use of .,

colour, with particular reference to the meeting point of colour and 

pattern. <.</By pattern/I/ moan'/tho-- concept', that'.'.!•; referred to/, in/'the' ' / •"''/ 

expression ’patterned language’t that In, the placing of the words 

in such a •way that their-position highlights some aspect of what is/ 

being noddy which./ might .otherwise pass -unpcrceived.f .-.Inversion is,one <?/' 

of the most frequently found forms of patterning* but in Quiroga 

we 'also; find '• examples of other pattern .oriented figuras, such as - V 

repetition, anaphora, ■ chiasmus,-etc,'’■ It ..Is ray contention that there

is a relation between the pattern displayed in this way in tire written 
word, and "a general" awareness on Qui roga’h ,part of pattern, or design, £/ 

in the outside world? and that this relationship, in evidentin his style, 

Even the most nuperficial examination made it clear not only that

Quiroga*s treatment .-of-colour is unusual, but also that it constitutes < 

anQ^ortatit-element- iri/his/ytitingi, ,/ /In//viewqof /this/-fact,-;- it seems //' 

surprising.that so far no lecture colordc of Quiroga appears to have . 

been attempted • -/■ • ■•„•,- ■ •'. ' - - //■

. h In this Introduction I shall discusss . < . -

a.'■ The exact scope of this investigation, and

\ b//;;its/’pxtrpoao:. . ., Q /'Q/./:'/' ;,y: /.■ .-'Q:.. /pq

The rest of the thesis Is divided into three parts. Bart I is devoted 

to considerations of method? Part II consists of a study of Quiroga’s 

use of colour oar so and as it relates to the use of pattern; Part III, 

examines the findings obtained and looks at what conclusions may be drawn 

from ,tham.g.- .-In tho Conclusion the/findings are.'/dw’nma^Xaediyand further7'/; 

possibilities of related research are suggested; ' . ' •
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The corpus of Quiroga's work actually under investigation consists- 1 The corpus ofQuiroga1s work actually under investigation consists '
•.A,'- ’

of the six orajor collections of short stories for adults published
' : ' ■ ' Y:k< s P , / - A-- < Jk: ■-/. Q ' ' -S ' ■>-.a : ; ■' ,

-* ■ , between 1919 and 1935.These are;- -. 4 , > Q'

published

' ? between 1919! and 1935. Q These

Cuentos de amor, de"■, de locura v de rauerte - 1917 . - - . ' ’
. >?Ya. 'v<- . a; J-r

-AA'.'A'AA.f'--.m

El salvaje - 1920
; - ■< ■-<■■ ■' < ■ | 

A.'.' ' - v •'•■ . .>• A.. /y;-. • 5-■’ -1- .. - v'k-.-i, -‘-A • / *r ' '■■ ■ ■-'? /•/''/ , < .Y. •■'Si, Y f ■' • i /' •' ’. 37 ' •• •"-'!!!
Anaconda - 1921

'■ ■ |

. . El desierto - 1924
-;Q'A aa < A ' ■ /A' ; A A A • A ' " A <QrnAJ' vA

Los desterrados -- .1926 . .

HSs a]1< - 1935
A.-v - ■/' i vA ,A - A;- ■: s2 y1 A- - A : ' ■ ■ y - . J A y- -A ;• AY-m-- < -■■ A‘ . ' ■ ^y '.yy.’ A' - y - A < - -- . A ■ ;
i - A ’ Api •'•■;- y; YA--A;'yA.y '*Q‘,pY:A; JA: v • ?Q’\ 5A-A' JQ

i. ; ' - In addition the story *’El perro rabioso' has been included, as its-, ’ < !
ijQ: f ■’ ^AA' -AA AP,^ ?v-spv ?.:<>; jpk' -i "AAA -A PY. A6QQ2S,'

QQ ' .-a history'is different from that of the two other stories included ift the 1 , -
A.A.A. aY , -■' - .... . yyAQA ' ,.;-y .-/A.,' ‘/p-pY 'YAY A fAyA>\AY ?> ■-A“Y '< y\. r .,?<A yAYjL \
'■a ■ 'A': y-, ; . ■' ' y- - '. <-.'.y--"’A.- . ■ ■ ■ • • ■■ • -. . . . ..' ■ ' . ' ■ - '.'•••■ - ■ • • . ■■ .. . . first edition of Cuentos de Amor, de locura y de rauerte, but discarded in- , IMfi,, ... ._____ _______but discarded in

. - - - ■ ' . ■
aay.a the second (1925) and subsequent editions. These ares'Los ojos sombrtos' ’’ s 
"A, •" . " ■ . • " . : " . y .' ' A ,' ■ •' ". ■ . '■ • . v.. -A' ..,' .A ' ' - . , ’ .' . ' - ' . ' ' ' _ . - '

and 'El infierno artificial'. They will be ignored in the present

s * “ ^iroga himself seemed happy to consign them to oblivion.
i•;'■ Q.. -t/• ■ Av-y^P’ - A*-,.,\y ,v>:t*.a'Q, ■•-?'>.Q;■ Ay . Vr‘Y; - Ay >;s''
jo', however, reappears that same year (1925) in

......................
••l' La- gallina degollada y otros cuentos, a collection made up entirely of , '
A. :.A A-:.. ■ AA A . Y. ■ y y .' . -\A AA •, " .■< . • ' y. ' y i yy -■ ' yA^- .A - Ay. ’ .

stories from the three previous anthologies; Cuentos de amor, de locura
'A - ’ A ;; <A-\'' A* A A;.' ;; £ a ;A J '-QA ■; a;'; A A. . | : ' A . : ""A, A ■ ' ' - A A - ■ A ■ ' \:. /. ■ A Y- :

. y de muerte, El salvaje, and Anaconda. There Is therefore no need to study
A' ; 'A .' ■■ . , ■ ,.A,,A--.-A A- , A 'A. ' ' ■ ■ . / A . ; •, • . ,/ . . . ' ' .• ... ' , ■. " ■ ,. , . y

Av Q this collection as such;k but since we cannot ignore the fact the -Y’ >'■ ;g
Ae. \ * '-v ’9a f A!’ /p'''' -ZV -,7" .'■**’41"' A, j"A *' a' 7 '.■ '.• 2”"A "c". . A1’.' •• '^•■9^ •• -* ‘ *3-"^';• *>'*

; Quiroga decided to re-publish 'El perro rabioso', although in a different ■ '
•-A , A A; ". - y..AAAYA..AA:A'!AW/9 fA<£Av,£!yyA:$-«xAY 'YYAYYy-:.y.AAY^Y;y^;A;.:-A-.,Y<-; ■} •AAA^'YyA?A^iA.\'A^.'.Y:QAA-'y Y4yYy*.Y?XYyYAA:!iX'AA-?!’lS»

a collection, we must assume -that he considered it a worthy example of his ‘ ’
. .A ’ A ‘a, ■ «U»*L« ' ir«# ■iP* 4 »-» 4 -4» 4 TS ' t«»r- AXr 7-1 4 -** 4* 4 r '- - T»7<-x • *1 -xi 4?+» 4ili t.»4 4«Y> '''. '-. V.Yt'Vi#

a‘ . enquiry,'since Quiroga

work, and so must include?/.it in our examination. We are left then, with A

.A-AV-. 9 , the sum total of the stories for adults which Quiroga collected in .book-AformpA
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different genre; .. How. different Quiroga himself considered it,-£,.? 

can be seen frora his own. remarks on the subject, such as. this statement , 

from the JPacSlogo del perfacto .cu&ntista*t *Un cuento as una novels

dapurada;de ripios? 9/ ■ CQuirdga 1927b: 87) . - Frdm this definition < .; 

it would appear to follow that a novel can be described as a short :••••;/ ; 

story with;‘padding added, a view which most- of the critics;seededito • 

take of Quiroga's two hovels, neither of which met with any degree of 

success. Although the novels are disappointing when compared with -.’b.': 

most of the short stories, there is much of interest in them, especially 

in.the first, Historic de uh amor turblo, and it is not becauseof any 

lack of quality that, they have been omitted from this study. After 

all* some of the short/stories, such as ,'Dieta de amor*,.compare most 

unfavourably with works like *I*os raensfl* and *Un peda', but have not been 

excluded on this account. .. '/That I wish to make absolutely clear, then, . 

is the fact that the body of work studied was selected on grounds, of 

generic cohesion,; and not as the result of any value judgement as to its 

wortTn . In other words> it is only because I have limited the enquiry 

to the genre 'short, story* that the novels have been omitted. --‘f .'

■ ; The .'-question; of .which of the short stories to study was' also a 7 ; ,i!. 

matter.for decision, since the,six volumes selected do not cover anything 

like Quiroga's total output. From 1897 till 1937,?the year of his death 

Quiroga was -publishing' stories, articles, and poems (the latter only 

during his early years), first in the local press of Salto, Uruguay, :ii. .. 

and later in all the, leading.newspapers and'periodicals of Suenos Aires. 

It OGomed. reasonable to limit the Study to the six major collections in



book form, these being the stories that Quiroga himself considered

worth preserving. The inclusion of * El perro rabloso1, as has already 

been explained above, was in accordance with this criterion.

Because of the previous publication in the daily press and in. \

periodicals of all the works concerned, the question of dates necessarily

arises, and makes it difficult to make any valid statement as to the

exact chronology of the stories in each of the collections. For

example, the stories which comprise Cuentos de amor, de locura y de

muerte, published in 1917 in its origianl version, appeared, (with 

the possible exception of ’La meningitis y su.sombra’, about which 

there is no certain information), in Caras y Caretas and Fray Mocho

between the years 1906 and 1916, El salveje covers the years 1906 to

1919, as does Anaconda, Si dealerto ranges from 1918 to 1923,

Los desterrados from 1919, to 1925, and M&s all< from 1921 to 1933.

As can be peen, there is considerable overlapping, so any conclusion 

regarding chronological development based on the date of the collections 

.can only beforraulated grosso modo. < Data relating to the chronology 

of the stories have come from the following sourcest-

Boule-Christauflour, Annie: ’Proyecto para obras completes de Horacio 

Quiroga*. Bulletin Hlspanlqua 1965

Speratti Pifiero, Enma Susans: ’Hacia la cronologfa de Horacio Quiroga* 

Nueva Revista de Filologfa Hispinlca, 1955

Rela, Walter: , Horacio Quiroga - Repertorio bibliogrifico anotado 
1897-1971, 1972. . ?
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Since tlie idea of .cvelopnent in time is important tor tixe purposes

Ok this .investigation, the stories nava been put into chronological

order and atuubered on the basis of the date of their first publication, 

not of that of the collection in which tuoy appear. Quiroga was not

methodical about keeping records of his literary production (nor about

keeping records connected with his official duties either, as can be

seen in ’El tacho de incicnso’), and no record has ueen found of the 

actual dates of writing each story. Consequently all we have to go on 

is the original date of publication, which need not, of course, correspond 

with the actual order of writing. But in the case of Quiroga this is 

prooabiy a pretty good guide since, apart from the initial spell of 

xrodarnista aiq•arimentation# before he lost his patrimony in the disastrous 

commercial venture of El Chaco (1904-1205), he tended to write only 

when ha needed the money. It is therefore likely that he did not delay 

in sending off whatever ha wrote. In a letter to KartXnex astrade, 

dated 26 August 1536, he writes: ‘Escribir an La ?renaa» Ando 

madur&ndo ?os o trou testa* exporli»antales, cosoo Vd. dice auy bien.

que seguro quo, uxgido per la necesidad, me decide an estos dies a

ponerle aano. Y a propdsito: vallrfa la per a exponer un dfa esta 

peculiarldad rla (dasoxdan) da no escribir sino incltado por la eoonoofa. 

Eesde los 29 o 39 ados soy asX. hay quien lo hace por natural deacarga, 

quien por vanidac? yo eacribo por motivoo infariorea, bien oe ve* 

(Martines Estrada 1963j154). A man who only writes, on his own
4

confession, when ’urgldo por la nscasidad’ and ’incltado por la

econo,~afa* is not going to leava this source of income lying around 

unheeded for years.
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The order of publication, then, probably follows the order of 

writing pretty closely. In the Appendix will be found two lists, the 

first in ntnorical crier, ranging frcm So. 1, ’Los buques suicidantes•, 

publish*in 190€, to Mo. 84, ’Las roscas*, published in 1933) 

and the second ir alphabetical or&Gr of title, with the corresponding

number as it c --pears in the first list. References to the text are 

•lade by the ^tory number, followed by the page ntraber anc one of the 

letter* A, F, C or P, dc-'endiny on which quarter of the page is concerned. 

Fine* tho chronology of the stories is of interest if one wishes to trace 

any developsvint in tine, it vac thought better to de&l with the problem 

of order In this way, rather than consider the stories as members of the 

six collections, eepFcl illy #ince, with the exception of Los desterrados, 

Quiroga* • principle of selection neers to have depended on the concern for 

variety vft’in each collection, rather than any thematic cohesion or 

chronological order. The six collections of Quiroga*a choice, then,

have been csed as a basin for selection, but here, for the purpose

of ti ls Investigation, their usefulness ends.

The two lists in the Appendix also give the title of the collection

in Which each story is to be found. The following abbreviations for

theuA, which arc those used by Rela, have been used:

An. - Anaconda

CALM - Cuentos de amor, de locura y de muerte

t1> - El Sesierto

U8 - El ealvaje \

LD - Los desterrados
i ■

MA - P5s all5
■ ■-'? i ■ ■ L /V

< ■ \

. - - . . ’V



On the advice of the Director del Archivo Horacio Quiroga, of the 

Biblioteca Nacional, Departamento de Inyestigaciories Literarias, Monte- /?'•: 

video, the edition chosen for.the six collections is that published by. 

Losada,not so much because of - its merits, such as,they are, but because 

no better edition has been produced, and no other is available.- The 

only other, complete edition of the stories collected by Quiroga in. book 

form is that of Claudio Garcfa/,in 13 volumes which appeared between . 

1937 and 1945: a moving tribute to Quiroga, published at Garcia’s own 

expense at a time when Quiroga's work was distinctly out of fashion,

but not respecting Quiroga’s selection of stories, Garcia’s choice,

in fact, seems even more random than that of the author himself. Quite

apart from this disadvantage, the collection as a whole is unobtainable.

In Montevideo itself I was only able to obtain two volumes in the series.

The dates of the Losada volumes are as follows:- ‘'■

CALM 1954? ES 1963? Art. 1963? ED 1956? LD 1964? MA 1964 

The edition of ’.El perro rabioso’ used is that of Vol. IV of the Area ; . . 

edition, Horacio Quiroga - Obras in6dit.as y desconocidas, published.

in 1968. .• : ■■■ ' •

Although only the six collections and ’El perro rabioso' have been 

studied in depth, reference has frequently been, made to other material 

by Quiroga, including other stories, the two novels, his correspondence /. 

and a variety of articles, especially those in which ho. states .his

artistic credo, and also those devoted to cinema criticism. \

Having set forth what part of Quiroga*s writing is under examination, 

we now come to consider what aspects of this v;ork have been studied. 

Quiroga’s use of colour is at the heart of the study* But colour implies 

pattern, or design, since the boundary between one area of colouring and



another is seen as a line, a contour or shape. And the relationship of

these differently coloured shapes makes up a pattern. Unless one thinks

of a single colour, of a single shade and of unlimited extension, it is

impossible to separate the notion of visible colour from that of shape or

pattern. Only if a colour is used in a purely symbolic way is it possible

to detach it from the idea of shape. A reference to redness, for instancei

associated with the idea of anger or violence, can be conceived, as it 

were, without any physical boundaries to it; hut in practice this very 

seldom occurs, and although Quiroga makes symbolic use of colour on many

: occasions, it is almost always attached to some material,, visible object.

Even where, in 'La gallina degollada', for instance, the repeated word \

Rojo.,.rojo... constitutes a whole sentence, and is therefore not .

directly attached to any particular object, it represents the response 

in the minds of the four idiot children, to the sight of the chicken being 

bled to death. While there is an unmistakable symbolism in the reiterated 

use of the colour red in this story, even in this most apparently

'disembodied* example, the image is.not totally divorced from the idea of

. shape or pattern. . ■ . ; : ' ■' • •

Taken in a non-visual context too, an author's use of colour is

linked to the idea .of pattern, in its statistical sense, since the

frequency with which particular colours are used, the variety, of combinations,

etc., all contribute to the formation of a pattern. In the written as well

as in the spoken word, pattern also emerges from the order in which the 

words are used, as was stated in the definition of pattern given at the 7-

beginning of this Introduction - more evident in writing,, of course, but

present also in speech. ' The most obvious use of this are the schemes of

rhetoric, such as alliteration, anaphora, chiasmus, etc.
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As we have seen, nil colour.implies pattern, with one element '

seen.against a background of another. But not all pattern implies colour

except in the strictly visual sense in.which an object must be placed

against a backgrblind of a different shade if it. is to be visible. .

That being so, it is perfectly feasible to study an author’s use of

pattern without reference to the colours he mentions? . but the opposite

is not the case. Our study of colour as used by Quiroga must therefore

take into account his use of pattern. But just as limit's had to be

set with regard to the-amount of material to be examined> . in the same

way a decision had to be made'as to how fully the -aspect of pattern was 

to be studied. To cover in sufficient depth all the area included

in the concept of pattern would have necessitated a work of such .

magnitude as to be impracticable. To cover the area superficially . 

would have been'pointless, leading to the sort of partial (in both '

senses) conclusion only too frequent in literary criticism in which the 

critic tells us that Quiroga is, say, an impressionistic writer, because

examples A, B, C and D of.impressionistic technique have been found in

his writing, without regard to whether.these are all the examples to be

found, without considering the relative frequency of such devices, and ’

without giving any consideration to any factors that might operate in a

contrary direction, such as the use of a large proportion of non- .

impressionistic, devices. The dangers of coming to any' conclusion of this 

sort without a complete enumeration.of the data involved need hardly be

stressed. In Suzanne Bernard’s article ’La palette de Rimbaud* we find

a reference to an example of this sort of piecemeal approach:. ■ •
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Dans la poSsie de Rimbaud, le vert serait, a en croire ... •
Ruchon et Hackett, la couleur. dominante. Non, a • •. ,
r^pondu r&cemmeht Chadwick, arm^ de statistiques: on

. he trouve le vert que 31 fois dans 1'ensemble de son
oeuvre, contre 57 fois le noir, suivi par le blanc, le - •

• ' rouge et le bleu. (Bernard 1960:114) . > . ... ’ . .

Ah affirmation like that of Ruchon and Hackett, which makes what

would appear to be a quantitative statement, can only, be of value if > -

all the relevant data have in fact been collected. On the other hand,

to limit oneself to the collection of statistics and not examine the

material further, seems a sterile and pointless exercise. More will bo

said about this in Part I, which deals with method. t

. In order to satisfy the two conditions mentioned above, that is,

first, the observation of the connexions. between colour and pattern,

and second, the limitation.of the ground covered to an area that could. .

be explored in depth, it was decided to select as the cut-off point the

boundary between pattern related to colour and pattern..unconnected with

chromaticism. Or, to put it, another way., , what we are examining is the

meeting point of colour and.pattern. .Thus I have included all mentions ■

of colour and also all cases of patterned language connected with a colour

reference. .• •

. In considering what should be included as a colour reference we

are once again faced with the problem of establishing, a boundary line.

Tliis has been settled in accordance, with the following criteria. • In the. 

first place, all words which designate a colour are. included,, be they . 

adjectives, substantivised adjectives (lo jiegro) , nouns. (la negrura), , 

or verbs (ennegrecer). Where these are .concerned no problem arises, 

apart from the few examples, such, as hacer bianco,. where the colour, word.
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has normally come to lose its colour association. There are, however,

very few words in this category, and the reason for including them is

given later (see Part II, Criteria).

More important, because of the very large number of examples

involved, was the problem of deciding whether to Include words

referring to objects of substances of a characteristic colouf. Here

I was guided partly by the consideration that the important thing is

the visual image, regardless of the semantic means by. which it is.

presented, and partly, by the practice of such critics as Ullmann, DSmaso

Alonso> Remy,, etc. The following examples from Ullman, DSmaso Alonso,

Ares Montes and Remy show that all these count a mention of the object or

•'* substance as if the colour itself had been mentioned: . ■ '

. The technique can be varied in a number of ways. Contrast 
effects can be obtained from a juxtaposition of colours: .
... .le blanc et le noir de monceaux de toisons 5taient tri<5s

. . par des femmes (p.287).

Ci et 1^ une lanterne, un rSverbdre 5tait un point de feu dans 
le noir de la rivi&re (p.372) Juilmann’s italics] (Ullmann 1957:128).

Both quotations come from Manette Salomon. The technique

referred to is the use of the substantivised adjective. The second 

quotation serves to show that Ullmann includes the word feu among

references to colour. Again, on the same page we find the following:

Isolated colours are even more frequent, including some which are 
not normally substantivised in ordinary language:
... les bisons, absorb^s, endormis dans leur passivity solide, 
laissant tomber de leur masse le:sombre d * un rocher (p. 440)



: ke bleu&tre flu doir , coaimengait *&• 3e meler 5 la furad.e des . 
cigarettes (p.135) • '

... la mdnagerie oft le rdux das lions raarche dans la flame de 
• l’heure (p.442) (ibid.). .. ; ' , . 7

hasta que el bianco pie toed, mojado, , , , . . ,
saliendo de la arena, el verde prado. ' ; . ;

Cuatro colores producen esa condensacidn lumfnica: dos estdn 
dados directamente, y son elementales, sencillos, cono siempr.e. 
eh Garcilasos bianco, verde. Los otroa dos est&n mentados 
indirectamente: color cilido de la arena; deslumbres del agua 
con luz, cue resbala sobre la, niojada carrie blanca

, (Alonso, D. 1952:34).

He dicho ya antes que hay en las Soledades una tendencia a 
ainsplificar lo natural hacia la belleza. Lo.misinb ocurre con 
los colores. v De las varias series de tonalidades de que el 
poeta usa, las m£s frecuentes son 5sta3, La del rojo, muy 
abundante en la Soledad Primera: llvor, pfirpura, rubles, grana, 
acanto,carmes11. escarlata, coral, clavel, rosa. La del bian
co: lino, esouma, per las, nieve, cisnes, corderos. ,
La del oro: , oro, dorado, rublo, topacio, mlel, cabellos, etc. 
La del azul: azul, zafiro, cerdleo... (Alonso, D. 1960:78).

Con todo, el cromatismo es rico y deslumbrante, A los colores 
propiamente dichos, hay que anddir todos los norabres que implican 
une sensacidn de color. De este conjunto de colores, enriquecido 
con las sensaciones crom&ticas de las £lores, metales, piedras 
preciosas, etc., los m<s empleados son: bianco, candor, cano, 
nieve, lirio, azucena, jazmfn, ’•espuraa, escarcha, perla, marfil, 
cristal, diamante, plata, argentado, aljdfar, n5car; rojo, 
pdrpura, carmesf, grana, carmfn,.-sangre, rubf, clavel, coral/ ; - 
arrebol, rosa,,rosicler; .amarillo, oro, dorado, ruble, topacio, 
alabastro; verde, .esmeralda; azul, cerdleo, zafiro; amatista, 
viola; pardo, ceniza (Ares Montes 1955:306) . \ .

Il n’est done pas inutile que le noir etie vert s’affrontent au 
seuil de cette dtrange histpire en quelque soixante vers, od - radae 
en 1’absence d'adjectifs de couleurs - les effets et les oppositions 
chrcmatiques ne manquent pas (l'eau, les feuilles, le sang des 
Pleasures, le poignard dtincelant, les motxches d*argent):... (p.57)



Chez, Garcfa Lorca , la ploys&mie eat remarquable.’ Tel substantif, ,
qui 5voque la.lumi&re ou la fralcheur dans les chants nuptiaux,

. exprime ailleurs une blancheur ffoide, un Sclat'tragiquo. C’est
- ainsi que nieva, alba ou plata, mots qui 3clairent les. prSparatif s 

du martage,' amplifient 1’ impression.de. douleur et d'angoisse que . 
doit crSer la berceuse du premier acto:... (Remy 1965:69).

‘ ’All references, then, to objects or substances of a characteristic • 

colour have been counted as references to that colour, provided they. ' 

appear in a visual context. That is, the word sangre, for instance,

has been counted as red on all occasions on which its appearance is . \

described? for example, the pool of blood on the floor at the end of

’La gallina degollada’; but if that same word is used with the sense

of race, or family, then it has not been included in the colour count.

Roughly speaking one could say that such words count when used in their

literal sense, but not when used metaphorically. But the distinction does 

not follow this division line exactly. For example, a word may be 

used in a purely descriptive, non-raetaphorical way, and yet not be

included in tire colour count. An example of this is the word

incendlos in the following sentence 'Los buques suicidantes’: 1:55D

BI principal motlvo de estos abandonos de buque son sin duda las 

tempestades y los incendlos, que dejan a la deriva negros esqueletos ''; . 

errantes. In this aontext the visual aspect of the fire is.of no

importance whatever? the only aspect that is relevant is its destructive

force. It has therefore not been included in the colour count.

One other aspect that had to be taken into consideration in the

allocation of colour to particular objects or substances is the fact that

impression.de
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these, may not always be coloured as one would expect. For example,.

references to the soil in the Misiones stories have to be counted not

as brown, black or grey, but as red, since this is the colour of the

earth in that region. So striking is its bright red hue that it is

famous throughout the Argentine, and visitors from other regions collect

samples to take back, as they might take a bunch of heather from a

Scottish moor, Similarly the oranges of Misiones, of a much yellower

shade than those we see in this country, have been counted as yellowy

see Comments in Part II under No, 55, ’Bn la noche’.



Purpose ' ' ■ : :• ; . ; : . ' ;

The reasons.for undertaking this study fall into, two (groups; .

positive and negative. ; On the positive side we have the fact that

even a fairly superficial study,of the work with a,view to discovering

the stylistic elements that make it up revealed a considerable use

of patterned language - inversion, alliteration; chiasmus, etc; From

this study which, for reasons given above, included references to

colour, I began to suspect that Quiroga’s use of colour was perhaps

idiosyncratic. Black and white seemed to.account for a preponderantly . ■

large share of such references, A spot check on some of the work of other 

South American, authors confirmed this. (Details of this check are given

later, in Part. Illr) Also it became evident that Quiroga used colours

with little or no discrimination between one shade and another. It

seemed reasonable to suppose that this individualistic use of colour as 

well as of patterned language might link up with other aspects of 

Quiroga*s work and interests. A connexion between these aspects of 

Quiroga’s writing and the cinema appeared to hold out possibilities 

worth pursuing. ; . A. > • : : . '• '

. On the negative side was a desire to see what justification there

might be for the frequent references among critis such as Guillermo de .

Torre, Jitrik, Reck, etc., to Quiroga*s lack of interest in matters of 

style - a statement that seemed difficult to accept when one bears

in mind the fact that it is made about a.man who wrote on a number of

occasions precisely on such matters. I also found it .difficult to

accept that the Quiroga who had indulged in all the more exuberant 

stylistic, excesses of the modernista euphoria of the.turn of the century
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could.so completely. lose his ••interest in the craft of writing.

Also on the negative side 'is the fact that, although quite, a .■

number of studies and critical'.'biographies of Quiroga*s’vrork have ; . '

been written, very little attention'has been paid to. the aspect of ’ •• 

style. -Apart from Bratos'evich * s El cstilo do lioracio Quiroga eh .sus' : .'

cuentos (1973), which deals almost entirely with.this aspect, these books 

are more concerned, as far as Quiroga*s writing goes, with,plot: and . 

content in general, than with style. As for any study of Quirogais = . 

use of colour, and the tendency to stress black and white., nothing, at all

seems to have been attempted so far. Nor has a connexion,between his .

style and the cinema-been investigated. ••'•.'■ . ' .'• ■• .

The only place where something more than ah. isolated reference.to , .

use of a colour by Quiroga has been found is an article in the .

Archivo Horacio Quiroga, Montevideo.' It was on a loose sheet from a 

periodical with no title. The only heading was: BaranS, 15 octubre 1957, 

and the author was Miguel Angel Andreetto. It does not appear in the 

bibliography of Quiroga*s works, Horacio Quiroga; repertori-P biblipgrMficd 

anotado, •1897-1971(1972),. by Walter Rela, The limited length of the

article precludes the possibility of a systematic study, and the author’s 

aim does not seem to go beyond pointing out some of the colours used by 

Quiroga in two of the stories and showing how skilfully they help to 

create the mood. ' . . • . ’ ‘ ‘

It seemed that there might well be a connexion between the widely, 

held but, to my mind, erroneous belief that Quiroga was a '.poor stylist, 

and the fact that his style had not been systematically studied. The one 

author who has taken most trouble to defend Quiroga from this accusation,
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J..Pereira Rodrfguea (details of this' defence are given later) is. 

precisely the one who lias devoted some time to a comparative study of 

the. various versions in which Quiroga’s stories appeared during his 

lifetime,, showing the changes Ouiroga made in many of them before 

republishing- them.; ; '• ... ' . . - •; •• • .

There was, then, what would appear to be a good- case for a more

methodical approach to the whole matter of Quiroga1s style. Having

given a general idea of my.reasons for embarking on such a study, I shall 

now discuss, them in greater-,detail, beginning with the negative ones.
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Negative Reasons ' . .

' ’ In the first place it is necessary to have a look at some of the .

adverse criticisms that Quiroga's style elicited, : '

In the introduction to Horacio Quiroga., cuentos escogidos, edited . ;

by Jean Franco, we find the following statements . . .

Latin American critics have frequently criticized Quiroga's .. . '
■poor prose style. If by style they mean 'fine or elegant . ?

writing', then it is true that this does not exist in his stories.
Indeed he is sometimes slip-shod in his grammatical usage, and 
he frequently introduces local words or Gallicisms. However, .
we have to bear in mind that Latin America is still forging its 
language. There is no standard usage which applies to the whole 
of the continent or even the whole of a country. This leads to 
a certain fluidity in the written language which the European : •"
reader might find disconcerting (Franco 1968:18-19).; ; •. ,■

Professor Franco might have added that the criticism was not limited

to the American side of the Atlantic. Like so many of his admirers, she

defends his use of language in a rather apologetic manner, as in the ■ '

remarks j^st quoted about the language of Latin America. . • . - . ' . ’ /

. His biographer, Hanne Gabriele Reck ignores the question of style ,

altogether, apart from the one damaging concession: 'A pesar de sus: 

defectos -estilo a.veces desalinado, demasiada facilidad para escribir, 

aun errores <graffiiaticales - Quiroga es un gran escritor del Nuevo Mundo...' ■

(Reck 1966:6). -

. Another biographer, No£ Jitrik is at greater pains to demonstrate -: ,is 7 

Quiroga*s stylistic insouciance, when he writes: 'Es precise no dejarse 

confundir por circunstancias parciales o por muestras aisladas de su

inquietud expresiva. Quiroga parece no haber tenido tales preocupaciones;,.', 

.and later on the same page: 'corao digo; no parece haber padecido inquietudes
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muy grandes en materia lingSfstica... La intensidad de la narracidn, ■ 

la economfa de los recursos, la presencia de los contenidos, hacen de '•

estos relatos raodelos de un estilo original y libre en el que se raueve

con soltura un verdadero escritor,.; (Jitrik 1959:141). '

•' , : One wonders by what divine inspiration an author who has suffered 

no ’inquietudes’ where style is concerned comes to achieve this mastery.

All these extracts appear.in the final chapter of his book, entitled 

’Ubicacidn: punto de llegada’, in which Jitrik is discussing the problem 

of where to place Quiroga as a writer; After the two introductory para

: graphs there comes the heading ’Evolucidn estilfstica1, which covers

.’all the remainder of the chapter. But hopes that at least nearly the . .

whole of one chapter may have been devoted to an examination of Quiroga’s

. style are unfounded. Jitrik does discuss Quiroga’s use of dialect in 

’Los precursores’, although without any reference to Quiroga’s own 

remarks on the subject of the use of dialect in literature, as expressed 

in his article ’Sobre "El OmbCde Hudson’, published in Vol, VII of the

. Area edition, p.122; and that is as far as this chapter takes the matter 

of style, .the rest of it being devoted to a discussion of subject matter, 

influences, arid the business of classifying Quiroga in the ranks of

: other South American writers.’ . • . • , . . . • .

Another admirer, H. A. Murena, in SI pecado original de America -

(1965), devotes half of the section called ’El saertficio del intelecto*

to. Quiroga. Here he maintains that la selva took over in Quiroga, with

the result that his style gradually becomes so natural that it could

almost be called careless. This is not a very fierce condemnation, or

at any rate does not: appear to be intended as such. But behind it we



see tile suggestion that Quiroga’s stylistic inadequacy, while admittedly

there, is not really very important simply’because style itself is not

important. If is/almost as if it were considered as something extraneous,

that could be added if 36 desired. if then this is the attitude of so; 

many.of those-'-who defend Quiroga’s work it is perhaps not surprising that

30 little has been done in the way of serious stylistic analysis of his 

writing/ ’ -/.•'• . ' -• / ' ' • ' ' 7 . ■ -.. J

The most celebrated attack on Quiroga’s style comes from Guillermo 

de Torre. In the prologue to the Aguilar selection (1950) of Quiroga’s

stories he wrote: ’(Quiroga)...hab£a llegado a menospreciar excesivamente 

las artes del buen decir’, and later:. ’Escribfa, por mementos, una prosa

. que a fuerza de concision resultaba confusa; a fuerza de desaliho, torpe 

y viciada. • En rigor no sentfa la materia idiomStica,' no tenfa el menor 

escriSpulo de pureza verbal* (Quoted by Pereira Rodrfguez in Gaceta ./ ? •"/■

Uruguaya 2 June 1953).. . - . '• ' . •••/. : ,■ .... ,

Both J. Pereira Rodrfguez and Emir Rodrfguez Monegal took up the 

cudgels in Quiroga’s defence.. First in chronological order, in 1953, 

came Pereira Rodrfguez, publishing an article in the Gaceta Uruguaya 

dated 2 June 1953. (One can only attribute the gap between the publication 

in Spain of the collection and Pereira Rodrfguez’s reaction, to a delay 

in the arrival of the book in Montevideo, or at any rate, in Pereira 

Rodrfguez’s reading it). After stating Guillermo de Torre’s accusations, 

Pereira Rodrfguez goes on to say: . . . ., ' ' /. ' ... . •

Afirmar que Quiroga no tenfa el menor escrfipulo de pureza verbal 
es incurrir en pecado de lesa ignorancia (sic), Y es demostrar . ■
que no se ha tenido ni la menor preocupaci<5n por averiguar c<5mo



Quiroga ’trabajaba’ sus cuentos. Si ha habido en la historia 
literaria rioplatense un autor que se preocupd por perfeccionar

• su labor, sucesivamente, desde el primitivo borrador original ,
hasta la publicacidn en periddico o revista, y luego, en libro,
,es>Quiroga. Y es m5s de valorar esta obsesidn estdtica, si se . 
tiene en cuenta que Quiroga vivfa de su pluma... (ibid.).

And later:

Es lamentable que Guillermo de Torre caiga en tan eraso error 
como es el de negarle a Quiroga condiciones de estilista .

'; -: .(Ibid. ). ’' ' '. / . , -

The rest of the article is devoted to the question of how carefully

Quiroga reworked his stories before publishing or republishing them. Por

once we find some actual facts being quoted in support of a stylistic 

evaluation. Guillermo de Torre replied, again in the Gaceta Uruguaya,

(22 July 1953), quoting Quiroga himself in support of his accusation.

He recalls a conversation with Quiroga just after they had been introduced, 

in which the latter stated that ’... a mf no me interesa el idioma’, and

goes onto affirm that all he was stating in the Introduction was that

’Quiroga, gran narrador, no tenfa buen estilo’, and ends with a reference 

to ’la clSsica diferencia entre "fondo" y "forma” ’.

. In his reply, ’Quiroga contra Quiroga*, (Gaceta Uruguaya, '

5 August 1953), Pereira Rodrfguez points out that Quiroga himself con

tradicts his own words, as quoted by Guillermo de Torre, in his essays 

and articles on literature, ’Ante el tribunal’, ’La retdrica del cuento’, 

’La crisis del cuento nacional*, ‘Manual del cuentista’, etc. Where 

Pereira Rodrfguez fails to prick the bubble of Guillermo de Torre’s ’ . 

argument is.in not noticing that Quiroga’s apparent self-contradiction 

arises because of the interpretation of the word idioma. Here Rodrfguez
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Monegal gets nearer the heart of the matter. After referring' to the

words by Guillermo de Torre already quoted he says: / • ‘;

Es evidente que de Torre tiene raz<5n desde su punto de vista. . 
Eri los textos de Quiroga hay confusiones, hay torpezas y 
vicios en la expresidn, no hay un sentimiento de la materia 
idiora<tica, no hay escrdpulo de pureza verbal. Pero 
estas observaciones presuponen un concepto del estilo que es 
vMlido pero limitado. Si por escribir bien se entiende 
escribir de acuerdo con las reglas.de la Academia Espanola 
y respaldado en la autoridad de su Gramltica y su Diccionario; 
si por escribir bien se quiere decir escribir con escrflpulos 
de pureza idiomStica, es evidente que. Quiroga no escribfa bien.
No s<51o porque cometfa errores de sintaxis, anfibologfas y 
otros horribles pecados sino porque empezaba por cometer el 
mfiximo: no importarle demasiado la Academia Espanola de la -: ..
lengua. No buscaba la perfeccidn verbal (concepto elusivo 
que hace preferir cualquier gramitico del siglo XVI a Cervantes), 
no tenfa escrdpulo de pureza (Rodrfguez Monegal 1968:232-233).

... Bratosevich, in his El e3tllo de Horacio Quiroga en sus cuentos - 

shows an awareness of the fact that the whole question turns on the , 

definition of the words estilo and idioma: ’Pero por otra parte cuando 

quiso ser un estilista lo fue (pese a su concepto despectivo de "estilo" - 

pero es una question de palabras - , y a su aparente desd^n por el 

Idioma - otro equfvoco: "idioma" - lo acaddmico-espanol -); e incluso 

alcanzd a verter esa conciencia en varias refiexiones sobre el arte de

.. escribir’ (Bratosevich 1973:149).,; ! .

It is in this superficial interpretation of the idea of style that

Quiroga’s words must be taken if they are not to contradict his precept 

and practice. Rodrfguez Monegal, however, who appears also to have 

understood this, goes oh once again to defend Quiroga by denying him any 

stylistic distinction. He continues his discussion with the following 

words: .’Pero hay otro concepto del estilo. Si se entiende que escribir 

bien significa escribir de la manera mSs eficaz, comunicar con la mayor .

reglas.de
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fuerza expresiva lo que se quiere decir; si escribir bien signifies lo 

que' cada escri'tor. quiere escribir bien, entonces Quiroga no s<5lo escribe 

bien sino que escribe inraejorablemente. No hay.que olvidar que es un

cuentista, no un estilista, que quiere, corauni car vida a sus personajes,

no a sus palabras’ (Rodrfguez Monegal 1968:233). . .

Apart from the problem of how an author can be expected to communicate

life to his characters except through his words, there is also some con

fusion here as to who means what by the use of the word estilista. In

the last sentence quoted it.is obvious that the author has gone back

to the idea of style as something inessential to the business of writing.

That is, in his very refutation of Guillermo de Torre, he has once again 

had recourse to the forma/fondo dichotomy raised by his opponent. One 

is reminded of the fact that, at the very time of this polemic between

Gullermo de Torre and Pereira Rodrfguez, Rodrfguez. Monegal published 

an article ’Sobre el estilo de Horacio Quiroga’, in which he quotes 

Martfnez Estrada's words; '...habfa eliminado sin piedad lo accesorio ..

y ornamental (en su vida yien su obra)’, , . . ,

and from this he, Rodrfguez Monegal, came to the following conclusion: - 

*Ahf queda dicho todo; Queda dicho por qu<5 Quiroga no fue (no pudo ser) 

un estilista’ (Rodrfguez Monegal 1953). . .

. For him, as for most of Quiroga’s admirers, the word estilista appears . 

to have only pejorative connotations. It . is therefore hardly surprising 

that no serious attempt at studying his style systematically has been made.

We see this total disregard for matters of style once again in El 

desterrado when, referring to Quiroga’s last book, Mgs allg, Rodrfguez ,

Monegal says: 'Exarninado en la superficie es sdlo una coleccidn de cuentos 

m&s o menos decadentes que parecen certificar, en las postrimerfas



■ de sirvida y.d© hu arte, tiria vuelta.a loo -vieijon dieses del 900*. •. ■

. (Rodrigues Monegal 1968:273}; . . i ' ''' ': " ‘

■ ■ - ■•Prom the point of view di subject matter many of the‘stories of . ■ ;

^3 ■■• (hut by:'no means all, .although thei only exception-pointed■ out by;..

Rodrigues.Mondgal inf SI hi jo*) f could bo called a ’vuolta-a las viojos. ■ • 

dieses del 900‘, with their insistence.on the macabre and.the supernatural.

■ From the point of view, of style> however , nothing could be further.from

the studied ddeadentismo of - Los arreclfes do coral. ■ , ■ ' - : . . ■

- :. . Ksequiel Martinez'.Estrada, the close friend of Quiroga in.'his• later

, years, does••'shovz an awarenesss of thp- importance Quiroga. attached to a 

careful, use, of language- when he says: .’bra un artesano yesfco puede . .

.. aplicarse con estricto rigor a la- feefcura 9s: sus cuontos y asu prosa’ .

‘.(Martinez'Estrada 1968:54) . ■ " *' '•••/; ' '• ' '■ • • .■ '

. The observation was made about Quiroga*s delight in making things-.

. with his hands, butr ns Martinez bstrpda' points out, this ; craftsmanship. -

.-applied, equally ■■well to his writing. ' In boxte of this appreciation .. '

. of his friend’s'care and skill with'language, ■ lie has little to say on . 

the matter of stylo, being more'interested in describing the man than his

literary creation,. ■ • . • ' - . h • * ; • •-. '• '

'... . ■ Mention. has already -been made of Roreira. Rodr-Iguez’s..reference ho. 

Cuircga’s habit of reworking his stories before, every. new publication/.

In an article called ’Horacio Quiroga on el taller! he refers to Quiroga*s 

’...incesante labor do correcion estillstica’(Pereira Rodrigues 1954^1955: • 

315) and gives numerous examples of the changes' Ouiroga mads, both’, in

> original manuscripts; and; in, the preparation-of already published stories-.to 

■ bo collected-in booh form. . (In the Archive'. Horacio Quiroga, in ......
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Montevideo, I war. able to: sac .evidence of this for -myself, in material 

which no la. lists in an appendix to his bibliography,, In addition to 

the typed copy of ’La trngedia do los AnanMo”, the story also appears

. in. manuscript form in the Archive, although Uela.doos not include this 

in his- list, More will be said, later about the changes found in this

•. manuscript,) in hip article Pereira Rodrigues says: ■ - . - ■ '

Creemos habor documentado quo no • es tan vordadara,. como sc 
ha sostenido, ’.la. indiferencia retdrica' de Horacio Quiroga. 

"'Em la casi totalidad de Ion ojomplos enumarados se a&vierte 
af<n d© mejorar su nrosa, castiuando la expr.esidnsi as£ 
pudxera docirne - para alcariaar el propdsito (ibid.:327).

and again

Quirogn per«£gui<5 con ahinco la clnridad, la precision y la . >• .
•'. ■ ■ ... coheisidn en el lenguaje. No rehuyd el usp do amorican'ismos

de eiapleo ffecuente en el liable diaria do las personas cultas.
' No fue un ortodoxo an la liturgia del purismo ldxico y de la
corroccidn dramatical;, Pero, no llegd al decalido que algunos 
ouieren ver en su nrosa. Gus preocubncionea ontilfsticas cue, -

. qui^rnse o no, tienon tai signifieado las quo dejamos consignadas
evidencian due, poco a poco, abandon^ la artificiosidad dccadentista 
de quo hay ejamnios on lan p£ginas.do hos arrccifos de coral .

q. , (ibid.: 330),' ? \ . •- < *. .. .'. ...... '. ■ .

Apart from this reference by Pereira Rodrigues, several of the

sources already, quoted have mentioned the fact that Quiroga’s practice 

‘..where the rules of grammar are concerned is.not beyond reproach, and it

in in,no way my intention to.deny this.. What X do think must be 

questioned is the assumption that anyone capable of making such mistakes-. . 

must therefore necessarily be indifferent to style and unable to handle 

-language with finesse. After ali, the correlation between these.
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• , linguistic .crimes-and stylistic -distinction-may-be a positive: one.'. ■

'.As.Spitzer puts it:- ’Vftioever .has. thought strongly and felt strongly.

, has innovated in his. language; mental creativity immediately inscribes

. , itself into the language, where it becomes linguistic creativity; s.

• . the trite and, petrified in language is never sufficient for the needs

of expression felt by a strong personality* . (Spitzer 1948:15).

Perhaps Quiroga’s. critics, have been taking.too'shortsighted a 

view. The fact that a writer appears to have achieved his purpose 

so successfully in spite of this lack of grammatical orthodoxy, might 

=profitably be taken as an indication that here there was something :

' . Worth studying. • ‘ '

, . :■ Another testimony to the care with which Quiroga revised his

written output comes , somewhat surprisingly, in Rela* S'bibliography 

where, beginning on p.lll we find fourteen pages devoted to ••examples . 

of these changes, prefaced by the following title and explanatory,

.notes:,- • • .

; ADDENDA- ' '/ ' ‘
■ ‘ ’ ■ __* ** • . ' ' - ’ y ' . •

VEINTRITEES . EJEMPLOS . DE .‘VARIANCES'?' ’ .. *• .
: X ' ; • ' : ■ ' ' • ' • * \ t' ? \ '

Las variantes perfeccionan el texto original eri cinco aspectosss

1. correccipnes que hacen m£s objetivo y concreto:el relato.

2. gradual elirainacidn de todo elemento artificioso o decorative.

. <3. ' mayor precision lexica y sinMctica. /• . 1 ■

4. fijacidn de. detalles que hacen mSs expresiva la deacripcidn del

' : medio., tiempo y personajes. •. . ■ • . • .

5. concrecidn. en los tftulos.definitivos con relacidn a los

•• : . originales. . . . \ ' ' • • • - ’ ■
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; ' In a review of this;: Bibliography "which. appeared in the 

January.1976 .number of the .Bulletin of Hispanic Studies Giovanni .

Pontiero refers to the.inclusion of these variants as,’something of a 

curiosity*,and adds that ’one can only surmise that Sr Rela is 

offering his reader a nucleus of"material for some broader .stylistic, 

analysis and he is right in suggesting that this aspect of Quiroga’s

work requires fuller attention than it has received so far*;

(Pontiero 1976:83); , : ■ •"?' >

With the title of ’Teoriay prdctica del cuento literario en

Horacio Quiroga’ the Montevideo newspaper El Pais published the report 

of a talk given to the PEN Club Uruguayo by Enrique Etcheverry, in 

which we find the following: 'Tales aseveracionos de Quiroga, [ hi3 

statements in ’El manual del perfecto cuentista "J juntas a las muchas .. 

ya recordadas, obligan a.. a tender .con yerdade.ro cuidado los aspectos 

tficnicos de su creacidn. En tiltimo tdrmino, la gran batalla artfstica 

de Horacio Quiroga se libra y se.gana en el domihio del estilo y la 
eatructura’ (Etcheverhy 1962). . ' '■ ’ . \ .. - _ : ..

These views’of Pereira Rodrfguez, Pontiero and Etcheverry, with 

their appreciation of the case for a stylistic analysis of Quiroga’s 

work, lead on to the positive reasons for undertaking. this study.

yerdade.ro
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Positive Reasons ■ . ■ ' ' '

. That in his early life Quiroga was .passionately .concerned with ,

matters of style can be doubted by-.no- one who knows- anything at all of . ' '

his modernista period as, can be.seen 'from his correspondence, especially 

in his letters to JosS Marfh, Delgado (see Quiroga 1959, II). That this 

concern involved an overwhelming interest in form,, or pattern, is equally

beyond doubt. And that this preoccupation was acknowledged by his .

fellow initiates in the Conststorlo del Gay .Saber is demonstrated by 

the pseydonym Arqultectura Quiroga given him by the. Arced! ano of that

consistory, Federico Ferrando. The pseudonym appears as the heading of

the entry dedicated to Quiroga in ah imaginary dictionary of biography.

The whole entry is.quoted in the Introduction written by Mercedes

Ramfrez de Rossiello to Volume II of the Cartas indditas. ’ In the

comments that follow the entry we find the following appreciation:

- Baa pfigina nos muestra, en primer lugar, la certera definicidn 
. del sueddnimo adjudicado a (Quiroga.; . Ar qultectura. Todos los 

poeasas de Los Arreclfes de Coral, asf como los que’aparecen en
esta correspondencia, tiensn'efectivaraente un cardcter . , - '
arqultectdnico, ldgico. ..Si el viraje del. destine de creador se .

; prodiijo hacia una direccidn no esperada, el cuento, no podemos.
. • decir quo esa. caracterfstica sefialada por Ferrando haya 

' , desaparecido del estilo da Quiroga an su obra de raadurez. £Qu€
otracosa qua la postulacidn de una.arquitectura rigurosa en el

. ’ cuento es el ’DecSlogo del perfecto cuentista*? (Quiroga 1959,11:26).

But even before this period his biographers Josd M. ADelgado arid 

Alberto J. lirignole describe how he and his friends in Salto used.to go 

to an uninhabited house which had a magnificent echo, and there listen 

to the effect this produced as they recited poetry. ’Allf, frente al 

muro, se detenfan y, con.las miradas encendidas y. a todo Io qua daban las .
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gargantas y la mfraica, comanzaban a declamar versos propios y ajenos.
El eco duplicaba la sonoridad de lbs poeraas* (Delgado y Brignole 1939:68).

What for others might just have been something of a curiosity, a >

game any boys might play just by shouting words at fandom, was for 

Quiroga and his friends an opportunity to widen the range of their 

poetic experience, and shows an awareness of the importance of the 

sound of words. In many of the examples discussed later this attention . 

to phonic values can be seen. 1 .

Later in the book Delgado and Brignole speak-of the endless and com-.

;plicated verbal games that Quiroga and his friends used to play during

the period of the Corisiatorio del Gay Saber. After listing some of these.. . 

exercises, suchas ‘apiiar consonancias de raodo ropentista* (ibid. 108), 

finding as many rhyming geographical,names as possible,each competing-. .. 

against the clock, making up sonnets:on the spot,. each.member contributing 

a line in turn,, the authors go on to say: ? • . . ' . . t . ;

...so dodicaban airaprovisar yorsos.de faefcura imoecable en . ’ - ..
. cuanto a la-mStrica, pero en los qua fucra imposiblo. hallar nada

que astuvieraen su punto. Las cosas'mSs descabelladas saltan a
relucir, aumentSndose su efecto por el tono enf&tico. con; quo eran 
expresadas. A fuerza de. ejercitarse en estas lides llegaron a 
adquirir una facilidad subitSnea, un dominio de la rima y una 
facuhdia verbal tan notables que era'n.‘ capaces de raantener el 
chorro de sus gSrgolas If ricas durante largo tibmpo. Y en tai .. '

. forma eran cogidos ,por esta fiebre que terminaban.por.no poder
hablar entre olios sino en verso (ibid.: 109). . . .. ■ .

. From this information, as well as from Quiroga*s early poetry and 

-prose in Los arrecifes de coral, it is clear that pattern in language was of

great importance to him. ■ . .

yorsos.de
terminaban.por.no
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In her introduction to the Cartas ih^ditad. Mercedes Ramirez de .

Ros del Io , spoke of the ’viraje del desfcino creador' Lin- which;.Quiroga- 

turned his.attention, from poetry to the short story, while maintaining 

the architectural balance, noticeable in his “early, work* ‘- But it is 

worth pointing out that even in his earliest published book,• Los -

arrocifes de coral . (190.1), there are short stories as well as poems, and 

that the. ’carMcter arguitectdnico, ldgico’., is to be found.as much in the . 

prose as in the poems. , Consequently the transition from his,earlier 

type of v/riting, to that.. for which he became.famous is less abrupt. than man; 

people tend to assume.' The picture of a Quiroga. changing almost .

' overnight from the production of delicate, and decadent modernista. verse .

to,the powerful and virile short story, rough-hewn and: inelegant, is 

striking, but. not realistic. That there is a change, and an. enormous,

one, in his writing, cannot be denied. The Quiroga v?ho writes the 

Eisionos stories has.turned, spiritually and artistically, to face in 

a'completely different direction. He is ho longer concerned.with the 

fevered imaginings of. an artificial world. .. lie is now absorbed by the 

world, of action, and everyday reality that surrounds him. But the ■■

transition has not been as violent as .is often assumed, Even in 1908, 

the yearof ‘La insblaeidn'J : he is,still writing stories with as 

strongly moderhista a flavour as ’El canto del eigne* and ’Reyes’.

And even in Los arrecifes de coral he has already.turned his attention 

to the short story. •’ The link, then-,, is>already there. 7iJlian, after his 

first experience in Malones and El Chaco, , he abandons poetry (except as a 

form of communication with some of. the friends'of his youth - see
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Cartas in^ditas, Vol. II) , and cultivated a completely different. type' 

of story, the tools at'his disposal for this are stilli those•• that . .

come naturally.’ to 'him and the use'- of ’Which he ’has' cultivated' in his -

.earlier output- an architectural view'of the structure of any'

, artistic creation,.an enormous ’ range? of vocabulary and' an' acute, • '■ ' -

awareness of the fine distinctions‘between synonyms, ah ear for the

phonic-value-of words . ancl-.for the rhythm ..of a sentence,, These ■ .

, - are the tools he.takes-with him,’and his use of them provides a certain 

' • continuity between his. earlier writing and.the stories of his mature .

• .years,- . . • ’. '••••'. . • . . . . ... .

. Now/ this idea of pattern can be seen to be related to writing in two

different ways. On the one hand it can refer to the structure of the

. work as a whole? on the other it can be seen in the actual construction.

of the individual sentences and even phrases that go to•make up the

whole..' .Quiroga himself shows-an-awareness of this and. a concern for

pattern in both these aspects, . ; . - . . ’ ■ :

His attention to the structure of the story can ba seen in two of .

, the commandments of the ’Dec&logo del, perfecto. cuentista*s

V. No empieces a escribir sin saber dosde la primera palabra , 
addndo vas. . SSri un cuento bien logrado, las tree primeras Ifneas 
tienan.casi la Importancia'de las tras Ultimas (Quiroga, 1927b'”:87)')./

. and ' < ; ... ■ ■ ■' ■ ■ ’ ■ ‘

.. .VIII, Toma a tus personajes .de. la mano y ll&valos firmament©
» Wasta.el final, sin ver otra- cos a que. el cawiho cue les trazaste.

Note distraigas vlendo tu lo que ellos no pueden o no les imports.
. ver,; No abuses del lector. , Un cuento es una novela depurada de .

ripios. Ten esto por una verdad absoluta, aunque no loses (ibid.).
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His emphasis on the observance of limits as. to length imposed 

by the nature of the subject ’.natter can be seen in *La crisis del cucnto 

nacionul1, whoro ha-says:' . ■ ...... . .

La extension de 3. 500 palabras .equivalentes a doce 6 quince . 
paginas do formato eoKnln r.'ued.«e considorarso mSr. hue 'sufficients 
para quoam cnentisfa. no desdnvuolva on alias holeadamenta» . . -
Los inas fuertos relates conocidos.no pasan <3e esa extension.

- Y si. no es posible ponor limites a. la concepcion do uh cucnto, 
ni jiisgar do su eficacia por el n&nhro do sus linens/ se'puede , ■ ‘ 
on cambio exigir quo un relate, uvidonte y visiblemente coin- 
cebido para ocupar braves plginas, no alcahce a una extension triple- 
do In. quo requiem so condicidn (Quiroya, 1928a,; 94) >, •

. Quiroqa. refers to the same aspect again when ho says the

followings -■ ■ ■ ■ .. • •. ' . .■

Dasde-el drama conciso, queen literature se llama cvionto, al 
n&s dilatadOf quo se denomina novela, cube enel arte oscrito, 

• como on el fcoatro, la mas variada. extension/ sogtfn sea 'la 
requbrida per o.V asunto (Quiroga 1920b’:.31'9) ;'• : . * - - . -

",'. These words come from one of Quiroga’s articles of Cinema criticism? 

but the need for the ’extension* not to 'exceed that ' raguoricla roe: dl

" asuntof-is one that he considers equally essential .for' the short story, and 

if is the imposition of this limitation that is responsible for the' extreme 

concision of so many of his stories- ■■ ,1-Ie points, out the importance of .

. avoiding any' unnecessary words that might obscure the ’linen’ of a story, 

in the following passage from ’Auto el tribunal': ' • ' ' :

conocidos.no
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Luehl por que el cuento... tuviera une sola lfnsa, trasada por 
una nano sin temblor deed© el principio al fin. Kingdn 
obstleulo, adorno o digresidn debta acudir a aflojar la tension 
de su hilo. El cuento era, para el fin que le es lntrfnneco, 
una fleeha que, cuidac-sanente apuntada, parte del aroo para ir 
a dar dlreotamente en el bianco. Cuantas u&riposas trataran de 
posarse sobre ella para adornar su vuelo, no conseguirfan sino 
entorpecerlo. Esto ee lo que me erapeno on demostrar, dando al 
cuento lo que es del cuento,... (Quiroga, 1931<137).

The use of the words 'lfnea* and ’tension de su hilo’, the

oetaphor of the arrow, all point to an awareness of the line, or

pattern, of the story. Hie rejection of any 'obstlculo, adorno o

digresidn*, is reminiscent of Hallarnle's words in his letter to his

friend Casalia, quoted by Pierre Guirnud in hia Eaaais de Styllstlque 

(1969)» 'L'effet nroduit, sans une dissonance, sane une fioriture, sa&ne

adorable, qui distraie - voilft ce que je chorche (Guiraudi1969i114).

Quiroga shares with Mallamde the austere determination to exclude

all inessentials, hove^er tempting. Number VII of the ’Decilogo del 

perfecto cuentista' stresses this against 'No adjetives sin necesidad. 

Indtilos serin cuantas colas de culob adhioraa a un sustantivo dibil.

61 halias el que es preci so, 61 sdlo tendrd un color incoTparable.

Psro hay que hallarlo'. (Quiroga 1927-ba87).

This aspect of Quiroga’s work is one that has received fairly

general recognition. Quite a few of the criticisms quoted above have

referred to his concision, sone perhaps even regretfully. 3ut what

has generally been ignored is the fact that this interest of Quiroga’s in 

pattern extends also to the other type mentioned above - the pattern of

the actual language in which the story is written, as opposed to that of

its general clan of construction
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In *Los trues del perfecto cuentista’ Quiroga points out the .

importance of word order; *... no es lo mismo decir? "Una mujer muy , 

flaca, de rairada muy fija y con vago recuerdo de atadd",- que: "Una 

mujer con vago recuerdo de atatfd, muy flaca y de niirada muy. fija" . .

; . En literature, el orden de los faetbres altera profundamente el

produetp.’ (Quiroga, 1.925c-:68)j/* ‘ .

and in ‘El manual del perfecto cuentista* - he. refers to’,.,.-el - 

.. true de la contraposicidn de ?a'd j etivos: ’, (Quiroga 1925a-: 6 5j>? . a device'

that Quiroga himself, used with great frequency, .as we shall see later.

These brief quotations from Quiroga’s own writing on the art of

the short story should by themselves be sufficient to show his concern

for matters of style. . Before leaving his precept and passing on to a

study of his practice, however, it is worth, looking at his. article *E1 

eterno traidor'. In this Quiroga discusses the difficulties, in his

opinion almost insuperable, of translating poetry, and states:

El traductor habitual, puesto a la tarea, prescind*?, casi sietnpre. .
. de ou honrad.es de escritor. Para no asuotar a sus infinites .

• lectorhs, cabe aclarar .un poco estas’linbao. ’ -•? •

El arte de escribir consiste en hallar, para cada idea, la palabra 
justa que la expresa? y en. disooner estas palabras. con el suramum

. ’ de eficacia expresional (Quiroga.;. 1926b;: 75p76) > e • • ; ...

This i3 surely a clear enough statement of the supreme importance of

• word order. He then goes on to discuss the difference between. idea and

style, admitting that the importance of the latter is secondary. However,

although the essential is having 'algo que decir', it is necessary to find 

•’las palabras justas para expresarse’, and these seldom survive the process

of translation. He then continues:



La gramStica ha creado para holgura,.de'estudiantes. la sinoniuiia 
de t^rminos. Triste y melancdlico, apacible y pacific©, rabioso

... e iracundo, serfan palabras sindnimas de igual significado. El 
escritor sabe, sin embargo, que esto no es verdad. Si el alumnd 
y et lector corriehte no-percib'eh'diferencia an la -sinoniMa, ' 
el escritor conoce perfectamente sus grados y maticea, y no 
ignore que esta idea profundamdxite ewresada, aquel efecto 
eroocional maravillosanente obtenido, se lograron por la 
sutilfsima el'occidn de tai verbo', tai adjetivo,; entire sus infinites

?•. sindnimos, . (ibid.) . •’ ■ •. . \
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It is.difficult to see how,a writer convinced'of .the,,importance of .. .

. the ’sutilfsima elecoidn de tai verbo’, etc., can be justly accused of .

lacking all "escrdpulo de pureza verbal’. If even the accusation came •

from his detractors it would be easier to justify. But coming as it .

does from the ranks of his admirers it..reveals how superficial was this ■ .

.admiration, and how little.attention had been paid to what Quiroga had to . 

•say about. the art of writing. . ' ' ' • .

The article ’Horacio Quiroga eh el taller', in which Pereira ‘ ' 7 '

Rodrfguez gives details, of Quiroga’s meticulous care in revising his . .

work, has already, been mentioned, as also Eela’s fourteen pages of variants in 

■the ’Addenda’ on,p.lll, of his bibliography. Mention, was also made of the 

fact.that in the.Archivo Horacio Quiroga there is a manuscript of ’La 

tragedia.d© los;anan&s’ not Included in Rein’s list, which mentions the

typed copy only. . The-manuscript is written in pencil in a notebookon the 

inside cover of which is■typed the followings . ‘

Este cuaderno me rue entregado por Egld, la'.hija de Quiroga. Es 
el borrador del dltimo cuento que ascribio Quiroga, y que tengo 
entendido fue publicado en el suplemento de ’La Prensa’. de • 
Buenos Aires del 1 de Enero de 1937. .

Montevideo Piciexabre 15. de 1943. ,: . ... .

Then follows the signature of Alberto J. Brignole,

t . J
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On the last page there.is a list of botanical.names. The story 

itself shows evidence p'f- frequent-changes, with much'scoring: out, arid . . 

ends^on-the.middle page, of the•notebook/ with scribbles, across: the-text, . 

as if .done ,by a.child.- .perhaps Pitoca> the.small- daughter of - Ouiroga* s'

second marriage? There.are two different/ Incomplete.versions of one

sentence. Even without the presence of- the corrections it would be

difficult 'to read, because of the nature of, the handwriting. It is

'therefore, not always easy to .make out what has been-scored out, and ' -

even at times to sees what has been substituted. but. there is no doubt

that the.majority of the changes fall into line with the. type,of. . .

correction described by both Pereira Rodrigues and. Rela.- the • • '

suppression of unnecessary.words, the alteration of the order .of the , 

Words in a sentence to give greater clarity.’ The typed version -Ro’la 

mentions appears to be the fair copy, and has no.changes in it. Spelling 

and accentuation are not beyond reproach, and wo find the-following:•

’ lines.’, ‘proligidad’, ’dias1 , ’ mag nifi cos’. A study of this material

leaves one with the impression that Ouiroga was not much . concerned with- 

correct!tude in small matters such as accentuation, perhaps feeling that 

this could toe taken care of toy others involved in the process of 

publication? but: on the other hand na took great pains to ensure that he 

had. found exactly the right word, and placed’it in the best possible : ,

position in the. sentence. , • - f - • . ‘ ,

We.come now to the Importance, of the autobiographical clement in

Quiroga’s writing.; It'seems claar that the. ';events and circumstances . 

of Quiroga’s,life are reflected in his stories? that Is to say, that as 

far as the content of his writing goes there is very little or no division



between the man and his work. It would seem reasonable to assume that,

where the form in which he writes is concerned, we might find an

‘equal degree of unity between the nan and his writing. If this is so 

it would mean that by a careful study of his style we might come to know

more not only about the writing but also about the man himself. If if

is legitimate to assume the validity of autfon’s ’be style est l’homoe 

mftoe’ in respect of any author, it would seam to apply with even greater

force in the case of an author like Quiroga, where the autobiographical

element Is strong. If the autobiographical content of his stories can

tell us something of what his circumstances wore and how he reacted to

them, the style in which such events are narrated can tell us somthing 

more about the author*a more basic and intimate way of seeing life 

and coping with experience. The events an author has actually lived 

through may be expected to evoke in him a deeper reaction than those he

has merely imagined, and to thorn he Will respond in a way more . \

characteristic of hia whole sxxlo de ser. The difference found in the

way Quiroga uses colour in his Misiones stories as opposed to the others 

(see Part III) appears to bear out thio idea.

. > To what extent, and in what circumstances one is entitled to 

draw conclusions about an author from the study of his writing is a matter 

that is doaXf ;'ith in Part I, in which methodological considerations are 

discussed. For the moment, having referred to the autobiographical " 

element in Quiroga’s stories, it is necessary to establish how ouch 

truth there is in tine, belief that tills element is strongly represented
. ’ in his work. . ' . . > .■ : >■ .

'<■ / . With this aspect of his writing wo come to an area of uniform agree 

ment. There are many references to the fact that so many ox his stories



describe .events and situations that did 'really occur in Quiroga’n life. •• 

Ko one, an’.far’as I can gathar,.appears, to have .disputed.thin. His : 

biographers seem to bo in agreement ns. to .the importance of this 

element in‘Ouirogals work.- Hahnc Gabriela Keck gives numerous ■ •

■ examples* of incidents in Quiroya’s life reproduced in-his .stories,. . ■

and•refers us•again and again to what Delgado and Drignoie have to.nay 

on the subject. •Rodrigues Honogai, in K1 dentprrado ,• is squally .

' convinced of the.importance of thin aspect. ' ; ' / ' .

. . Thin autobiographical clement cart bo. aeon nt work in three different

ways, that in, in the description of the ambiente, most evident, in ' ■

. the. Misionea and K1 Chaco-stories?. i n the evocation of characters.'

. •/' • - ■ . 39 ; •/ • • „ •• .. -

such as.those-depicted. in boo Dostprrados?. and in the narration of 

events similar to those that.Quirogahad actually lived-through. In the 

first .re find not only endless .references to the'details of everyday life 

in the monte, but also'.several descriptions of. the house Quiroga.himself 

built on the plateau overlooking the Parand, ad,. for instance, in *E1.

' horabre rauerto* and ’El fcecho de;" incion.no1. In Si desterrado Rodriquez .• 

Donegal refers to Samuel Ginsberg’q visit to Quiroqa.in. Kan -Ignacios .

A1 renomornr cn 1937 esa estadia, escribird'Sspinosa Lpluuberg * s .
-■ pseudonyirj; ’Eh su casa do.Kan Ignacio cdnocl a’Ouiraga cn su .
verdndeto arabiente, y puds -darma cuenta de la estrechn rqlacidn .

' quo habie outre■su vide y su arte. ' El desierto- gue- ncababa do ..
aparecer bajo"mis cuidados en Buenos', Aires, 'em una. marav.illosa 
slntesis del pais, do la each y do mi huespod hatha m5.o alia .

. do dondc podia sosnaeharlo cualquier ihhdvertido' lector de .
. historian inpreaiohantes. Si rio, el monte,<la lluvia, los 
bomb res, y Xan.foestian, todon los-eiementos do la narrafJ’v-a-

. quiroguiana, sc me hicioron familiarnh durante aquel raes •• . ■
inolvidnble quo par>£ entre lo« suyos . •’ V, • cuando al afto . '.

. siquiento. voiyi a encontrar use raundo on los sic to cuentos 
' parejos.de ton denterradon comprend.f: on tbda su profundidad el don.
creative) de .su plum (Rodrigues Donegal 1963:204).

parejos.de


* T.a ncrnrs • /r>hr»+,rvir'«nhvY . *'P!1 vamrU rn * (c-f nnnm „ni nhnfnrtrsrsHvJ .

who Is .• evidently, the .model for:the an neo - in ’Los dostiladores de

naranja’. He says:

Anda por bed un <aecdnico italiano ven.ido a nonos, bueno, alegre 
a insensate, como es natural (JThen follows a digression in which 
Q. describes how ho has had to rush out and stop a fire iu his 

' bambv.sal .J

Prosigo con cl BiecSnico. Tiens cerca de aguf su mfsero taller. 
Sabe trabajar, pero no ganar. No cobra. Un pa.trdn lo di jo:
'Vd, necesita tutor; de otro mocio va a. morir glempre pobre’.
Es, cor,«o ve, un nifio grande, a. mode de loh'amigote* de Munthe * / 
(Martiness Estrada 1968:101).

As for the episodes in the stories that are based on Quiroga’s 

own life, they arcs many and varied. ; Quito a few of the stories, and 

both of the novels, are a retelling of soma of the incidents in Quiroga’s 

love life. ’Una estacidn de amor’ follows fairly closely the events of
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Quiroga‘s involvement with Marla Esther Jurkowski, and this episode . *

also provides' the; theme for Quiroga‘s only play, has sacrificadas (1920) .

■ QSilvinay Montt’. , also mirrors a situation in which the real Quiroga was

involved. ‘El mdrmol indtil* gives a homorous's and fairly accurate: idea

of the El Chaco venture with its economically disastrous outcome; and in

’Los fabrica.ntes.de carbdn' we' are.given a faithful account of some of

the many attempts Quiroga made to. establish: a-small industry; ’Eri' ..

la noche*. reconstructs an experience .Quiroga, had on the swollen waters ' 

of the ParanS. The.istain .events, as.well,as a great many, of- the. • • *' • ' 

details, in ‘El techo de incienso' and *El desierto'.are obviously . '

taken almost unchanged from Quiroga's own experience. •••'.'•. . .

... Under these three headings of ambiente, character,, and episode, '■ ' '• 

we have seen the obvious arid'generally acknowledged link .between ... .■ -

Ouiroga's life and his writing. . But there is a less obvious, and ’

for our purposes more important connexion too. . This lies in the ' . .

frequent descriptions that Quiroga gives of the psychological, even .

physiological, make up of his characters. . It is impossible to disregard 

the- fact that theRohSn. of Historia deuri amor turbio is physiologically 

modelled on Quiroga himself, if one compares the descriptions of,his

digestive difficulties with those of the author. In a letter to his . .

. cpusin, FernSndez.Saldana, dated 10 February 1906 in the Cartas in^dltas, 

Vol.II, he. says: , Ando con el estdmago hecho el diablb hace dies'dins, ... 

lleno de . n.3g,seas c.onstantes, endolorimiento de estdmago, suerio pertinas, 

etc. . Suficiente pare corivertirme.este verano.en un desabrido otorio' , " ■ 

(Quiroga 1959,11:107} . . . ./ J. ' . '•

fabrica.ntes.de
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■ .. Xf. one compares,' this •■with one of 'the -many references , to Rohan’s -
. • ’• ■ ’ ' z ■ ■" .. . . . . "

dyspepsia in- Historia de un amor turbjLo: ’Comenzo a deapertarse con ' 

dolor en la cintura y el cueroo molido, no .'obstante un suefto' ; 

nsnsivo de nueve horns. El' apatite. imposible’ (Quiroga 1908:29),wh ..

see lljat the symptoms are very similar - digestive upsets, nausea, pain

in the abdominal region, ’.sueho-masivo’ or' ’perti'naz’* Rodrigues '

Monegal points out thla similarjty-.in’31 degfcerrado: -'Los tormentos. 

de Xn mala digestion hnbr/In de figurnr t.ambiZn on la hovela que es£&. 

-esezibiendo.haeia 1907. Atribuida al protagonist©., Itoti&i, la dispepsia. . 

3er<S objeto .de .un capitula entoro, el sexto, quo revel© estar apoyndc ' 

en la observacion m&s direct©,,posible’ '(Rodrfguez. Monegal 1968:123)• •

it in, in fact, only the last paragraph of chapter six that, is 

devoted to the description of the dyspepsia, but there are many references

to -it both earlier and later in the novel, just as there are descriptions 

of Quiroga’s own.sufferings. in. .this respect throughout his life, both by 

the author himself■ and by his...friends. Rohdn too, like Quiroga, thinks

he is cured, only to relapse later. . Rodrfgiiez Monegal goes on to.say;

’La claridad.con quo Quiroga diagnostic©.. las causes de la dispepsia 

del protagonist©, no lo impIda ser d.l misroo Victim de su hipocondrfa, 

de sumal humor negro, do rabietas sflbi'tas y otros estadoa hue acabaxi- 

por• metamorfosoarse en-' ese buitre que lo devora' (ibid.)-., . . . ■ .

, ■ Those words'arc equally true of .Quiroga and of his hero, and point

towards another characteristic that both share', ■ Xn Rohdn Quiroga •

presents us'with. © classical example of the man who suffers .from an '

innate need to torture those to whom he is most closely tied, including, • 

of course, himself, Quiroga knew well to what paychobiological type ho- ■
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belonged. In a long letter to Martinez .Estrada'dated 21 .May 1936 

he says: ’Somos Vd. y yo, fronterisos.de un estaclo particular, ,

abismal y luminoso como el infierno,. Tai creo’ (Martines Estrada 

1968:113). ' . • ' . ' ' ' .

Again,, on 23 August of the same year, we find the sentence: ’Y

en histdricos como Vd. y yo, fxguresel’ . . .

He. then goes on.to point out: ’Los histericos son la flor de la . 

humanidad* - decfa Midacowick. Ynada mds; cierto. Pero . tenemos que

' pagar en frutos araargos el esplendor de esa flor’ (Martines Estrada .

1968:152). '

He was equally well aware or the influence that health has on a

man’s state of mind.and capacity for-achievement. As early, as 1909, - 

in a letter to Fernandes Saldana dated 29 September, he says: 'Antes el .

. estdmago me dejaba en pas las ideas? ahora me deprime, con la '

hippcondrfa consiguiente, y ganas de pegarme veinte tiros. Puera de 

las cafdas. inevitables cada quince o veinte dxas ~ un par de dxas 

-malos - me he ende’resado bastante. Bcistalo a probar el hecho de que

te escriba’ (Quiroga 1959,11:138),

As has been said above, , it is easy to see the .-link between Quiroga

the man and the content of his stories. Me see the introspective Quiroga 

describing himself and his circumstances and emotions.again and again, and 

we see the close interaction between, his life and his literary creation,

. As Arturo Sergio Vised puts it in the introduction to his Del epistolario

Horacio Quiroga.

La correspondencia de Horacio Quiroga es un elemento fundamental 
para conocer a ese hombre de personalidad tan rica y compleja, y por 
momentos enigm&tica, que fue el autor. de El desierto, . Pero como,
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. ; •»' : al mismo tierapoy su obra;narrativa;est5 muy esfcrechamente ■
. yinculada a las circunstancias de su v.ida, y sn .no manor grado 

• • a muclios rasgos de su carSctor, esa correspondencia constituye, •. . .
■ tambi^h, un elemento sustancial para major cbnocer, ahondar y

comprender su labor creadora , (Quiroga 1972:45). . .

But what seems equally interesting,, and yet'does not appear to

have been studied.at all, is the evidence of how the type of man •

• Quiroga was can be seen.in his style,. What appear to be examples of

this are the extraordinarily large number of references to the. glare of

an unbearbaly strong light, the idiosyncratic use of colour, with its . 

tendency.to black/white polarisation, the unusual negative value given 

to the colour.white, and the way in which colour references are continually 

brought into relation with the .concept of pattern. A careful study of .

■ these aspects can bring fresh knowledge about the literary work in which .

they appear, and about the man who created it.. ■ . •

. . ' . Before embarking on this examination, however, ws must first look ’

at the method employed. .. • • ■ • ‘ • ■ . • \ • • • = .
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Method -General Considerations • , . ' . _ . ' . ' .

- As has already boon indicated, a study ox • the'bibliography on '

Quiroga will show that very little indeed has been done with regard to

his style. -There is therefore no ready-made starting point from which ..

to follow on, either ..accepting or rejecting, it The one book completely 

and explicitly .dedicated to.matters of : style-, Brctohbvich’s El-estilo de.

. Horacio Quiroga- on sue cuontos, fails, to give'us'anything in the way v

of a systematic study of any aspect of his writing. Wiat Bxatosevich 

has done is give an interpretation of the features of Quiroga*s -

character which he considers most important , illustrating .. this with

examples taken.from a number of his stories. . The review of this book in

. the'January 1976 number of the Bulletin of Hispanic Studies by Giovanni . 

Pontie.ro points.out some of its failings - the highly rhetorical style, .

and what Pontiero calls ’the author’s obsession with antithesis’. . ■

Equally regrettable seems its pice-meal approach, which ensures that no 

aspect of-Quiroga’s style is studied methodically. <Quiroga’s stylistic 

devices appear , to be considered solely as data which confirm the already

established ideas Bratosevich has about the author’s character.

Consequently it is. enough for Bratosevich’s purpose to select those that 

confirm his ideas, and the rest he can comfortably ignore. This is not

. .. to say that I .disagree with . his general conclusions, or find fault with 

the examples'he has chosen to support them. that this ,does mean,, however, 

is that stylistic phenomena are not being studied as such, with a view to

• learning'anything new about Quiroga*s writing. Consequently this book is 

. not primarily about Quirog^i’s style. This arbitrary picking and choosing

Pontie.ro
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as regards the examples with .which to .illustrate his thesis also ; ' •• •

applies to .the selection of stories considered,, as Pontiero has pointed ■ : . 

out in his review* the.majority of those referred to being those. ... •

concerned with the Ilisiories region. As a justification of this it

. could be alleged that most -people feel these stories to-be Quiroga.. 

best 'work. - - But it is. -.important to remember that during all the years . .

he was writing , the Misiones stories Quiroga was also keeping up his ' ' ' . . .

•' output of other types of story? ancVthat, with the exception of.Los -

desterrados, all his collections contain a mixture of the two types, . .

thus showing that Quiroga considered both types worth preserving and '

also likely to appeal to the public. Xfc is therefore.impossible to ,

. ignore either type if one wishes to say anything about Quiroga"s styig . .

that is-relevant to;his writing as a whole. .

: Bratosevich attaches great importance to. the word intensidad '

. in relation'-to Quiroga, '{sea Bratosevich 1973:16) . and no one is likely .. 

to dispute this, although its usefulness.as a distinguishing mark might 

be held in question, since the same could be said of.practically any . .

author. 'Writing is hard work, and no one is likely to persevere in it

unless prompted and sustained by intense feelings of one kind or another, ... .

■ . With the word Intonsidad, however, he couples axasperacidn, (seo . .

• .. Bratosevich’ 1973:39),. and here I think he has found something that is truly

a . distinctive of.Ouiroga, fundamental to much of :his writing, and also .©f uso 

., ; in. the examination of Quiroga-’a use of colour, as we snail see later.

This one insight, however, is not sufficient to make Bratosevich’s book 

. the ’detailed analysis’we still requireto use Pontiero’s expression.

As far as Ouiroga’s use of colour is concerned, there are isolated references
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to colours and to'light,. especially in, connexion witl\ the

oscanpsracidn-, theme , - but: no . attempt is. made; at an exhaustive- enumeration ‘ '

or analysis. ' ' .- ■ : •t •' - . f , -. •• • .

' So much, then, for tits'one book apparently dedicated.-to the. study .

of.Ouiroga’s style. Others, as.has already-been said, refer in a ■

•.somewhat random -manner to certain, aspects.of his style,, but only as -.' .

. illustrations of a thesis basically.concerned’with biographical or '

thematic .interpretation. . \ . •' . ...

.■ . There being thus-no precedent for the type of work I had.in mind.

, as far as Quiroga was concerned, I was:left with the choice of working 

out a method of my:own, dr of followingone already'applied, to some 

other, author. But horn again T was .unable to find any study of an

• author's treatment of colour along the lines 1 had envisaged* ’ I did

find some, interesting material, but.it was all in the form of articles in . 

journals or single chapters of books dealing with, vrider aspects of-style,

• and-;consequently-not long enough to deal in a systematic and detailed ;

manner with the subject. Some of them explicitly state.; that they are ' ,

based on nothing, more than a selection of‘-relevant data, as, for • .

instance, the article by Remy on Garcia Lorca,-'in which the author ; 

refers to the. fact that his . aim was a limited one, which he-, hopes he has 

achieved 'aidd par quelguos examples’ .(Remy l‘.*65:79) . . Guiraud's : • ■ 

chapter on 1L'&sur de Hallo.m-5' is the.only one of -these, studies to • • ? ' 

claim that it is made on a complete,. inventory. Roue of the others ': 

gives any indication as to what proportion of -the relevant examples

has been, included, and -ono is left ’with.'.the .strong impression that’. .

A
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in these no attempt at anysystematic collection of material has

been made.. Consequently, while the .conclusions arrived at are. often

interesting and no doubt valid vzithin the scope of the work concerned,.

this material could not provide the model for the type of study I hoped 

to undertake. The article by D. J. Pletcher on Sartre was exceptionally

' interesting,, and at the same time gave the. impression of being based on

a much firmer foundation than random sarsrgling of. references to colour,

but the author makes no mention of the method he.uses in selecting his

material. ■ .

. I wish to stress the fact that in all these articles I found '■

interesting material, and in many cases material which has proved useful

for the purposes of comparison, especially with regard to the difference . 

.between Ouiroga’s symbolic use of certain colours and the associations 

more commonly attached to them? and these I shall be;referring to in the

body of the work. But from the. point of view of method my examination .

■of this material left me once again without a precedent for my enquiry,

I had therefore to work out my own method, and shall now discuss the

considerations by which I was guided. ;

There can foe many reasons for undertaking research into the style 

of a particular author, ranging from a desire to explain a given . 

phenomenon in the text concerned, which is the starting point of . . 

Spitzer’s method, to the desire to apply to a specific text a method as 

yet untested. An example of this is Riffaterre’s study Le Style dec 

Pleiades de G-oblncau (1957), with its subtitle: ’Essai d*application 

d’une methods stylistique*. .It seems clear that the method adopted must
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depend to a'great extant on the purpose' of the investigation-. Now,

• W purpose in studying Quiroga vzas somewhere along.the axis that ...

joins these two extremes,, although, perhaps nearer to the' Gpitfserian ' ' .

.end than to its opposite. I'began, than, like Spitser,'with a -

particular corpus of work I wished .to study;. but unlike Spituer,. . •

I had not found a. starting point within the text from which to break .'

. into the 'philological-, circle'. ■ My aim was to see whether there-was. •:

, anything characteristic in Quiroga's style that would lead to a deeper '

. understanding of his writing as a whole. In. his Materia y forma en '• > . .-

- . ...pons fa (1965) Amado Alon.sc states that: -El nrincipio on quo ao basa .

. la cstilfstica os quo. a toda qnrticularidnd idiomatiea sn cl.estilo . .

corresponds una particuleiriciad psfquica* (Alonso,A. 1965:7S) .. -

. .This is similar to Epitser';? idea of the splrltug 1 etymon or ' • •' • . ,

Valery's 1'esprit do 11 auttair, which he maintains is 'co qui a fait , .

. 1'oeuvre'. - ' '

.- . X?ixfato.rre. is equally convinced that the study, of an author's • ' -. "' - -

style can lead to greater knowledge, of .the man himself. ' To quote from . 

his he Style cles Pleiades de Gobln.ean: 'Ainsi la stylistiquo nermet-elle d'aller

• . de 1'oeuvre a I'homme qui s 'eat rdv<He dans 1'auteur, ffrt-cc en.depit deilui-

meme' (kiffaterre 1957:22). / . . . . , ■

All these critics are agreed that new knowledge, is to be gained by a . .

study .of the text. ■ However .interesting a new theory may be, cither ’ - ' ’ •-

' . about a particular author, or in the more general area of. stylistics , -

itself,"it must be based on the study of specific texts. Castaqnino, .

in his hl anaiisis• litergrip (1935), puts this point of view in the most. . 

emphatic terms. possible'La literature es el-.texto literario y s6lo el
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; In his Language and Style Ullmann makes a statement that is less

sweeping,, but equally important tor our purposes, when.lie says: . .

* In the study of literary style, progress has always come through close

scrutiny of specific texts from.which conclusions were then drawn con

cerning wider aspects of theory and method* (Ullraann 1964:126).

...• The jzords'clo^e J^s^rutiny1 are particularly useful to my purpose, 

and I shall return to them shortly. Por the moment it is not so .

much the closeness of the scrutiny that is relevant as. the., fact that

Ullmann insists, on the importance of the study of specific texts, and

points out that this can lead to conclusions.which range beyond the .

limits of the text itself or even of the author in question. This .

type of study, then, can be the humble.building block'on which larger

issues of method and theory can.be erected. .

Whether all texts, however, are equally, suitable for.this type 

of analysis is another question. &i£faterre seems to think.that this 

is, not so', when he says: ,’J’y montrerai, j*esp5re, que Gqbineau pense 

asses son style, pour qu’il sort permiS'd’en tenter une interpretation 

fouillde jusgu’au detail, sans trop risquer d*y voir, plus • qua las .

intentions resiles de 1*auteur*(Riffaterre 1957:14).

Here he seems to suggest that only a consciously elaborated style 

would be suitable for such an analysis, .since otherwise one would risk . .

reading into the text more than the author had intended* Amado .

Alonso appears to be thinking along the same lines when ha says, 

referring to the A poet’s, ./intention: * El lector no puade hi debs tener 

en cuenta inten.oion.es guizd existentes, pero cue no ban quedado objectivadas

•• ; .. .. . • • '' / • I?'' yk

inten.oion.es
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en el poema* (Alonso> A.1965:94). . ; ' ' , . .

But If the author’s intention is of primary importance in any

interpretation of his work, and must be sought with the utmost 

diligence, it does not necessarily follow that his intention, Which. 

has been objetivada in the text, to use Alonso’s expression, is the 

only thing that can give us relevant information. The words of

Riffaterre himself have already been quoted: 'Ainsi la stylistique 

permet-eile d’aller del'oeuvre & l’homme que s’est rdvSIS dans 

1*auteur, fflt-ce en d£pit de lui-mfime* (Riffaterre 1957»22).

On the previous page he has also said: . < .

Kais un indice encore plus a Or est <3onn<§ par le style
inconscient. Des repetitions intensifiantes, des ties,
des formulas inapproprKes 6videmment introduites dans le
texte par le subconscient de 1’auteur peuvent jouer un rdle 
dans 1 * ensemble du style, enlui dormant urie couleur, une ; . ..
allure particuliftre; ou n’Stre visibles qu'8. un lecteur averti 
ou aux aguets comroe l'analyste du 3tyls. Quoiqu’il en s6.lt, 
ces phdnoftftnes sont au plus haut degr€ r£v£lateurs des obsessions 
ou slmplement des constantea psychologiques de 1’auteur et je 
les utiliserai & titre d’Etymon pour expliquer ce qui est conscient. 
II arrive que le depart du conscient et de 1'inconscient soit 
difficile. Peu importe, puisque ce qui corapte dans le style, 
e’est 1’effete (ibid.»21). v \

Where limits must be drawn, it would seem, must be not in the

study of the text itself, but in the selection of extra-textual

material brought in to support a particular interpretation or theory, 

and in accepting as certain a hypothesis based on a possible interpretation 

of the text, when there, is nothing, either vrithin the text or outside it, 

to give unambiguous confirmation of this. As an example we can take 

RodriguezMonegal’s theory with regard to Quiroga's supposed homosexual v
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inclinations. He argues from a number of situations that appear in 

Ouiroga’s work, notably in ’Los perseguidos’, that Quiroga had homosexual

r «. • tendencies which remained hidden to himself as well as to others. There 
is nothing explicit in any of the texts that even remotely .suggests such 

a relationship between the characters, : Similarly, there .is nothing in

Quiroga’s life that we know of that points in this direction. ; To cite his 

close friendship during the last years of . his?life with Martinez Estrada,

and his early one with Ferrando, seems insufficient justification.

What in fact Rodrfguex Monegal is doing here is to confirm a hypothesis

based on Quiroga^s work with a hypothesis based on his life. Earlier 

in this introduction I raised the question of how far it is licit to

draw conclusions about an author from his texts, and I would suggest that 

the above-mentioned operation carried out by Hodrfguez Monegal oversteps 

the limits .of literary criticism. • •• ., . • . 1 :•' ‘

But if it is not licit to extrapolate from an. interpretation of the

text founded on an unconfirmed hypothesis,;it is nevertheless 

permissible and profitable to relate characteristics observed in the

text to facts independently known about the author. In this way I

Z\, consider significant, for instance, the many references in Quiroga’s 

writing to the idea of a glaring, unbearable light, and relate

it to facts we have learned from his biographers and from his< •<

correspondence - facts concerning the ill health from which Quiroga

' frequently suffered, and the state of hyperaesthesia that often resulted

from this. The relevant facts are given in the following part of this

thesis, and the conclusions drawn from them are discussed later. The

guiding principle that I have followed in this respect has been that no
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absolute conclusion about the nan has been drawn from a stylistic study 
of the text unless It can be-confirmed by extira-textual or non-stylistic 

information ,, and that tentative conclusions about tlie man may be drawn . 

from a.stylistic study of the text., provided that nothing-we already

know contradicts these conclusions. Even these tentative conclusions

may ultimately prove to be of value in the light of later research.

If, however, conclusions about the matti arrived at from a stylistic •' 

study of the text, have only been drawn when corroborated by some ,

source independent of stylistic considerations, the conclusions

, about the style itself which have been drawn from this analysis stand

in their own right, and need no confirmation from any other source*

We how return to the words 1 close scrutinyT mentioned in the .

quotation from Ullmann’s Language and Style. ' The closer the scrutiny,

of course, the more material one Is likely to find of potential

significance. Any text will yield so large a number of data, all of

which might lead oh to valuable discoveries, that one is faced with the

need to select, to decide which of this material is to be analysed.

„ Logically this leads one to an impasse, since one cannot ideally make the

right decision till the material has been fully examined. It is here

that an arbitrary decision has to be made. David Crystal and Derek 

Davy, In their Investigating English Style (1969), put the matter briefly 

and emphatically in the following words* ’It Is perhaps worth emphasizing 

right away, that the first step in any stylistic analysis must be an 

intuitive one* (Crystal and Davy 1969:12). ‘ ‘ .

There , is no need to enlarge oh the-' Importance of the role, that Spitzer 

grants to Intuition in his method? and Ddmaso Alonso stresses it squally 

in his Del siglo de oro a este siglo de siglas t



La humanidad tiene un conociriento propio de la obra da arte; 
la intuicidn, la lntuicldn del?lector; la del crltico tambidn* 
la del crftlco doblemente lntuitivos corao receptor de la 
obra de arte y coao expositor de sue impresiones - (Alonso, D. 
1962*231).
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The *ame author, in Poaafa Kapaftola (1952), states the casu in

more extreme terras* .

Lo primero de que me di cuenta fue do cue, sin nreocupacidn 
raetodoldgica olguna, habla aido llevado del oodo mAa

ft- natural al empleo de wAtodos rauy di versos para ©1 eatudio d© 
los mayores poetaa de Sspafta. Oomprendf entonoea que la 
seleccidn de *m£todo* para al estudio •«tiltattoo no ae puede 
hacer nor normas de un criteria rational. Ma adnt que 
para cada estilo hey una indagacidn eatillsties dnica, siempre 
distinta, slempre nueva cuando ae paaa de un estilo a otro. 
srapereba a ontrever as! uno de los temaa centrales del preaente

■ ' . libro. • • - " . ’ ' ; ,

Porque este libro quiere precisamente moatrar que no exists una 
tAcnica estilfstica, que el ataque estilfstico os siemnre un 
protelema de los qua los rcatemAticos Hainan *de fells idea*.
Es declr, qua la-.. Gnica manera de eotrar al recinto ea un 
afortunado aalto, una intuicidn. (Alonso, D.1952*11).

But even DAmaso Alonso, with hia insistence on the need for

intuition, is willing to admit the need for a quasi-ecientific method

ological approach. On the following page of the same booh he brings 

together the need for both intuition and a systematic approach*

Lo mlsmo que nueatro quehacer mira al clelo, pero se mueve en 
xonas huaanas, creemos que la tarea estilfstica sdlo coaAenxa 
trao unaintuicidn (en este caso doblet intuicldn de lector; 
intuicidn selective del raAtodo de estudio) y ha da detenerse ante 
la clma (la ultima unlcldad del objeto literario sidlo ea cognoscible 
per salto ’ciego y oscuro")- He ah£ Ion Ifmites de la Estilfstica.

Pero entre ellos hay una amplia sona del objeto poAtico (es 
declr literario o, en general, artfstloo) qua ea inveatigable 
nor procedlmientoe cuaaieient£ficoac (ibid.«121.
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Amado Alonso is equally clear about the need for a methodological

>■ approach to the study of literaturex ’La crftica filoldgica

tradicional estudia metddicamente esos contenidos y su valor; pero , 

ino es tambi£n obligacidn de la historia y de la crftica literarias

, , intentar el conocimiento roetddico de lo podtico en las obras 

literarias?’ (Alonso,A. 1965x89)■ '

With this insistence on the need for methodical study in mind,

the most important thing to remember seemed to me to be the principle 

of complete enumerations,. By this I mean that all examples of a given

phenomenon should be first of all collected, and then examined. In

this way two objects are achieved. The first is that no relevant

example is omitted, as often happens where a piecemeal selection has

been made. ; The second is that many items which, taken in isolation,

do not appear to be, of Interest, are seen to be so when viewed in the

context of their complete population. Ah axanple of the use of this

method is to be found in Guiraud’s Essais:de Stylistique, in which the 

third chapter is dedicated to an exhaustive Inventory of Mallarm^’s 

references to the word azur and a comparative analysis of these data.

The only way to be sure of having an accurate idea of the numerical

values Involved in any study is to make a complete inventory of all 

relevant examples, and this method is particularly valuable in cases 

in which some noh-numerical factor may operate in a direction contrary 

to that, shown by the figures. As an example we can see what happened 

with regard to ideas about Goethe’s use of colour, as described by 

Sigmund Skard In his ’Use of colour in literature’ where he refers to:
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*. .a study by Fraack (918) who applied the statistical
method of the Groos school. His results were not too , . \
important in detail, but he established beyond doubt .. , .
that Goethe’s own colors were not rich as might have been
expected but relatively poor. Carlowits (912) continued 
along the same line, gave further proof of the poverty in .
Goethe's colors, and showed how instead he displayed a 
tendency to contrasting light and darkness, surprising 
when one remembers how important were the colors in his

■ - : thinking) (Shard 1946»194) ♦ ‘ ‘ ;

As we see, the importance Goethe attributed to the concept of

colour had led people to expect a rich chromaticism in his work,

which a statistical approach to the subject revealed to be 

completely lacking. .. ' ’•

The use of statistics, then, can he of great value in providing 

the material from which conclusions are to be drawn. In chapter

six of Language and Style Ullmann examines the question of the use 

of statistics in literary research, giving a carefully balanced view . 

of the pros and cons, pointing out that 'the precision which they 

undoubtedly introduce in stylo studies is sometimes bought at too 

heavy a cost* (Ullmann 1964«118). But he concludes that, in spite of

the difficulties, 'it would be quite wrong to exclude statistics 

altogether from the stylistic field* <ibid.»119), and goes on to point out the 

uses this approach may have, one of these being the fact that it may re

veal anomalies in the distribution of stylistic elements which may raise 

important problems. This particular aspect is one that has Proved useful 

with reference to Qutroga's use of colour as opposed to black and white, 

as-will be. seen Inter. .. . .. 'r •..•••' . • . •. '■

A statistical approach, then, I have taken to be a legitimate part 

of literary investigation, and, for ny purposes, an essential one. The
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main aspect on which this statistical analysis has been brought to 

bear is the concept of deviation• Donald C. Freeman# the editor

of Linguistics and Literary Style (1970), states that: ’Recent work

in linguistic stylistics may be divided into three types: style 

an deviation from the norm, style as recurrence or convergence of

textual pattern, and style as a particular exploitation of a grammar 

of possibilities(Freeman 1970:4). . • .

Of these three types we can ignore the third, as it is relevant

rather to theoretical stylistics than to the work in hand. noth’

the first and second categories, however, are of interest here,

and it is worth remarking that they are not mutually exclusive, since 

in the second one, style ass recurrence or convergence of textual 

pattern, it is precisely a deviation that is often the subject of the 

recurrence or convergence. We shall return to the idea of convergence 

later. - ■' , . ’ • ’ . ; •

Let us take first the concept of deviation, which, as Guiraud 

points out in La Stylistique, is closely related to-statistics': *pr 

la statistigue est pr£cis3ment la science des hearts’-('Guiraud 1957:107).

The concept of deviation, or dcart, is fundamental to the work

of Spitser, Valery, Bruneau, and many others.

Nowf it is the reader’s own knowledge of his langue, as opposed to 

the parole of the author, that must guide him as to what constitutes a 

deviation. In the present case, there being only one reader in question, 
in order to avoid the danger of making unduly subjective decisions on this 

score, I have had recourse to the official view in matters of word order, 

syntax, etc., and have taken as my standard the pronouncements of the Real 

Academia Espafiola, as expressed in their own official publications and in



the south of other authorities 3uch as Gili Gaya and Bello, the latter 

being of interest for the South American point of view. ;

We now come to the concept of convergence, which has already been 

mentioned. In Language and Style Ullmann defines convergence as ’the

use of several devices which all concur to express the same idea or to 

produce the same effect*c (Ullmann 1969tl33). An example of 

convergence is given by Guiraud in his Bssaia de Stylistlguet

*Un autre signal 3tylistigue est constitud par la convegence. Un 

mot archalgue peut passer Inaper^u, waU s.’U'se combine avec une 

orthograph.ecar'chai_que _e.tune construction archalguo, Il sera sent! .

comma fcel’o (Guiraud 1969t45).

The importance o? convergence Is that, where this occurs, one. can

feel sure that one Is dealing with some aspect that the author has felt

to be of importance. One of the examples of convergence found in

Quiroga’s work, for instance, is the sentence which occurs In *81

techo de incienso* beginning ’Ne.gr a, m<s negra cue las nlacas

de bleck..,’, in which no less than seven different foregrounding

devices are used, all of them, contributing to the emphasis on the Idea of 

blackness (see No.68 In Part II). Not only is convergence a good guide 

as to what the author considers important, but also some stylisticians

stress the negative quality of a lack of convergence « that is, the lnsuf-

ficiancy of isolated examples. In an attack on the whole concept of

style which appears in the April 1970 number of Nord under the title 
of ’Linguistics, Literature, and the Concept of Style*, J.K. Kills sayss 

’That combination, and not isolation, is the focus of.attention in.the 

linguistic study of literature is h very important, but frequently Ignored, 
fact* i (Kills 19705 75). ; >' : . ■ ' . - • < ' - - .
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Although he is not here referring so'much to convergence as to 
the function of an item within its context, the fact that; an isolated 

example is of little value is common to Ix>th ideas. In his Le Style 

des Pleiades de Gobineau, Riffaterre, referring to the procedures he 

has set forth.in the. book, says* . / >

Las procidis, on l'a Vu, sont raroment isolisr ils n*ont 
, tout leur effet que si plusieurs convergent vers le mime but.
Meme si, isolis, Ils sont Incontestables, ils ont chance d*avoir
<ti employes inconsciemment et mime de passer inapergus du 
lecteur. L’oeuvre littfiraire eat une synthise de ces effets 
particulars, la risultante de ces convergences. / (Riffaterre 1957:190).

Here again the weakness of an argument based solely on isolated 

phenomena is stressed. Also the fact that these ’procidis’ may 

’passer inapergus<!vdu lecteur’ is a reminder of tiie value of complete ' 

enumerations, as this is a means of bringing to our attention many Items 

which might otherwise escape us, but which, added together, help to 

produce the desired effect.; . • • ••• ‘ ' . ' : '
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Method -Practical Application '• '•

Having stated the general principles on which my choice of

method was decided, T now cone to its practical application. As we

have seen, the material was examined from a double point of view,., 

that is, colour only, and pattern as related to colour. 3y colour

references I understand all mention of colour, including black and

white. Where an opposition between black and white and other colouring

is intended, the latter is referred to as colour proper. A definition

Of pattern as I understand it in this connexion has already been given

at the beginning of the Introduction. ‘

The remainder off Part I is divided into two sections:

1. A study off considerations relating to the use off colourj

2. The role pattern plays in connexion with colour.
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The phenomenon of colour,has haen the subject of speculation

throughout the centuries. , According to Aristotle there were seven ;

colours, of which black and white were the two extremes, the others

being formed by combining these two. * Thin theory was influential . .

during the Middle Agon and the Renaissance, although not all who

>. studied, the matter agreed, with Aristotle in all aspects. Roger Bacon, ■■ .

for instance, limited the number of colours to. five, while the humanist

l*eon Battista Alberti in his Della pittura is doubtful about the exact

■ number'(see Edgerton’s article, ’Alberti’s colour theory*, .1969) » v ■.

The question of range is basic to any study of the use of colour.

Even today the question of how to differentiate between one colour and 

another is a matter for enquiry. For our purposes the question of 

the naming of the different colours is of interest, as this affects any 

discussion of the colour range used. In his ’The use of colour in - •*

literature’ Skard. mentions' some of the factors that can affect the range 

of colour available in any given place and times ’The facilities for

.color expression differ widely from period to period and from language to 

language, both in quality and quantity, and the very structure of language, the 

existence or non-existence of notions, vocables, and.' syntactic constructions, 

limits the.possibilities and points out the directions’ (Skard 1946»174).

He then goes on to point out that there is a vast difference between the ,

colour vocabulary of Chaucer or that of the romanticists and the language 

of a Present day dressmaker.' - •. ■ .

From this we. .see that many factors may contribute to the colour range 

that a given person may have at his disposal in any particular time and
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place* . Kvan' the.. factor of ■ a ex 'may Help- to determine’the range of

colour'terms'available-, ‘ as X,akoff shows? in his article ’Language

and woman’s place*, in-which he claims that there are lexical differences .

between'the'language society-expects of a man,' and what it considers

right for a woman, and shows that these limitations can extend even to

colour/ ha quotes the following example to illustrate this: .

"■As an example'of lexical differences, imagine a man. and a woman 
both looking at the same vail, painted a pinkish shade of 
purple. The woman may say (2)» . . . .

(2) The wall is mauve, ' . . •

with no one consequently forming any special impression of her as 
a result of the words alonet but if a man should say (2), one 
might well conclude he was either imitating a woman sarcastically, 
or a homosexual, or an interior decorator. Women, then, make 
far mors precise discriminations in naming colours than do men; 
words like beige, ecru, aquamarine, lavender, and so on, are un
remarkable in a woman's active vocabulary, but absent from(that 
of most men (Lakoff 1973»49). ; ’

A much more detailed discussion, dealing specifically with colour, 

is to be found in Berlin and Kay’s Basic Color Terms. The authors

set out to prove certain facts about the range of colours available to 
societies in different stages of development; but unfortunately their 

findings can hardly be taken as proved, since they are based on inadequate 

and sometimes unreliable experiments. A discussion of this can be found 

in a corapte rendu by Marshall Durbin in Semiotica 1972. One of the weak

nesses which Durbin points out is that the authors appear to rely on a 

single informant for their information about many of the languages. This 

seems particularly regrettable and surprising in the case of Catalan, where
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the subject stated that pink and orange vzere not represented in the

language, and classified black as, a kind of grey. Not only is this

not the view of most Catalans, but.it also seems to contradict Berlin

and Kay’s own findings about the normal distribution of colours. In

view of this it is surprising that they did not take the trouble to

check this anomalous finding with other Catalan speakers, instead of

merely admitting as they do, that more data are needed. * .

In spite of these serious shortcomings, however, this book is

both interesting and useful for our purposes. Durbin himselfwhile 

stating that ’the authors have not dona a very admirable job of pre

seating "proof” for their hypothesis’ (Durbin 1972:257); admits that 

’Berlin and Kay ... have been instrumental in originating and furthering 

the concepts of cognitive adaptation* (Durbin 1972:268). Thus, although 

he maintains that they have not proved their main contentions, he joints 

out that these can nevertheless be proved, and refers, on page 269,

to independent checks carried out by others which prove the correlation 

between general cultural complexity and complexity of colour vocabulary.

This concept, and the description of the basic colour categories,

are points of interest in relation to Quiroga’s use of colour. The

conclusions are summarized by Berlin and Kay in the following words:

First, there exist universally for humans eleven basic perceptual 
color categories, which serve as the psychophysical referents of ; 
the eleven or fewer basic color terms in any language, Second

• in the history of a given language, encoding of perceptual,
categories into basic color terms follows a fixed partial order... 
Third, the overall temporal order is properly considered an 
evolutionary one ... (Berlin and Kay 1969:104).
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The eleven basic colours listed by Berlin and Kay are - white,

black, red, green, yellow, blue, brown, pink, purple, orange, grey.

Those I found used by Quiroga are as followss white, black, red,

yellow, blue, colour, green, purple, grey, pink, brown, orange. The

only discrepancy here is that references by Quiroga to an unspecified

colour have also been listed under the heading ’colour*, which accounts

for the extra entry. Apart from that the two lists are identical

in content, though not in order - and even here the order is the same

for the first three, and has only one change in the next three, with

green preceding yellow and blue in one list, and following them in the

other. This similarity shows that Quiroga used the full range of

basic colours available according to the above mentioned study.

With regard to the second conclusion, Berlin and Kay maintain that

the narrowest range of colours to be found in any language consists of

two only, that these are always black and ^shite, and that the order in

which other colours are added as the language progresses is always the

same. The third conclusion relates the degree of complexity of the

language with that of the society in question.

What is Interesting where Quiroga is concerned is the fact that on so

very many occasions he limits himself to a much smaller range of colour

than the one we know to be available to him. If we add to the number

of stories which mention only black and white (11) those in which he

uses no colour at all (7) and those in which he mentions only black or

only white(4), we get a total of twenty-two. That is, more than a

quarter of the stories use no more advanced a range of colour than that

shown in stage one (black and white only) of Berlin and Kay’s book. If
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we add.to.them the stories that use no more than;two colours other

than black, and.'white'we get a total of fity-six. ' This shows that 

in far. more than .half' the. total number, of stories a vary strict '. .

limitation of range operates. - ’ ' '•. ;' • .. =

. There is another point in. which Quiroga’s use of colour coincides

with the most elementary stage described by Berlin and Kay in the . 

following terms: ’Stage I in the evolution of lexical color categories 

is represented by just two terms: ; black plus most dark hues, and white 

plus most light hues’' (Barlin and Kay 1969:17). They later quotes a 
report by K.-F. Koch on.the dale/ a Mew Guinea highland group:.

Kpch^ who was unaware of our findings, stoutly resisted suggestions 
that Jale might have more than two true color terms. Jale is 
Stage I, having basic color terms only for ’BLACK’ and -’WHITE.’
There are other items which, in highly specialized contexts, refer 
to certain huesi however, these terms are restricted almost 
exclusively to particular substances or objects, for example, 
rout ’red soil* and piand ’name of plant whose leaves are U3ed to 
rub yarn, dying it a green colour*. Koch reports that when he 
referred to a ’green’ object with pland, he was consistently 
misunderstood. He subsequently learned to use the term sin 
'BLACK* or hdld ?WHITE*, defending on the degree of brightness 
the particular green represented (Berlin and Kay 1969s23-24).

. This is exactly what. Quiroga does when he repeatedly refers to the

dark green of the monte'as black (see comments under No. 10). He

appears to be using colour here according to the most elementary and 

primitive, principles. . ’ . , ' •'•••• '. '

Now, in connexion with the third conclusion 3tated by Berlin and 

Kay, namely, that the ’overall temporal order is properly considered 

an evolutionary one’, they go on to say that ’color lexicons with few 

terms tend to occur in association with relatively simple cultures and 

simple technologies, while color lexicons with many terras tend to occur
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in'association’'./ith complex culture and complex, technologies! (Berlin

and Kay-1969:104). . From this-it would appear that’Ouiroga’s use of- 

colour i?3 very fundamentally.related to.his desire for primitivism'and 

simplicity. . Although he has at his disposal'all the colours of a 

highly evolved society,-more than half the time ho prefers to restrict

himself to-the most- basic colours,. juht as he.prefers to live in .the 

jungle, experimenting with his own • improvised and.primitive technology 

rather then'accept. the sophisticated and randy made articles■that 

contemporary society enjoyed. In,his use of colour, as in ao many ;

other things, Quiroga chox/s.hov*. he values a deliberate limitation of

means.• - ,-• ■ •\ . • '■ •'- '■ •. -p ‘ ;

. The.general criteria used to establish-what was' to be considered 

a colour reference, have-already peen discussed in the first'part of the 

Introduction. . Decisions an to how particular £>roblurns have been, dealt

with are discussed cither in the section entitled Presentation of

Material,'-where’cases of .'relatively frequent; occurence are concerned,. 

or in. the comments which follow each story in Part • II, where isolated.

instances are involved.
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In the Introduction mention was made of the close connexion bet

ween the concepts of colour and pattern. hut the fact that In practice 

it la difficult to discuss an author’s use of.colour divorced from the

concept of pattern does not mean that the study of pattern is only 

. considered here as a necessary consequence of an examination of the

role of colour. An I said in the Introduction# the study of pattern

in language can be carried out without any reference to colourj it 

can not only yield essential information about an author’s style# but 

can also help us to a better understanding of his meaning. In a 

study of Dilii Lawrence’s story ’The blind man*, Anne Cluysenaar 

says that thin story is a good illustration of ’the way in which 

overall narrative structure (what one might call macro-structure) may 

be reinforced# oven influenced, by minor linguistic details (or micro

structure), and that• i$ thu main point I want to make about the value of

stylistic analysis in dealing.with the dominant.structure.even of

larger prose works’ (Cluyseuaar 1976»92). The study of the micro

structure of these passages from Quiroga shown how they contribute

. : to the reinforcing of the macro-structure. .

Winifred Nowottny, too# insists-; -on the importance of:structure 

in achieving poetic effect. .In a discussion of two lines of poetry 

from Bums she sayss. ’If w© have been right so far, in saying that no 

one component of the lines is the cause, then there seems no alternative

open to us except to say that the structure in which the coxfipononts 

stand is the source of the power (Mowottny 1962s141). And it is at .

. the level of micro-structure that one can see vhat precisely in happening 

• .in the creation .of a.given effect. .... .



Deviation and convergence have already bean touched upon, as the

two main aspects for consideration’. About convergence. little more

need be said hero. All that has to be done is to establish its

presence by pointing. out examples within the tsxt of a number of 

different foregrounding techniques all pointing in the same direction,

and thia is what much of the comment in Part IX is concerned with.

Deviation, however, cannot be identified unless one has a clear

idea of the norm from which deviation occurs., It is a form of the 
•rupture del sistema* which Bousotio describes in his Teorla de la ex- 

presldn pogtlc.a (Bouaofto 1970,11:387-453). Wien dealing with what 

appears to be a deviation from grammar or from accented practice I

have turned to the Real Academia Espanola, Gili Gaya or hello for

clarification. Individual examples are dealt with as they arise.

But the position of the adjective being the case that most frequently

seemed to call for examination, the considerations by which X was

guided in this respect are bettor dealt with hero, where a discussion

of general principles is more, appropriate than among the comments

after each story.

Rules about the position of the adjective in Spanish appear to 
have altered a little in the past century. Gili Gaya aummarisos 

the findings on the subject, from the opinion on Andres Bello in his . ..

■Gram<tlca de la lonqua castellana, first published in 1847, to that

of Salvador Ferndndez Ramires in his Graafifclca papaflola,, 1951, without 

committing himself as to which of the main bodies of opinion he favours.

As he puts itj *tJo os de extrahar que ninguna de estas direcciones

de la invesfcigacidn agote por si sola el. problem, -'pornue en gran ntiraero
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de cases no se trata de leyes sino de tandonclas, a veces contradictories, 

de diffcil formulacidn gramatical* (Gili Gaya 196It,para. 164). The 

Real Academia EspaRola, on the other hand, in the 1924 edition of

the Gram&tica de la lengua esoahola statest ; .

La indole de la sintaxis castellans (vdase 193)(ja reference 
to the fact that Spanish construction 'isviedcoaduatalexlge 
que los coraplementos se ooloquen detrAs del norabre cuya 
aignificacidn coapletant pero dato orden ho as tun abuoluto 
que haya de seguirsa siempte (RAS 1924tpara.227-a).'

The more recent pronouncement by that same body, Sabogo de una nueva 

gramAtlca de la lengua esnaftola, 1973, states*

De un modo general el adjetivo calificativo puede seguir o ...
. preceder al sustantivo a qua su reriere. Doudo. ui punto . . ,.
de vista de la correccidn gramatical, nada se opone a que
digaatoa nubes blancaa o blancas m&as, salute afuctuoso o
afectuoso saludo. Pero la forma Interior del lenguaja que
nos hace preferir una u dtra. colocacidxx dal adjhtivo on cada • "
caso concrete, estA mis o oenos regulada por factores ldgicos,
estilfsticos y'rf Unices, qua .acriian conjunta$ont& a manors da
tendencies, y motivan que no sea siempre ni del todo : :

. ... Xndiferente al lugar que ocupa ol euliitc&tivo. (hid- 1373toura.3.9.3-a).

In the next paragraph but One it goes oxi to .0tutor 'bl adjetivo que 

-se an tioipa denote*., puus, actitud valbrutiva o afectivnj. ,^or auto 

es muy. fracuente en oracloneg eatelauoativasp; o' on lay; quo’ chtin ioAs 

o menus ted Idas de estiaxaciones y •sontiK?ionto« ’ (ibid. :para.3.9.3.-c) • . 

.From'.'title we see that the Adadeny•hos come.round to n «*»uch;.’losa 

. ■doynatic. position (the-word cxige doay hot ''appear in tho; second version). 

'Whether we take the 1924 view or .that'of;X973, It-iw clear that , . ...

the use. of the preceding adjective id y owe thing; tout involves .tore-

grounding, either because les3 correct <1924 view) or because it 

denotes an ’actltud valorativa o afactive* <1973). One point on which
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-‘-both the Peal Academia and. GlIi Gaya are in clear agreement is ’ - . . .•

that 1 resultarln chocante la posposicidn de un n&jetivo quo :

signifique cualidades inseparablemente asociades a la Imogen del .

sustentive, cowo las ovejns mannas, los fleroo leones..»1 ..

(RAE 1973spar&.3.9„3„-b). Consequently I have taken it that . , .

all preceding adjectives in this category, that is, when they

. refer to an inseparable quality of the thing described, ars :

regular and imply no foregrounding, while all others do imply this . .

to a greater or lesser extent. Adjectives that must necessarily

precede the nouni such as este, muchos, etc.,- or that must

precede it to distinguish in meaning from.the same word used after

the noun, such as pobre, cierto, etc., have naturally not been 

included, since they allow no choice as to their position, and are ,

therefore of not'interest stylistically.

' ' Basically, then, the difference between a preceding and a ■ . •

following adjective, where the position is not dictated by the < .

exigencies of grammar, is nximmod up by Ullriann. in the following words; .

’The basic function of the two orders is to differentiate between

subjective and objective attitudes; Placed before the noun, the

. adjective will imply.emotional participation, whereas the opposite

order is purely, factual or rational* :(Ullmann 1957«7).. And the

‘ .'stylistic value that, the possibility that such an option brings can

be seen in the following example quoted,by Ullmann; ’When the news- .

;• paper be Monde spoke in 3.948, during one of the Government ericas which 

were chronic under the Fourth Republic, of *Ivn rituelles consultations 

de M. Vincent Auriol*, instead of the more normal ♦consultations rituelles*,



it passed judgment on a whole regime by the ironic anteposition.of 

the■adjective-/ (Ullmann 1964:141). ; " . •' ’ . ..

. .. Having explained the general principles followed, and the 

considerations‘involved in applying the method chosen, w© can now 

move on to Part XX, in which all colour references found in the stories

under review are listed and discussed. ' :
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PART IX - -COLOUR FOUND IN WORK . dTUPItilD .. • . .

Presentation or material • • .

T5ia material studied is set forth in the following ways v ■

1. List of colours -and abbreviations. . . .

2. List of colour mentions and comments, •

3. Table of•colour mentions and range.

. ’ Here all entries-are* listed under the chronological number -

of the story in which they appear.' .There, follows, a statement of how 

many colour entries there are in the story, and which those arc.

Then come.comments on anything of interest, such as the colour dis

tribution within each story, or comments on individual colour references

as well as•anything relevant in connexion with pattern, This list is 

preceded by u; few general comments on criteria ass to what constitutes 

a colour reference, and where some of these should ba classified.
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List of colours and abbreviations .. , . , . •

Twelve colours have been listed,-.and how appear along with the

abbreviation used for each in the.lists that follow: .. • " • •

White 1-7

Black — 3- '

Red - p

Yellow - ' V -

Blue - ■ Blue

Colour . - ■ C :

Breen " G.'

Purple - P • /

Grey - Orey

Pink. - Pink

Brown ■ Br '

Orange . -. Or

The list has been drawn up in descending order of. frequency for

the stories as a whole; in the lists that follow the colours are

always listed in this orders even though in particular stories the 

order of frequency nay be different. ’ . .

One rnore abbreviation used is the letter »T*, which is used after

the list of colour entries in each story to denote the total number

of colour references found in each. ■ . ’ . . - ■ . ■
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Criteria' ' '1 • ■

; Whs following criteria have; used-'-to dbciJd on vmat to ; ■ .

. -include as .colour referericos.s. • ' •'-. •' •. i ••''• , . ' ' ' •'

1. Mil names’-of colours j -.$van when-used in. « phrase - that- haa currently . 

.lost--its, colour content, 'a.g. 7G:37A hacar bianco on el negro, -bln.

this Instance'it is ..clear; that the idea- .of whiteness was present to. . . ,

Quiroga, and.'this is the case'with"'co jn'ahy other oxamplos that it was -

. decided .to include , them all > as oh-.nearly ail.occasions the Intent idea 

' of colour adds something. to the pictorial-, effect. On- the very rare .

occasion?? when this does not happen, . .as in 29139K. voa blanca, the ' 

entry has .been .included -for the sake of; consistency. b- -• . . '

2. All' references to things (objects or,nubatances) with a specific, 

colour, c.g. sanoro, isdnaol {usually thought'-of’as-.vhitc) r whenever the ' 

presence-of, the-idea of colour-., adds-something. to. the visual effect being

. created, ns for instance the .references, to blood in .Wo. 2, ..’La longue'. • 

.But in an example -ouch- as. 69 slOOt) que antes el-' joycn potro entregaba .

alegre jpor- un':mont6n de- -pnja, the word paja has "not boon included as a. 

colour reference, since its visual impact .is nofc.’-bointj considered. The ., 

justification,for the Inclusion of these. objects .'and substances as '• - 

colour references has already been discussed in., the Introduction.

3. References to -.light and dark-, that is, to. the visible evidence, of .-. 

light .or lack of light, as opposed to light and dark colours {dealt with . 

in 1. above), or:substances-and objects {dealt with in 2. above)'.

This category, includes.such items'as lu», sombr-a, noche, fuogo, sol ■ .

(provided- it is thy - light andnot the .heat of tho, two. latter-'-that- is mount) 

IThen these arc used in a purely ihataphorical ponsu they are omitted,, o.g.



65:703 una llamarada do Insensatez, as also when a word like noche is

used with the emphasis on time rather than on darkness, e.g. 33:3lD

cuando Maria daseaba una joya.,.trabajaba de noche, in which the

darkness of; the noche is irrelevant‘ '

The reason for Including words expressing the idea of light and

dark under the headings of black and white is that on so many

occasions they are used in a colour related way, especially in connexion

with Quiroga’s tendency to polarize, to give a clear cut view of 

opposites, both in the*'visual and psychological fields. When, for

instance, one finds a contrast such as 25:7c bajo el cabello muy oscuro,

un ro'stro de suprema blancura, it is difficult to ignore the colour 

connotation of the word oscuro, since the balance of the two phrases, 

muy oacuro and suprema blancura makes it clear that an opposition is 

intended. But one musteither ignore this, or else include references

to light and dark. As stated above, a large number of references in

this category have bean found, all of which add to the visual effect.

Their inclusion in the count of colours seemed therefore unavoidable.

The word penumbra, which occurs frequently, is usually listed

under black, since it is used with the idea of decrease or lack of

light. .When, however, it is accompanied by a colour indication, as

in 65:72A la penumbra rojlza, the entry has not then been made under 

black, but under the colour mentioned, in this case red. Similarly s 

references to light from any source, sun, moon or artificial light, 

are classed as whiter but not whan another colour is mentioned, as

in 29:403 la luna ocre, which goes under yellow. ■ ; . -

"When a colour word appears in the title, as in Ho, 12, .’SI Monte He
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it” is counted ab.a separate.-‘colour, reference'.’' . • : . • ■■ ■

• ‘fue. word lfvldo appears with great frecxuency, sometimes as’tha-'

only colour'word, as in 21-81271)-la placja livlda fls-una- mordedura, 

aometinea .'accompanying another colour,- as ln..52:60& un amarillo

. l-ivldo _de-.eclipse. In the: latter cane I have not entered it as a 

-separate colour reference (sac discussion;of suffixes and qualifying 

words in Part XII}. Xn the case of la placa livida I have.

classified it -as white, since it refers to colourlessness or pallor,

both, of which are frequently referred;to as white in ordinary speech.

.. Quiroga may have been aware of the f act that livido, s tri c t ly speaking

.'■ means /bruised* or ’.purple*? but there can be no doubt that in ■

-many of the cases nt least-, he uses it in its popular South American 

sense of ’pale’ or ’colourless* (see Collins Spanish.Dictionary'

. .1971:345). • Examples.such as 52:6QA un amarillo livido de eclipse/- 

make It clear that-the.sense of ’purple* could not have been in

hio. mind, since, it. is a total impossibility for .the same colour to

be both yellow and purple. Likewise in 79:55rx un livido rul£tnr>a<jo,

it is clear that.the colour must be white, of at any rate indicative

of light. If .indeed Quiroga was aware ox the moaning the Academy 

dictionary attaches to the word, it is in keeping with his practice 

to prefer the popular use, perhaps, even misuse, of ' a word, to a .

definition that is only academically correct. Since,- therefore,

some of the references must bo taken as‘white, and since there, are no 

cases in which it is clear that the sense of ’purple’ . must be taken,

the word has boon classified as white in all cases, for the sake of

consistency. ; . b . ' . .•. . ' ' /



Related to this is- the use of the word-' bianco- in’an expression

such• as 25< 28C hidia se nuso ■ Manca. ■ It could bo argued'that, this .

should not he classed as white, since no human fac&.is.In fact white 

in absolute terns# •' But.since.the. Idea'of light-and dark, hence

lighter and darker, has been included, the .problem doe;? not arise,

for the above expression means that the girl lost her colour, and

loss of colour necessarily imblias a movement towards whiteness. All

references to pallor vrhCn not attached to another colour have thus- • .

been classified as white, b© they expressed, by bianco, pdlido, if vide, 

or a related, verb, such as pc.lidecer, or a noun such as 'livid©a or

pal idea. ■ :■ ■ . • .' ■ • •••

VJhenever the. word color appears without a reference to any.’ .

specific colour, as in.31:135A grande, livlana y do varios colores, . 

it has .been classed under the heading of ’colour’. In addition • .

certain other references have been- put under this heading, e.g. '.

59> 129B. luces de Bongsla. Although the word lug by itself is usually., 

counted as white,-: in this case-it refers:to various- colours-, and so

comes under the heading of ’colour*.

There arc occasions on which the words de color, or, more

frequently,:.Colorado, as in" 35:02D un .-panne lo do color, may mean, 

not coloured, but red.' hhcre, as in this ’instance, there is nothing 

to ..indicate- which- ic meant, ;X. have left .tins .-entry under ’colour* -. 

rather than ’red’. In 41:29D su cara colorada, there can be no

doubt that Colorado here means-red. . . > ‘ ’ - . • -, »



List, of colour mentions and comments

Los buques sulcldantes .

1 $ 55D nagros esquehtt^s e^nanb&s

t - lx bi '■ . ' • '< '= ■' - •. . : '

1 The only colour reference here is foregrounded by being

placed before the noun it qualifies* According to Gill Gaya 

1Negro se antepone en expresiones particulares en las que significa

aciago, desdichado, p. ej. ml negra auerte, la negra honrllla* ... 

(Gili Gaya 196lxpara.166). Since the reference here is to something

concrete it might be argued that the parallel is not exact. But

the context makes it clear that the overtones mentioned by Gili Gaya 

are entirely suitable. Consequently the foregrounding of the colour

adjective by its anteposition is in the accepted tradition.

La lengua ' ■ •' "■ • .

2x93A echando por la boca una ola de sangre

.. asomaba por entre la sangre . .

una lengflita roja

B la sangre me impedfa ver el resultado , '

t - 4i r 4 •’ '••••' ■ -

A clear example of colour dominance. There are only four 

references to colour in this story, and they all refer to red.

Here the relationship between red and violence is obvious, the red

always referring to blood* In some of the other stories red is used

again with a symbolic connextion with violence, as in Nos. 15, 41 and 58
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' .Here-wo,also have- axv example .of a technique Quiroga.--uses. on a 

number of occasions,... the 'mention of. ,a colour'.ueen against, n back

ground of the .'same colour - hero' the longjuita:reja seen entre la 

but on most•occasions used:with black/'as', in Nos. 23, 27, 47 r 08 and • 

75, .;• . • ' • ' ‘ •; . • ;: ' • ., • . \ . -• • '•'

. Three of the four colour ..references here are to the noun 

sangre7 'thus sbowijig a. proforonco .for the concretef an.opposed to the 

more ..abstract use of. a.colour adjective. . • • .

Navidad

T'.-—. o '. •’ ■. ; ; .• ' 1 • .

• .'Out of- the 34 stories' studied there are -’seven in which Quiroga

makes no use of colour or of l.ight »in .a-colour'related way. None '. ' 

of these is set in;the Misiones .or Chaco regions, and three of ’ them .

belong to the early period,'/'-. . • .*• ’ .

.Las yayas ' "' ' ■ ••

'418937 cle cara color do paja • . .

. ' quo .unaba siempre bofcihos amarilloa' •' . ' •• ■ , .

' prolijidad. rayon y tinta colorada ’ " . • ? •

90D ■. , dos-rayas negras • •- • ;-• ? . ' ' ■ , ' •'/ ■

T p 4s .B 1,.R1, .¥ 2 ' " ■ .. ' .

■ ' - In. the/very paragraph in which they are Introduced there•is a 

colour link between these two man,.a shade .of yellow being attributed' 

to each. . Thus colour is used here to. hint at the- affinity between them.

• i
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Fanny ’ .• ; ' ‘ ' v. ‘ 1 • . '• •" • ' ‘

5 , ; - < • • . . • • ' . ,>■ .

t-o.' • •. •. • • ' ' ... '•.

La pass,i<3n ' • . .

6 , .

T Q - ' - ; • ■ s .' ■ ’ ' < •• ..

El almohaflftn do plus-tag, • '

7:60c la blancura del patio siloncioso

• . frises, columns y estatnas’ tie radrmol ■ ' •

. : el brillo glacial del asfcuco . . • .. . .

T “ 3;. W 3. ' . ' ' . , . ' ■

. . Codeia blancur-a dol patio sllencioso. The idea of coldness

and,hardness in this phrase is reinforced by 'frisos, coltwnas y estatuas 

cc nj&raiol, el brillo.glacial del sstuco, and sensacldn do desapacible frlo» 

28s80A atravosaron la blancura del paste he1ado gives this.same impression 

of coldness and hardness, as - does .47s44C rayos do blancura helada. This 

idea is also to bo found in 33:36C en la blancura helada del camisdn y de 

la sMbana., Ml these cases are discussed under the appropriate story 

number. . • : ' ', ....... . ■ • • ,• . ' . • ' ,

, Thin story, like. No. 2, is an example of colour dominance, all

colour references-hare being to white, which gives the idea of the • 

cold, hard world the girl finds heme if in. There is an implicit 

connexion between the colour whites and the apparently cold and un~ . . ,,

responsive attitude of the husband, This is the first of many stories •
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that, attach a, negative .connotation'to the colour white. A full 

discussion of this follows' in Part -III.* - • '

Egtefnnfa ' ' ’ ' '. . • ■ ", ' ' • /

8'sOSr, . el veatido negro .

con cue la apaaionada joven enlutd dos hoses ran primer amor ‘ '•

sus inmensos ojog negros ? . . .. .

T- 3: ’ B 3 ’ ' .? . • • •' .. . . ■ ~...

Again a one-colour story. Here it is black, the colour of mourning

that predominates. . .. ' •. . • ‘ :

$58 con, gue la apaslonada joven enlutd dps steses ,su primer,

amor.. As with nouns, verbs which‘do' not actually mention a colour in so

many words have been included whan they refer to something invariably

connected with a specific colour, such as the connexion between

en Inter and black.. . Quiroga ts use of the verb here, in unusual, in that 

it is-very seldom used as an active verb, the past-participle being . 

the form in which It is normally found. . Its use her®, however, not only 

draws our attention to the idea of blackness, which is important for 

the story, but does so with great concision. It suggests the moral 

and. emotional blackness into which the girl is plunged - she mourns the

loss of her first love as she would mourn a death. It takes us back

to the veatido nagro previously mentioned, and it also points forward to

the two deaths later on in the story. . .
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Reyes • ' ■ ' ' ■' '' '* ’ ; '• : ; '' '

9?64B . Io pinfcaban do amrillo

•- • esa hoja. de oro- ’ -• : '» - • • ? : ' '

65D la luna deamesurada y raja -

' 6GA ' el.-negro foliaje . •' ' . . . ...

fie crinfcaliza cn un frfo .reguero de plate. ' ■ ' •'

el cielo,: ahora iluminddo. . .

saldrd la estrella do los pastorss • • ' . ■ .

. ' hacia la. Inna ononne . ' ’ ■ ■ ■ '

T - 3s .71 4, B ly 11 I, Y '-2 .

■ With the exception of throe,' all the colour references hero.

cone in the '-last page,. which is ono of the many passages in which Quiroga

. describes a••'scene enfcix’ely.in terms of black and white, light and 

shade. Here the .redness of the moon mentioned at the beginning of the 

paragraph, sggms to disappear.into the ghostly, silvery light that

dominates the end, of the story. . The two.opposites, black and white, 

are brought together in 66A el negro follajo and ffrlo teguafo.de plata,.

’ the first of many examples of thistconjunction of px^osites, Mention 

is made later of the many occasions oxi which Quiroga refers to vegetation 

as black? but the example I have just mentioned lias not been counted,

since the blackness here may bo attributed to the fact that the scene Is 

in darkness. ' ' ” ; ' .

. 64D esa hoja de-oro. ‘The mention of gold, hero suggests both. .

its colour and the idea of the opulent richness of material, with .which

..this leaf is endowed/ since it is the regie nanto on which the head of’. •'

. . the dead prince floats like1'a lotus blossom. Thus the word oro serves

teguafo.de
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to give the visual effect aswell as to etaphaaiza the regal

connotations, at the'same tino reinforcing the flower metaphor by 

rewinding us that the leaf is the prince’s cloak. . ■ v. :

X*a lnaolacidn • ■' ”... ■' ' ■' .. . ' - .

lOt69B sin mAe color ‘ ; ' ■ ■. ' \ \ . •

. - que el creroa del paxto . ■ - ' • t ; ’ '•

y el negro, del saonte ’ '. ... '.■< ...'

la ineludlble Ifnea sonbrla • /

.-••• ■. ;;<Q-;vel'conffn, ofuscante delux : •; ? \ '

'• •'•••- la caliaa del cielo plateado' ... • ■

70A el oriente coaenxaba a empurpurarxe - .

3 el primer baflo de lux \

C loe perros, dorados al sol oblicuo 

71A con catorce horae de aol calcinante . ”

j en costras blanquecihas

C loe gusanosblancon '■ " •' .

en elpaisaje...encegueciente de sol al aire vibraba...dahando 

• . r, la -vista . • ‘ < ••• ' '■ •• • . :• ' •• • ’

. 72D el negro palmar . ,

. • la.noche plateada.. ?./ '... ’■ ‘ . . . -. -

723 a la lux de la luna ... :

” D agobiada de lux y xllencio ; .. •• .... •

' ‘ la tierra blanquixca del patio

’’ • deslumbraba por ol eol a plooo ' .■ .

74B cruxd el patio incandexcente

C a la crude lux .' .
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75D el clelo e3taba bianco

768 vestido do bianco

C con sus ojoa celestes

T - 24: W 17, B 3, T 1, Blue 1, C 1, P 1

Out o* the 24 colour references here, 20 are to black and

white, and of these the majority, 17, refer to white alone. Sven

though in 71C los gunanos blancos the word bianco is orobably more

generic than descriptive, this still loaves an overwhelming pre

ponderance of white among the colour references.

This is the first of the Chaco or Hiaiones stories studied.

Here, an in many others of these, the bliriding light is described at

length:- 69C el conffn, ofuscente de lux, 69C la calma del clelo

plateado, 70B el primer baf*o de luz, 17A con catorce horan de sol

calclnante, 71C en el raiseje...gnceguecientc do sol, 73d agobiada de

lug y ollenclo, 73D deslurabrabn por el sol a plorao, 74b cruzd el patio

lncandescente,74c a la crude luz, 75D cl clelo estaba bianco - ten

references in all to heat and light. Of those, five specifically refer

to the unbearable Quality of this light. Here, as on a number of

occasions, Quiroga associates white not with cold, as in Ho. 7, which

is the nacre usual connexion, but with heat, in its fiercer And more

threatening aspects. And here again we find white being used with

negative associations. It is, after all, undue exertion in the intoler

able sun that kills Mr. Jones, an event that we are led to expect from

the title itsol*.

f>9C el conffn ofuscanto de luz. This is one of the many

references to light which show an added factor to give the idea of the



strong or eyen unbearable quality of the light. In this re

ference it is.the adjective ofuscante, with its -ante ending, which

. will be discussed later. - In the following example, 70P el, primer

bn~*o de luz the noun foario gives at once the idea of, abundance - ..

the suggestion of.plunging into something, and at the same time the

idea of. saturation? In 71h con catorce horas- de sol calcinante

the intensifying factor,is introduced by the following, adjective 

’ caicinante,.with again the -ante ending. In 73D agoblado de luz

y de Silenclo a past participle introduces the'idea'of the un- . ... •

bearableness of the light. 73D deslumbrante por el sol a plomo -

here two elements contribute to the effect, first the verb .deslum-

brar, which.precedes the agent, el sol, and the following phrase, 

u_plomo. The, word sol is thus sandwiched between the verb de

noting the action which it causes, and the.phrase which, .with its .

. idea of perpendicularity, indicates the maximum power of the sun.

The three elements, then, all contribute towards the evocation of

unbearable dazzle.;, In the same sentence Quiroga goes on to point . 

out that the tierra blanguizca del patio, which is the subject of 

the verb deslumbrar, parecia deformarse en trdmuio.hervor, cue 

adormeefa los ojos parpadeantes de los fox-terriers, adding still more 

elements'including‘another -ante ending, to the already complex 

description of the.effects of the sun. In 74C a la cruda luz a pro- 

'ceding -adjective foregrounds the word luz. ‘All these examples in the 

one story show how Quiroga uses variety of syntax to reinforce the idea, 

of light'.. . ■„ ' ‘ ' ' ■ > ■ ‘ ; ■' '



In the previous story and in mny others# w* find black 

mentioned in: close-' proximity to.white. - 69B sin^ji^'colorm<TU.n el 

cocema'.dol paste y el negrd cferwnter~ar»- If Quirogn thought of .the. 

black/wl.«..Ito '.contrast almost as a unit. ... . '

All three mentions of black describe vegetation#, the first two

referring to. the woods ~ 69D el negro del monte#

. lines somhrfa - and the third to .the palm .grove 72b el negro palmar#

whore .the blackness.is,foregrounded.by the inversion of the adjectivo.

The.-interesting point about this is that in fact neither the-.monte

nor the palmar are black,, but dark groan, ,..,, it is as if. Quircya’s

lack, of interest in differences of shade extended almost to colour

itself# thus making him polarise colours, -The greenness .of the'dark

green -mortte, matters less to him than 'its darkness#, and so ho calls it

black. This scran phenomenon ..can be observed in many other stories,

all of which are'listed in. Part III. /. '• •' ’

Corpus

11:70b , do alxna pura, ojos -aaules' y barba tierna

T ~ 1: '..Blue .1 . '•

Altogether there are' more than a dosen references to blue eyes#

most of which can lie classified under throe headingss innocence, . „

'foreigners, and lions - a . rather surprising mixture of •,things to be 

designated by . the same attribute, The above example comes under the, 

first/ more conventionally symbolic, heading# as-do 25:70,'12D, and.- 

81:669. \ Here the innocence of the blue eyes is reinforced by the

words pura and tierna. So.by'stressing the idea of purity and innocence



. right.'at'-the'..beginning'of the story Or^-togg emphasises the enormity 

of the injustice which brings the story to an end, and one of the 

ways in which he does'eg; Is by this symbolic us© of colour,

' j*- —onta Negro ‘ ...•-

< 12s74& El Konte Negro ■ .'•■ 1 /

/.'•■• 75C al Konte’Wagro ■' ■ '•.

. 76A agua.bi-bien'.obscura, del rincho. •'■ • - .. .

■' amanecid pia.tea.do do .paces muertos ’ ■■■ ’• .

. • ‘ C ■ ■ In.greda amarilla •/ • - • • •’. '

p . chapas. cte cine, cue enesgueefem '•'

77B un-oscuro nimbo di mosquitos ‘ ’

78A binneas? cicatrices . '

t di; *?• 3,. b 4, Y.-i : •- -/ ■ •

'Tern tharg is’•the usuai .prepondarnneo of black and white,

with"again a visual contrast of the two - the dark water of the ntrenni

.silvered.over with the. dead fisli floating in it. 76a Co^^agua, 

artfculo principal> tenian ia, lXmpida^ .si blen •^.V*.c2.k7>

This rather baroque sentence leaves' the two adjectives well separated from. ■ 

the noun they .qualify, .as well as being separated from each other by .the 

concgssiv©.©lament ci Jxien. The effect is to introduce a somewhat rhefc-• ,. 

orical flavour..in the raidclle of an otherwise. straightforv-fard narrative,

. age. \ ‘ - • • - -. . ..

•' ; ■ ’ . . 760 ehaoas da cine , I qua chceguecxan. ■ The verb oncaouecer in -

one of those Quiroga usog.' with great frequency to describe glaring light,

• using, it either as a' finite' verb or in its. adjectival ferto, encegueciente.



As -has’ 'already' been observed in, the remarks following No, 10, the 

■-ante or -ionto ending ■ lb , one that Quirgga uses a great deal. . A

list..is given ait the end of Section B in Part ill,.. , ,•• '

77tb un • osenrg. nirabo de Hiqsanitos. • Oui.roga’a spoiling of

the word 'oscuro varies-. ' In this one story we-find, it written first

'with. a-’b’- and then -without, as if to show his -total, indifference to 

', such matters, the choice of alternative spellings not being his concern.

. ■ The'title of the story, falls in with Qniroga’s practice of 

describing'vegetation 'an.black rather than green.

El canto del cisne : • - •

13:ll3h .Xojs .cisnos blancos . - . •• • • .

C varies Gismos' blancos

I) jsu silueta.-. .&estac£base , '

sobro el cdsperl sombrio ■ ' ‘ .

*r - 4: ■ • w’3? b'i !'

' The word siXueta has hero boon counted as white, since not

but also because of the fact, that it

of the grass. . And hero again we

association with blackness, used to

only doe;? it refer.to the swan, 

stands out against the darkness 

have the word soinbrfo, .with Its

describe vegetation.

.Quiroga -stresses the whiteness 'of the swan,. .. Since tha usual

colour for swans is white, there would,, isoem to be no need to'mention

bianco twice for purely defining reasons.-■ his insistence on doing sO, 

and on reminding us of-this whiteness 113 D in order to make , it stand

'. *•* '•

; V ■'•
’ i ’ '. ’

‘ \ • '■ '• .

•\ \ \ .



out against the dark lawn, seems to indicate that once again Quiroga

is deliberately moving into his favourite black and white world.

Again, too, we find white used with negative connotations, as . -

the white of the swans is associated with the words antlpatia and insulsez

• ' ...• • •' ‘ 89 . ;

Los casadores de ratas ; . ’ ;

14s35B un hombre alto y rubio . . - .

y una mujer rubia y gruesa

C un osezno gordo, bianco y rmbio (2)

36B el gran rollo oscuro , .

D el sol guemante le hizo cerrar los ojos

evitando el sol con los brasos “

el osezno rubio *

T - 8i W 3, B 1, Y 4

Fairness, like blue eyes (see No. 11) is referred to on a 

number of occasions in connexion with the fact that the person so 

designated is a foreigner or at least an outsider (see 26:106A,

30t48B, 37:39A). In this story the contrast between the fair outsiders 

and the native inhabitants, the snakes, is pointed by the description of 

one of the latter as 36B el gran rollo oscuro. Once again Quiroga refers 

to the dazzling light of the sun - 36D el sol guemante le hizo cerrar los

ojos, and 36D evitando el sol con el brazo.

In a way this could almost be classed as a purely black and 

white story, for the four mentions of rubio, which I have classed as

yellow, could be said to refer to the fairness, hence whiteness, of the

race to which the new arrivals belong, rather than to the specific colour 
of their hair. \.
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35b un hombre alto y rubio y una mujer rubia y gruesa. ::

Quiroga describes his two characters in two perfectly symmetrical phrases 

of two adjectives each, united by the copula y. The repetition ' ’

of the word rubio lays stress on the fairness of the two outsiders,

while the change of its position in the second phrase gives rise to a

chiasmus, which also helps to emphasise the repeated word,

35C un osesno bianco, gordo y rubio. Of the three adjectives 

here two refer to colour, again emphasising the fairness of skin and 
hair. ■■ ' • ' ' ' /• ’

36D el sol guemante. The noun, already denoting light, is 

reinforced by an active participle, guemante, (The fact that it is 

the light and not the heat that Quiroga has in mind is shown by the . 

following words -le hlso cerrar los ojos). Here we find once again 

the use of the active participle in -ante. .

La gal llna degollada

15x46B la lux enceguecedora

C congestionados por la misma hilaridad anslosa 

460 mugfan hasta inyectarse de sangre el rostro

cuando vefan colores brlllantes

■ 52b escupld sangre ;

C degollaba ... el animal, desangrdndolo ?

• D Rojo. ,. ' ■ ■ ' ' '' "/ '• ' •’

' ’ rojo...
54B se habfa ^esangrado la gallina
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. '' • D un oar de sangre . < '■ • 1 • ;. ' ” . ' ' ' ' . '.

el piso inundado de sangre , ;

T-lls W1,R9,C1 /. '“'L ' •' ‘

Prom the first page to the last; red dominates this story.

Here, in addition to its symbolic association with violence, red 

plays a part in the plot. Near the beginning we are told that the 

sight of bright colours is one of the few things that register with

the four idiots, and it 1s the delight they feel at the redness of / 

the chicken's blood that prompts them to kill their sister. The

first two references to red are significant, 46C congestionadoa por la 

misma hllarldad anslosa and 48D mugfan hasta inyectarse de sangre el 

rostro, as here we are already given the idea of redness caused by

blood -as yet unspilled. There is a careful gradation in the 

references to red in connexion with blood, from the first implied

reference in congestionadoa, through the actual mention of blood in 

hasta Inyectarse de safaugre el rostro, 52B escupld sangre (blood visible, 

though not yet spilled in violence),, then the reference to the spilling 

of the chicken's blood, and finally the climax of 54D un mar de sangre 

and 54D el piso lnundado de sangre, with, human blood spilled this time.

- The only colour references not specifically red are 48D

cuando vefan colores brlllantes, in which the idea of colour itself is 

mentioned, and 46B la lux enceguecedora, yet another example of Quiroga's

> awareness of the daxsling quality of intense light,

*** crema de chocolate ' ? ■ \ . ’ "" •

16 :100C *1 ‘^Solvo bianco .
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. • encerrado en el frasco asul ...... .

101C un pal9ano de pelo bianco : < • <' <• ’

102c una madeja de oscuras hilachas eKsticas 

101C la madeja negra
T - 5» W 2, B 2, Blue 1 'V ' '■ . /. ; ' ' • ' .

100C el polvo bianco encerrado en el frasco asul. The two

colour adjectives stand out because of the symmetry of their position.

In each case a disyllabic noun is followed by an adjective of equal 

length. By this use of colour In describing the visual properties of

the bicarbonate rather than its chemical composition, Quiroga stresses 

the psychological nature of ttis * cure * • The attractive contrast

provided by el polvo bianco and el frasco asul helps to convince the

Indian that he has received adequate treatment, giving a foretaste of

the part that expectation plays in the story, since the guests enjoy the 

chocolate simply because they expect to do so, and remain unaware of the

. fact that it has been completely ruined. ' .

• Colour again plays a part in the main episode concerning the

chocolate. The references to the darkness and even blackness of the

madeja not only suggest the natural colour of the chocolate, but also 

hint at the evil nature of the unhappy concoction. In this, one of 

the few wholly Cheerful of Quiroga'a stories, the use of colour helps 

to convey the humour of the situation. The last two examples show a 

foreboding of evil which is repeatedly hinted at, only to be laughingly 

disproved. There is perhaps even a suggestion here of the idea we find 

repeatedly in Quiroga's symbolic use of colour, that the traditional roles
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of black and white have been reversed. in addition to the numerous

examples in which white is given negative associations there are 

some in which black does not appear to have thia connotation, as for

Instance No. 14, with its reference to the snake, which is the native 

inhabitant of the setting described.' "' <

Un ldillo

17tlO5B estaba de perfil a la lux . ,

,< su cabello rubio
. • centelleaba ' • \ ;; '■: ' , • '•'* ’ . ■. -

una angoata lengua de lux

su cabello oxigenado ....
T * 5t N3, Y 2 ... ' ?• .. '< ' . - • ‘ ’

Only on one occasion in this very long story is there any 

mention of light or colour. It comes just after the initial appearance 

of Sofia, and illustrates her fleshiness and artificiality*' She 

stands against the light, so Nicholson, instead of really seeing the 

girl* can only see the sparkle of her hair, which we learn a few lines 

later on is dyed, and the flash of bar patent leather shoe. In most 

of his stories of social life Quiroga uses colour ^sparingly or not at 

all. Hare he uses it to reinforce the impression of insubstantiality 

that Soffa gives, and not with the intention of painting a detailed 

picture of her appearance, with which he is little concerned. The 

connexion with white here once again has negative implications.

La realidad ; ’• '

18«19H un negro hueco
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C la caverna,..clara adn por la luz que penetraba

el piso blanqueaba de huesos partidos •

21C la grieta cuya luz penetraba ; : . . : . .

•. . . cuatro manchas negras . ' ' •

sobre el suelo bianco de huesos

24B la tiniebla animal J .. , , ■ ■ . .

. • ■• • • ■ el golpe de-'luz z ‘ ‘ ' . ; ' •. - ' • ■ ’ ' /

25C las tiniebias .' ’ • /. ... ; •••'. '• : . . .

D ; las dos luces verdes •\ . j ■

•- 26b cinco rfos de sangre ‘ ; . . ... .

D las tiniebias -- ■ . - '• ..
T -13s ' W 5, B 5, R 2, G 1' ' ■ "■ • .. ... • - ' ' , .

19C el piso blangueaba de huesos partidos. There is a

similarity between this and 21C el suelo bianco de huesos, which as was 

pointed out in the introductory remarks, has a certain verbal force, 

with the implication that the floor is white because it has been

littered with bones. If bianco de huesos, however, is half way 

between a description of state and one of action, in the case of the

verb blangueaba the idea is treated unambiguously as action, not state.

‘ Here black and white are used both descriptively and symbolically.

In 24B la tiniebla animal and el golpe de luz the use is symbolic/ but 

echoes the literal description of light and darkness throughout the 
story, which is why these references have been included. They serve to 

emphasize the almost allegorical nature of the tale. The story not only 

relates the adventures of a particular handful of primitive men, but alsp
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Illustrates the ascent of man from the darkness of his animal origins.

Here again, in 21C cuatro manchas negras sobre el piso bianco

de huesoa, Quiroga uses the device of setting black directly against 

white* t ‘ ■ •••

By bringing in the reference to green and red at the end, he

is reversing the device he often uses of eliminating all colour

except black and white towards the end of the story. Here the

effect is to emphasize the significance of the violence associated with

red, by making it stand out against the black and white background.

El perro rabloso , .. • ...

19:147B era un perro negro . :

148D un perro barclno

149A apenas anochecfa .

. vela...ojos fosforecientes . : :

D el negro triAngulo de la profunda niebla de afuera 

150D dos agujeros violetas .

; 151A matd...al perro negro '

T - 7: W 1, B 4, R 1, P 1 . \

Black predominates in this sombre story, but, apart from this,

and the contrast between light and dark in 149A apenas anochecfa...

vela.,.ojos fosforecientes, little use is made of colour. . '. •

150D dos agujeros violetas. Quiroga seems to hesitate between

the forms vloleta and violetas for the plural. Here he has regularized 

it as a plural adjective, but on other occasions he uses the other 

form - 27:65C los dos puntltos violeta, 27:65D los dos puntltos violeta,
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and others* Rather than hesitation, however, it may be a case of his

having changed his mind as to the correct form, since the two examples with 

added ?s» occur?in two of the earlier stories (Nos. 19 and 25), while 

the others (Nos. 27, 43, 67 and 73) are all subsequent. On the other

hand, it may simply be that here, as with the spelling of oscuro

discussed in No. 12, Quiroga feels this is too insignificant a trifle for 

him to worry about consistency in the form adopted.

20:109C la loraa se doraba ;/ ■ .

110A un pliego de seda roja . .

. . B la seda punsd ■: ' '

an escarlata viva

C una negra gordfsima

con un mulatillo . -

estandarte de satind punsd .

D un negro canoso (2) . . . v

T -9: W 1, B 3, R 4, Y 1

(Note: a number in brackets at the end of a reference, as in the last

one above, signifies that two or more colour entries have been counted

for that- line) >

HOB la seda punsd. The adjective punsd seems to be popular 

in the Plata region, referring to a strong red. I have heard it used 

there quite often, and never in Spain. Quiroga uses it twice in this

' story. ■ ‘ ■. . ’ 1 '
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Red is the colour that stands out most here. Quiroga’s*

insistence on the brilliant redness of the kite seems to offer an

explanation for the veneration in which the local people held it.

For once the idea of redness, though apparently used symbolically, 

is in no way linked with a suggestion of violence.

Again we have the conjunction of black and white in 110A 

un negro canoao, but nothing much is made of it. , .

' In spite of the numerical superiority of other colour

references in total, the use Quiroga makes here of red is almost such 

as to make one wish to include this story among those dominated by a

single colour. ....

k* »lel silvestre ■ -

' 21»125D de cara rosada ’ ■ ' . ■ ,r '

127A alucinado por la luz de los tres faroles de viento 

’ B son pequenas, negras, brillantes .

D la place livida de una mordedura .

128C diez o doce bolas oscuras

129A una miel oscura

de sombria transparencia \

130C el suelo oscilante se volvfa negro

D eso negro que Invadfa el suelo < ;

> : un precipitado riode hormigas negras

la doggeqcldn devoradora oscurecia el suelo 

T - 11: W 2, B 8, Pink 1
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125D de cara rosada is the only mention of colour that is not

either black or white. But far from diluting the black and white

effect, it enhances it, singling out the chubby little visitor as

the outsider in the black and white world of the monte, in the same ;

way as the word rubio does in No. 14. . , .

All other mentions of colour, then, are in terms of black 

and white, light and dark, with the dark predominating significantly.

Of the two white references one of them is to light - 127A alucinado

por la lux de los tres faroles de vlento, stressing the hallucinatory

effect of light, a point that comes up with much greater force in
No. 81. • - ' • : . \ ' ' . • "f ' ’

127b son: peguefias, negras, brlllantes. ... This description of

the carnivorous ants known as la correccldn sandwiches the colour

adjective between two others, used predicatively and with no copula.

The description thus has a certain regularity about it, the word negras 

being preceded and followed by adjectives of three syllables each, this 

giving the idea of a frame or setting which helps to highlight the 

middle member of the group. Here we see the importance of rhythm in - •

bringing out the meaning.

There can be little doubt as to the symbolic intention in the

use Quiroga makes of black in this story. The idea of blackness is 

presented with ever increasing density - one reference on page 127, one 

on page 128, two on page 129, four on page 130, as if to emphasize the idea 

of progressive darkening stated in 130C el suelo oscilante se volvfa . =

negro, 130D eso negro que lnvadfa el suelo, 130D la correccldn devoradora 

oscurrecia el suelo, and, though less obviously, in 130D un preclpltado 

rib de hormigas negras, since a river also has the effect of covering



: • the ground it flows over, end «o Its advance can be visible, .

It is a moral tale. The victim dies through a combination of

his own greed and ignorance - culpable ignorance, for Benincasa has been

warned, albeit indirectly. Quiroga is at pains to establish the darkness 

of the honey - 128C dies o doce bolas negras and 129A una miel oecura, 

de soaabrfa transparencla, with the idea of darkness coming in twice ;

in the latter description. '

This is one of the Instances where one wonders whether the

traditional symbolism of black representing evil may have been reversed.

Just as there are many occasions in other stories on which white seems

. to stand for something far from Innocence and goodness. Here, on the 

surface, black seems to represent evil, since it stands for the ants 

and the honey, which together are responsible for the death of the young 

man. But it is not easy to find much sympathy displayed by the author 

for this uppish youngster. He is, after all, the intruder, condescend

ingly Invading the Jungle for his own frivolous entertainment. How 

much moral significance Quiroga may have attached to the word correccldn 

it is hard to say. But there is no doubt that the ants are the instrument 

through which a corrective of the most savage kind is administered to 

Benincasa, while at the same time it is they who ’correct* the situation 

by eliminating the foreign element from the monte. ■ ■

3>*rmo^ indtil

22»47C por natlva dasconfianza dal hombre bianco .
t - ii w i . x ’ -' '

SI vampiro ' ‘ /• -■

' 23s95A un golpe de sangre encendid los ojos
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. . -• C 7 sobre el piiso grapate do sangre'- . ;.. • . • .. ’ .

. y.carbdn ; . 7

• '• '•*' I). .paredaa silcnciosas,- viscoshs de alquitrSn y-agua 

' /■' al suelo rosbaiadiso . .

7. reflejaba el cielo oscuro . . . .

. ' en, el huoco de una: puorta •- carbdn

. 7 y 'ayujero, n'ada

. 96b para no salvardel alguitr^n

C • un hosibre 74oven,.do; riguroso Into , ’ ■ '\7

T ~ 10 s 3- 8, R 2 1 7 . .. \

. This .is one of ..several stories in which Quiroga -uses' red and \

black together in connexion with violence, here not only in the 7, 

story told entirely in terms of black and red as .'-far as colour is fX 

concerned, but we .also find-the two juxtaposed, even intermingled, in 

95C sobre el piso granate da sangre y carbdn. On the surface this 

phrase .seems-' to imply a contradiction, since grannie Is one colour, and .

yet two reasons, each representing a different colour, are given for its 

colouring. . If, however, one bears in mind the fact that gragate, means 

dark rod, and that blood is bright red, one realizes that the fixing . .

of the bright red of the blood with the black of the coal has produced . 
the colour grnnate. It'is. therefore a. very compressed description, .

7* ' . Although granate in.the only colour word used,, the visual effect

is made all the same, with two references to.sangre, two to alqui.tr &n'^^ . 

two to carbdn, Quiroga even seems to go so far as to evoke tactile as \; 

wall as visual qualities, with phrases such as vi s cos as de alnultrAn, ‘

. ...suelo resbaladizo, al pelo engrnsado, painting a-picture of a sticky, 

3l.ipp*xy world of blood and tar, '\ . . , ,

\. 7 \. 
.V
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, . , As on other occasions he presents an image of a colour against

its own background .* 95D en el hueco de una puerta ~ oarbdn y agujero,

nada a&s - we have the repetition of the idea of blackness , carbdn y 

agujero, within the hollow, as well as the repetition of the idea of 

hollowness - hueco and agujero. In the previous paragraph we have the

same sort of image «? 95D el suelo resbaladiso reflajaba el clelo oscuro 

- the darkness of the tar on the floor reflecting the dark sky. Blackness 

answering blackness, on two occasions. And this sensation of spreading 

blackness seems to extend beyond the macabre episode itself to 96C 

un hombre joven de riguroso luto. He has no part in the action, yet 

the blackness extends even to him, as if suggesting that the madness -

as well as the blackness has stepped out of the confines of the main

episode, reaching the narrator, the lawyer Rhode, whose criminal 

Insouciance can hardly be explained any other way.

Gloria tropical : ' '• ./ ■ -■ •>. ' ; •• ■ ' ■

24t52B pdlido, desde luego ; „

\ un cadiver amarlllo • ; .

54B y tenfa las unas blancas

T - 3:. W 2, Y 1 ' •• ' ■

The only colour references here are to palloar. in contrast

to the vigorous growth of vegetation described, the man has become a 

paler lifeless creature. The effect suggested by this use of colour 

Is that of a plant shut away from the light, unhealthy and doomed to die.

52B Pilldo, desde luego. This ellipsis constitutes a whole 

sentence, or, at any rate, all that Quiroga gives us of it, Even though



it is the opening word of the sentence, the word pilldo cannot be

taken as an inverted adjective, since the complete sentence would in all

probability be - El hombre regresaria pllldo, deade luego this being the 
obvious inference from the preceding sentence but one, in which his ‘ 

friends wonder in what state the sick traveller will return. The

ellipsis, by bringing the adjective to the beginning of the sentence, ’ 

highlights the importance of a pallor that turns out to be literally deathly

Ona estacldn de amor

25t7C Bajo el oabello muy oscuro

un rostro de supreme blancura

ojos axules •

entre negras pestafias ,

12D una simple garda gue agrisa el patio

sus ojos azules ■.

15C con labios muy gruesos y encendidos

. 20C ' la case rosada

22C el- cutis amarillo '■

' con tonos verdosos " . '

28C Lidia se puso blanca

293 los labios desrasuradaraente hinchados y azules 

C aparecieron grandes manchas violetas

D : sus ojos, enrojecidos

T- 14i W 2, B 2, R 2, Y 1, Blue 3, C 1," P 1, Grey 1, Pink 1
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The range of colours used in this story is much wider than 

la usually found in Quiroga’s stories. Of the twelve colours mentioned 

in the whole collection nine are employed, and none of them predominates.

There is once again the conjunction of black and white - 7C

ba jo el cabello xnuy oscuro, un rostro de supreme blancura. As in a

number of other stories, blue eyes, with their symbolic suggestion of

innocence, are mentioned twice.

7C el cabello muy oscuro. The adverb muy highlights the 

idea of darkness. What is remarkable is the extraordinarily few occasions 

on which Quiroga foregrounds a colour by placing an adverb of degree 

beside it, as in this example. A wide range of methods of achieving 

the effect of emphasising colour have been found in Quiroga’s writing. ,

This, which would appear to be one of the most obvious carres, he uses 

very sparingly indeed. The other examples are 25s15C, 29B, 31:1413,

38:9Bb, 99A, 43:41C, 47:40B, 54s8A (two), 71:13C, 73:106A, 110a,

80s27C, 28A. - ; " : ? "

12D una simple garda que agrisa el patio. This is the only 

time Quiroga uses the verb agriear, possibly here under the influence of 

the alliteration with the noun garda. Although in the verb agriear •

the *g’ is not the initial letter, it has nevertheless more importance 

than the same letter in agredlr, for Instance, because of the presence 

of the initial *g* in the everyday adjective gris, from which the verb is 

made up. ■ ' ’ ’ . . ' ' ■ •' ’ '■

29D sub ojos, enrojecidos. This is a reminder of the phrase 

in 75s16B los ojoa rojos por la conjuntlvltis, which is commented on 

under the approprlatesstory. In this earlier story Quiroga has avoided
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the cacophony of ojos rojos. The fact that here he is describing

the once loved, though now fallen, woman may have something to do with

his choosing this less abrasive fora. , .

On the whole in this story Quiroga seems to be using colour 

in a purely descriptive way. Instead of using it to suggest a mood 

or to underline an idea, here he seems to relegate it to the role of

sla^le visual attribute. .

Los cascarudos ■. • ' ‘ •

26xlO6A era un muchacho rubio ~ .

107B los cachos.•.pendfan con miserables bananitas, negruzcas 

, T - 2;. B 1, Y 1 ' ; .. / , ,•

106A era un muchacho rubio. As mentioned before, fairness is 

frequently described in order to bring out the fact that its possessor 

Is foreign to the monte. In spite of the predominantly humorous 

Intention of this story we are nevertheless left with a clear picture 

of the damage which can be done by the Ignorant outsider, and colour

has again been used to put this point across.

107B con miserables bananitas, negruzcas. The comma after 

bananitas serves to emphasize the word negruzcas, with Its suggestion of 

blackness allied to meagreness. The suffix links it with the previous

miserables, and also with the diminutive of bananitas. We thus have

a case of convergence, with these various elements clustering round the 

concept of the bananas, whi<£t have lost their normal yellow colour.
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■ * 1* derlva - .... . - ' •' ■ ' 7

27»65A el hombre pisd algo blancusco (Note - this has been included 

; • ; because it appears in the Losada edition, but moat others

s give the word as blandusco, which seems a likelier word to

, - find in'the context)..- . "■ • . •

658 dos gotitas de sangre . •'

las gotitas de sangre , ’■

C los dos puntitos violate

D los doa puntitos violate

66b - su pie, lfvido •«

67A grandes manchas lfvidas . , ■ .

C negros blogues de basalto

asciende el bosgue, negro tambi£n 

la etema muralla ldgubre

D su belleza sorabrfa

68B en pantalla de oro

• y el rfo se habia coloreado tambidn ■ , . .

la costa, ya entenebrecida \ •

C sobre el rfo de oro • . . .

T- 15: W 3, 3 5, R 2r Y 2, C 1, P 2 ,

Another story, like No. 25, where there is a fairly wide

spread of colour used. And, as in No. 25, the intention as far as

colour is concerned> seems to have been to paint an exact visual 

picture, rather than suggest a mood or point of view. There is, 

however, one point worth mentioning, and that is the way in which the 

colours come in pairs, on two occasions in almost identical phrases -
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65B dos gotltas de sangre and las gotltas de sangre, and 65C and 65D - :

los dos puntltos violeta. Other,pairs are 66B su ple» lfvido and 67A g 

grandes manchas lfvidaa, 67C negros bloques de basalto and 67C asclende 

el bosgue, nagro tambjgn, followed by 67C la aterna couralla ltigubre

and 67D 3U bel iea a. sombria, where two similar words suggestive of , ,

darkness are used. Then we find 69B en pantalla de oro, 68C sobre 

el rf o da oro, although by itself this pairing would probably have 

gone unperceivad, since tha two elements are separated by two other

colour references; This pairing is rather a puzzling phenomenon.

On the first two occasions, where the repetition of almost the whole

phrase occurs, one would be tempted to put it down to carelessness. But

this particular story shows no other trace of haste or lack of care.

On the other hand, 1 find it equally difficult to see any intention 

behind this pairing. Is Quiroga trying to point out something to the 

reader, or is this merely the result of chance? Whatever the reason, the 

colours are here used in pairs, in a way that does not normally occur in 

Quiroga, The only explanation would seem to be that it is a rather 

unusual example of Quiroga’s preoccupation with pattern in his prose.

The wider aspects of this are discussed later, in the final section.

66B su pie, Ifvldo, Here again, as in the last story, the 

comma after the noun imposes a,pause, as a result of which the following 

colour adjective stands out more clearly.

67C asclende el bosgue, negro tambUSn. In •Oils Case not only

does the presence of the comma create a, reuse which emphasizes the

following adjective, but a number of other devices are used too to achieve
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thia end. If we look at the entire sentence - Deade laa orlllas, 

bordeadas de negros blogues de basalto, asciende el bosque, negro tambldn - 

we see that this is another of Quiroga’s architecturally constructed 

sentences, in which a number of factors unite to heighten the sense of

blackness. These are: 1, Repetition of negro. 2. Inversion of

adjective in negros bloques. 3. Chiasmus -negros blogues/bosgue negro, 

4* Alliteration ~ bordeadas, blogueey basalto, bosgue, plus the two 

■••n’s of negro5 and negro and the final fn’ of the. last word* 5. The 

added phonic effect of the similarity between the two words qualified 

by negro, bloques and bosque - each with two syllables, each with stressed 

•o’ and unstressed *e’ as vowels, each with the following letters in 

common: ’b*, ’o’, *gu’, ’e* and ’s‘. The two halves of the sentence 

display the same regular and sombre monotony as the cliffs and forest 

rising on either side of the river.

As in No, 23, ’SI vampire’, we are given another example of 

black being seen against black, in the shape of the forest rising out cf

negroa blogues de basalto,

, Towards the end of the story it is possible to see a more 

symbolic use of colour, which seems to point to an interpretation of the 

idea of death which would be in keeping with the point of view Quiroga 

has expressed on other occasions. Here death does not appear as the 

ultimate evil and disaster. In this story we have a separation ~ the

; land on the one hand, sky and river on the other. The former is described 

in dark and gloomy terms - negros, negro, Itigubre, sombrfo, entenebreclda,

while the sky is de oro, and the river Colorado and de oro. .. As the man

abandons the land on which he has spent his.life and gives himself



up to the golden river he begins to feel better. The bienestar 

increases, the men feels cada vaz mejor. It i3 possible to interpret 

all this as an acceptance of death on Quiroga’s part, though not on 

the part of the dying man, who misinterprets the symptoms and thinks 

he is improving, But for Quiroga at least it would 3eem that death 

is something that can be depicted in positive terms. No* 84, ’Las 

moscas', is the story in which this point of view is most clearly 

stated, but it is hinted at in others, and Quiroga refers to it in 

his last letters from San Ignacio to Martinez Estrada, An example 

of this attitude is to be found in the letter dated 21 May 1936:

Mas conforms al final con mi situacidn ante la muerte ya / 
comentada eh mi carta anterior, solo verd•nanadaq b^pasado^en 
•1 suef.o prof undo qua nos ofrezca la naturaleza, su
apecibillsimo descansar. No creamos, sin embargo, que este.

, sentimisnto as derrotlsta en ml, . Ha de uorir regando mis
plantaa, y plantando el mismo dfa de morir. No hago ads que 
integrarme en la naturalesa, con sus leyes y aruonlas 
oscurlslmas adn para nosotros, pero existenten , (Martinez

. • / Estrada: . El hermano Quiroga, p,113). . •’ •. .

Other references are to be found in the letters dated ’Abril 29’# 

’Junio, doming© (creo qua 14)’, and ’Julio 22’, all of the year 1936.

El alambre de pda • , ■ .

28:79D un alto pastizal,,.bianco nor la halada 

80a la blancura del pesto he1ado

D el cielo, sdbitament© aztil
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. , , ... el: paisaje fcrillaba de esplen&orosa olhridad

el camino de tierra colcrada '

al valle bianco de espartillo helado ; ‘

. la manana de oro- . . •• ' .. •• ■ .... ; . .. '

81A al dichoso deslumbramiento < ’ .

el cant no encendido de luz ' > ' . •

. cierta extension de un verde inusitado .

. C el verde parafso inalcanzable .
84b de ojillos azules ' • • - .. . •'' ' ’ : •.

87B sus siluetas se destacaban en negro

la excestva luz del sol . .

' . a esa semisombra ‘ '' '

. C en el fondo sombrfo de las vertientes ■

68A la Banana encendida de sol ; . ..

•" - reverberaba de luz •' ‘ ;• .• ' ' '

los nuevos postes - oscuras y torcidos - .

90C llovian rfos de sangre ■

inundando el pasto de sangre 
T -22: W 9, B 4, P 4, Y 1, Blue 2, G 2 '

This is another of the relatively few stories in which Quiroga 

sakes use of a varied range of colours (six are mentioned, all but one 

■ore than once). But here it is against a shimmering background of 

light that these colours are presented. Of the 22 references, nine 

are to white, and.of the others, 28:30D la clarldad de la taanana de oro,

could almost as well have been classified as white because of its
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preoccupation with light. Four of the remainder are stated in terms of 

light and dark rather than colour - 87B aus slluetas se destacaban an negro 

87B a esa aemlsombra, 87C en el fondo sombrfo de las vertientes, and 882

los nueyos postea oscuros y torcldos -, The repeated references to

light and sunshine coincide with the state of euphoria engendered in 

the horses by their new found freedom. They are glorloaoa de libertad, 

and the world is a sparkling place to them. An they return to 

their potrero there is a paragraph describing the progressive loss .

of light of the evening# and this is accompanied by words such as 

transparencia casi ftinebro , penetrants humedad, rastreante neblina, fondo 

»op>hkfo# enfrlada, lnvemal olor, mis frfo y hflmedo, exceslvamente pesado ~ 

words that suggest a chilling and dimming of the atmosphere of adventure,

On their second outing the accompanying signs are not as 

asupicious as on the first. The horses have to set out muy tarde 

ya a causa de la densa nebllna. The pastlzal is frozen again, but

this time no mention is made of the whiteness of the frost. There

is one mention of the light from the sun (GSA) coupled with a reference , • 

to the calor excesivo which promises a change of weather in the near 

future. The only other colour reference before the last page is to 

the new stakes - oscuros y torcldos and there are no further - 

references to light. .• ’ ... ■" ... • ..

The.brightness has gone out of the picture, And it is against 

this darkened background that the red of the blood stands out in the 

last two paragraphs. And in order to highlight the importance of the ' 

blood even further, puiroga refers to it in hyperbolical terms — 99C 

ilovlan rfoa de sangre, and lnundando el paste de sangre. Colour and
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action go hand in hand in this story, from the white and shining world 

. of the.first expedition to the violence of the end - a violence in ?

which one of the homo« (and the story is told from their point of 

view) is forced to participate/ albeit after the event. - ■ '

los nuovos poster - oscuros y torcidos The

separation of the adjective from its. noun Is here carried a stage further, 

the comma being substituted by a dash used to introduce the two adjectives 

which are than separated from the rest off the sentence by another dash. 

This has the effect of giving a certain autonomous force to the adjectives 
thus foregrounding. them• ' •• .

; 7 ,30A el rojiro banana),. ‘ Apart from the fact that rojizo does

not describe, an inseparable quality of a banana grove, there is 

another reason which gives its position hero a foregrounding effect, 

namely the fact that It ic not a short adjective. Bello says; ’to

. ads corafln en cagtelland .os .nnteponer at sustentive eoftetos cortos y 

pocponerle los adjotivos ospocificantes^’ (hello 1949tpara.43), The

adjective here being as long as the noun, it precedes it contrary to 

all expectation, and therefore has a foregrounding effect. This

■ applies even more strongly to the two examples.in ’El solitario’,

33:32D con descolorida ternura and 360 con una descolorida sohrisa, 

where the length of the adjective, In Jjoth cases tw syllables. longer 

than the noun It qualifies,, makes it all the more unexpected to find it , 

coming first. In ’Yagudf,’ 33:1110 con su amarillenta luz de menguante,

' .'7- we find an own mere striking example. • • ■ . ■ •

010 el verde parafso inalcanzable. Another possible reason

for an Inversion is given by Gill Gaya when ho refers to the importance
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of rhythm in deciding the position of the adjective (quoted above,

Gill Gay 1961:para. 164)«. . 'At the end of that section he states;' ,

'Cuando sean varies los adjetivos que califlean a un sustantivo, su

colocacidn e interpretacidn defenderdn de edmo se.agrupan rftmicamento,

de que se enlacen o no por medio de conjunciones, de su mayor o roenor

deterroinaeidn y de la calidad expresiva de lo mentado. Los casos

esporidicos de concordancia androala suelen ser rauy reveladores a este 

respecto (v. cap. II)' (ibid.). The reference in brackets is .to-the 

paragraph on *Discordancia deliberada*. It is clear from this quotation 

that many different factors come into play here with the presence of 

the two adjectives, and rhythm is certainly one of them. Another point

that must be considered, however, is whether the colour adjective verde

is perhaps being used as descriptive of an inseparable quality in the 

noun it qualifies. Although for most people greenness would not appear 

to be an inherent quality of paradise, this is precisely what it is for 

the horses. By using the adjective in this way Quiroga is very subtly 

presenting the story from the equine point of view. Hie adjective is 

thus delicately balanced between two possibilities - on the one hand

one can refuse to consider it as representing a necessary quality, in

which case its preceding the noun suggests a deliberate choice for reasons

of foregrounding or of rhythm, or a combination of the tweg on the

other hand, if one considers it to refer to an inherent quality of that

particular paradise, it makes it abundantly clear that the paradise under 

discussion is an equine one, and this places the reader in close rapport 

with the horses. ; . . . . / .
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Loa inmigrantes . ,. : " .■ .'.
29x3815 .la mujer, Ifvida v ‘ \ J ‘

39A cuyas burbujas sanguinolentas

.; '• . en la negra cavidad ■ ■ ' . .

."con una vor blanca ' - . . .

39C la noche nlateada

D fcajo .el cielo bianco de calor. . .. .

40b la Iona ocre

en ftinobre mar amar11lento ...

T - 8: . K 4, B 1, 'R 1, Y 2 • . . '

Of the four references to white, one of them is not truly a

colour reference - 39 A con una voz blanca. Among the others we find 

one of the many references to the sky being white with heat - 39D 

bajo el clelo bianco de calor, in which colour is used to deecribe

eomething that goes beyond the visual field. . . .

. Yellow is used here with a rather sinister effect, and this is

heightened hot only by the word fdnebre, but also by the words 

chosen to represent yellow * ocre and amarillento, neither representing 

a clean, clear yellow. The word aaarillento is furthermore highlighted 

by the echo of the. syllable mar., . ' . .

Again, as in No. 23, red and black coroe together - 39& cuyas 

burbujas sanguinolentas se iban ahora rezumiendo en la negra cavldad,

■■ .here again an an accompaniment to death. . . . .. ■ ,
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La reina Italians '? • • "' . ‘

30s473 el campo so ainorataba.do Flores '' ■> . . • ’ ...

' \ ' enol monte negro •' ....... i

cauripanil-las regadas ; • ..

: D las deKean Oran negras .

-jaodestas. abejas negras '■ '' "

48A la rubia princess de Italia

B aguollaa bandaa del abdomen no eran doradas -

un vulgar zdngano negro ' ' '

■ b;'50B- dos manchas Ifvidas .

51B • el airo cstsba ensoabreci'do de abejas ■ ’

D el patio obscuroei&o de abejas - ,

52A■ una vejiga livida ;■ ' , .• •• . • , ■ . •'
. T - 12: « 2,:a 6, Y 2/r b Pink 1 • ••"■.<. '' '' < •;

The coloured world - 473 al caapp.sa anaorataba de floras, 47B 

campanulas rosada# - presented at the beginning of the story changes 

gradually to one of black and white, under the influence of the baas..-

47P las de Kean eran negras, modestas abejas negras. The blackness is 

here emphasised by repetition, the :wor& negraa first occuring as a 

predicate, and later following the noun abejas', used in conjunction with 

a preceding.adjective. The blackness of the-bees.is also stressed in 

48S un vulgar zingano negro.. Kean’s attempt to remedy this darkness by 

introducing the rubla princosa in frustrated by the fact that he has .. 

forgotten to ask. for a reIna * fecundada*. The darkness of the bees

predominates, and this is seen in the way Quiroga describes their taking

: over their surroundings - 513 el aire estaba ensombrecido do abejas and

caapp.sa
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5ID el patio obscurecido de abejas. From the moment that the .hoes

attack, all,colour references are to black and white ~ the two latter

■ 'consisting significantly of the word llvido ~ the - bees have drained the

world of its colour.

' e*- caropo amoyataba' de flores, 5IB el alre estaba an goer-

brecido de abejas, and 5ID el patio obscurecido dg abejas. The 

three verbs representing colour in this story illustrate the progress 

of the action.. The first one, se amorataba, a true colour verb, is

followed by the agent, de floras (unusual after a reflexive verb). The 

-agent of. the two,following past participles is las abejasy and their 

action first cants a shadow (ensombreoido) and then brings darkness 

(obscurecido). The progression from colour through shadow to darkness 

is an active .one,'.fittingly described by the use of verbs.

*-a tubia princesa. The inversion of the adjective here, 

directing the reader's attention to the word rubia, is in keeping , 

with the decidedly jocular mood of the first part of this story.

By emphasizing the conjunction of ruble and princewa Quiroga seems 

to be reminding us of the traditional fairy tale grihceiss with her golden 

hair. This suggestion of a personification of the bee fits.in with the

humourous attitude which allows Quiroga to describe the bees and the hens 

in terms of a human society,:forming with their owner la sociedad Abekas- 

Kean-Gallinas. The change in the mood as the story progresses Is also

illustrated by 51D cuatro negros chorros, whore again the colour word, 

is also highlighted by Inversion, this time drawing one*s attention to 

the opposite end of the spectrum - the sunny colouring of the first half
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has yielded to the darkness of the swarming and infuriated bees*

Here we see colour being used to illustrate the events of the story,

and word order being used to draw attention to this fact.

Here too we have another example of the monte being referred,

to as black in 47B el monte negro.

Nueatr^ printer cigarro

31j133A una criatura de riguroso luto

n naranjos blanquecinos de diaspis

134A diluviano enredo de varas verdes

135A, grande, liviana y de varios colores

136C repetf enfurru/fiado y rojo

141B el Canaveral se puso completamente arul

T - W 1, B 1, R 1, Blue 1, C 1, <3 1

Few stories have so evenly balanced a distribution of colour.

There seems to be no question of symbolic use here. In 134A

djluvlano enredo de varas verdes one is tempted to think that Quiroga has

mentioned the colour not so much for its own sake, as to add to the

impressive list of adjectives, as well ns for reasons of alliteration.

In the words dlluviano enredo de varas verdes, varas seicas, varas verticales

varas dobladas/gatravesadas the letter *v* appears eight times, six of 

them initially. This is perhaps one of the few passages in which

Quiroga seems to have let the words take over. . .

141B el Canaveral se puso oompletamenta azul shows what appears 

as a rather subjective use of colour. This, however, is not a case of

poetic licence, but springs rather from Quiroga*s desire to give a



clinically accurate description of the symptoms' felt by the nauseated
child. ' ’ ‘ ' .. '

Los Pescadores da vlgas . • . '• , ‘

32:118D pal© rose.

119B aus manos, ifvidas zeroes

veteadas d-s verde ' ‘ ' ■" ;

• D la lined blanquecina de una viga

12.1B rugients avalancha de ague roja

' D lluvia a plomo, maciza v blanca

122C-'wadera do lomo blanquecino

D con las rafees negras al aire
123k la vet* sanguinolent*

■del pal<o ro3a . .

124.S. muebles...hcchos de palo rose

T 1 11: W 4, B 1, R 2, ,.G 1, Pink 3

Colour scams to be U3ed here simply as part of the description

of visual appearance. What is perhaps striking in the somewhat

unusual preoacupation with shade or nuance - blanguecino is mentioned

twice, the hands arc veteadas de verde, the palorosa has a veta

sanguinolent*. The fact that the words ysta and veteadas are used shows, 

that Quiroga ic not satisfied with simply giving a general impression of

colour. ■

In 12.1b lluvia a plomo, maclza y blanca he again refers to the

whiteness of the rain, one of quite a number of occasions on which he does

so, and which, are listed later.
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El flolltarlo

33i31B -. rostro exangfi&.

sombreade per rala barba negra

32A tenia sus chiapas de brillante

D . nuevas chispas

con descolorida tarnura

34D Kassira, lfvido

35C Kasslm la ayudd..,, lfvido 

36B el brillante resplandecla

C encendid la veladora

en la blancura helada de su camisdn y de la sibana

con una descolorida sonrisa

n no habia inucha luz

T - 12: W 11, 3 1

No colours other than black and white are mentioned here. In

fact/ the idea of colourlessness is repeatedly presented ~ 31B rostro

exangtie, 32D con descolorida temura, 34D Kassim, llvido, 35c Kasslm

la ayudd,llvido, 36C con una descolorida aonrisar and there is also

a mention of lack of light - 36D no habia raucha luz. Against these

negative ideas, there is the brilliance o* the diamonds - 32A tenia sus

chispas de brillante, 32D nuevas chispas, 36B el brillante reaplandecfa -

and the hard whiteness of the nightdress and sheets - 36C la blancura helada ■’ 

de su camisdn y de la sdbana. What is interesting is the way in which 

the figure of Kassira moves from the first, negative, category, to the

second more positive one. In addition to the use of the negative words
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exangfle, descolorida (twice), livido (twice), he is described as 3 IB 

enferaigiq, 32C indecisip, 36A equallo pegajosp, fof^> e inert©.

But, finally, the change takes place — 36D El rostro de Kassim ad- 

guirid de pronto una dureza de piedra. Ironically, Kassim only dis

plays the qualities of hardness and decision that Marfa would have 

liked in him when, he is goaded into killing her. The way Ouiroga

uses colour and light in this respect emphasizes this transition.

36C la blancura helada de su camisdn y de la sflbana.

Although a white nightdress and sheets do not usually conjure up the idea

of coldness and hardness, Quiroga takes care that they do so here 

by referring to lAblaaeturahelada, with its suggestion of the

hardness of frost or ice. (The use of the abstract colour noun

blancura is also dealt with in Part III In the discussion of

impressionist influence). The device as it is used/ here, with its

effect of describing a frozen moment in time, provides the perfect

setting for Marfa’s death, for it is while time stands still in

this way that she passes out of time into eternity. It also links

up with the description of Kassim a few lines further down already 

<alluded to -36D El rostro de Kassim adqulrld de pronto una dureza

da piedra, which in turn reminds on© of the pledra that is the sub

ject of the story, the solitario. And the word solitario, with 

its double meaning, reminds one of Kassim himself, the solitary man> 

while at the same time standing for the diamond, which is blancura

helada in another form. And so the word blancura triggers off all

these connexions, forward to the end of the story, backwards to the

very title Itself.



Alltd'ge thferf this is a very cinematographic story, for not 

only is the somewhat oeodramatic plot reminiscent of many of the

cinema productions of the early years of this century (the story was 

first published in 1913), but also the way in which Quiroga, >> as

limited colour references to black and white is also reminiscent of

the cinema before the advent of colour*

Cuento para novios \ ’ ?-

34:77C el campo bianco de escarcha

D aquellos dos rostros color de tierra

T - 2s W 1, Grey 1

./References to the colour of the earth are not always easy to 

classify in Quiroga. When he is referring specifically to the soil 

of Mi9lones the colour in question is a bright orange/red, which 

would obviously be roost inappropriate here. One therefore has to

assume that the expression is used here in its standard, almost clichd-

like sense.•.

Yaguaf ,
■ •-' '• - • .? •?' '■

35s1043 el negro periasco

105A la roja arena

107A el bianco cielo

C pasd del verde claro

a una blancura amarlllenta (2)

sobre la negrura dasolada del rozado
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su agua verdosa

D la enredadera de flor roja .

• las hormlgas rubles . , <

108A su agua de cine

B el sol...sostenCase asflxlado en perfecto cfrculo de sangre 

su diminuta mancha blanca „ . , . .. .

las palmeras negras

el rfo cuajado de rubf

C, el perrlto bianco , .

110 A las dltiaas espigas de mafz.., blancas y sin un graho 

111C con su amarilientalus de menguante . • .

D el negro cenenterlo de drboles quemados 

112B el clelo bianco . . . .

se tornd nlomo • .

lividas orlas de cdmulos 

114A el perrlto bianco •' • '•

B el sol cayendo asflxlado en un cfrculo rojo y mate

115A una mancha blanca

T - 25i W 10, B 4, R 5, Y 2, G 2, Grey 2 ,

One of the striking things in this story is the comparative

frequency with which Quiroga places a colour adjective in front of 

the noun it qualifies » 104B el negro peftasco, 105A la roja arena, 

107A el bianco clelo, 111C con su amarlllenta lus, 111D el negro 

cenenterlo, and 112D ifvldas orlas de cdraulos. We thus have a

total of 6 cases out of the 19 in which a colour adjective is used in 

this story. That is to say, that in nearly one third of the cases
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Quiroga highlights his colour adjective by placing it in front

of the noun. Of these 11IC con su amarlllenta luz de taenguante is

particularly striking because of the length of the adjective in

comparison with the noun which follows it. In 111D el negro ce-

menterlo de afboles guemadoa and 112B Ifvidas orlas de cteulos

it seems that rhythmic values have also played an important part. 

Metrically, both would fit perfectly into a line of poetry. The 

second one, with its succession of esdrfljulas, brings with it a 

reminder of Quiroga’s modemlsta antecedents, '

This emphasis on the placing of colour adjectives, taken in

conjunction with the relatively high number of colour references,

makes it clear that colour is more important than usual to Quiroga 

in this story, and one is obliged to try to find a reason for this.

A look at the colour distribution may be of help* Here, as in •El’ 

alambre de pda*, white plays an important part, as out of the 25 re-, 

ferences 10 are to white. White here, however, instead of consist

ently illustrating the freshness and sparkle of adventure, is

connected with two opposing aspects of reality. On the one hand it

refers to Yaguaf, the innocent victim. On the other it is used in a

very different way to represent the threat of the excessive heat and

its attendant drought - 107A el bianco cielo, 107A una blancura

amarlllenta, 11QA las dltimas espigas de mafx...blancas y sin un grano 

112B el cielo bianco,...Ifvidas orlas de cteulos.

White, then, has two opposite,symbolic meanings. Allied to

this more complicated use of colour is the fact that nuance is ex

pressed here on four occasions - 107C pasd del verde claro a una



blancura amarlllenta, 107C su aqua verdosa, 111C con su amarlllenta lug.

This is unusual indeed in Quiroga. ; ■ -

;What seems to have happened here Is that Quiroga has fused the

two main approaches to colour » one, its use to describe a scene in as

visual a way as possible, and two, its symbolic use. The result is a

story of unusually dense texture. Quiroga here seems to have got

away from his black and white vision of the world? he is interested

not only in line but also in texture and in nuance, and it is through

his use of colour that this comes across. Other stories in which the

two approaches are combined are Nos. 10, 27, 28, 41, 46 and 68, to name

only the most outstanding.•.

Loa —het

y 123

36s92D un pafiuelo de color

■ tabaco negro ; -'

9 3D falda verde .

■ •- • y blusa amarilla

v: 94D la interminable cinta roja que escala la barranca

100C habfan hecho lindo bianco

1Q1D en una noche de tinta

102B la lluvia,..transform^ el Parand en.aceite bianco

15 la lluvia blanca y sorda

T - 9: : W 3, B 2, R 1, Y 1, C 1, G 1

There is a distinct difference between the type of colours

used in the first half of this story and those used in the second.

In the first half the accent is on variety of colour. Colours
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mentioned are strong/?,and there is; no reference to nuance. By the 

time we reach the last few pages, however, this colourful world

has been reduced to black and White - no other colours are mentioned.

What appears to be a brightly hued costumbriata story has turned

into a tense drama, with no room for any picturesque touches. The

important.thing has become the action. Line has superseded colour?

literally, in that colouring has been reduced to monochrome, and

figuratively, in that description of the setting yields to a pre

occupation with nothing but the line of the action.

, In 100C habfan hecho Undo bianco, the word bianco is clearly 

not being used with its original colour signification. ■> •

Again, as in other stories, Quiroga stresses the violence of 

the rain by referring to its whiteness -10211 la lluvia...transformd el

Parand en acelte bianco, and 1Q2D ja lluvia blanca y sorda.

La moerte de Isolda .

37$39A > barba rubia 

. y ojos azules
' T. - 2: X Y 1, Blue 1 ;

The only two colour references in this story come together, in

the description of the character who later becomes the narrator.

Although on other occasions Quiroga has referred to fair hair and blue 

eyes as a sign that their owner is a foreigner or.outsider, this does 

not seem to be the case here. Nor do the blue eyes appear to betoken 

innocence, as in several other stories. The direction that the quality 

of blueness seems to point to here is quite different - ojos azules de
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mirada clara y un poco dura, que expresan lnequivoca voluntad. Thia 

is the one hint we are given in the whole story as to Quiroga*a attitude 

to the events narrated. He neither justifies nor condemns the 

actions and opinions of the principal character: he merely tells us the 

colour and expression of his eyes. -

' mancha hlptllaica • ■ ' . . ‘

38:97b la pared estaba lisa, frfa, y totalmente blanca

■' oscureoida ■; ■' '

por falta de lux

D una cosa oscura y honda . ? . .

, . un pailuelo bianco

■ un pafluelo bianco "' . • . • ./ ‘

■ 98A con la cara atada . . ■ . ■ . ■ • -

D un pafluelo bianco . ■

; , 99A el rostro coopletamente hinohado y bianco

B las parades, blancas y frfas ;

. se oscurecfan progresivamente hacia el techo

- C un partuslo bianco - ' ’ j. • •

• T - 12: W 9, B 3 ?' - ' \ ■'

estaba lisa, frfa y totalmente blanca. The word 

totalmente brings foregrounding in the highest degree to the idea of 

whiteness, as does the constant repetition of the word bianco, as also 

the phrase 99A el rostro complataaenta hlnchado y bianco, all contributing 

to the idea of an obsessive state connected with white, which dominates 
the story, ■ . '■ ■ ■■ '. : - . ■ '• - ' ■’
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- 98A con la earn atada has been taken as a reference to white,

even though this i9 not explicitly stated.. ,

This is yet another story in which white predominates, to a

greater extent than ever, and again with negative associations.

The whole story is told in terms of black and white no other colour

of any sort is mentioned. Of the twelve references nine are to

White,,and two of the three references to darkness bring in the idea

of light - 97B oscureclda por falta de lug and 99B las parades...se

oscurecfan progreslvaaente. The constant references to white here

serve to present the action in a cold, hard glare, reminiscent of a

hospital or the manlcomio hinted at towards the end of the story, 

and the ubiquitous quality of this whiteness acts also as a symbol 

for the inescapabllity of an idtfe fixe.

Once again, then, the use of white is far removed from its

traditional association with innocence and joy, and once again we 

find Quiroga relying on the use of colour to get his story across as

economically as possible.

Los ceaBenterlos belgas

39t41B por la carretera blanca

en negro derrumbe

c la negra columna

D con la lfvlda madrugada

440 la criatura agonizaba en un mar verde

T 5: W 2, B 2, 0 1
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A predominantly black and white picture, in which the two 

mentions of black are highlighted by having the adjective come :: ; .

before the noun. 41B en negro derrumba. Gili Gaya’s statement

about the anteposition of negro was, quoted in the remarks following

the first story. Although en negro derrumbe is not one of the ,

expressions mentioned in which tradition places the adjective first, 

the meaning of aciago, desdichado, which the word negro here unmistakably 

has, would seem to make this almost the expected place in which to " 

find it. 41C la negra columns. Here, , although what is being described

is the physical appearance of the column/ the affective idea suggested 

by placing the adjective in front of the noun is reinforced by the fact 

that this example occurs only two short paragraphs away from the

reference just discussed. The connexion of negro with aciago is too 

close, both in meaning and on the page/ to be missed, especially when 

one takes into consideration the rest of the phrase in which it occurs -

la negra columria lba envuelta en el llanto de chicos... It is clear that

Quiroga is not giving a merely factual description.

4ID con la Ifvida raadrugada. Here again the colour adjective 

is highlighted by inversion, stressing the unfriendliness of this dawn.

'These four black and white references all appear on the first 
page. Having thus set the scene in a black and white world Quiroga 

makes no further mention of colour till more than half way through.

Then, against this sombre and colourless setting, comas the one true

. ' colour mention - 44c la crlatura en un mar verde, which stands

out with brutal emphasis. Here again as in No. 19 we have a touch .

of colour near the and highlighted by the previous predominance of black 

.and white. ’• ‘ . 1 . ' • " •
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La llama ' ■ '.. \’Q.. 1" -

40s9QC :•ensombrecida de emocidn'‘ ; ' • • -

913 ' una sombra blanca '(2): . ' ' '■■■' ‘ 1 .

. 92A' toda la palides del rostro ; •• ‘ ■■ /

. 93C sentf su 'figura blanca a nil lado - • '• . < ' /• ■ '

■' estaba'pilida : ■ '■

D /estaba blanca ' • ' ' • ....

94A en el crepdsculo de sus ojos entornados/,

. B de ojos ensorabrecidos ' . - 1 • ' ’• ' ' “ ..

95A a travds de la ventana obscurecida • . .

■ T - 10: M 5r B-5' ;

91b una scrabra blanca. . There are two contradictions involved

in this phrase, the obvious one of dark versus light, and that of a

colour adjective, with its Implications of the corporeal, applied

...vto the incorporeal element sorabra. The phrase serves to show Berenice’s 

contradictory quality of being both old and young. .

• Not only is this story told entirely in terms of black and

white, but the absence of colour seems to be almost a positive feature 

in it* By this I mean that there are occasions on which a colour

mention would seem so natural that its omission strikes one as intentional

Among these there are the many references to the child’s eyes. There

are even references to the darkening of the eyes -94Aen el crepdaculo

de sus ojos entornados, and 94B de ojos ensorabrecidos, but with no mention

of their colour. And there is also the child’s bow, which is mentioned

on two occasions, obviously Invested with considerable symbolic value.

■ But no mention of its colour Is made* It Is as if Quiroga’s intention
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had been to focus attention on the situation, on the relationships .

described, not on the physical, and perhaps not even on the.human,

aspects of the people concerned. The bow itself has no value, not 

even aesthetically? its significance lies entirely in the giving 

and taking of this extension, as it were, of Berenice herself. In 

the same way, the colour of the eyes is irrelevant? what counts is

their capacity to express the Inner life of their owner. , In shorty the

material world, which Quiroga painted with such detail and accuracy

in so many of his Misiones stories, Is here of no account whatever,

and this is emphasized by this almost obtrusive colourlessness.

The description of the child in the unchildlike terms of nothing

but black and white also serves to heighten the unhealthy element in .

the narrative. There is something morbid, something more than 

precocious, in the suggested passion of the composer for Berenice. 

Although Quiroga has got away from the stylistic arabesques of

Modernlsmo there is in this story something of the wilful cultivation 

of the unnatural typical of some of the writing of the turn of the 

century./ This situation, describing a passionate and unhealthy attach

ment between a man and a child,- is one that Quiroga presents repeatedly. 

Other examples are No. 64, *SiIvina yMontt*, the novel Historla de un

amor turbio, and the two early short stories ’Rea Silvia’ and ’Corto 

poems de Marfa Angelica’.

_ Throughout the story the idea of the progressive advance of

darkness is stressed. Of the five darkness references, three do this

-90C ensombreclda do amocidn, 94B de ojos ensombrecidos, and 95A a travds
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de la ventana ohscurecida. It is a struggle between the forces of 

light and darkness, and we are left in no doubt as to which triumphs, 

even before Wagner himself quotes Berenice’s case as the supreme 
argument against his own music* And the darkness which has triumphed 

over Berenice continues to spread beyond the bounds of her story. As

Wagner finishes telling it he is looking a travds de la ventana obscurecida. 

This simple image, taken in conjunction with the play already made on 

the idea of light and dark, suggests that the dark power of the music will

continue to operate beyond the bounds of the original catastrophe. in 

this story black has all the negative symbolism traditionally associated 1 
with it. . ’ '. .' ; / •

La bofetada . *' / . .

41:29C rads rojo adn de rabia . . .

D el mensd se puso lfvido .

■ su cara colorada ■ ‘ '

32A el camino rojo / ' ;

■' • " ' ' deslumbraba de sol ' ' - ■' ' • •' ''

B cabizbaja de modorra y luz • ■’? : '

. .' el rostro sudoroso de Kornerenrojecid un punto rads 
D empapado en sangre ’ '

33A su nano desangrdndose ; ;

D mechones sanguinolentos de pelo . .-

34A bajo el cielo adn verde ... .

en la sombre transparente ?
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.. corio una lfnea negra ya ' . ; • '■ *’ :
T - 13> W 3, B 2, R 7, G 1 . .... . ■ ' ' '

Like ’La lengua’ and ’La gallina degollada’ thia story is also 

dominated by red, this time the red glow of anger,. Throughout the

main part of the story the only colours are red and white the red

of anger, of the Misiones soil and of blood? and the white of the

sun’s glare. It is worth noting, however, that red Is not the only

colour used to represent anger. When insulted 291) cl roensfl se puso 

lfyido. Here Quiroga is indicating the difference between the mindless 

and brutal bluster of Korner, 29C mds rojd afln de rabla, and the controlled 

and ultimately deadly anger of the msnsfl. By this use of colour Quiroga 

is virtually pinpointing the difference in reaction of these two clearly 

defined physical types. ... ; ,• ; • . : \ .

As the story progresses the references to red reach a climax, 

and the last three references are concerned with the spilling of blood. 

Finally, after the roenafl has had his revenge, the anger dies down, 

the colours, like the emotions, undergo a cooling process, and it is 

beneath a green sky that the jangada bearing the doomed Korner drifts 

Into and then out of the shadow of the coast, to disappear in the 

distance as 34A una lfnea negra ya. .

32A el caalno rojo deslumbraba de sol, This phrase, with its 

mention of the redness of the soil, seems to indicate, on the one hand, 

an echo within nature of the violence of the feelings described, and 

on the other, taken In conjunction with 32b cablrbaja de modorra y luz,

perhaps a suggestion that It is these conditions that drive men to such
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extremes. Certainly the references to the unbearable quality of the

. light are among many that we find in the rest of the stories. It is

an example of the exasperacidn that Bratosevich mentions (see 
Bratosevich 1973:39). 41 : ':?•:

- .32b el rostro...de Korner enrojecld un punto at&s and 33A

an mano:desangrIndose. There are two points of doubtful grammar

here, both in connexion with the verb. In the first example one 

would expect the verb enrojecer to be used reflexively. In the 

second there is an example of a gerund, desangr<ndose, used as an 

adjective* Thia shows the sort of indifference to academic accuracy 

that caused Quiroga to be considered careless in matters of style.

meningitis y su sombra . . . .

42:143A la meningitis y su sombra

148A la penumbra del dormitorio

153B una larga mancha blanca ’ . .. .

de ague11a penumbra

166C e11a toda de bianco . ..

y yo Como un bulto negro / : .

D la meningitis y su sorabra

el traje bianco de Marfa Elvira *

era un. sudario ... ' .. . .. ‘ '

■ y yo era la raisma sorabra de antes

•; la meningitis y su sorabra . ■ : -

167C los labios pllidos , .

v los ojos hundidos de ojeras

. t -;i3t . w s, b s ■ . ■■ ' • ■ ■ '
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Although this is one of the longest stories studied,, there

is relatively little mention of colour here, and what there is is

exclusively in terras of black and white. Marfa Elvira/ the loved.

woman/is conventionally represented as white - 15RB una large raancha.

blanca/ in his recollection of her as she lay in bed, and then, dressed 

in white in his dreams, where her dress assumes the nightmarish quality 

of un sudario. The narrator, who sees himself as the rejected lover, 

is represented by black, again in the accepted tradition of colour

symbolism. But at the end the two colours corae together in the 

description of Marfa Elvira - 167C los labios pdlidos y los ojos hundldos 

de ojeras - instead of being opposed as before. Thus they herWLl the 

union of the lovers, by showing the previously opposed colours merged

■ in the one description. ! •/' '• ' •. . _ '

■ slmdn ■ •••''■ - • j: ■ ■ • - ■ - ' - ■ .

43s36B llena luego las observaciones en bianco

37A ' del gran rio anchfsirao, lento y plateado

encajonado entre sombrfas muralla3 ; . ... ■ .. .

B torbellinos, de un gris tan opaco que xnSs que agua

apenas parece otra cosa que Ifvida , : .

. sombra de los murallones ■ •, ■. •' - ' J ■ : .. •'

ttftricos cantiles ‘ . ... . ’•

arenisca barniaada en negro

. C un hombre de color, cetrino •■.; , .y

■ no vela sino dos colores ' '

el negro de los murallones ? .
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• y el gris lfvido del rfo. • . ...... .... .

l38D la inmensa depresidn negra ... ‘ .■

y el rfo,gris en• el fondo •> • .• '■

... , ,. alld abajo. el ParahS bianco (da lluvia) . ■ *

. al Horizonte ‘de basalto - ■ -. . . • :•; -

‘ ' '. ’• v bruma‘ ■ • . • ■ ... •

. 40B no habfasino una lux horrible . . ;

- ; C azularse do disnsa por falta de aire' • 5 « •'

41B doblarse, amarillear y secarse . . . ,• -.......

. ... . un verdaderomar de olas de pro

C los crepdsculos son violate

. •’ . puramente viole.ta • , •• • ‘<• '. ‘ •. ; ■

T - 23t VI 5, B 7.,, Y 3., Blue’1, C 1,, P 2, Grey 4 :

It was'snore difficult than usual to determine what to count as 

colour references in thi3 story - should one include expressions such

’ as l^gubro Agueronte, bellesa sombrfa, perfume crepuscular? They have 
not been included, although all contain a suggestion of darkness, 

because they are not describing a visible part of the scene. But they 

all contribute towards the overall impression of darkness and monotony.

37A del gran rfo lento, .anchfslmo y plateado. The word

, plateado, cx>ming after the other two adjectives, and joined to them by 

the copula £, rounds off;the phrase harmoniously, a phrase which has 

already caught the reader’s attention by the superlative of anchfslmo.

Horizonte de basalto y bruma. The two nouns, basalto

and bruma, with their importance highlighted by the alliteration, are a 

summary of the description of the sombre landscape with which the whole
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paragraph has boon concerned.. .• They are not only an echo and a,

synojzsis of the description in the preceding sentence - la inraensa

depresldn negra y el rfo grin en al fondo - but they are also a

concretiration‘of the colour elements -the adjectives have given . ,

way to concrete nouns. This, is- a tendency vze find quite frequently in .• 

Quiroga, and.which will be discussed in Part III, . • . .

doblarso, amarillear y secarse. The unusual verb amariltear 

helps to concentrate the reader’s attention on the idea of yellow and •

what it represents, thus stressing the speed with which the cabbage turns 

yellow and dries up,

41C los cropdaculos eon violeta, puramente vloleta. Vloleta 

is doubly emphasized, first by repetition, and then by the introduction 

ox the adverb nuramenta,. almost as a rectification of a previously made 

but Inadequate statement of the degree of colour,

The most striking thing in this story is the description of the 

black and grey world of the upper reaches of the Paran<. Where in 

other stories black and white may predominate, pointing a sharp contrast, 

here the white has been replaced by grey, blunting the contrast, giving 

the sense of monotony that Quiroga brings out by other means later in the 

story. On three occasions he specifically mentions the combination of 

black, and grey - 38C el negro de los murallones y el gris Ifvido del rfo,

38D la inmensa flepresldn negra y el rfo gris en el fondo, and 38d al horizontal

de baaalto y b.ruma, where the names of the colours have no need to be 

mentioned, since the substances, basalto and bruma are referred to precisely 

in virtue of their colouring.
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,, /. By.contrast/ the colours used in the second half stand out

for their warmth and variety. Colour is here used to bring out

the beauty, of the scene * 4IB, un verdadero Par de bias de oro,

with its two metaphors (the sea is in fact made of sand, and the gold 

made of light shining on the sand)> and 41C los crep&sculos son violate, 

puramante vloleta, where Q-uiroga emphasises the unusual colouring and 

its intensity by the use of repetition. . . ' ' 1

'.As;on a number of previous occasionsthere is a reference to

the whiteness of tho rain - 33D .alK aba jo el Parand bianco - and to 

the glare of the sun - 40B no habia sino una luz horrible. ... ,

Polea loca : .. \" ■■ ; '

.44$122ft : entre negros : ' . '

' ' y negritos; "' • • ’ ? ‘. ' '

baja mds do dos o tres grados en su color

123c de ojos azule^s - grander ojos de pdjaro alegre y confiado

D el pelo...era obsUro ■ '• . " ’■ ■ '• , ' ■ j ■.

125ft bus azules ojos de pdj.aro ;

- 1269 para hacer ruborizar; • Y -■■■..•

:'auh- en .un euarfco oscuro . ' 'Y / ’ - ' ;■ . •

1289 tenfa la earn;rojiza y lustrosa ? • ?.'• ' •

. su vieja ropa negra •••'•" ■ • ■' ■ '
T - 10: 9 5, P. 2, Blue 2, C l .• • ' '' Y \ '?/'■'

The conjunction of red and black has been mentioned before'

(Nos. 23 and 29). Here wo have it on two occasions, but not in

connexion with violence this time. Thera are/however/Unpleasant
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connotations on both occasions - 126B para hacer ruborizar, aun en un

cuarto oscuro, and 12&B tenia la cara rojiga y lustrosa.,.3u vleja 

ropa negro., where the character described is at any rate far from = . 

prepossessing,- ‘

125d sus azules ojos. de p&jaro. This is the first of three 

occasions on which Quiroga uses the word aaulea immediately before the 

noun ojos (see also G3slO3D sus aalvajes y azules ojos, and 72s73B 

sus azules ojos). Prom a number of points of view it seems an 

extraordinary order to adopts there is ho question of its referring to 

an inseparable quality of eyes in general) the rhythm of the phrase io 

not by any means improved by the inversion) the adjective Is longer 

than the noun) and tha blueness of eyes is not something that one 

tends to think of as an emotive question; And yet, this last aspect

may give us a clue as to the reason for tills inversion* In this last

example the eyes referred to are those of a man) but they are also those 

of a bird - sus azules ojos de pA jaro» In the other two examples tha

eyes in each case are those of a lion. Now, it may be that by the use

of thia unexpected and ungainly inversion Quiroga is wanting to draw 

attention to the fact that, for him, the eyes are blue, although most 

people do not tend to think of this as the eye colour of either birds 
or animals! In addition he may here be wishing to stress the idea of 

innocence, the bird and the lions being wild, and therefore innocent, 

creatures. As the azules ojos de pdjaro belong In fact to the central 
character in the story, Quiroga is using this idea of innocence and 

spontaneity to contrast with the ogre-like character we have been led to

, expect. . . •' ■ ■■' ' ' " ■
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• : ' ,/ In' spite’ of .the relatively high frequency with which black ...

, is -Mentioned (five references out of, ten)/? there is. obviously no - • •

sinister intention attached to it. The fact that one. of these

references - 122D ontre negros y negrltos-'is . followed by a diminutive 

of the same colour helps to sot the. festive tone of the tale, and another

of the references occurs in a humourously•hyperbolical phrase r 1263

para hacer rubor1car, aun en un cuarto oscuro.

Dieta de amor - "• ' . . “ ' /' /

45«116D traje.azul'marino , . . ;. ' -y . .
T - 1: Blue 1 ' / y 7-3 • ; ' • 7 ' ' 7 • • '" • '' '

There is only one colour mention in this, one of the most

insubstantial of nil the stories under review. Its use is conventional, 

the soberness of the colour representing the modesty and decency of the 
girl. • 7"'7 ' ; -7 '

El yaclyaterg- ; \7 . •' ■ '7

46»56C fcajo el cielo bianco

' ■ ’ • - ■’.> ■.. los anteojos acarillos . '• ■ : 7 : • y - ■'

' '' " ■ la dofcle reverbaracidn de cielo y agua

.. ■ encegueefa ... .... .. 7 ■

D cantilos do asnerdn rosado ,

57A un bianco rollo.de viento . . •

■ ' arrastrando.uh tolfio haul de lluvia ? j ' - y '

B . tras. el,negro bloque ■ ' 7 ;• . ...

• ,- .. C bianco por el chai de lluvia
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58A una noche de tinta . ’ ■ ’ ' • •' ' ’ .

B a la llama del fogdn

' p en el rincdn Idbrego ■ • . • . . . '

•; ' 59A ■ '• la llama del fogdn ' .

B lalaf'a hdmeda llaraeaba . . '

los inmensos ojos de los chicos luclart .

. la noche ’ •' ■-

habia aclarado

D la canoa ?olanca

T — 18: VJ 11, B 4, Y 1, Blue 1, Pink 1 :

Here again are to be found a number of the now familiar features 

in the use of white or light. References to the white of the sky - 56C 

bajo el cielo bianco, to the glare of the sun - 56C la doble reverberacldn

de cielo y agaa enceguecia, and to the whiteness of the rain - 57C bianco

por al chai de lluvia, 5 7 A un bianco rollo de viento.,.arrastrando... un

toldo asul de lluvia. These two perfectly balanced colour references

give rise to a chiasmus by the different positioning of the two colour

adjectives. It could be argued that the inverted bianco is not there 

in order to highlight the idea of;whiteness, but rather to make possible 

the chiasmus. However, the fact remains that the inverted bianco is in

a conspicuous and irregular position which necessarily highlights it/ ■ 

while the chiasmus draws attention to the two adjectives in their 

similarity as descriptions of colour and also in their opposition, since 

they refer to strongly contrasting colours. The use of pattern and colour 

are very closely interlinked here. \ . =
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The-great majority of the references .here are to 'black and 

white - a total of 15 out of 18. It is also worth mentioning that the

< reference to yellow is not;so much there because of the. ye llov?nass of the

glasses, so to speak, as because of the glare of the light. All the

references, to colour other than black and white occur within the first

two pages. After that we find nothing but black and white, mostly in 

the form of a series of references to light shining in darkness - the 

gleam of the flame, mentioned three times, the shining eyes of the

children, and a slight lessoning of the darkness outside.

? Tills.-is one of the stories where we can clearly see the psy~: 

chological use Quiroga makes of colour. Symbolically the child*s loss 

of reason is illustrated by the treatment of light - the sunshine 

and clarity of the first half give way to the noche de tlnta. Again,

as in No. 43, we have a word with dark associations being used in

a sense that cannot strictly, be counted as a colour description - 59D 

el idiota crepuscular. But it points quite unambiguously to the

equation of idiocy.with darkness. ' The final image is that of the idiot

child, lost in his mental darkness, gazing in uncomprehending admiration 

at the canoe from the outside world -a canoe which is significantly white.

On pedn -

, 47»27D do cordero marrdn

28B las hormigas rubias 

•; ' •• • / las vfboras de coral . v

30B monte, campo, y arenisca roja

. ,todo.. .lavado en el mismo tono amarillo <
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3ID planchas negro-azuladas (2) ■

32b del paisaje asfi.xla.do por la .luz \.

38D. vfbora negra : , • -

40A tin fondo oscuro ; ’

B las (yiporas) de coral . • . '

sobre un cuerpo Men negro

pero un negro de terclopelo .

se cruzaban bandas de color pro.

Negro ‘

' Y oro •' • • ; ' "...• •. ;-

42A de color canceroso

43B es una piedra blanca

D la luna.de Misiones.

penetrando en las tinieblas del monte

nasando sdbitamente de la oscuridad del.monte

a aquel claro inundado de luz galvdnica

44A los troricos

se duplicaban en negro

por la vlolenta luz de costado

B las plantitas de yerba, duras de sombras

de uri ceniza aterciopelado

por la luz enceguecedora

C rayas de blancura helada

•• • en las partes oscuras

ah negro abisrao

D la arquitectura sombrfa del bosque

luna.de
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largos tr J Angulos de lur.

reguero de plats

calado de lux obiicue

47A dos cosaa negras, largas

B no sd 'rad color ten dr fan

sobre el cielo lfvtdo

eran negras

T - 39t W 13, B 15, P 3, Y 4, Blue 1, C 1, Grey 1, 3rown 1,

Here as before i/e find references to the glare of the sun -

309 monte,.., todo reverberaba, lavado en el mi3r,io tono amarlllo, 32b

del paisaje asfixlado nor la luz, and 44B se ha sufrido de fotofobia por

la luz enceguecedora.

3ID planchas negro-azuladas - one of the comparatively rare

occasions on which buiroga Is specific about the actual shade of a

colour. Bare he appears to be co anxious to specify the unyielding

quality of the rock to be broken by Olivera that he can afford to miss

out no detail. By this description we are left in no doubt that what 

Olivera has to deal with is something very different from the light and

powdery red soil of Misiones.

40b oero un negro da tarclopelo. Here again he specifies the

exact 3hade and texture, and it is so important to him to do full 

justice to the beauty of the snake that he repeats, first the word

negro, and then both colours - ne^ro y oro. 40B bandas de color oro.

This is the only occasion on which Quiroga uses the word oro along with

the word color. On all other occasions he designates the colour

simply by the word oro. On this one occasion on which he does use the
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term color':ord he'immediately goes back"-to his more normal practice .

with the words •-• Mcgrp; y-'oro. Once again 'we • see in this'an '

apparent preference for the’more concrete form, a reference-to gold

itself being more directly .material than a- reference to the colour of gold.

. ■ ; ■ . ■ Also-in connexion‘-with. the description of the snake we have .

the reference to the fact that it is seen against black - 40R un fondo 

oscuro, while being partly black itself. , So wa have the idea of the . 

gold bands, standing out against.the black of tho snake itself and of .

its background, and also the.’idea of black against black. ■ -/ .' . ••

This is taken up again in the description, of the yerbal and the • . ■ .

•forest in the moonlight.-. ' . ••• . ■.--■■■ ■ • '. •• •

. Although, quite a few colours are mentioned, all except, black - .-.

and white, disappear in. the last five or six,pages, that is, from the _ . •

time that Olivera, decides'' that ha is'going to look for an entlarro. 

Immediately after this comes the description of.a moonlit night in 

Msidnes, The light of the moon and'the darkness are repeatedly 

opposed, and it in in this ghostly, unreal shimmer of moonlight that 

the colourful figure of Olivera disappears into the surrounding darkness. 

Quiroga describes not only the contrast and the intermingling of

. black and white, but also,black, against black - 44A log troncos.».ae • .

duplicahan on- nagro. »'.por la violent^ luz de costado, and white flowing 

into white * 44D jargon tri.<ngulos do lua descendfan, corrfah abajo en 

un raguero do -Plata, This use of one colour against a background of 

Itself is one of the means by which Quiroga. puts across the idea of

. depth and perspective that>oceans particularly important to-him in this <

story. In addition to using this.device three times, he al3O mentions
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(twice,; in successive-sentences)and again in -47B. • The idea of . 

architecture ih 6bv.iob.bly very much in. his mind - he refers to la . » •

arguitectura sorobria'del bosque and, uses the simile 44D como catedral

gdtica. .'In addition he uses fch.e -phra.se al sesgo, .a spatial term, and 

tho frankly geometrical one trlAnghlos. All this shows a strong sense 

of constructionspatial'rather than-literary in this case.

. Another of the ways in which be introduces a third dimension 

is by the description of texture along with colour. We have, already , 

seen.-tlio-Re.gro de tercionelo of 'MB?: - velvet comes, in again in 44A

un oaniza aterciopcladp, contrasted with the duras sombras.of the

same plants in the foreground. The exact, shade and texture of the

plants seen in different conditions is given with painterly detail. .

■ -This is one of the stories in which the symbolic and descriptive

uses of. colour are. fused, although the-latter predominates. Apart

from the references to the glare, of the sun (and I shall have more to 

say about Quiroga’s frequent aquation of white with something harmful,

in Part III),-the symbolic use. of colour is limited to. the loss of

colour towards the end of the story, the mysterious play of moonlight 

and shadow echoing, the' wstery of• Olivera’s disappearance. .

This'suppression,of colour is actually referred to"by. Quiroga> when 

speaking1of' the boots ~ 47P No ad gud color tendrf an a plena luz; .•

pero.a ague11a. bora, vistas desde la profundidad del monte, racortadas

iwn^yilea sobre cl cielo lfvido,. eran negras. Whatever colour may have 

. been present in other,circumstances, hero and-new we are reduced; to.a

world of black and white. ’ - • •• 6 •' •• •". • ••• . -'•

phra.se
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La voluntad . •; .

48:53B un sujeto joven y .rubio. .
C pe.ntal<5n rojiuo . .

su cantina. blanca •

. 54C ; con cl cuerpo blanqo’ de garrapatas . ■ •

55C • tenfa los-ojos- azules '-•••••- . •. ■ .

563 aquellan mahon ennegrecidas' de harigft.fs . ' .

57B, para cstirar, • suavisar. y. blnnguear aguella pte.1 .

T - 7s W 3, 3 1, RJ,V1, Blue 1- • '• , •>/- . '• ' '

■ . ■ ! There arc two stereotyped.colour references here - the foreign

couple show their Slav, extraction by the inevitable reference to 
fair hair in the one, find blue eyes in the other. The reference ■ 

to the white shirt/ while legs stereotypedf also tells us something 

that goes beyond the man’s physical appearanceIn spite of the / 

rags to which his poverty has.reduced him, ho still wears, a white .

shirt, the symbol of a higher social; class than he appears to belong 

to now, thus showing the pride that Quiroga brings out In other ways. 

Similarly the words onnegrocldo and blanquear, used in connexion with 

the woman’s hands, examples:of colour used int’fche:form of a verb, stress 

the accidental rather than inherent nature of colour used in this

connexion -the woman’s hands are described as ehnegrecldas, not negras, 

because of her work? leisure, aided by her own efforts, allows her to

blanquear them. This suggestion of1 the contingent nature of colour, 

leading one to ask what;colour the hands really are, links up with the

narrator’s reflections on the mistaken ends to which la voluntad has been

put by the Russian, with his failure to.understand where the real value 

of his achievement lay. . / : .
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Tres car-bag un pie . \

49s73B nada triguana

' ' - / la boca,.,pbco pdlida • ' ••• ... ' .. " • '<•

. 75t> nxuchachas.. ,no triguehas ' \

algdn vecino...rubio ... . . . >

. .. o triguevo • ' ' . ... '' ' ' . ■ . •

T - 5s W 2," B .3 '' ? ‘ • ••• - . •' '?•

Tha few colour references hare are interesting. In the first

place, the writer refers to herself in negative terms -73B nada triguena,,,

la boce,,,poco p&lida. In the second, there is a reversal of the usual

attitude to colour in the Misiones stories. In these the dark skinned

people are, if not explicitly, at least implicitly, the ’right1 ones, as

is seen by the frequent references to the fairness and blue eyes of the

intruders. In the urban stories, however, to be dark skinned seems to

be a disadvantage. It Is clear from, the way In which the girl refers 

to herself as being, nada trlgueda and no fl^aca, and having a boca...poco 

pdlida that what she is doing is describing her good points by claiming 

to have none of the opposite, undesirable, qualities. The attractive

girls, it is made clear, are those who are no trlgueftas. This is

no doubt related to the fact that in South American Spanish the word 

trlguefto is used as a,euphemism for ’negro* (see Collins’s Dictionary)»

. By his use of colour terms Quiroga has here made plain the dif

ference between the point.of view of his society stories and the

Misiones ones. In the former the artificial, foreign, and aesthetically 

desirable being what is sought after, in the latter these very features

showing the unfitness of their owner for life In the monte. This non-
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acceptance of lark skin by ’civilized* 3ociety is seen in

17:10SC su cabello oxigenado, where it is clear that the fashionable

world admired fair colouring; in No. 44 by the rather condescending re

ference to 122D negros y negrltos and by the generalization - 122D

cuando el hoiribre baja mAs de doa o trea grados en su color, todos son lo

mi3mo; in 33:141C Tras de mi color triqueho hay doe o tres estancias

que ae gaaden ohtener f&cllnante, where it appears that Guillermo

Grant’s dark colouring is a disadvantage, for which, however, his

supposed wealth ought to compensate, as also in 53:150A una sonxisa que

eat< aaplrando sobre ml cara triaueda la inraensa pamoa alfalfada.

What strikes me as important about this use of colour is that

here we have a clear indication of what has always seemd to me to be one

of the main differences between these two types of story; that is,

that the really basic difference lies not so much in subject matter

and setting, strongly contrasted as these indeed are, as in Quiroga*s

attitude towards the people he is describing. In the Misiones stories

he is in sympathy with his characters, while in the others he cannot

help condemning their artificiality. He does not accept their standards,

while not explicitly condemning them. In other words, the urban stories

are not sc much about people as about situations, and sometimes fairly 

contrived ones at that. In ’Juan Daridn’ we see this rejection of the 

natural man by the rest of society carried to an extreme, and presented

in parable form.

Anaconda

50: 7B el cielo de carbdn
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’ on' pleno espartillo bianco • <.

. con nogtos -Srigulos"do .su flanco. .

C coiaenzaba a.' romper el' dfa. . '

' cl cielo lfvido del asta ' ‘ ,.'.

• : » una inmansa soinbra.s ’ '*• •' •• .

, .'D • hacia la ■ sombra. • .?•.'« ;. .. ' •

■ y fcodo blaugueado ' ••

8A una rubia claridad.' *'•• :. . - . . \. 

. ' una angosta..sombra, .. '

' • la■’ sombra esfcuvo"sobre alia "

B en la oscuridad apenas rota . .■

por el vago dfa huciente •

9JV . • 'cruaada con. rombos amarilloa ■'• •; •

. B . la lines, rojizo ds sus costa&os . .* •

1 .-las curves ■ blancas' y caf£ (2) ’

sobre largas' bandas salmdn ■ ;• ; ’

C tercionelo negro . ‘ '■

. cruzado oblicuameht© por bandas de oro

Urutu Dorado . ' .

la belleza del dibujo y el color 

10a fcienen a la Puerto por negro pabolldn

C . Urufcfi. -Dorado • ■ >

13B chorros .do luz. • •. -• . . • ■

14D da lentes.. negros . . . . ■ •

17B - un-perro negro.muy peludo . .

18A el.perro negro y peludo-
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21A su vientre bianco

22a al perro nagro

B los blangulsimos coloillos

0 del hombrede lentes negros

D dos negros hllos de sangre pegajosa

23A esta vfbora de coral

Hermosa con sus anillos rojos

’ y negros

triples anillos negros

y blancos

sobre fondo de pdrpura

' B de un hermoso verde

. pegueFta y oscura

culebra de coral

24B de cuerpo oscuro y eUstico

C grandes manchas de terciopelo negro

27C teneaos por negro pabelldn a la Muerte

D arrollada a la sombra

29D enoendid el farol de viento

pllido de sorpresa 

30b ante el brusco golpe de lus

D el farol, roto en mil pedasos

31C la sdbita oscurldad

el psligro de mayor luz

Da la luz atin incierta de la madrugada

34B en el dfa atin livido



• y contra el fondo negro del bosque •

C ; con la boca blanca de espuma

T - 56: W 18; B 24; R 4, Y 5, C 1, G 1, Pl, Pink 1, Brown 1

•. A wide range of colour is used in this story, but the vast

majority of references are to black and white (42 out of 56). Of 

the remaining 14 references to colours proper, most are used in the

description of the different snakes,' The humans are referred to

< entirely in terms of black and white. But apart from this broad and

rather obvious division, little symbolic use is made of colour. One

of the few examples of this is to be found in the way that the house 
and the men who inhabit it are introduced as sombra - 7C una irunensa 

sombra, 7D hacia la sombra, 8A una angosta sombra, la sombra estuvo 

sobre ella. ' ‘ ' '' ' : ' ■ • •

There are six examples of a colour adjective preceding the noun 

it goes with. These are: 7B con negros dngulos de su flanco, 8A una 

rubia clarldad, 10A por negropabelldn, 22B los blangufslmos colmillos,

22D dos negros hllos da sangre pegajosa, 27C por negro pabelldn.

10^> tienen a la Muerte por negro pabelldn. The position of \ 

the adjective in this part of Terrifica’s speech serves to show the 

grandiloquence and self-importance of the snake. The inversion draws

attention to and en5>hasizes the whole boastful phrase. It is also •

something of a ritualistic expression; as we see by its repetition

later in 27C. ■■■■■■ ••• .. • /,•

22B los blangufsimos colmillos. The whiteness is here doubly 

highlighted, partly by the inversion, and partly by the superlative 

form. This im its turn, by making the adjective twice Its normal length, ,
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makes the inversion even more striking. This insistence on the

whiteness of the teeth is a reminder of their efficiency, we are

therefore fully prepared for the violence of tha verb ini the ■/*

sentence that follows: SI hosabre, al sentir su pie descalzo abrasado 
por los dlentes de la yararM..> • ' ■' ' • - ’ ; :''"'

22D dos negros hllos de sangre pegajosa. The inversion here

draws attention to the fact that the blood from the snake bite-.is

black, not red, thus preparing us for the inmedlate death of the 

sufferer, which is reported in the next sentence, .

These instances of foregrounding of colour, however, seem to 

be random rather than intended to fit into any particular pattern.

; There is also a reference to red and black - 23A herroosa con

sus anlllos rojos y negros. We have already come across the conjunction 

of red and black used to signify violence (Nos. 23 and 29). Here, 

however, the violence is lacking, or at least only latent, in that 

the mention of a snake inevitably conjures up the idea of possible 
violence. ' . • • ’ ;' .

23B de un hermoso verde. The substantivized adjective has 

its nominal role emphasized here by the fact that it has an adjective 

qualifying it; In 76»44C cuyo dulce verde we find exactly the same 

thing. In both cases the colour in question is green, as also in

28:81A de un verde inusitado, where a following adjective qualifies 

verde. Since ftt all these cases Quiroga could equally well have used 

the abstract noun verdor, or even verdure, this would seem to reinforce

the theory that he prefers the more concrete form (see Ullroann 1957:127). 

In 34B contra el fondo negro del bosgue we find another example of
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vegetation being referred to as black. : ,

In spite of the wide range of colour used here, and of the

large number of colour references (though in this respect it must be 

borne in mind that this is one of the longest of the stories), Quiroga 

does hot seem to lay very much stress on colour. Basically the

story is told In terms of black and. white, representing the conflict

and opposition between the snakes and the world of men. In the last 

ten pages all mention of other colours has entirely disappeared.

Lucila Strindberg < ' .. •• •

51 ■ ■. ' • • .. • . .. . ‘ ... .. • . • ; .
T - o ' ’ ;• • • •' 5

Although it Is stated here that Lucila 99b se plntaba sin pudor

this has not been Included as a colour reference, since the idea of 

colour as such is being used neither descriptively nor symbolically.

What Quiroga is discussing Is the fact that the girl paints her face 

- an exageracidn rotunda y perversa, which he excuses as characteristic 

of her race. The visual element In the colour reference Is lacking.

Los fabricantea de carbdn ' •• • • •. ' ■ •. '

'52160A . su escarpa de tierra ro^a • .• : . . . ,

B la cruda luz !; f. :

: - un amarlllo lfvido de eclipse

. ■ - sin sombras ■ '

■ • ■ luz de - sol meridlano . - . . ; 1

en que las camisas de los dos hombres deslumbraban .
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C a piano-solr y con, el brazo se taparon la cara

. 61B ' en la penumbra glacial ' / •. ' ‘ .

65C ante la roja boca del hogar ' . >■ •

66A al reldmpago del hogar ‘ . ;•

aquel resplandor que salfa de bajo tierra 

B '• las madrugadas blancas -

al ©splendor casi roareante ' • ‘ .

67A ©n la obscuridad .

66b ocupaba un rinconcito rubio an la cama ? :

71ft el humo rojizo . ’ ....

D vibrando al rojo bianco (2) : . h ; . •

la arena cafda...enceguecia
72B arcilla gris ; ‘ ■. . ? . ' - ' ■'

las chapas...se descascaraban en escamas azules

73A vio los bananos podridos en pulpa chocolate

bused...el reflsjo de oro habitual ’ ;

quemada por el fuego bianco ;

el suelo estaba amarillo de naranjas

T - 26x W 10, B 3, R 6, Y 4, Blue 1, Grey 1, Brown 1 ~ .

The usual preponderance of black and white over the other 

colours is not present in this story, where black and white together 

only account for half of the colour mentions. This is in keeping with 

certain other aspects of the story, namely, the stress on warmth and 

lack of conflict. The idea of warmth is unmistakably evoked by the six
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references to red and the four to yellow, all off which refer to, or

are suggestive of, sun andfira, as well as warmth of sentiments,

• Among those references I have classified 66A al rel&npago del hogar

and aquel resplandor que salfa de bajo tierra as red because their 

context makes their connexion with fire evident, although relfcapago and

resplandor have usually been classified as white when found in a neutral

context. The idea of heat is stressed, even in connexion with frost 

-73A guemada por el fuego bianco. The inversion of the colour adjective 

in 65C ante la roja boca del hogar also emphasises the idea of heat.

The comparative lack of the usual blaek/white opposition is- 

in harmony with the almost total lack of conflict to be found in this 

story. We find none between people, between animals, or between 

people and animals. The only kind of conflict is with inanimate 

materials, and even here there is no real sense of strife* The

difficulties caused by poor materials and inadequate resources are taken 

as a challenge, and even failure is accepted philosophically - it is ’ 

almost hinted that it is better than success, with the words: 73A

con una cosa concluida no nos hubidramos dado cuenta de una oorcidn de

cosas. Colour, then, is used in this story to bring out the idea off 

warmth and harmony. White however, is used to suggest extremes of cold - 

660 las madrugadas blancas and 73A guemada por el fuego bianco? and off 

heat and light in numerous references throughout the story. Quiroga’s 

preoccupation with the blinding quality of heat and light has already 

been mentioned on a number off occasions. Nowhere does he give a more

detailed description of it than in this »tory< ■ ;
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66D *as niadrugadas blancas. The word raadrugadas, being the 

name for a time of day and not a material object, would not normally

be expected to be qualified with a colour adjective.. This might

be considered to be ah impressionistic touch, but it seems more in 

keeping with the style of the rest of the story, and of QuirogVs ’

work in general, to consider this more as a form of compression,

madrugada standing for the countryside in the early morning, while

blancas evokes the action of the fro3t. . . .

; 60S un rinconcito rubio. Here we have more ellipsis. The

child’s fairness is transferred to a comer of the bed, and this, along 

with the use of the diminutive, gives a compelling idea of the child’s 

smallness and fragility. By transferring the word rubio to the 

corner of the bed, that is, to an inanimate object, Quiroga avoids the 

danger of too sentimental a description of the child, while at the same 

time suggesting the father’s feelings towards her.

73A el suelo estaba amarlllo de naranjas. In this example the 

need to give a reason for the colouring, added in the phrase de na

ranjas, is already suggested by the fact that the verb estar i3 used,

which makes it clear that what is being described is a state and not a 

necessary quality. Hence it seems natural to explain why the object

in question has acquired this particular colour.

Miss Dorothy Phillips, mi esposa

53»130B soy alto, delgado y trigue.no

132D demasiado rojo , .

trigue.no
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para las noches blancas .'•*

•' 133A algunos hilos de plata :: • ?• " *• " '• ''i?

141C tras de mi color triguefto * •’

142C los focos inundan hasta enceguecerlo

150A sobre ml cara triguefia .

T- 7s w ’3', B.'3, R' l<:'A-\ . T ' V.: ’ ? ‘

' The only colour Other than black and white used here is in 132D

demaslado rojo para las nbches blancas, and the use of colour in this

phrase is interesting;; .In neither of these adjectives is the idea 

of colour truly present; In the case of rojo the adjective is applied 
to the parafso ideal of Guillermo Grant’s day dreams, peopled by film 

stars: The rojo is used in a purely symbolic sense, representing the
passion of his desires. In las noches blancas the idea of colour 

is even further removed, the word blanca signifying no more than •blank’, 
that is, sleepless: By using these particular adjectives together

in this phrase Quiroga manages to sat up an opposition that would be

entirely lacking had he used adjectives that did not have this dual 

quality, that is, a connexion, however tenuous, with colour, as well as 

with something else. \ For it is the colour element that links these

adjectives. Had he substituted ardiente for rojo, or noches sin sueoo

for noches blancas, the opposition established by the link between rojo

and blancas would have been lost., ..In addition, the conjunction of rojo 

and blancas makes the reader become aware of the possibility that to the

word bianco may also be given the colour meaning usually lost in this

phrase, and he thus realizes the irony of,the situation - Grant’s nights
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are white, the dolour of innocence, precisely because of the passionate 

red of his imaginary paradise. 7’ .7 L

Again, as in so many of the urban stories, colour plays a con- 

paratively small and almost purely conventional role* The three

references to trlguefio have already been commented on in the remarks

that follow No. 49. Apart from this and the phrase discussed above,

the only other point of interest is that there is yet another reference

to blinding light, this time in the studio - 142C los focos Inundan hasta
enceguecerlo* " ?’ ;v 7-- ■ • ■ '"'V- 7 • ' •' ; “ '

Here, a3 In No. 40, the omission to references to colour is

almost obtrusive. There are numerous references to.the eyes of the

■ heroine - 134D, 136D (2), 139B,C, 140C, 1410, 1430, 149C, 154A,B - and

yet on no occasion are we told their colour. This colourlessness is

appropriate to this particular story in three waysi 1. It is reminiscent

of the early cinema (with one exception the few colour references are to

black and white).2. It helps to produce the dream effect. ' Quiroga

is careful not to state that it is a day dream? he calls it a suero 7. .

and says lo he soflado, so we are left to decide for ourselves whether it

is a real dream or. a day dreami If it is to be taken as a real dream

then black and white is the more appropriate colouring/ since colour dreams

are something of a rarity. And whichever way we take it, the almost 

entirely black and white presentation is something different from the 

normal colour view of our everyday world. < 3. It fits in with the ...

lack of three dimensional reality already referred to in so many of his 

urban stories. In this as in most of the others Quiroga is elaborating

on an improbable theme, creating an artificial and piquant situation,
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rather than describing people In a real environment.

El sueffo ' • ’. ; • ' ' -'

,54: 73 altfsimas barrancas negras -

el dominio absoluto del negro del bosque: y del.basalto

8A de nelo y barba muy negros '

muy pMlido

. 10b ya estaba oscuro ■

D las negras columns de los helechos 

'7 . 11A silueta negra ■ . "•

3 las noches de gran luna

• las noches, negras : :

13A un relirapago lo destacaba *

un nuevo rellmpago

B el cielo abierto en fisuras fulgurantes

C en el rXo bianco de lluvia

14A el pendn que iba blanqueando tras la lluvia 
T - 14: W 7, 3 7 ' ■ • -7 ' ; • " .

■ All colour references here are evenly distributed between black 

and white. A number of references to the words luz, resplandor, etc.,

have been omitted, as they are used with no possible relevance for the

idea of colour; nor are they referring to light and dark in any

material sense. These references ares 9A que tiene un resplandor

prehlstdrlco en los ojos, 93 la luz ultrahlstdrlca de sus ojos, 10A

ver brotar en mi cerebro vacfo, la lucecilla d&bil...del hombre terclario

In any case their inclusion would have made no difference to the general



colour pattern in the story, nor to the conclusions drawn about the 

use of colour here. ’ The only difference would have been a slight

alteration in the balance between black and white, with three extra 

referencesyto white-. : ;?■' .• >/.. ;.• • \ i:.\-; . <

7B lflgubre por el domlnlo absoluto del negro del bosque y del 

basalto. This picture of. uniform darkness, relieved by occasional 

flashes of light, mirrors the progress from the earliest times to

the present,^ as in No. 18, the companion piece. As we come back.to

the present, as the dinosaur dies, the presence of light becomes less

discontinuous - 13C en el rfo bianco de lluvia, 14A el pefi<5n gue iba

blangueandotras la lluvia. ■ In the last example we even have the use

of a progressive verb to emphasize this process* The man who lives

through this fantastic adventure in the past is also described in terms

of black and white - 9A de pelo y barba muy negros, muy p&lldo, and 11A

silueta negra. Once again Quiroga,seems to stress the contact with

reality (here a primeval.reality), of the darker races. The blue

eyed, fair haired outsiders of so many of his other stories never achieve

this state of empathy with their environment.

This is one of the stories in which black/white polarization 

is most clearly seen. Black is very black, white very white. In

many cases this emphasis is obtained by the convergence of various

stylistic, devices in the one phrase, thus bringing it Into prominence.

In 7B altisimas barrancas negras, for instance, although the superlative 

is not applied directly to the word negras the effect of blackness Is

nevertheless intensified by the fact that these black ravines are

altfsimas. Part of the force of the superlative is, as it were.
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transferred to the accompanying adjective. In tha following

reference there is not only the statement of the dominio absoluto del

negro, but also this is reinforced, first by the adjective.ldgubre,

whose dark sounds are echoed by the -lu- of absoluto, and secondly 

by the enumeration of the two substances that constitute the blackness, 

emphasized by the alliteration of bosgue and basalto. In BA the .

hair and beard are described as muy negros, while the inversion in

10D las negras coluranas de los helechO3 also foregrounds the idea of

blackness. The last reference to darkness is equally emphatic r* 11B 

las noches/ negras, where the ellipsis fulfils a triple foregrounding 

function: 1. The very obvious omission of the verb focusses the

reader’s attention on this very short sentence. 2* This omission

brings together the two key words in the sentence, both containing the 

idea of darkness. 3. It draws attention-to the alliteration of . ■

noches negras. On the white side we have 8A muy pMlldo, 11B las

noches de gran luna (not simply the more usual noches de luna), and 

13B el cielo abierto en figures fulgurantes, where the brightness of 

the breaks in the sky is highlighted by the alliteration of the repeated 
■ ’f • and ’u* sounds. : ■; ‘ ■ /' -

Once again we find references to the blackness of the forest (7>) 

and to the whiteness of the rain. 13C en el rfo bianco de lluvla,

and 14A el pefidn gue lba blangueando tras la lluvia. In this second 

example the whiteness of the rain is comreunicated to an entirely differ

ent substance, the rock. In all the other examples except one it is 

either the,rain that is described as white, or else the river, also a 

form of water. The only other exception is 75:17P todo bianco de agua.
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the report that the tucans bring back of the state of the cuanca

further upstream. By thia transference of the whiteness of the rain 

to the rock itself Quiroga seems to ba emphasizing both the “whiteness 

and the still primeval wetnees of the scene. Thus this phrase both

opposes and links past and present - the whiteness of the present

stands out against the darkness of the' past (the pefidn must be made

of black basalt—:7b el dominio absoluto del negro del bosque y del

baaalto), and at the same time the idea of wetness evokes the primeval

dominance of water, which Quiroga is at pains to emphasize ~ 14A

alntlindome...saturado de humedad, de selva y de dlluvio.

One of the interesting things about this story is the way in

which 2uiroga*s use of colour here goes hand in hand with his interest

in pattern in language, as can be seen in the above mentioned references

to alliteration, ellipsis; and the repetition of dark sounds.

En la noche

5S?79A en la noche

81C las agua3 llegan rojas
‘ 82A costurones duros y plateados

D cuando la costa amarilleaba ’

83A velita3 de color

84A un agujero negruzco

de hordes lfvidos

86C en las tiniebias

87C mirando el rfo oscuro y tibia

T 9 s W 2, 8 4, R 1, ¥ 1, Cl
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Black and white here outnumber the other references to colour / >

by two to one, and of these two black is the dominating colour, with 

four mentions. Black is stressed by its use in the title and 

in 36C en laa tinieblas, Where instead of repeating the title phrase 

Quiroga uses the more emotive word tinieblas.

QIC 1*8 agues llegan rojas. Thi3 is a case of what Gili Gaya

calls adverb!alisaclones ocaslonales de adjetlvps (Gill Gaya 1961spara.167).

The adjective is really half way between being an adjective and an

adverb, and its quality, in this case redness, is equally attached to

the noun agues and to the verb llegan, in that it is the arrival

of the waters that is associated with redness in certain circumstances. ,

Thia is one of the three occasions oh which Quiroga uses this construction

with a colour adjective, although he uses it more frequently with .?

others. The other colour examples are 31<136C repetf anfurrunado y rojo 

and 70:51C mlr&ndome ruborlzada. 75:16D al sol brilld, pero no amarillo, 

sino anaranjado might just be considered as an example of the same thing.

82C costurones duros y plateados. The word plateados here not

only introduces the idea of colour, but also reinforces the preceding

wor^ duros, hardness also being one of the qualities of silver, although 

this association Is not usually brought out when Quiroga uses the word, 

as in 43t37A del gran rfo anchfsimo, lento y plateado. It is only its 

proximity to the word duros that brings out this quality, and his use 

of It here is an example of the economy of language which Quiroga displays 

several times in this story in connexion with the use of colour. Here, 

by the addition of the one word, plateados, he Introduces the idea of

colour and reinforces the idea of hardness•
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, ... . , i 82D cuando la costa amarilleaba.' , Thia calls .forth the

idea of the abundance, of the oranges turning the whole coast yellow.

By the simple use of one.verb the author conveys this information 

without having to repeat the word naranjas and without having to make 

any-explicit reference to quantity. , ‘ '

. ; This is another story in which the mixed colouring of the

first half,gives’way to black,and white in the second. ?

Van-Bouten :• ' ’ < • '. ' ’ •' ‘

56s47A • tenia la cuenca entera.,.guemada en azul . • . . '

, ..... , .con barba roja .o' hirsuta ■; -• ' ■'. .. .{ ■.

■ ' el pelo, de fuego tambi^n ,

49E allM mSs arriba un redondel claro . . ... .

• ■ , . , .y.infe abajo chispas.de. luz . ; • ■ . ' ." ,•.■ ... . ...

50.0. un guayno paraguayo, flaco yamarillo . . .

, que tenfa el bianco de los ojos . ■ . -. <' . _ ' ■ .

■■ : ; cast azul- - ’ '• •' ' . • . ,

, i52A el btafre gue, mMs amarillo gue nunCa , .

? 54A , una ldbrega noche ' ■ • ■ • '.

... ... B el; color umbrfo del agua. ( ; . .. • .. . • ; ».

, largos . cohos de sorabra ■ ■ . /.■ - ' \ • .

. .- . negros Islotes de basalto '■ . •' ' .' - . ’ '.. *'

■ . D las; aguas negras ... ,'• / -. . ■ ' - •

. -55A; una noche Idbrega ... / , . ... y‘ ' ■ .... ,

el. alto Parand, su bosgue y su.rfo son una sola mancha de tinta
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57A al rfo en’tiniebias : . ... •** ;

la ventana iluminada ; .

. la distancia la apag<5 ' - •• . : \

T - 19: • W 4,. B 9, R 2 T2# Clue 2 . ■ ' , " - : /. ' \ '

There in a distinct similarity in the colour x^attern between 

this story and the preceding one# ’En la noche*. In both the

proportions of black and white to other colours# and of black to white#

are almost identical# that is# almost exactly two to one in each case*

In both the references to colour proper include nothing but primary 

colours# and all references are in the first half of the story# allowing

black and white to take over in the second half# as we have seen in so

, many other stories. • • ■ -

There is a considerable emphasis on darkness here* Wot only

do black and white impose themselves# but it is black which predominates# 

as in ’En la noche’# here triumphing In the end, Van-Bouten, described 

in terms of fire - 47A tenfa la cuanca* .guemada^an axul# con barba roja

a hirsute* , El pelo, de fuego tambiSn - has bean extinguished by water#

repeatedly referred to in terras of darkness,- 54b el color urabrfo del

a?Uft»♦•largos conos de sombra# 54 P las aguaa negras# 55A el alto Parang...

son una sola raancha de tinta# 57A el rfo en tiniebias* Even after

the fire of Van-Houten has been put out# the light from his window - 57A 

la ventana iluminada - is still there to represent him in an attenuated 

form* But the distance extinguishes this too - 57A la dlstancla la =

apagd -# showing the total triumph of darkness in the end. * ,

. 54a largos conos de sombra* As mentioned before# this comes

in the middle of a description that uses several geometrical terms.



The subject is the difficulty of sailing at night on the Paranfi when 

the water level has fallen, and the geometrical terms used,J besides 

conos, are paralelas, vertices, c&ppldes, As in. No. 47. the pre

occupation with giving a spatially accurate description has led 

Quiroga to the use of geometrical terms. . • .' .

References' to darkness tend to come in pairs in this story.

(See No. 27, ’A la deriva' for other examples of the phenomenon of pair- 

ingj. Here we have 54A una ldbrega noche and 55A una noche ldbrega, 

where the change of position of the adjective gives rise to a chiasmus; 

54B el color umbrlo del agua and largos cono3 de sombra, where the

idea of shadow is expressed in both phrases; and 54B negros islotes

de basalto and 54D las aguas negras. The references to primary colours 

also come in pairs - two red, two yellow and two blue. This tendency

to give items in pairs can be seen as one of the manifestations of

Quiroga’s concern with balance and pattern, of which we find so many

examples throughout his work. Hers it serves to show that his use

of colour is consistent with, and forms apart of, his preoccupation

with pattern in language. .. .

El sfncope bianco ' . . . . . .. '

57:79A el sincope bianco •

D sobre un fondo negrisimo . . . • . •

. . . , fulgurantes cristales de nieve

8GA una remota lucecilla

sobre un bianco y brunido piso

B la luz cenital...muy tamizada

un edificio bianco ■
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9lc .'sfncooo asul =

92A »£n<?ope bianco, ■ • .

. afncope bianco. .. >

- -afneooa bianco . - t • '• ,••'

B- una palidos. mortal.

.. ■ tables dc earn • ?■ ■ ••' ' •'

92C los labios, las anefas y la longua se amoratan

: .cl ■ afneope Maul" ‘

D, sfneope. bianco • -,y ■ >• ,

R3G sfneows bianco *.•«•.

■ stneopa arul ’

D la lua csnital, wv tsabada

85X ' sfneopo ar.ul

' B una ^oven .de traje oscuro , .

."Cr. •aouel Mltdo y diatrafdo oncanto

86B,; ..s£nco$e azul <. ► ,y;

97A . dal vestido, oscuro! , , , .•...

la Gran Sombra Tiritante

97b low fantasnas blancos qua acababan da ooerarme

- la luau..me daftaba Ion ojoa • . .

99b loa crudos raflejos d« la cama laqud

0 la luz baiatrada

893 -Mul...murmur#•

"•; • -Bo, .bianco,. •,•••,; ■ ■ ;

/Blanco? -■ ns volvf atarrado

. /not i?uaull



■ C , «t Incope bianco •: • '

: ■ ■•sfrtcepe bianco ; ‘ '

... .... n. syncope bianco., • - ' ■ . .• • ■ • "

90A slncone bianco

. ' • . ...» / , wig mddico, da bianco , . . , (f '? . ,. ■ . . '• . . ■ ■■ .

C- sfncopa azul ;

... al adificio bianco • . ' '

• ft la Gran Sombra . ■ ' .. '• - ‘ : ‘ ■ . ' ■ .

’ sincone bianco ' ' . . ’ ' ■ ' ' ' .

T - 42i W 28, B 5, Blue 8, F 1

Tha unusual colour distributionin this story changes considerably 

if one takes into account the fact that of the 29 references to white, .

12 are to tha sincope bianco, while all the blue ones are to the gincope' 

aMul* As both white and blue are here being used as part of a medical 

term, it would seem admissible to ignore them from the point of view of 

Quiroga1 s use of colour. If we do this the distribution becomes more 

normal - white 16, black 5, purple 1, out of a total of 22 y and even the 

one purple reference could be taken as a medical term rather than a 

colour indication; Wa would then be left with another story told 

entirely In terms of black and white, a not unusual situation, especially 

among the stories not set in Misiones. For the sake of consistency, 

however, these colour terms have all been included. But it is interesting 

all the same, in an apparently deviant case like this, to see what is

responsible for the deviation from the usual pattern of colour distribution, 

in this case the reason being the presence'of this paramedical terminology.
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. \ ;• 80 A sobre un bianco y brunido piso., Both adjectives are

highlighted here by/preceding the noun, <and their importance is

also emphasized by the alliteration.: As on so many. occasions in 

.Quiroga*s prose, the qualities of whiteness and shining are linked,

and in this case evehly balanced.

/ ' ’ A strong contrast is brought out in 79D sobre un fondo negri-

slmo, fulgurantes cristales de nieve. The girl is also described in

terms of: black and white. She is pale, but wears a black dress, and

the darkness of her dress links her to 87A ,1a Gran Sombra Tiritante, 

while her pallor proclaims her to belong to the fatal ,?incope Blanco.

, . '■ '• 85C aquel p&Iido y distraldo encanto. Again, as in 80A

sobre un bianco:y bruhido' 'piso, we find two adjectives joined by y pre

ceding a noun. - In this case the phrase5; is less striking as far 

as colour is concerned, as neither of them is a colour adjective 

proper, and there is no alliteration. What is worth noting is that 

the concrete adjective pMlido is applied ,to the ..abstract noun encanto, 

producing a. somewhat impressionistic effect,.'-. ... '

Once again there is a reference to the glare of a strong light - 

87D la luz me danaba. los ojos, and 88B los crudos reflejos de la cama 

lagu<» This/ a part of the real world, is in contrast to the soft 

light of the unearthly experience - BOB la luz cenital...muy tamizada,

83D la luz cenital, muy tamizada., and 88D la luz tamizada, and this helps 

to emphasize the implied inversion of normal values which is made more 

explicit in 87B abrf los ojos yvl los fantasmas blancos que acababan de 

operarme. What Quiroga. is suggesting for our consideration is not 

merely that there can be some knowledge of an extra-terrestrial state.



but that this state may.-in. fact be more ’real’ as well as more 

desirable than the everyday’ world. • ' .

Juan Parish' j •,... ■. b'; /' • ' . " • ' .• •

■ ' \ •• • ' 169... , . ■ . , •

58:12QA; eh la oscuridad •'* •' • " ‘ ‘

12 3B el reflejo verdoso . ' '

' ;'.125B . la,selva va,ldbrega

' 126D'

el rostro de la criatura estaba pSlido . .

con grandes betas- de chard! : ’ ’• ‘ «.

128b ;;

levita roja ’ •’ ’’ ' /

un, ouerpecito .'sangrientd de nifio .''. .. ' . ‘

' 129B ; comensaha a os.curecer. . ■' .

• • ' c

era noche; cerrada ' ■ :' •• •

luces de Bengala ... ‘

el hilo de fuego corrid ■ . ' • :

entire las estrellas-, fljas ' • • * .• ■ 0 '

las ruedas girantes de todos los colores

D

130 A

entre las chispas . •. ‘ '

las ruedas amar ilia's, rojas y. verdes (3) . • - .

los chorros de fuego ■ - .' ’ .

los regueros de chispas ' ' ' .

un riuevo sured. de. fuego. '•' ' ’ • ...... ' - ' ‘ '

las rayas negras,. paralelas y fatales .

- •-[ '.'3' las luces'.de .Bengala. ... '■

Un 'ultimo chorro de chispas :' ’ ' •

131A levita roja ' . . ' ' ' ! ' ' • '•? ' ' ■
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■ ' • ••. . B en la oscuridad; .'• ’ •'-/ ' ' ? ■. ’■

• J' ' • y sus ojos brillaban como luces : • •• ‘

/ . C una llamarada crujiente ascendid - • •

‘ . D el juncal a rdf a como uh inmenso castillo de artificio

' ' en. agudas flechas de color '• .. . . . . .' • ’ .

. . las' liamaradas- ascandfan .. ’ ’ '• . ' ’ ' .

. Ej 'dojando...lfvidos liuecos , ' ' . ■ • • . ' '

• ' • no llegaba el fuego ‘ ■ ■ ' ■ • ' . ■' • '.

. • . ' cl hombre tocado por las llamas \ ■ - - ■ '

. . los ojos Cflrdenos alzados ' ' ■ .• : . •

.. 132B ya las llamas habfan -abrasado . ’ ' ' : .

. entre las agudas luces de Bengala

. la pared ardiente .

. ■. un cuerpo negro que se quemaba

■ 133A, los ojos cflrdenos : . -

el.refIsjo de la solva encendida 1 ■ - ' '

. B escribid,..con su propia sangre . -

T - 41: W 4, B 0, R 18, Y 1, C 6, G 2, P 2 . . . -

A few references here have been difficult to classify. The

word chispas - 129C,D, 130B -could have been taken as white, yellow

or red. The latter seemed to fit in best with the general colour picture

presented here. Even .if, however, it had been classified as white

or yellow it would still have left in evidence the overwhelming dominance

of red, while not seriously altering, the, rest of the colour pattern.

Cflrdeno, a someyrhat indefinite colour, I have classified as purple,

but where exactly one classifies it is of little moment. The .important



thing is that fcwido Quiroga has chosen this unusual word to describe 

the eyes of tha tigers -■ a word one thinks of less in connexion with 

the animal than with the mineral world, ..as iin Machado * s cArdenas 

roquedasi as if Quiroga were trying,to.widen,the gap.between.mah and

beast by linking the beasts with an even more elementary aspect of •

nature. .'<• i : ; ';•••’ ' > ; ■■

130C las rayas negras, paralelas y fatales del tlgre. Kere,

as in 129C las ruedas amarillas, rojets y verdes, we have a noun followed

-by three adjectives, the last.one linked to the-preceding ones:by y.

But here the three adjectives.Ido:,'.not belong to the same semantic field

as do the first three, and their.difference makes each stand out

individually. Three completelydifferent types of experience are 

suggested by the words negras (colour), paralelas (geometrical pattern)

^d fatales (combined ideas of inevitability and doom - that is, the

stripes are an inseparable part of the tiger, and they are also fatal

, for the tiger’s prey, and, in this case, for their unhappy owner, the 

boy/tiger.) By the time we have read the end of the phrase the word 

negras, under the inexorable influence of paralelas and fatales, has 

acquired much of the sense of aciago that Gill Gaya attributes to it 

when it precedes the noun «! v . •'

The distribution of colour here is very, different, from that of

most of the stories so far examined. ’. Black and white account, for

less, than a third of the unusually frequent colour, references. Where 

however it does link up with some of the other stories is in the use of 

red. In no other does the colour appear; so often, although in No. 15,

’La galliria degollada’, with nine mentions of red out of a total of eleven
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there is the same overwhelming-dominance? . while red is the only’colour •„ ....

mentioned in No.,.,2,. .’.la; langua’.,. and. clearly dominates in No. 41,

.’La bofetada’ . ' Xn ’-Juan.Daridn*. most of.the -references''to. red are .

connected with fire, •

. .• . Both, the large number of colour references:and their wide .

range is unusual. It is as if Quiroga were pulling out all his•stops 

as far as colour is concerned, and the repeated mention of a variety ■

, of .colours is striking - 129B luces da Bengala, 129C las ruedas gl'rantos

todoB los colores, las ruedas amarillas, rojas y.verdes, 130B las luces 

de Bengala, 13IP uti inmenso castillo de artificio, 1323 entre las agudas 

luces de Bengala - since it is very much more frequent to find him using .

• colours singly or'in twos, one seen against' another/ rather than in . 

groups. This tendency not. to use thorp than two colours together seems 

to be part of his concern with line.rather, than /with colour per se/

From this it would. seem.to follow that in this story •, with its emphasis 

on grouped colours and, wide.colour range, Quiroga is less concerned than 

usual .with line. ' '. .: . ", • - ' " ‘

. Bather than-the action,, >what, seems to matter most to Quiroga 

here is the message. . ‘ ( : •

, ..The description of the domador - 126D con grandes botas de.

charol, levita roja -makes;use once again of the conjunction of black and 

red to denote violence. . " . . . . • . ' . ; - ;■ •* .. . .' • • ’ ■

• ' ; ' . There is nymfcolism..in the. approach of night ;on two, occasions.. . . ‘

In 125B la selva ya ldbrega, darkness falls as the child condemns him

self by recalling his ancestral,,animal,, memories? and again in 129b 

comenzaba a oscurecer and era noche cerrada darkness falls as they begin



to bum Juan Daridn - a darkness which, incidentally, .’series’as a ■ * ' ’ ’ . 

splendid backcloth for the fire and’coloured lights of the fireworks.

Juan;Darien’s revenge also takes place in darkness 13IB en la oscurldad -

., again a good background for the gleaming eyes of the tigers and for

the fire which, destroys the domador. : '• ‘ •' ' . \ • • ' : ■ •

. In spite of the uncharacteristic number and range of colour 

references in this story, colour plays a relatively unimportant role, 

apart frora the use of red as a symbol of fire and violence, and the .

connexion between night and the approaching doom of the'boy and of 

the,domador. There are no examples of an outstandingly illuminating 

use of .colour, as in so many of his other stories (either in phrases, 

as in 30:15b el patio obscurecido de abejas, or 54:11B las noches, negras, 

or else pervading the whole story, as in No. 15, ‘La galiina degollada*, 

or No. 38, ’La mancha hiptSliaica’). for once one has the impression

that quantity has triumphed over quality, as far as colour is concerned.

■ . 173 . ■ ■ •. • • . . . , ' .

El hornbre jouerto

59i70B el techo rojo de su casa 7

72A los hilos oscuros de sudor

el chalet de techo rojo .•

c Iuk excesiva ■

sombras amarillentas ?

■ 73A su arena roja . . .• - ■ .

... . • • B ' rayado' de sudor.' • ... ' ■1 ?•

T - 7: .. W 1, B .2,. 11 .3 Y 1 ■ ■ ■ •



. . . This is. another story in which red -plays a part, though it is

hard to see any symbolic intention in it here., Rather.it seems

part.of the overall concern with factual accuracy of detail peculiar ,

to this story; The red roof might well be that of Quiroga *s own

house in San Ignacio?,? its colour the/same as that of the Misiones soil.

From the details given here it is clear that the setting is strongly

autobiographical. '/•

. , ' There is. yet another reference to the glare of light here.~ . . :

72C luz exeeslva',. sombras amarlllentas; The light , is indeed so . .

excassive that ;even the yellowish colour of the shadows is enough .to

stand out against.it. .One’s first reaction to this?phrase is to

■question’-its-accuracy.. . After, all, the. more excessive the light, the . ■ 

darker the shadows. Quiroga is. no doubt referring to one of. the hot, 

sultry, faintly misty days of Misiones which he has so often described

’ in phrases, like cielo bianco de;_calor, when the sun can be seen, and 

felt, but when even the shadows seem to merge into the general glare.

“ It was on .'just such a day that I first saw Quiroga*s house in San Ignacio, 

the background ..of the present story; f ‘ ■.'• . ,, ...■. ' • . • . . ..., : ■ , .. ••• .-

Colour, then, is used here to give an exact factual impression 

of the hot midday of Misiones, and the one colour that does not in itself 

evoke heat and light -,7,2ft los hllos oscuros de sudor, and 733 rayado de

sudor -is nevertheless connected with heat. Quiroga uses colour in 

the sober and factual description of everyday surroundings, against, which 

the man*s sudden death stands out as all the more monstrous. ,

Rather.it
against.it
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Tacuara-Kansi<Sh....... ■ ' ' • • . v ; 1 : : • , ’ . ‘ '

, 60:S2A ' un -•£ laments trajecllXo negro •' : '■: •' •

'63C. con. su eshbltitb■traje negro. ' . ... . .

' D pasaban las ,noches.on bianco' . . ' . - ' . : -• ;

. 66A 'oibosqne tibio'debxa estar ya bianco de vapores

T - 4:,-- ' IT 2, B'2 7\7'-''. : -■ \ ' • .
'. Once again wb’have a story with the colours evenly divided be- .

, tvroeh black, aiid vjhite. . . . '. •- ‘ ’•' ;

;,The insistence oh thb fact that Rivet’s suit is black helps to

emphasize its incongruousness.-, black, the colour of formality and

of mourning,”is here bri both occasions, allied to a diminutive - the first 

one, trajeclllo, being pejorative, .while the, second, esbeltito, is merely 

ridiculous* ' • ' • . •' ;• •••

.. There.is also a:touch of the incongruous in 63D pasaban las 

nbches en biancosince.trio./word- noche. implies the idea of darkness, 

which' bianco appears to contradict. In this phrase neither noche , 

nor bianco is in fact being used with its true colour significance, 

and I have not counted noche as a colour word on this occasion, although

..'/'its- position beside bianco does evoke this suggestion. Blanco I have . 

included, since the' form of the word, as well as its original 

significance in.the/phrasej puts it unequivocally in the colour range* 

There is evidence to show that Quiroga was aware of the latent colour 

content of the word bianco in cases where in general speech it appears - .

to have lost this, as we see from examples like the reference to noches 

blancas related to the word rojo already commented on under No. 53, and 

the expression 76;37A buscando hacer bianco en el negro. ' '
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La oatrin ’ • ■ ' ... ■*.. . , ,, ‘ ,* • .?•

61:100c e'r»'In nalva 'ennnngrdntada

10$B! 11a- camlsa del hombre brillaba al sol

T> 'pot'.jwaltes'.v renuerds de sangre

HID. el variado color do-Inn-bandores • ■' • ; •>.••'

112A

•■’ ' . B .

boilos los col oraa

Xtna bnndera. oon todos loo colored . imaginnl»les

so-vio ogn norprena gue era blanca.

el Oolor.de Pad a/una. ?e encuentra en le. nue.otra

la bonder a blanca *• = * ... • • p ■< -'

. use con una verde Tuoocitn de sxtrav.Co en los ojos

114A In nelvn, * .oncurfsima ?

oX cielo ectrellado /.. J-

' B an las tinieblen

U5C. :1a cdl.Lla'oscuridad' - -

11.6B con. la. roja sangre de tu.eorazdn ;

117D •■■ an las profundns tinieblas

USA la sengrienta libertad

T - 17: ■ V? 4, B 4, B 4, C 4, G 1 .

There is a . vary evenly balanced distribution of colour here, -

with black and white together accounting for almost exactly half of the

total number of colour references, while the balance between white and-.

black is exact* . : *;•••:•

‘There arc four cases In which colour in highlighted - 113C con

una. verde lucoc.ita (inversion), 114& •la selva,,*oacurfalroa (emphatic 

form), 11$B con la roja sangre de tu corazdn (inversion - sec£ae.1973: 

para.3.9.3.-b). USA la aangrtanta Iibertad(inversion). \

Oolor.de


177 7 / : 7‘ ’
. . ail four' rbfuroncos-: to rod are to Mood, and seam to stress

. -the necessary- part violence plays in: nature*’ ' •' ’ '• ' ' •/. • '

' ' ■ ' .1130 con una verde lucecita de extravio an loa ojoa, The ' <

sentence in which .this occurs'has a certain amount of repetition in it

~ demds an.i;nalon crugnban y rucruzaban el reclnto desorientados, con

una verde iucecita do extravio en los ojos. The repetition is to 

be found in exuzaban y recruaaban and in the words deaorlentados and ex- 

travfo, which nro semantically related, The inversion of the adjective 

verde -breaks the monotony, of the sentence, making it stand out sharply* .

. The fact that the .word'it accompanies is a diminutive is also important, 

Tor one thing, tho diminutive is, ironically, very much longer than the 

noun lug, thus helping tbs' balance of the phrase by placing tha preceding 

adjective in front of a considerably, longer noun? for another, the mere 

use of thin device of diminution adds point to a word, drawing the

...reader* n n tt -^ntion to it. ; .

1 It'S con la roja sangr»s?'de~ tu corazdn. This is one of the 

two occasions on which Quiroga uses a preceding colour adjective in 

the rigorously accepted way, since the adjective refers to an inseparable, 

quality of the noun it qualifies,. .ha tends to happen in these cases, 

the-register ia somewhat.literary ani grandiloquent. ..'/ ’’ . •

. This.-is the-ono story in which there is repeated and explicit

EKsntion of a variety Of colour, and the use .Quiroga makes of this is 

iiluiiU.nat.ing. In the -conmnts on Mo. 58, ’fuan Darien’, I pointed out . 

how rare it.was for Quiroga. to use more than two colours.at once. , here.

; he explicitly states wh&t happens when this is carried to an extreme - all 

the colours disappear to .form white. And this is tho one thing that
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Quiroga does not want of; colour... . He. is not ..interested in nuance, 

in the.blending. of one; colour with another f a phenomenon he hardly ever

describes. ■He.is interested in contrast, Colour as a means of

defining lino. Aiid the ideal colour, contrast is, of courseblack and 

white. Hence the immense preponderance of this.combination in his,;- ■

writing.’ / •' • • ' . * • '• / . ■ .

. . • 2V11 the references to darkness.come at the end of the story,

and it is against this blackness that the two final references to 

blood stand out, once again showing flip, use of black, and red to re- .

present violence -• in this case the harmonious violence of the forest!.

The use of colour also points the moral, of 'the story. By. greedily■ ;

wanting to. include all the colours in their flag, the animals, end? . . .

. up, with white, that is, an absence of colour, just as their desire to .

set boundaries to their patr-ia .ends up by destroying it. / " '■ '• ■

ba c&aara oscura.

62:92iV • la cdraara' oscura \ v ••; •; > . .

D el pelo. corto...le arrancaba en lfhea azul • . • ■

,94B • una noche negra,. ' . .

. 95A uh largo saco negro , •. .

' • 96?. : su caballo bianco ■ /•• •,■ ' ..

. 97A del afilamiento terroso de la nariz ‘

/ D ' una "materia, horriblem^nte- inerte, amarilla y helada . .

. 99b en una c*mafa oscura . ;

’ . D, la pieza muy oscura . /■...' >■ :
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' bajo-el v* 16 ••.negro ' .. ’• . .

• /■•".^ aguella boca entre abler.tn, -'mMs negra...cue. la muerte misma •.

■ . . ••' 100D 61 cuarto oscuro ; . -• 7;

■ . 101 A.' una npretadfsima'tiniobla<, ... ' . •.•• . •' - .. .

la negra:boca,’’ ■ \ I f ? ' ......... .. •-> '■ '■

T - 141 W I, B 10, -Y/ 1/ Sliie -I,/ Grey. 1 7- ' . -

• ' As the title might suggest, blade’'dominates thia story, with 

■ ten out of fourteen reference*!; ' 92b el polo corto. ..le arrancaba en .

lfnea acul, could In fact he taken as also referring to black, since

' \ presumably what.-is being described in the extremely dark shade of heir ..

known as blue-black. . Mono of the colours other.than black and white

are used in their true sense. -Besides the reference to the lfnea axul, 

97a del- afllaniehto ferroso 'de la mariz, and 977) una materia horriblemonte

amarillo. y. hel-ada-,-both-'refer to the unhealthy colour of the

dead man, and are being used to recall X'.hat ho is not, rather than for ' 

their own cake. Thus one could say that all colours except black-

7 and t/hihe are.hero used in a negative way.. There can be no doubt.- - ■

. as to the symbolism in.'the use of colour hero, and. the connexion between 

• y. black and death is actually stated in 99ft, .,m<g negra...gue la muerte

^i^ma. ■ 7 ' ‘ ‘ ' ’’

Black is foregrounded on three occasions - 99D m<s negra. ..que . 

wuerta misma (hyperbolical comparison), 101A una apretadfslma tlnlebla

(emphatic form of noretryla, which is already emphatic)> and 101A la negra. 

k°CR (inversion, with all the overtones already discussed in connexion

. . with the. word negro when it autocodes the noun). - ’7 - '



El le<3n

•'63:103b• ;sus ealvaje's y asniles ojos" •■■'•' •

T - 1: '-'Blue 1 • ?’

Koforoncn has-already boon-made of Quiroga’s description of 

the lion’s oyer? as- blue. An- was mentioned in connexion with the 

blue eyes of the bird in Wo, 44 ’Polea loca’, the blueness of the 

eyes of the.lion in this ntory.may stand for innocence, as the lion, 

beforo he-has boon'corrupted by man, is a natural, and therefore

innocent, creature. . , '• .

Eilvina y Wohtt •' '

'64?55B‘ la. piol curtida por el sol del aoxte 

56Do’ sus inmousoP .ojos'verdes •..'•■

57B el hombre euemado al airs' litre \ .

53P. con las inejillas coloroadas •« • .• -:V ’ ' ■•• -

59A ai mono' encendida .jiainprc. .' - '

C con las mejlllap da' nuevo coioreadas 

t - 6? n 2,'n 3, n-i . .•.••■••••..;. ..

Another example.of the social- inacceptability.of dark skin 

(see No. 47). Month ip obsessed, with his unfitness to aspire to 

Sllvina, apparently, an much because of the visible signs of. the 

life of hard work ,h'o has-Ind an because of the difference in age,

, Silvina’a youth and protected life-, on the• other hand, are emphasised 

by the fact that ..her skin is far from curtlda ~ there are three 

references to her blushing. • So Quiroga uses colour hero to stress the

basic difference which divides the lovers.
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El espectro • .■ ' ' ■

65t66B en la tibia penumbra del teatro

67B terciopelo asul «;• . . . . \ ?

70C bianco de nieve .. ... .

72A la penumbra rojiza ' .

con el rostro rads bianco que a la hora de morir

B la sala estuvo a oscuras

: D el haz de luz ' . ’ ' ‘ •

73B mostrar al rojo bianco (2) . t .
C en la oscurldad ' . ’

74A esa aluclnacldn en bianco y negro (2) j

el rastro Ifvido de un film

B vivla sdlo por una ironla de la luz

D ardfa la luz .

en la brusca cesacidn de la luz

, 75B un fulgor deslumbrante nos cegd * . .

D la tiniebla del mds allaS

• via luz se apagd ’ • •' . • ; • ' ■ ■ ■

- 76B la cara vuelta a la luz

• . . ■ en el haz .de luz - . . .. .• ’' • . - ' ■ • t

77D en el tenebroso corredor .

T - 22t W 13, B 6, R 2, Blue 1

It seems natural that this cinema centred story should be

told almost exclusively in terms of black and white, and it is here, 

in 74A esa alucinacidn en bianco y negro, that Quiroga gives a definition

not only of the cinema but also of his own story - a definition that could
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also apply to some of his;later stories,such as;’MMs &1W, ’El puritano’

and *El llamado*.

There is one paragraph here, 70C with several references to

fire and.flame which have not been included in the count, since, they

are all being used in a purely metaphorical sense - una llamarada de

insensatez, la llama de pasidn, etc. The colour connexion here seems 

too tenuous to take into consideration* ...' . \ •' .

The most important thing here is light, not fire. The actual

. word luz is mentioned seven times, and it is implied on many other

occasions. Its intensity ranges from 66b la tibia penumbra,vwhere 

visual and tactile sensations are mixed, to 75B un fulgor deslumbrante 

nos cegd, another reference to the blinding quality of light. The 

importance attached to the idea of light here almost reaches the point 

of personification in the phrase 74B vlvfa sdlo por una Ironfa de la luz.

72B la sale estuvo a oscuras. There, is nothing vnusual in ■ ■■.

the way Quiroga uses the phrase; a.oscuras in this example. As Gill Gaya 

saysx ’Acompanados de preposicidn, algunos adjetivos han dado lugar a 

la formacidn de frases adverbiales: a ciegas, a oscuras...? (Gili Gaya 

1961:para.167). In 80s26d hombres inmdviles y a oscuras and 80:39D

una sala a oscuras, however, this phrase which, as Gili Gaya states, is 

adverbial, is used on both, occasions as if it were an adjectival phrase, . 

in the one case qualifying hombres and in the other qualifying sala.

This is the sort of thing that Quiroga’s critics seized,upon as proof 

of the inadequacy of his stylo. ■ ‘ ' .
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Trea besos " ' • ■ ; •' ‘ ;

66*91D un suave resplandor • , ■ . : ,

92B la niebla nacarada que era su Sngel . . :

93A el respaldo de la cama se ilurainaba ' ' ! '

B pMlido de dlcha ‘ ;

96c . el divino color ''/'A " ..‘A
• - i la sangrienta justicia’ ; ;' '•

T -6s W 4, R 1, Cl/ /■ -?/'?' ' \ ‘

Colour is not used to aid realistic description in this story

The first half is concerned with the pale, shimmering light assoc-

ciated with the angel, 92B la niebla nacarada que era su &ngel. Here 

Quiroga suggests the hazy, indeterminate quality of the angel in 

several ways* 1. The use of the concepts niebla and nacarada? 2, The 

alliteration, which serves to foreground both wordsj 3; The metaphor 

of actually calling the angel la niebla^ The next colour mention 93B 

pdlldo de dlcha, continues the prevailing colourlessness. It is only 

at the end that colour proper is evoked - 96C el dlvino color and la

sangrienta justlcla, and the strength of these two expressions is 

heightened by their appearance against the misty, colourless background 

so far presented. By his use of colour Quiroga is here bringing out 

the contrast between the artificial, calculating aims of the man, and 

the violence and beauty of feelings passionately and spontaneously held.

' Su ausencia - '' ' ■ '■ ■ ' ■■ ' '■ '• •*. ’ • '■ //‘

67:86B a pleno sol - . ■

■ ' C a pleno sol ’ \ . •
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enrojeceme el rostro de vergGenza • : ,

87B bajo el ardiente sol

C siempre bajo el - sol •' ’ ' • ". • '• . .

raontafas negras .. : ■ ... •. V-.- . /•. ... •- .. -• >; . ,

un Iago coloreado por el crepGsculo

altas montafias : . • - . '

como recortadas en tinta china 5 '

88A camina al sol

B estoy ViendO caer la noche : • ■ . • • .

los adoquines deslurabrant.es .

89A el hotel, ha encendido ya sus faros ; ,

90C" como un arco de fuego ■ . . . .. ....

ante mi tiniebla mental v • • • •• .. ... • . J

91A una dalle asoleada.- , .. . ... .

92D • un Iago violeta • ■ . .. • • .; ■ . .. • - ■. '

94A el Iago Negro 1 ’ : ‘ ■ ■

C 4 bajo el sol de fuego ? . '•••. , ■ .

100CC quedd inmdvil,. mudo y bianco . ■ . _ •. , . , . .. .

109D : las puertas cerradas y la luz encendida •

113D ' que arroja a las llamas . ' ' '■■■• >_ : / .

T -22: W i2, B 5, It 3, C 1, p 1 '• : /. ’• ’■ ■ • • ;■

This is one of the stories in which light, especially that of

the sun, is treated most unsympathetically. All the way through there

is the connexion between the glare of light and an unbalanced mental !

state. It is only when the narrator ’comes to* as it were, beside

deslurabrant.es


• .185’. ; . ..
.the lake (significantly el Iago Negro) that .'darkness cones' into . ,

the story.-i 87D montaflas negras, altas montafias como recortadas en 

tinta china, 38B.,estoy .vlenflo ,caer la noche, 92D un Iago violeta,

Neat and -light, then, represent insanity, cold and dark.are a return

to sanity., : Bven towards’the end> when the narrator, unable to re

concile his present good fortune with the gap in his life, retreats, 

into himself, this artificial, voluntarily induced isolation is

accompanied by the image of artificial light - 109D las puertas cerradas

y la luz encendida. , : .. ' • .• >-• ' • > = ' ■ . .. . '

• . Both extremes, light and dark, are stressed ■- 86R a pleno sol,

85c a plnno sol, 97B bajo el ardiente sol, 88B los adoquine3 doslumbrantes 

94C bajo el sol de fuego, all emphasize light and heat? 87D altas

montafias,como recortadas en tinta china, takes up the metaphor of ink 

again (seet36;101P en una noche de tinta, 45;58A una noche de tinta,

55;55A una sola mgncha de tinta), but this time it is even blacker -tinta

china■■ whjlo 92D un Iago violets., paints the lake in. the coolest of 

colours. , So. Quiroga makes Use of the polarized concept of black and 

white to, express the two poles of the narrator’s mental state. What

is unusual .in the. way he does so is the. fact that black, and white here

have reversed their conventional roles. Although in 90C the narrator

makes a conventional reference to his tlnlebla mental, that is, the 

state of mental confusion in which, he 'finds'himself> symbolically ,

darkness is identified with his normal .state of mind, and light, with the 

.period of insanity. The connexion between white, or light, and Insanity 

is also seen in No, 38, ’La mancha hiptMlmica*, and in the later stories 

No. 79 *B1 conductor del ripido’, No. 80 *531 vampiro’ and No. 81 ’El hijo’



cases blangueadas hasta la ceguera por la cal

y el sol . . ? / i ; ' v .

corno npta de color - ... .. •. , .

, sus muebles tenlan regueros .blancuzcos de agua >• 

con su nantaldn asul . S'' 

su negro cemento . ? .

los antebrazos negros de bleck \

l&plces...amarlllos, azules y rojos (3).

Negra, . ,• ..A t .. ; <' • '

m&s negra que las placas de bleck /

un chlco polacq, pellrrojo . •

y todo 41 anaranjado de pecas

el dnlco rincdn sombrlo i \ ■ ■

El techo de lncienso ,

68?74B

75B

• 76B

79D ,

80 D ,

82D

. ■ 83D

' 84B

85A un cuadrildtero de arena que ylbraba al bianco 

B las palroeras.. .tan. rXgld.as'y,negras ' -

. .. . . que alcanzaban a recortase contra las tinieblas

.. t. la luz del farol de, viento . ' ; .

B mariposillas de raso policromo v. .. . . . . .

, sobre las hojas en bianco , ..

86A la cara...de color tierra /. .

B , arena caldeada al bianco ; ;

: , C el cielo estaba bianco . . . \ .

. los golpes de agua livida \ ,

873 hlnchado de agua azul . . . ; .

".'.la blanca humareda de vapores
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88b . uircfrculo bianco (de llnviap) . = ‘ ’ ' • '

' .' D < una Ifvida sombra ■ . \ ..." ■1 < ■ •. ■ . .

893 el cuadrildtero bianco
D. teriiendo de la cintura abajo las tiniebias mds densas '

. .y mSs arriba el resplandor de' los focos el^ctricos de Posadas

90B hasta ver la luz de los a.rcos

' entre los mismos carbohes qv.e lo encaguecfan . , . .

• . « C vio entrar un hombre lfvido \ •. : ’

T - 35: W 16, B 9, R 2, Y 1, Blue 3, C 2,Grey 1, Orange 1

. . This is one of the more polychromatic of the stories, and,

as is usual with these, colour is used more for description than with 

symbolic intention.’. ' ;■ ■ • ' ' ' 1 ' • ' •

743 blanqueadas hasta la ceguera por la cal y el sol. The

word blanqueadas is foregrounded in two ways. First there is the ad-

yerbial phrase of degree/hasta la ceguera, a concept now familiar in 

Quiroga’s references to light, and expressing a superlative degree of 

whiteness. Then there is the fact that the past participle blanqueado 

has two agents, la cal, the normal agent for whitewashing, and el sol, 
the action of which on la cal increases the glare. The word 

blanqueadas thus has the meaning of ’whitewashed’ and also that of 

’whitened’, and the idea of succession is brought in by the use of the

two agents. Other examples of white being foregrounded are 85A un

cuadrll&tero de arena que vlbraba al bianco, 66 B arena caldeada al bianco, 

®?B la blanca humareda de vapores ~ and 90B entre los mlsmos Carbones que 
lo enceguecfan. ' '; •• ■ -



75B sus "rauebles tenfan rtsgueros blancuzcos de agua. A3 well 

as the yide range of . colour In this story the idea of difference of shade 

is introduced by the word blancuzcos, in contrast to the dazzling white 

of 74B.; V This idea; of difference of shade also appears in 858 las 

palmeras..tan rfgidas y negras que alcanzaban a recortarse contra las

e darkness behind them; even"though the word uised to describe this

<* arnnhatln i . .

tinieblas, the blackness' of the palm trees being even greater than that

of the

is the emphatic tinieblasX

Ina&dition to?the above example, black is also highlighted 

on a number of other occasions: 79D su negro cemento (inversion), 83D

Negra, ails negra gue las places <5e bleck...era la tarca, 89D las tinieblas 

mds densAs (emotive word tinieblas plus superlative m&s densas).

82b lAplces...amarillos, azules y rojos? Not only is there a 

wide range of colour in the story, but. there is also this example of ?

several colours being .used together, as?.well as the word policromo' 
in 85B. * Unlike No.. 61, /La pattia*this story makes no comment, ex- . 

plicit or implicit, on this abundance of colour. It is just part of ? 

the detailed description of the surroundings. ' - ,

33D Negra, m&s negra que las places de bleck de su techo caldeado, 

era la tarea. Many factors Contribute hero to the extraordinary prominence 

given to the idea of blackness: 1. the initial position in the sentence

of the adjective negra? * 2. its inversion? 3./ the fact that this '-?•

inversion.is not the usual one of an'adjective immediately preceding the . 

noun it qualifies? and that a predicative use of the adjective is rarely, 

found in an inverted form? 4. the comparison? 5. the repetition of :
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reaction has superseded the emotional one, and Orgaz concentrates 

entirely from this moment on the accomplishment of his task. It is 

only the consciousness of the totality of the blackness ahead of him 

that gives him the determination to carry the job through. The 

importance of the idea of blackness at this pivotal point in the story, 

then, justifies the intensive treatment it is given in the one sentence. .

85B las hojas en bianco. Here the word bianco takes on two

meanings - en bianco, with its usual meaning of blank, with no writing 

on it, and at the same time white, the colour, brought out by the black/ 

white contrast already shown on the same page - rincdn sombrlo; cuad- 

rlldtero de arena gue vlbraba al bianco; tan rfgidas y negras...tlni-

eblas; la luz del farol de viento. The image of the multicoloured 

mariposlllas seen against the page also stresses its whiteness by con

trast. •' ' ' ■- ■ ' " . ’ ■'/ ‘ '• ’ \ ’ ..

86C el cielo estaba bianco. Here we have another reference

to the white sky of an impending storm. .• .

As can be seen, a number of the references to white have unpleas-

and associations; 74B casas blanqueadas hasta la ceguera, 85A un cuad-

rildtero de arena que vlbraba al bianco, 86B arena caldeada al bianco, 

all referring to glare; 75B sua mueblea tenian regueros blancuzcos de 

agua, that is, white where it should not be; and 85B las hojas en blan
co, where the white of the pages is unwelcome, since it signifies the 

fact that the writing still has to be done. . .. .

88D una lfvida sombra. The contradiction in this phrase

brings out the fact that the sombra, while necessarily darker than its

; surroundings, is nevertheless a pale one because it is seen through the



whiteness of the rain. This whiteness, while only implied here, is

explicitly mentioned in 86C los golpes de agua Ifvida and 88B , . ,

un' cfrculo bianco. ?-3 - '• - '•<<’ ''A.

The black/white opposition, which recurs repeatedly throughout 

the story, is specifically referred to in 89D tenlendo*de la cintura 

abajo las tiniebias mfts densas; y m&s arrlba, el resplandor de los focos
eldctricos de Posadas. " = * , \ ►

< As in so many of the stories, towards the end all colour except
black and white disappears. " ' ,

El potro salvaje /V' <•

69 A'' A /A""./'.: : ' ;;\A \ \

. - The absence of colour in this moralizing tale is not surprising

since Quiroga is describing a situation with its attendant state of mind
rather 'than events set in a material world. "

l<a conquista 'A^A/A’V:. •'<

70:51C roirdndome ruborizada ’ . ■:

A 52A Lsonridhdose con nuevo rubor 7/' 

•;<53A cohtindasonrojdndose de /dicha

B con nuevo rubor

;;.C ? ruboriz^hdose por centSsima vez

54A dos mesee de rubor

T - 6: R 6 ; •



All colour references here are to red/ and all are connected

with blushing. Par from any implied violence in this colouring, the 

insistence on the girl’s blushes is an Ironical reminder of her assumed>, 

naivete, and brings with it the suggestion that it is the famous and 

sophisticated author who acts the part of narrator/ who should be 

blushing for having allowed himsblf to be so completely taken in. 

Incidentally, although there are only six actual mentions of blushing, 

the phase ruborlafindose por centdsima vest implies that there was a great 

deal more blushing going on than is actually mentioned. One hesitates

to think of what it would have done to the statistics of this study if

all these Implied mentions of red had actually been put Into words.

51 desierto \

71: 7B lo que podfa parecer bosque en aquella oscuridad

. . ■ las tinieblas eran un solo bloque infrangueable

C buscando...en el cielo una conmocidn lurainosa

'''fi;'. V o;,la!fisura/de.uh''relSir©ago:.’'' ,b/S - '.' •. / '

?? ?'3b i1 eh la misma oscuridad

C a pesar de la oscuridad.

. miriadas de gusanillos Xuminosos ;.•> A.';'/

‘ Vr':. -;cop.-'sus;fue^os.,.-rojos • y-. verdes ,• (2)-... • '

. la arcilla emnapada fos£oreci<5 ■' , ...

las tinieblas los aislaron de r.uevo y-S 

D el moraentSned fugor de un fdsforo < •■

apretar on seguida la tiniebliv maroante;

IOC la ropa blanca de su mujer



11A ■ ,no temfan a la oscuridad *’ •'; ‘ '

V la noche cay<5 ' • ' ■ 1 '. ■ : : ' .•

• / • las, criaturas encendieron el farol de vlento

. una furiosa tormenta que los enceguecia

■ D arenisca roja ' ' ' • • ' = ‘ : ' . '. ' ' ;.

12B - grandes letras rojas '

D teftir lias camisas de su padre de todos los. colore

13B arcilla blanca ‘ ‘ . ' .. ’ ' . ; .

C en las tardes muy oscuras de temporal

del hogar albeante

15B ©r viento heladd que le amorataba las raanos

16B el patio oegado por el sol

D un agujerillo rosa

17A el bosque', recortado a contra • luz

como sombra chinesca ’

20C cuando ya 'estaba casl oscuro . . • . .

con un solo reldmpago

23C no vela sino tiniebias

agujereadas por puntos fulgurantes • \

24A su mano Ifvida ' ' A / .. . •

193 ‘ • •• • . " • •

dibujada de lfneas violSceas

D la Ifvida lus' del dfa.

las tiniebias recomenzaban a absorberlo

con sus vertiginosos puntosrblancos

25C ante el farol encendido

26B. vaefa muerto a la luz del farol

40: W 17, 8 13, R 3, C 3, G 1, P 2, Pink 1



; The proportion of black and white here is fairly usual, although 

the range ip the distribution of the other colours is wider than in 

most stories. Consequently no.individual colour stands out to any

significant degree against the general black and white. Apart from

the ominous llneas vlol&ceas of 24A all colours except black and white

disappear in the second half of the story, a technique we have already

encountered on not a few occasions. The end of the varied colour

references is marked with the apparently innocent 16D un agUjerlllo

rosa, which, in spite of the diminutive and the sweetness of the colour,

proves to be the cause of the tragedy. ’

13C el,hogar albeante. , Albeante is classified as a verb here 
in spite of the adjectival ending because of the action of the fire 

made plain in the,whole phrase - partfa del hogar albeante un verdadero 

golpe de fuego. The connexion with the verb albear seems too strong

to ignore in this instance. ! :

a*- viento helado que le amorataba las manos. The use of

the verb here in an active construction with a direct object, rather than

the reflexive form which yre find. on other occasions (30s47B,57:82C),

reinforces the idea of cold already presented by the word helado.

The actual action of the wind is more strongly emphasized than if the 

words had been con las manos amoratadas por el viento helado. Quiroga 

has here chosen a rather less usual, and very much stronger, way of 

presenting the idea of colour through a; verb, j; .. - .

In addition to. the fairly familiar black and white ending, the

story had an impressively black start. ?. References to darkness and

its impenetrability are frequent in the first two pages. ; It is not,
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however, an unfriendly, darkness - even the children are perfectly' at 

ease in it while'they wait for their father to find>the 'horse 9B

esperaban tranguilos. 1'This darkness•also has its beauty, since it 

is against its blackness that the 9C guaanlllos- -luminosos can be soon.

(Gusanlllos luitd.nosos has here been' Classified, under the heading of .

Colour rather than White, since we are told that the glow--worms are

red and green? also, the verb fosforecid, since it too refers to tho

glow-worms.)

In contrast to this favourable treatment of darkness at the

beginning of the story, most of the references to white have negative.

connotations 8D ei moraent^neo fulgor de un fdsforo (uselessness

stressed), IOC la ropa blanca de su mujer (a reminder of the death 

of his wife),-16B el. patio cegado por el sol (again the glare of tho 

sun), 23C no sino tiniebias, agujereadas por nuntos fulgurantes

(the white spots against tho now threatening black arc a sign of his 

rising fe'Ter) , 24A (Another reference to his moribund state)

24d mas a pesar de la Ifvida luz del dfa...las tiniebias con sus

vertiginosos puntos blancos (as before, signs of rising fever), 25C ante

el farol encendido and 26B yo.cia muerto a la luz del farol (the lighted 

lamp in the middle of the day is a sign that something is terribly wrong).. 

So once again we have a clear association of white with evil rather than 

the conventional association with innocence and.good.

La senorita leona

72:73B . sus asules ojos

747V sonrojada de timidez
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76D ya habfa cerrado la noche

en la oscurldad

77A los duros ojos fosforecientes

T - Bi W 1, B 2 S 1, Blue 1

Bare ve have another reference to the blue eyes of Ilona, again 

possibly connected with the idea of Innocence (see No. 63, *B1 ledn), 

since the innocence and spontaneity of the lions as compared with

wan aire being stressed.

74A sonrojada de tlaldez. This is not one of Quiroga’s 

happiest choices. The idea of a lioness blushing raises considerable 

problems. Nevertheless, Quiroga has already described her in colour

(73B), eo it is difficult to ignore the colour eleaent here. At the

end, when the lioness returns to the world of nature, colour disappears,

giving place to the black and white world again.

Los destiledores de naranja

73:1028 una mugrienta bolna blanca

1050 una pulpa amarilla

106A la gruesfsiaa y negra canlseta

brasilefo y perfectamente negro

B de noche c«*rrada

el negro arpista

D el negro satlsfacfa 

107C aquel c<nstico barro amarlllento

109c un cielo bianco de calor

0 para contrarreetar la reverberacldn
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•. . 109D medio dedo de poso violeta • .• ■ . .• . .... • -

110A mSs fubio, mds satisfecho y mSs sucio. que nunca ,. .

C vestida'de n6gro>. • L? , • . . ' ■ . . '

D la chica era muy triguena

, 112 A.-a rnodorde gruesa serpiente amarilla . ; . ..

■ ” E del negro Malagufas : . ,• ; •

. 113B una llovizna’de color topaelo . . . . , ; _

C al revestimiento amarillo de erizo

115A el medico, rojo, lacrimoso y resplandeciento de euforia

116A el cielo denso y lxvido ...

117C d.esde 'las* tinieblas ; .

•T ~ 21: W 4, B 9, R 1, Y .6, P 1 • ‘ ; .

As in so many of the Misiones stories there are references to

the.white sky which usually precedes a storm ~ 10GC un cielo bianco de 

calor and 116A el cielo denso y livido, and also to the glare of the

sun - 1P8D para'contrarrestar la reverberacldn.

The most striking thing about tha colour distribution here is

that, against the usual predominantly black and white background, it 

is the single colour yellow that stands out, with six mentions against 

one red and one purple; ! If any. one colour were to stand put, one 

would expect it to be orange, since we know from, the title that this

is what the story is concerned with. But, in all the stories studied,

only two references to orange have been found - 68:84B pelirrojo y todo 

anaranjado depecas and 75:16D el sol brilld, pero no amarillo, sino 

anaranjado - neither of them referring to oranges. On the other hand, 

yellow has already Xoeen used to refer to this fruit - 52:73A bused...el



reflejo de orb habitual, 5 It:73 A • el suelo estaba amarillo de naranjas 

and 55;32D cuando la coata amarilleaba - which. shows that yellevz v?as . ' ■ 

the ' colour? Qut rognpassociated with '-it .; 7' There .-in a ' sirailar- reference ; y. 

in'the early, story ’Corto /pgeraa de Maria Angelical, where^Quiroga 

refers to the river- boats as amarlllos de naranjas (Garcia 194©Vll9> . ;

'Among these references to> yellow some distinction of'-shade is ?■ 

made* 107C ague! cdustlco barro amarillento and Ills una lloyizna de 

color topaclo.b'oth1 suggest a rather dirty yellow. .: And this combination

of the ideas of colour and dirt can also be seen in HOA m<s rubio, 

m<s safclsfecho y rada suelo que nunca, as well as in the white of 1020 

una mugrienta bolna blanca. ' The phrase 1Q6A la,gruesisima y negra 

camlseta, whore. fordgrounding takes place because , of the inverted ?••■ - '7

colour adjective linked to the superlative, also leaves one wondering 

whether the blackness was Intrinsic or acquired, especially when one 

bears in mind the-state of the beret,, It is as if the bright and sunny 

colour , aqreflection; of the;';incurable optimism of-the manco, were not .--T 

enough to withstand the association with dirt and deterioration. .... . ;

The action of this story consists of two rather ^tenuously 

linked themess 1. The heroic manco’3 attempts at distilling orange wine 

with?:and in holts of, his two dubious partners? and 2.. the story of 

Slse’s daughter and'her unlikely end at the hands of her, demented, father. 

Ohly three colour mentions refer to .this second theme - HOC vestida do> 

negro, 110D la chica era muy trigueiia, the latter seeming to add proof ' 

to the assumption that the girl was' not Else’s daughter, since we know -

that he is fair (llOA)., and 117c desde las tinieblas, a description not



only of Else’s hallucinations but also of his spiritual.-state. .

This paucity of colour references in comparison with those connected

with the first theme may have something to do with a slight lack of 

conviction in the second part of the story, ‘ I am not saying that .. .. 

Quiroga could only write'well when he Used colour,, What I amsaying/.' 

is that colour is one of the elements he frequently uses as/a means of

getting particular aspects across, and that, for . some reason, here he

has used this means almost
that he virtually omits it

exclusively in the first theme. The fact 

in the second theme might point to a rather :

more. xwutine and less committed attitude'towards this aspect of the

story. On the other hand,, it may simply be a distinction between the 

part of the story drawn from real life (the experiments with the oranges 

were part of Quiroga’s own experience) and the purely speculative part 

of the story.; In the latter he is concerned merely with the story line 

not the real life colour and texture of familiar everyday reality.

La bella y la bestia ' .

Again, as in No.>69, ’El potro salvaje', colour is absent, and--’ 

again, as ini so many of the "urban stories, this, seems: to be because the 

interest lies in a hypothetical situation rather than in the description 

of individuals set in a real world.. -?-.;''-:..i• x-~-.
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El regreso . de Anaconda, f ~ . ... ■ r ',' ; .. • ..

75: 9C sus dies matrosde,oscuro t.er.ciopelo

.10C; caucei de. umbrfos, arroyos . , - /. .■

los este.ro.s densfsimos de agua negra;.

llA , un cielo bianco hasta enceguecer . .

un sol. amarillo, ' ; ' . ••

como una enorme brass asfixiada.

n en las noches oscuras - , . -

. 14B . con sus grandes ojos de oro

cercados de assul J ", • ; -

v'- .' C una arpia plomiza ■ . ■ .’•••• ?. ■ ' b., / '

16B los ojos rojos por la conjuntivitis

asfixiado en vapores de sangre

cerrada la nciche ’ ‘

D el sol brilid, pero no amarillo

sino anaranjado ■ • •• : .

17A la lluvia.,. espesfsima. y opaca y blanca

como plata oxidada '

pSfamo de insoportable luz ■ ' • .

planfsimas balsas verdes .

C desde. las tinieblas . ' . .

D todo blanco.de, agua .

ISA el mar verde , . '

B viejos cocodrilos resizes . •; ; .

C a la lus crepuscular/(2) : = . ’

blanco.de


-'' • : • 20r "
•, xv. ■.,aant.lle»';dQ txspardh rofsa ;••:•. ... ' ■ •

ISA el dllry/io bianco ■

B .... 7$U3 aguas.-rojas \ . .,>;■■ • •• ; - - •.•/,-

I> si primer rayo cte ool-

. £Xofcar -aobre. uria Xoohoaa hiobla

. an ■ lac onoenadac utnbrfas

rue borbotaban onrojecldap . • -.■

.por la snngro. do las palcmtas

20A sol. r ..Incondiando los crepdsculoc (2)

con ol chntro vibrando al rojo aibhan&s (2) 

felandon crtmtloo ;

obispas- d© fueco •'. •, ' ' '■ . ' -

21B co.nt.llo3 do orenisca rooa . . < / •

C -xeinaban lap tlnioblas •' -

las aguacf' noqrac •

23ft d&sdo las-tinieblas

23A el dT.n clnreaba yn. - ■'•'■'

?4B . Is, nocho. la’s absorb 1<5 (la©.:homia«lta») (2)

25b loss verdes.wanchones

. 0 ■ on. ins ttnioblas• . '...•.- ;

26A o.l col tpnd.ldo

.oon.o harra, do m’fcaX' fulgurant© •,?;■

en lac tlnleblas

,CJ el sol llumlnd.,.©sta epophya •

27A baclo .lev sombxa del cobertiico

■ ' n uh toht vend© ■ ' ' ' •' • . ,■••. >'
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. .' . : . 28C. .■ .'bajo /la 'sombrai del techo ; < '• ■

29C uh vaporc.ito empenachado de bianco .

. oh la5 infinitud celeste' ' ' ■ ■ *'■' •

30A > al sol nacierite que doraba el entuario

, ' • ' \' .• huhtiliado' de'■verde'' ' --“‘V . • • ' ; , ;/.•

C i.cbroo'si las cosas.. .se pusieran a danzar# oscureci^ndose .

■ ■ •' • : inmensos y.azuladds-ahora # sus;'huevos

T - SO: .W 15#' B’19# K 10, Y .4, Blue 3, G 5# Grey 1, Pink 2# Or 1 .

, There 'is* a- wide' rantje;.of • colour- references here# as also an

unusually high proportion of colour proper as opposed to black and white, 

used to describe all-'aspects of nature sun# sky# water, earth, flora 

and fauna, giving a distinctly technicolour setting to the story.

16b los ojos rojos por la conjuntivitis. The cacophony of

ojos rojos 'does not seem to serve any useful purpose here# unless it is

a deliberate reminder of the unpleasant and irritating, nature of con

junctivitis/This # however# seems a rather remote possibility. The

alternative would have been to use the-word enrojecidos#. as in No. 25# .

but perhaps .'Quiroga 'rejected this as rather "weaker. ■

^-a infinitud celeste. An example of a colour adjective, 

celeste# being used with ah abstract noun# infinitud. But Infinitud 

has xinmistakeably material connotations# for two reasons: 1. Anaconda

is seen outlined against'it, therefore visual qualities are suggested?

2. the adjective that goes.with it# celeste# while normally used to 

mean blue# as it does'here, retains the.overtones of its origin# that is# 

connected'With the sky In the preceding sentence too# the cielo lfmpldo

' ; has been mentioned# which also helps us to identify la. infinitud celeste.

One might therefore say that the phrase., is discreetly,-impressionistic.
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Inwensos'y.azulaffgs athora,\nns• huevos; .' The inversion of' ' 

the adjectives, serves to focus attention not only on the appearance

of the eggs, but,also on the-.eggs themselves. ' This. is because the

use of- the ;two 'long .’pre ceding adjectives leaves the reader waiting to .

know what noun.they gualify, The tension thus created, along with

. the meaning'• of .inmensosand the length'of. uKuljados, prepares-the reader . 

for the .hyperbolical second half of the. sentence «- sue huevos flusberdabon 

'del cobartiso y, cnbrfan La balsa entera* TJw balance in .the construction

. of.this ■ sentence also hat, the’ effect of drawing attention equally to the 

appearance of the eggs,(two adjectives linked by. y) and their position . 

(two main,clauses linked by y). Between those two pairs the subject, 

los huevonr dominates, both what goes before and what; follows. Hero- ' 

wo see the : colour word, aruladtes,. contributing as much to the sentence 

by its,length as by its colour, that is f . colour and pattern once again

closely.'linked. •' , : ' .. - ' -

.- . ;There-.are throe ’references to the whiteness of the rain - 17A

la liuvia..,enpe.sf sima y onaca y blanch, 17b tqdo .bianco cle ugun, and 

19A °1 dlluvlo bianco? -and once again there are a number of references 

to the glare of the -e.un .- 11£ nn cieloj'bianco ha^ta onceguecer r 17ft •’.'•■ •

pgranos de insoportable lug/ 20ft, el sol,. .con ,ol centre vibrando nljrojo 

albeante>. .There are also a number of references to colour in connexion 

with the nun r lift nn sol amarillo...cqmo nna Gnome brasa’aaffixindn, ?

1GB el sol... asfixlaflo en vaporns de sangreX6D el sol brilld, peixp no

- ^Tnarillo, relno anaranj ado f 20ft nql.. tlhccnMantlo.Joo^crepdj^ulos, en abnhico

'con al centre vibrando alrojo gibeante, 3 GA al sol nnciente„gue doraba
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el -estuario , . : * • ' ‘ ’ ! • ' ' . ' : ’ . -

As. 4 contrast',to,' all the. colour and;light, not only is black- ,A 

the colour most frequently referred to, but'-there is also another 

example of black • against black. It occurs in 24B' la noche l'as absorbid, 

referring to the -hormiguitaswith'which 'the previous sentence ends,. • •

By the simple use of 'the word absorber. Quiroga reminds us of the black- '

riess of the’ants as well as of that of the night, without having to use . 

the.word nenfo on either occasion. ••'. ; ■ ;• • ' ' •.;<

• There is a considerable.amount of .foregrounding, as.in 11A

bianco hasta: onceguecer;:. . 16B el sol.... asf jxiado on, vapores do sangre, 

where the mention of blood evokes violence?' 17.A la lluvia.'. ..espesfslaa y

opaca, y blanca como plata oxidada,- where the force of the -isirnn, form

is.carried through to, the.--blanca, arid this is reinforced by the com

parison; 17a insoportable lux', with again the idea of ex&speracidn 

mentioned by Bratooevich; 17A plantsimas balsas, verdes, with the -Isimas 

form again highlighting tha wholo phrase; 20A sol...incerdianflo log , 

.crepflsculosW’Kirc.the metaphor is one of colour. In .addition there

are quite a. few cases-of foregrounding by inversion of a colour adjective 

or one that represents' colours 9C oscuro terciopelo, 1QC umbrtos arroyos,

19C una lechosa niebla, 20A blancos cflmulos, 2IC las negras aguas, 2513 

los verdes nanchones, 30c inmensos y azulados ahora, sue hueyos, where, 

although the two adjectives do not immediately precede the-noun,• they do 

nevertheless precede it in. a way that draws 'attention to them rather than

to the eggs which they describe. ' , ■ - '
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On the whole colour' is -used/descriptively,'

although it .'is not difficult to find.. sovrq.. syaiboliara in the frequent use
of red f especially in connection, with, the sun, as? also in the yellow end

■•:. .. '■ ; '' -•••••'"; ■ - • i.;-hop- '.
orange'description:of'the/sky, all of’which contain a suggestion of 

throat and approaching doom., But apart iroHr this, colour is used'
. primarily 'to" puinti-a’roallstio’picture \ of. the .Jungle^'

than symbolically

It is; to comiparo ■ the use -of. colour .-here and in' the 

.the first' -placb both have references;.first Anaconda , story',; No/ .‘50., in -.the

to;the terciopelo of the• Snake. ~ 50 s'9C, 24C> and 75s.9p (also-47z40B),

More- significant perhapsis-the'high number of inverted colour "adjectivod .* 

."Six in Ho. 50, oovQU' in this .story, - Foregrounding of colour seoms to-’;/-.,'. ">
. ho iF^ortant/iit both/Init in the first story/this only.applies-to the ; 

black and'whitas-eiownts.''./Although a wide range of colours is Used in.'./ ' 

both-stories/.'black'.-and’’white .predoTRinate':to?h'far greater extent in ' ■ 

the first one43 rofcrehcei/dut of 57,:While here we have 34 out of 60. ' 

•A1 so/‘in .Anaconda’/;a 11.references to. colour.'proper'are limited to the - </ ...

■ description of tho',-snahc?.'s r and the last ten pages. art told entirely in

terms.,of. black biid white *• -In the second story, however/ colour references 
t -k"; ./, ? ,';/•// ’•• : • ...
i are. used to describe .the;.• whole- of the -jungle,; and are Used throughout:. ' 

'.-tlie.sfcpjcy. -/"In' ’Anaconda*. 'thojihrtip' issuejis-'iho' clear cut/fTtruggle/- - .■ 

between the .snakes-and’'man, •'’./Hera/the main therao, is the whole "jungle /

in a.'state-of crisis..brought- about by,both the drought and the struggles ' '

,• against /an/ , l.n bacii'story the centre of '.attention ;(tho; snakes-. in.- 'one/ /y 

. the jirngld-in'.the'other)-is'deaaribod ,with\ loving detail-and faithful -

attention to colour. -•• In the first what predominates, is the struggle? '., 

in -the second, ^uiroga;is pointing'.' to X deeper'; hmgaoay-, j Anaconda> • feho ./ ;
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most advanced representative of jungle life, can accept her own death

as part of a continuing process to which even man, the enemy, contribute 

even as Anaconda dies her eggs are hatching irt the remains of the dead 
raensfi. The continuity and harmony of this story are appropriately 

suggested by the richness and balance Quiroga displays in his use of

colour here. ' .

Los desterrados ' • • . . ' ' . ■ _ '.

76i33D tipos riqufsizaqs.de color '

34B tipos de este roraAntico color

35a en cuvas aquas alheantes hasta hacer dqier. los ojos ,

. ' ' el- bosque se recortaba ‘ _ ••

36B A vos, negro .

/•; qC '■ Tendd la roano, negro .. ' .? . • ., ' ■.
D Note movAs, mcrero ; "

37A buscsndo hacer bianco ■

' ' . en el negro - ' ' ’v : ■ . ' . •

B buscando a1 negro . ' •• ‘

C : el negro Joao Pedro ■ . . -

D EstA bien, moreno ,

38A asintid el negro ■ . ■ . .

40A con las espalda deslumbrante '• ' ..

B un negro muy viejo

42B la handera-.ro j a • . . . '■ . • ' .

C el boliehero de trapo rojo ' -

44A sonantes torrenteras de agua roja

riqufsizaqs.de
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■ . ■ C . al primb.r rayo de sol - ' ' .. . ;

'... ' - ctiyo ‘dglce verde;. i \ . -.'-.i.-- . .• 5 . .

- . ; lleh^base de-‘-lu?. • ....... ; .

■. ••• entre las sorabrfas, araucarias . . . . •

T -.'22: ;• W. 5/ 811, R 3,' C. 2, 6 1 • ■' / ■V'’.'*- '•

... The- fact, that the-word color is used twice near the beginning

of this story night lead one to esjneet a high ratio of colour references.

Rut. the word is here used in a purely metaphorical sense/ and the idea., 

is not followed up. Apart from these two mentions of the word color

. there are only four other references to colour proper, against sixteen 

to black, and white. ■ ’ '/ .. " . "< •

In 35A aguas albeantea hasta hacer doler los ojos we find the 

familiar reference to the glare of the.sun. , ' , ,

. . ' The words, negro and morenb.are used twice each in direct address

(36B,C,D and 37b), with the evident intention of causing offence. This 

is related to what has already been pointed out about references to 

dark skin (see Sfo. 491..‘-coTCinehts) : '

huscando hacer bianco, en el negro. There can be no doubt

that the word bianco is here, to be taken in its two senses, that of .

.'target’ and also 'white*/ since its proximity to the vzord negro makes • 

the pun obvious, A similar use has already been, pointed out in 68:85B

ias °jas en bianco, where the .double sense is perceptible, though less . 

clearly so.,- In 'Losdesterrados* Quiroga seems .•sufficiently pleased, 

with the*pun to remind us of it a few lines further down with the phrase 

37.B buscando al negro, with its repetition of the. gerund, of the same verb

' followed by the same noun*. • ' '- • - ■ ' - ■ ' ' " ; •
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■ Towards the end of; tli© story red is used three times, and on

ail' three occasions' it is‘‘associated with.'the. idea of. difficulty or danger. 

The- red' flag '(42$,C) is a symbol of the-nnevos- aconteeimlentos which 

neither of;the old meii can understand, and the threat associated.with ! •

this - symbol helps to decide them to undertake the’pilgrimage back .homo.-.

On their vray there even the’ paths become 44A sonantes torrenteras de . 

'agua roja. Against this stressful ’ colouring the description of the •.

44C vlejo roy’.adb 'cnyo ' dnlce verde llendbase cle lug entre las sombrias f‘ ‘p

araucarias is extraordinarily soothing.'. . '•

• ••■■■ • In this story wo see Quiroga reversing the procedure he has

used in so many of the others , where colour gives way at the .end. to a 

purely black and white vision. ' Here colour proper only appears at 

the end, v?ith the three, mentions of red; a colour whose violence yields . 

in the .end to the cool.and tender -green•of the promised land. - ■ • '

■ Mas alia ■ •• • •' ■ ■ •. ' • ' • •• _

' 77: -7J3 mds pSli&a.. .quo el mantel raising' •'

11$. a poser de la livides do mis sienes

. 12A ’ .las ventanill&s muy'negras ■/.•'. ■ , .

'. ’ 13$ ■ • do nociie: ' ‘ : ' '■ . • ' . ■ ■. ■ , . ■ ■

■ • cuari&o habf a luna ■ . • ' • • . ' ; •

14B . 'ante un trozo ds. tierra sombrfa , , . - • • ' .

' . donde brill aba una lSpida de rn^rmol " .

' C ‘ la impresidn de .ser fuegos fatuos . ' •

• j' $'■• pasoar por la carretera blanca •'



'•••'•-/- '21Q.? './.A, /.'a /,'. • //:;.?'/>;

• . A'ipue^tra? feiicidad sin *nubes\ f •<A'?"- Ar-AV'

• 15ft?'/ sie. puse .pdlidd/.comp,la muerte,misma A/;/ A/; ?A'A \ ’/A;

■,'/;• -.•C-.'/. palideciendo,'tpdayfa m^.s/?A ■ A A? iff t- -Aa'?‘ “a ?A/A ' -/ //-••• ./>/• 
T-' ~ 12:/ •>‘'8/: ft; 4 '//';\ A.,, j/^ A?* , A a, • /^A?-'?;/ ; A/ \ 7 ?;A-'A A AAA ?

Notsurprisingly', this ghostly -fttpry. is told in.terms of black. A? 

and white./ .".Here Quiroga is not in the least interested in the . 

natural wrId, or in describing lifelike individuals.;.' He; is. exploring 

an abstract possibility, and is only concerned xdLth getting across the 

idea that?afdisembodied love?is. not possible. 1.A

, > , ? A--. There is.great'emphasis oft pallor./' While still alive the •'• AaA 

girl is’7ft,m£s pdllda.A.gUe el mantel mismo< When dead this pallor is 

so augmented that the1 comparison is "with death itself - j 5ft me puse p&lida 

corno ;la muerte mlsma,. On four occasion's/black and white; are brought A •'/ 

into close; 'proximity -■ lift a pesar de la llvides de its slenes, 12A A 

las ventaftilias muy negras; 13ft de noche, cando habfa luna? 14ft un 

trozo .de tierra sombria,. ' dondQ/'brlllaba. Una Idpida de m&rmol? 14D 

pasear por la carret'era-blanca ftuestra folicidad sin nubes .??■■ That is, . ? 

all references to darkness/come beside a?contrasting reference to light.A

s i; Although a story, so < concerned with death might have been . .. 

expected to.rely largely on black, it is<white which predominates. And. 

the only occasion on-which-white has pleasant connotations is 14D,A " 

where1 it is .eqixated/with cloudiessyhappiness. a happiness which, .however, 

proves to be short lived. Apart; ’from this one example, white here, as/’A 

in so many of the other stories, has negative associations. .?'/.'

ftl purltano •< \ 'A'AA’-/A??AA A/?: a /A?

78:78D en las noches Claras (2)? A
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la lima ?'i.nvade gran -- parte ■
del bscuro hall- •?,' .g. i 

la .improsidn fotogrdf ica..

.focos

/.iB.-v.id'eambulamos.-.'a.'da luz de-.ia 'luha'i'?i>-? •?•

<?.-• la -penumbra' ihm.ediata del re.clnto ii- i'

? las rgpsas r«b£as'.>‘-k;-;''- 4gi':h\v

/ ,• los quo tonemos ,1a.conciencia y los ojbs raSs oscuiros , . .

83D un sendero de Ifvfda v tremenda angusfein 

p.-??lO: ;,w 8, ,£ 4‘. :/<■ ?i\...-.•??_••'• . ?•;•? ?><•¥;' >.f •? '. '.

. > The connexion with both the'cinema: and the dead make black • 

and ;whit©';an-obvious ’'.choicer for £his story. TVgain/ as in . the last b

story, Quiroga is not concerned with the portrayal of character, but

here he. does care about the surroundings, whoreas in the previous one 

they -were- not- important, and in fact.could hardly be said to exist at all 

Since, however, in ’El puritanor he only describes the:film set nt night, 

when the. ghosts..of.>the dead ,:stars gather together, there is nb.nced. to??? 

bring colour into the.picture. The.secondary nature of -the light ?’r?'??-; 

(moonlight or losjFocbs) is in harmony with the secondary nature of the 

life- described.',-;,.'Again ho brings black and white, together. closely on 

a:number of occasions~ 73b en las■noches./Claras:(where .the?word noches , 

suggests ;a darkness?that Is contradicted by Claras)? <7815 la luna invade 

gran, parte ,del, oscuro hall? f 81 A. las rasas rubias...los gue tenemos la., 

conciencla y lop ojos ro4s iosenros.' The .word - rubias has'beon taken hero•:

as white, rather than yellow, ,since it refers to the race, rather than? 

to the colour of the hair of any particular person. As for the word



oscuros In .this phmbo, it is applied first to an abstract noun and then 

to a concrete*one.;" i^iio; the colour connotation in its first use is 

minimal', it is total In the'.second. , /The effect that this zeugma pro-

duces.is one of levity rather than of concision. .

33D nn .sendero. do lfvida v tr.emen.da angustla. We . have here 

the:juxtapbbicion of a concrete adjective with an abstract noun, as in

- - <212 . ’ . ; ' .

being the.'first clement of two adjectives joined by y and preceding the

noun. The effect is. a tightening of the screw - angustla, an emotive 

enough word in itself/ is reinforced by the emphatic word tremenda 

linked with the equally emotive word lfvida. . . .

El conductor del rMpido - '■ . • / ••

79:50a lucibnts comb, un buldh octagonal ' ' <■. .

51C - ' no hay m&n quo■claridad potente ' . •

. 52A . su ruta. iluminada -i ’ ■ " . ■ . . , , .

‘ • * B "• a la Ins del sol ' . -

' ••• ' bien erguida. y.hl :sol •' '• i' • : ' •'

•54C. un universe hechb cxclusivamente de luz y fidelidad

'. no eg -el mec/Snico asul ■■ ■ ■. • , ,r> • . ;

. 54D . la noche os muy nogra ' . ■ . ■ ■. ,

. con su'escalera do reflojos a la rastra ' ’ -//■’ ' ■ . .

. el. resplandor del hogar abiofto - ' -.

55A eristado do polusa al rbjo ,bianco (2)

• 0 .un Ifvido relampago : . .

5SB ilitimo ..resplandor • . . • . • .
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• B '. la'•palanca-blanca-piriblanoa (2) ■

■ ' C' '■ ** cuyos frenos al, rojo,\ •• ' - •• ■ ' •

•" T- 17: Wll, B’" lr'blue/l '••• ’ '■ ’ <

' : ‘ There seems to be an equation of the driver’s unbalanced

state; of 'mind .with, light/ or white, ! All eleven references to vzhite show

this, and of these the‘ following are associated with a state of euphorias

no k&fr" gue claridad pp,tents’, S2ft su ruta ilnminada,. 52B a la

luz del sol> bien erguida y al sol, 54C un uhiverso hecho exclusivamente

de luz y fidelidad',;. 54.P con su esealera de reflejos a la rastra. •

Towards the end, however, it is also in terras of light, 55P’unsflblto

rel£mpago, that he realizes that he is mad. This has been led up to 

by the first two. references to red ~54P el resplandor del hogar ahlerto,

and 55A el sweater erizado flepelusa al rojo bianco. Whit© comes in 

again in the'"final explosion of.madness, where it dominates in the

phrase 58B la palaricn-hlan.ca~pirlblanca.. The invented word plriblanca

is a conflation, of the two previous terms, palanca, retaining its 

initial ’p* and ’-lance.1 sounds, and biar.ca, which. it incorporates in toto 

The word is the culmination of a number of disturbing; manifestations of 

the engine -driver’s increasing madness, and vhich are expressed by 

onomatopoeia (55D on un ~ tract, 58A cluf! , cluf!) animal noises (55D 

y lanzd un largo> esterfeoroso maullldo, 56A el alarido totalmente animal,, 

el cerbro aulla.i.gritando como un gato, 56D Prrrr...! 58b iniau!) and

unexpected and totally incongruous rhymes'(52D salgo de nuevo - huevo,

53C calma a' ml alma, .58,A cerrarla -aria). ' • ■ . • ' "

.. IThite appears yet again, hare with negative connotations, and

dominates the story, though not by itself as in No. 38, ’La mancha hipt-Sl-
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mica’/ dr in conjunction-with black as' in .'so many of the others, but 

combining.-with' red towards .-the end to.portray the elements of violence

and Unbalanced euphoria.In tlie driver’s insanity. ‘ •' - , ,

El yampird • .. - '' '<*'

80:183' ..se yace lnmdvil eh la penumbra . .

• £> .'la sola 'apertura-a la lus.de un -oostigo ■ „ " •

. 19A en la penumbra septilcral •

. un ansia blanca -.y . extonuada . • • • , . ■ •

. 3 en la tiniohla. /. ’ ' •" ' • ■

. ' ver, bianco, concehtorado y disuinuto, el fantasma;

2IB el tond.cdlido.de su toiel, ' ' .. . • •

.. su cabello siegrxsimo . . . . ■

25A • en las tiniehlas - ' •' .

. B . lot*, rayon de. la lux - .. • ' . • . . . ■

' y sombras quo partxan de la linterna (2) ' .

D secjuia cl has lumi.noso .. . ' ■ . - • .

' 26A ''esos rayos .da- proyeccidn: '•< ' ■"

C algo rads quo lus galvdnica . . • •

’ * D , a oscuras ' ■'

27C la a.Xfdrabra.. .fuertemente. iluminada ' .

. D ’.acentuae’idn del. tono odlido' ... / - ‘ .

.. gus coloreaba las mejillas ' • ' '. .

'29b y pdlido.y cr’ispado ... . ..... •’ /. ■ ; ' '

C pdlido cobio un muertd ■ . . ■ . .

31C .'bajo la excitacidn de la lus ..
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32C- Jpajo, la. Ixus de, numerosos plafon'niers

33B . elrsol sincendfa las calleh : . . ..

. : 34A : a loss • rayos- del;.' sol . \ : . . • ; •, ■ .-.f-■ , , ;

13 el dosel de plaronniers lfvidos . ' " ' . '

' 45C '

:• d

. 36B • ,

al' caer la nbche ' • ' , • , . . .

las cornisas; luminosas. ■ • •.■••• ■

al romper-.el alba ■ . - ' '

37.A un nuevo fulgor de canteIla

. D la alcoha ilnminada • ‘ •.

3 3D las luces inmdviles. ' . • . ■ ,

39A’ '■

& :

on hueson y bianco. cal. . . ■ . •

las luces ostdn encendidas ... ' ; • ■ . .

una sale, a oscuras . : . ’ ' ,

un has de-luces ' " •’ '.<• ' ... : ' .

. .• 41A . «1‘ hombre palidecid. . ■ . • • : '-

43A las cortinas,..doradas por el fuego. . ■

el' tone edlido habitual '

T -*.39: \r25^B-:9,.Tl<C • .7 7 .

Nhdte again plays a vary important part in this story, usually

in the form’.'of -light. ., As in; No- 65,. *^31 espectro*, and’in No, 78 ’151 

puritano’, Quiroga is here concerned with both the cinema and the ,mds 

allg, and here, as in the other two, , he tells, his story almost entirely 

in black and white. And, as. in ’El espectro’, the white references are

more than twice as frequent as the. black ones. . p.. . - • . . . .
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It .war?.' difficu’it to know 'where. to classify the expression 

• toho -c*lido,. which., cotes in., three.' tines.- I have assuihed.it refers to.

a tanned shade of skin... and have classified it as brown, However, the 

main point about this ih j that’it. is ?a departure from. the black and .white

prevalent in the story -• numerically not significant, but obviously of

importance to Quiroga,' since he mentions it three times. The importance 

lies in the'fact that the description of‘the mail tells us something 

not only about-what he looks. like (rather unusual among the stories

concerned with the m£s a 115) but also about what he has done, where •

his interests lie ,21ti el tono cdlido de su plel..., como el de las ' 

personas dedicad&3 ~al'estudio•do los rayos catddicos. . .

I’9A una anaia blanca ■ y extenuada. The first point of interest'' 

here is the retention of the final ’a* of nna, in spite of the fact.

that, it is■followed by a noun beginning with, stressed ’a’. '-More.

significant, however, is the fact that the two adjectives blanca y ex-

tenuada are attached to an abstract noun.; It is just possible to think' 

of extenuadn as referring to an incorporeal quality, hut not so. with . ; 

blanca.. Consequently their- qualifying the abstract noun ansia onco •

again raises the. question of impressionism,. of which there arc other • 

traces in'this paragraph. There is also, the fact that.the adjectives 

in 1953 bianco, conoohtrado y dimlnuto, precede the'noun they.qualify. - 

In addition there are other abstract terms ~ .en la vertiginosa lejanfa 

and un crepitar remote, both, in the same paragraph. This is only a 

brief incursion into impressionistic technique, ending with the close of

this, introductory passage.

assuihed.it
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80:1915 ver, bianco, cdncentradp y dlminuto, el fantasaa de una

mujor, Three adjectives headed bv the word bianco.precede the noun 

• here. This positioning of the adjectives stay be simply due to the

fact that their collocation after the noun would raise problems - el

fantarraa bianco, concentrado y dltalnuto do. una Pujer produces tc-o

great a separation between fantaama and mujor? el ffantasma de una mujor 

bianco, conccntry.dot y diminuto is unsatisfactory bocau.no the adjectives 

must be masculine, -since they apply to fajitasma, but their.proximity- 

to mujar would make the masculine gender have a jarring effect. If, 

however, Quirogn chose the order pour, lea lwjoins de la cause, it must 

be admitted that it also has the effect of. highlighting the adjectives? 

an well as the object of the verb, for which we are kept waiting while 

he specifies three adjectives, two of them long. The impressionist 

implications of this paragraph are discussed in Part XIX under the

heading of Impressionism. . ' .

• 3ust an in ’El conductor del r^pido* vhito is associated v/ith

the driver’s madness, so hera.it in linked with the xnental aberration.

induced in HonaloQ and in the narrator by thoir.dangerous experiments. 

-Once again wo find it associated with evil.

EX.hijo

81:66B con todo el sol, al calor y la.calma -

al sol, el calor y la calma 

D la puro^a de eus ojos arulesa -’.

67A . la p.icadn roja

bocau.no
hera.it
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. 68A . rodar envuelto. en sangre i ■

* D: ©1 'padre de slenes plateadas- *. ' '

70A el color de su tea : ■ •. . .

. ■ B por las picadas rojas de. sol' ; - '■ ■ ' ' '

... • C ©n cadh rincdn sonib'rfo del boague •• • . ' • ■ ' •

■ v© centelleds de a.laribre . . . -

7.U 2 ;a•arena albeante ' ' ■ . . ...

" .' C ;• foajo el cielo-y al aire caridontes .

D su hi jo bienamado ya.ce al sol 

T -. 13: >1.7, 8 1,.R 3, '.Blue 1, Cl . ' . •

. . S6D la pureaa da sas ojos aaules, frescos ai3n'de sororesa infant!! 

Here the already established connexion'between blue eyes .and innocence

is made doubly clear by the use. of - the wp.pi pure.^a and the -phrase frescos 

afln de sbrpresa infanti1, in which the three principal words all hold 

something of the same-idea. . By using the colour blue, which h© has

.already connected with-innocence .on .so many occasions, Quiroga is . ■

emphasizing still further the tragedy of' the young victim’s death. ..

. Light, is emphasized, from the very beginning, with the repetition

■ of the phrase el sol, el calor y la calma,' to. the very end r su hl jo ■'

. blenamado yace al sol, muerto desde las diez de la man ana.' As in. *331

. conductor del rdpido' and several'other stories, there seems to-be a

connexion .between, light and an -unbalanced state" of mind.. In the first 

story, however, the light is a subjective manifestation, the driver seeing 

everything bathed in SIC claridad. potent©, whereas here it is the father’s

. anguish that causes the hallucination, and the accompanying glare; of the 

sunlight is in the external world, and perhaps is also in part to blame,



as we have been hold that 57D a.-so padre, do estdraago y vista fl&bilesr 

. debris haca nn , tiewpo .-da alixcinaciones.. -.The.’first meaning.

Moliner'gives for- alucinar is deslurabrar u ofuscar, while. I-forfnigo 

gives ofugcado as his first, meaning for .aluciqadoy adding that it is

an afgentlnlsmo. It is therefore a'manning with .which Quiroga must

have'beet familiar, and which we'find in 2.1sl27A al.ucinado por la lus ■ •

de Ida tres fn roles do. vlento., , f!e uses the word in one form of another

four tames in the course of ‘ *El hi jo* , and this lends weight to the : 

suggestion that he sees a connexion between the dazsslinrj light and the

father’s.mental state. • • ' ••

El ocaso • • •
82:127S el resplandor galvSnico do los focos

- * * - * ■ *a ' » • ' . ■ * *
■. ' el_bazar ha apagado sus luce's :

128D. .la lus so- apagd . . .

. durd la oscuridad • ■ • ..

. 12 9 A la lu‘£ se oncendid ..

los escasos segunclos ,de oscuridad

. ' antes qua In lus; .so ancendiefa ■ ■

130A .cuyas sombras'orizadas •. ' . . .-

. C tenia ya el cahello bianco. . . ' ■'

13ID ante, el reap I .under jnven.il

. ■' , o.l fresco .oasis - nocturne

132C los oabellos blancos . ■ •

sue o jos.. .. so ensombrecieron ■ da vida

jnven.il


. E> la arena .pnrqcia blanca, ,fr£a y'eetSril /'•' ’

•-134A ''la. luna .ep. nongunnte. surgfa. '' •' a . •

C .ttenouerd palldocid •. ; ' •'.

ella, .. •••.-.'••"

. el,honbre do cabello bianco ‘... . ■ -

D ante la’luna on manguanto ; - . - • • .. • .V • "

'• .19:'.W.14, ?■ IV- r. '• ‘

/ Hera again?tho traditional symbolism; regarding black and 

.' . . white' scorns to be'; reversed. . An in so many of the stories, white .

. stands for something negative,.here the repeated references to Renounrd*s

. .white hair (130C, 132C, 134C), a symbol of his advanced ago.. But there 

... is also the rather'unusual association of, life with.'darkness - 132c

9us ojo3.,.so onsombrccleron de vlda. ' ■ •

There is a hint.of the outcome of the story in the phrase 132D

■ la araw& paraefa-.mUg-blanjca, fria y e3t<ril#;-~where the.white so often ; 

insisted.on-in the"description of henouird’s-hair is brought into contact

. with the ideas of cold and sterility. At the end, too,.there are the 

two obviously .symbolio references to the'waning moon p 134A, p. ’

Both place and character have a certain amount of "importance' ;

in this story- so vk-j might have expected the'uso of colour proper in. 

their description. But the description.of the place is there more for

.; .its 5tym1>olic value (artificial light,'shadows, bare sand, waning moon)

. . while the characterization is necessary' for the development of the story.

. . Without the;man*s renutation an a lady killer and his wounded vanity,

and.without the girl*a ruthless curiosity, the situation could never have 

developed. ... And it is the situation that really interests Quiroga ~ it, ;
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is, after all/ the -situation-, that, develops, not the characters, both

of which, remain static. . By.limiting the colour range;to black and . . .

white-'Quiroga. focuses - attention on the'line of action. .

El'ilamado-• ‘ '.V ■ . . '' -• •../•/'/ ■ •
83 . ■" . _ •„ - ’ ‘ '• •" ■. • ■.-•••" ■ .

T ~ 0' i ' ' . / • . /

' There are no references to colour or to light and dark in this

story. . ■ At tlie beginning .we are told that, we are concerned with 59B 

un caso do obsosidn. •filucis^c/di^aiM^/feivas, and Ouiroga emphasizes the, 

auditory aspect throughout. •v’ Consequently the heed for colour does not

arise. . ' • ' '

,Las mo’seas . '• ‘ ’ •

84:443?- una fratin' oarboninada ‘ . •

•. ,45C negro.s gajos del ■ rosado .. • ••

. - D un velo do dense t.ini obi a. /■/_, ' ■ . ' ' ■

■ ■ rombos. yardss .• . ... ' ■ . • • • . '

,46A -pottos Mancos

B rnoscah vordeo , .

las. moncas verdcs’ ' - / •;'. -• ,

' 461). el ouartito blangueado . ' .. • .'’• ••• .

"47B . la lus del sol- • ’ ' • ■ • ■ . ; '

. C a 5 os rayon del sol ■ ■ /

T 10s ■ 4, B/3, G 3 •- . •
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• •; , The .only colours used here are black, white and-green, in an 

interesting distribution.;. Ml three references to’black'come.in the 

first half, and , two , of them are foregrounded' ~'45C negros gajos del rozaflo 

(inversion) and 4SD un velode densa tiniebla, where not only is the.

emotive word tiniebla used, but it is•qualified by the word, densa. The

use of black here suggests the conventional approach to the idea of

death, for which we have already been■prepared by the subtitle -’Replica 

del hombre muerto* - and by the.parallel of the fallen tree trunk, pre

ceding, the description of the fallen man. After that the references

to green, tho,colour of life> appear, interspersed, with -references to

white. In the end it is white alone that dominates.. Here there seems 

to b® no trace of Quiroga*s frequent association of white with evil,

since these references come at the end of the story, where the emphasis

has-been changed from death to life. The' rays of the sun help to achieve

the obra do renovacidn vital (470). . . . . .

" In 45C negros qajos del rozado; it nay be. that , the, branches , are

black as a result of the. fire. On the other hand, this may bo yet

another reference to. black vegetation. /

In this story the pattern formed *47 the references to-colour

clearly helps to illustrate the meaning, and Quiroga uses the colours

here with their conventional associations, not his own personal symbol ism.
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TABLD gOLArjE AND RANGE

Total Range ‘ Distribution

X 1 B 1 ' ' '

4 1 5 4

0 0

< 3 B 1, R 1, ¥ 2

0 0

0 0

3 1 W 3 '

3 1 * S3

'e 4 W 4, 1 1, M 1, V 2

24 6 W 17, B 3, ¥ 1, Slue 1, e 1, n

1 1 Slue 1

8 3 m, B 4, Y 1

'4 2 W 3, 1 1 .

S 3 W 3, B 1, Y 4

11 3 ■ 1# R ?, Cl

5 3 W 2, B 2, Blue 1

S 2 «J,T2

13 & . W 5? a 5, R 2? 0 1

f f 4 ' 5 I, S 4» 1 1# f 1 '

• 4' W 1, B 3, S 4, 1 1

It 3 W 1, B 6, Bint 1

1 1 W 1

10 2 BQ, R 2

3 2 W 2, ¥ 1

K



Story Total

• - • 224 , ■

Range Distribution ". . .

25 14 9 W2, B 2, R 2, Y 1, Blue 3, G 1, P 1, Grey 1, Pink 1
26 7-/ 2 '• . . .■ 2-'/ •• B 1,- ¥ 1 • ■■■■ • • '■'"■■■ •• '

27 15 „• 6 W 3, B 5, R 2, ¥ 2, C 1, P 2 .

28 22 ■ 6 W 9, B 4, R 4, ¥ 1, Blue 2, G2 ?

29 8 4 W 4, BI, R 1, Y 2

30 12 5 ' ■’ W 2, B 6, ¥ 2, P 1, Pink 1 <

31 6 6 W 1, B 1, R 1, Blue 1, G 1, C l

32 11 5 W 4, B 1, R 2, G 1, Pink 3

33 12 .’2/ < W 11, B 1 . /S ' • •'

34 2 2 • ' W 1, Grey 1 ■ ,,’y . •' ■ , ‘ .

35 • ' 25 6 ' W 10, B 4,R 5, ¥ 2, G 2, Grey 2 ,

36 9 6 W 3, B 2, R 1, ¥ 1, C 1, G 1

37 2 2 \. ¥ i, Blue i . . ■'. ••••... • ■ . .'. ' ;

38 12 2 ■ W 9, B 3 '■ ■ '• .’■■ . • . ' • ;.. ■ . ';

39 5 3 ■ W 2, B 2, G 1 ' ; ' ' ' ' .

40 10 ■ 2' \ ' w 5» 0 5 ■. ' . '• ' ' •. •; ••• .

41 13 4 W 3, B 2, R 7, G 1

42 13 2 ; « 5, B 8 - ?. ;: ■' . •

43 23 7 W 5, B 7, ¥ 3, Blue 1, Cl, P 2, Grey 4

44 10 4 ' , B 5, R 2, Blue 2, Cl \

45 1 1 . Blue 1 • . . ' ' - ■ . •■
46. " ■ 18 ' 5 ' • ‘. W 11, B 4, ¥ 1, Blue 1, Pink 1
47 ' 39 8 W 13, B 15, R 3, ¥ 4, Blue 1, Cl, Grey 1, Br 1
48 ' 7 ... 5 W 3, B 1, R 1, ¥ 1, Blue 1 ■

49 5 - 2 w 2, b 3 ■ .. ' •' ’ .
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Story Total Range • Distribution 4,

50 57 9 W 19, B 24/ R 4, Y 5, C 1, G 1, Pl, Pink 1, Br 1

51 0 0 •••.', ■

52 26 7 W 10, B 3, R 6, Y 4, Blue 1, Grey 1, Br 1

53 7 3 • W 3, B 3, R 1

54 14 2 W 7, B 7

55 5 W 2, B 4, R 1, Y 1, C 1

56 19 5 W 4, B 9, R 2, Y 2/ Blue 2
. -k ’ ■ » ‘

57 42 4 W 28, B 5, Blue 8, Pl ...... . . . .
58 41 7-'' ' W 4, B 8, R 18, Y 1, C 6, G 2!, * 2 . . .

59 . 7 4 W 1, B 2, R 3, Y1 . .<■«•« *. ' . * . • '
60 4 2 W2' B 2 . '

61 17 . 5 W 4, B 4, R 4, C 4, G 1

62 14 5 W 1, B 10, Y 1, Blue 1, Grey 1

53 1 1 Blue 1

64 6 3 B 2, R 3, G 1 • V*.‘ ’ *
65 22 4 W 13, B 6, R 2, Blue 1

66 6 3 W 4, R 1, C 1 ..... ’ . ’
67 22 5 W 12, B 5, R 3, C 1, Pl

68 35 8 . W 16, B9, R 2, Y 1, Blue 3, C 2, Grey 1, Or 1

69 0 0 ' ■ ■ . .. ■ . -

70 6 1 R 6 ■■ ...■

71 40 7 W 17, B 13, R 3, C 3, G 1, P 2, Pink 1

72 5 4 W 1, B 2, R 1,Blue 1

73 21 = 5 . W 4, B 9, R 1, Y 6, P 1
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PARC III ' ; " - - • • • • ' ' . ■

In order to bring together the' factors that, emerge as most

frequently recurring in the different stories studied, lists have

been drawn up in three sections, A, B and C, under the following

headings:;-.' . ' /5 .

A ~ Colour \

Totals for individual colours . . .

Range and colour dooinance : •

Misiones stories and urban stories

s. Qualification of colour references

Colour yielding to black and white ... '

Black beside white .

: ' Clare , '

Negative-white • , ■' . V . •

White rain

Silver and gold . . . . .

' Black' - t-.• " .“ • "/ - '• •; •

B - Pattern - . . " ■ ; '

Division of references according to function; . ,

1. Preceding adjectives

2. Following adjectives ; 1 . . ..

3. - Nouns ;

4. Phrases

5. Verb3 ■..

Active oarticinlesi>



■Ia A-//- /A-''■■■■ .A77../7 •? A; AA.// 7^--'. <.-AA./.7:AA/.;/-.> .

.- •* • •?, - •• \ r • /**,«' ».-* ’ • •;•/• ;,</ ■■ •A. ♦. i „ • . <■• • ■■ - •• • :• < •*••*?.'? \ «' ' *. • ■. A. .; \ • . '• «,j» ' ' ’ '■■■• : : /• • • •, • • . .. /i< A
? ’ a? * • • •/ 4 ‘ ‘ ■. .'•,. :-'•';•••• ■ • : ' '• - • ? •*’ • •• '• ;? • . '■-• ■ r. *-'• .v.j . • , » ' • ? -A*.- • ' , 4 • • ’ ' * _ . ' * f ' ' .4 • • •.. .* i.; ’
•,< .♦ v:: ■/ <• \7 . '?*<-/A- A* . A ?.
. .-AAA .At- A-' •'••.■‘A.////.-. ' •• ••'-/:■ '■'•■ A.'-/. ,Y ' ■ A' •'•;/■ ' ' .-/ ’ ii■ . - .■•• . -■ . '■ - ■ *• ■ - ■■ .7", /' ' 7 ■' ’ - • . - ■ -

• ■ A/-A’-.' '7 '-A"-.A • 7 A ' • •/ .•' , 7 ' < :
\ .'7 7c; .. . "

777^7.77,,<7^a^ a." .:••'/a aa'. A \ a-.
.77 '--/A'A-, •: A7aa.7A/7.a;:a'a, /.a A. -. a - a'a a../,, ,. . /.- A/ / •«, ::

C - other factors
■ - -4-

_ A

•‘77
idiosyncratic use of colour

A-'. . • A. • :/ 7 ; , ...7 ■ ..< . A ./--AA--A_ ? / - . A' , • • "
.-.Preference .for concrete terms ,A;.-\ ./•• 7 ' • 7 r . .•:/•••■ ■■ -77 '7

•; = ^Impressionism
7.7syBtoolism7;7-,y7"; 7

i;• /The cinema'- > -57-'7 >7 ':77< -.-7 , -.7:7 .•.■7 • .<7: / • 7 H V

''.Health and whvsical tvbe 5 7-? ’ ^'777'<'"V-v'// -'••••' ■ .///X- 7:Health and physical type
‘ ‘ .................... ' " ;!■'••■•■ -■, ".7777

• ;S7;’T.7^'7/.'7.-, ■;Z7‘;.7;.7 7:7/77 ,-''"7.<7:7'iA7;'7/ A?/// 'A/.; A- •• . ■'
The statistics under each heading are followed by a discussion of , : •!A/;,v_.T77-
\A;A7 .,7’’7'\7A.7'.,."7"; 7.A/77-A/7. / A7;.'; -/A 7/.'• /A-/ ■;-A' / ? 7''-7?\ ;.-/..‘AA .‘777
their significance.;7 7-/’'7.7 ■ '7 ’,’A'- 7 A-a-v <77 7..' aa* '77'. 77'- 77', Aa'.A ^777,:

7 ' VS \
, >'A-A7 '/’"A.-7'' A ‘•'•'..I.-; .-'A/-///\A A-A''''* <7/7 'A':-" 7 a ' A;<A7/ ; v. 7 77, .■.77.7'-;.-'' ::'--'-AA'A.'--'.,7-.' — .'-.■•■■'777 ^'7■ ;--A-7--7-•■■•••■ 7..' ,• -A’: ; 7-7 A 7-•A-/,-<•■ 7; 77 -AA///.■ .7 ; 7.- 7- ■ ...77. 7- ..-•-•7 .-7 . 77-.-::;'A -/Colour 7 lA’ 7.v<^A.:;*-.7aaA'‘ 77.7 :y._r- ; ./;;7,A-7, A';./ • . V 7 'A'? ‘ '■-.'■ 7' ---- •■ A'/A'Ak... . , -----•- - '•->■■’ ; •. •
• ■A'-aa7Aa-a7./7'.:-,., 7A 7.-;;/a?7:-^^7-'';V-=-7a.;7A7A:^ -7a.-•,..7Aa.:77 - .<777,/a,; '-'7^ 77a

-. Totals for individual colours . 7 7 ,-7-* A" .-■• ’ '7 7-A ■/.'• 7. :;'-7,,'7 '7-.-.A,77.
• 7 VC:.: --’A - A ■=• 7-'7, . ■, ■■—.7 y<-7• ’* \A ,v ’•/. ?{ \“ , - , 77 ' : A ’A..-.-,:; , ’• 7 >' ..7 p s -aA • A * A - ;..7• A > _7The 1062 references break down according to colour in the following 7 : 77

- ■ 7 -ways »■
*> ? / aa* . r . 7-; ‘./ 'xAr- S: 7. ‘ ‘ /. 7\*/ ’• • '? " ?'v 7 .. • - - • : T;’ *» / •. A. . , * -»■ .< • \ r \ » ■».'*»*.*!•■» .•••, ; w -'*./.<*. • - , . <7 '.'l, -A .
■7.- A/;7A7mte7<;V*lVVi'.T.7':^' 40(57 .77'7-'^,-7/7'..A'//<'"7 . A7'/A 7 , 7,. ,/' A777: A 7/

AW.

7.7.7’ -A.. A-7-- A// >A7
■ Black «*> • ««.«'• t»* * 314 '

:s-> • A
■ ..7 •

, -'■. ■■•■•Bed .•;>1'36-- .- ■■ • a"/Aa,,A
-A- -77 A■ ■■■•• . /Yellow-7.7 63^. 7 < .?.7 7 7-7'.7 ■' / 7-.7'7 ■'.-- a/.;; a ^777./.

’■..■',■;, A7;7-/■ ■'.7'7',-A-- ;7AA/7/-;..A ’ ■ -' 7 "'.■■■ 7"'/■ . ‘A?*.’'
». . ■ \ •' •'•/- ■ Blue 38 S-. « ■ ’ /--'A ' -.7 ’7 "- ' «■■■*• i’t • . 7 ' > ."•.■ - .-;• - 7

• • r, . I ■ - -

..-•■ 77

' ■' $ l. COiOUr .««••• «■» •''< »'»- , -‘A33 ,. :■•■'• ' ‘-J* •• ‘ ; ,' '.‘i-‘ ■ ■: 'ws'
■ • J ■ •■!■•. .■.'■■ •?'•■. '• • "■•■/ 
7-7 A7-.77 -7a. A- 7': ;\7;-7.7'A'/ : -■ A. 7/A A A 7?-7 • 7 : 7'- 7 7.7v.--; 7< - A , - ..A,”.- , '■-•77- 7 7/--, 7aa:7a.,' 77;/'/■•AAA Green .,7. 25 •7,-, . -7 7. ,A aA. A ■"■.' .:A'///7 A- A. 7 • A'-,A-.7-:A7

■ A'./'A :-7AA7' •' A"-‘A ■ -> 7<V7 ' ■■--7/ '■'-■ ;' 7.A--.,-'7 - 7; ^,A7-A7'-• ‘A'*77- /7;.'7:;;A -77 ;■ '7'7t.: 7/;-" '--7 ..;•/■ .//. ,//../.-p- 7 ’ . - .7.' ■■ -7/ "77 . A.-'- . ://..• .77 '/A„ 7'.7’7 7 7 Purple 7 ».' ../ io..-.'-;. ; 7 A" 7'..; 7-7 A-' 7 A A ■.••/■ ,..7',-A 7 ■ ■ ■: 7''--■ 77 ?

■'■,-' ’ •- Crey ». 12; • A/, '•■,.',7 7 :'-7-■’ ‘7‘7 7*■■ ---A".-, ' 7/7'■..A/A
. ■•' ■ ' ■•■ ■■. --■■•./■ ■ ...... ■■,' V ' . .■ ■- . ;■ - . .. - . • -- < ../

Pink..... ....... 11
’ p,:;-: /-a..;; AA :.a< z p--, -.•• - 7 /'"'-Aa /A?:

>,A .A--.A..,'3rown'.«\^<.A'.-.^'i-A.^ A :A 6:<-'’jA77'7-A/''AAa A:;/..;- ' -/ A-./a;'- . A/.'-. AA.v'A'
; ; ■

Orange ........ . 2
' A A* i- 'A* « ' ’ 'j*

A -,/A77KTotal .V,.'■' l,062A? 7--7A-A7A7A7 ; ,■ ,/A ,../AA.:./7A'7/ .//A'.' ;7./7
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The most striking,thing here is the predominance of black and

white, 'each accounting for far more than twice as many mentions as the .•

next most frequently named colour, red, and the two together yielding

a total of 720, as opposed to the 342 of all the other colours added

together. It could almost be said that colour references could be

divided into three approximately equal parts, consisting of black,

white,, and the other colours. This immense preponderance of black and ...

white is not what.one would expect from a statement such as that of .

Andreetto in . the article quoted in the Introduction, when he speaks of 

Quiroga*s ’exuberancia cromStica extrafda de la inagotable paleta que 

es la naturaleza'. He is referring specifically to No. 41, 'Una 

bofetada’, and No. 27, *A la deriva', both of which have a larger proportion 

than usual of colour references. While this ‘exuberancia crom5tica' ’. 

is an indisputable fact in these two stories, as in a number of others, 

it is nevertheless not the dominating aspect of colour a.s used by Quiroga 

in the six collections under discussion, as the above statistics go to 

show. ... . . . ' ■ ' ' .’ « . ’ . .. •;

Range and colour dominance • . • • . ‘ • - . „ . . • ‘ '•

.; \ : A count of the number of colours mentioned per story gives the

following list: • • •... ;

Number of colours ■ ■ ,. Number of stories ;

0 . • 7

1 •• .9

2 • .■ '••••'.' . 17

3, . • • -

4 . ■ - • - /.' 12



If put into 'graph form the figures, would show a pretty normal 

curve, with the exception of the abnormally large entry which represents 

the two-colour stories. • This is accounted for by the number of

stories with only black and white - eleven out of the seventeen in this.

group. The fact that it is the black and white combination that breaks 

the otherwise regular distribution is not without significance.

Of the seven stories with no colour.mention, three belong to : 

the very early stories, and none to the Misiones group, .* 7:. ■

;k Of the nine stories with only one colour mentioned,. four refer

to that colour more than once, and these I have included in the

category of single colour dominance,, that is, stories in which one 

colour stands out significantly. It is difficult to set up a hard and

fast rule for inclusion in this group, since numerical values alone do

not always lead to significant conclusions. For example, if we take 

the criterion for single colour dominance as half or more of the total

number of ■•references, we are forced to include stories such as No. 17, J 

*Un idilio’, where, in a story of over 7,000 words, there are three . - 

references to white and two to yellow. To refer to this as a story



dominated by whito would be manifest nonsense. And yet such a ..

criterion ?wauid not only bo necessary? to, include stories such as 

No. 30, "La raina italiana’, with six black out of twelve, but would 

in fact fail to include,. No. 28, ’El alambra <3e pda’ / where, although.’7'7 

white has only nine out of twenty-two references, it plays a significant 

and dominant part. I have therefore taken as the criterion for 

single colour dominance in stories with more than one colour mentioned, 

a minimum of half the total references, provided there are at least

three references to the colour in question, or else at least four 

references to one colour, provided that this number is at least equal 

to the range of colour within the story concerned, (e.a.No. 20, *E1 

di vino*, With a total of nine, a range of four, and four references to 

red), and also provided that the colour in question plays a significant 

part in the development of the story, as it unquestionably does in . ?

•BI divino*. ,

• This proviso about significance is necessary in order to 5>e able , '•?. 

to exclude from the single colour dominant list No. 42 ’ba meningitis 

y su sorabra' and No. 78, *El purltano*> since it is the combination of?

black and white that is significant here, and not either of the colours 

by. itself'//? : • '•/ '? ?' ; ?.\. -?■'

' Working on the above carefully balanced, but I hope not Precarious,

criteria, the list of single colour dominant stories is as follows;

2 7 8! 9 10 >13 15 19 20 21 28 30

. 35 41 .46 57 ? ;58 62 66 67. 70 79 81

. Total -’ 23 •- -5 ft:pi.;-.••h



These data break. down in the following manner:

-.Mite: 7 9 10 . 13 23. 35 46 <57 56 67 79 81 Total 12

Black: 8 19 21 30. .62 ' •• • /, ■; -< ;«'■ Total 5

Red: 2 15 20 41 83 . Total ?'6

Two colour dominance ,

Again the criterion of significance for the action of the story has 

been invoked, and the following list emerges:

Black and white / - ?’■

(no other colour nwmtioned)

13 .33 38 40 42'. 49- 54 SO 77 78 82 Total 11

Black and white •• .

(other'colours mentioned) > < \ J.
12-'. Z 18 ' 39 . ' ;5.3*" 65. .80 < ' 7b/'" _ T6taLL/'6/<

Black and reds 23 .< '• ’ . ?*• i Total'---* 1

Total for all three groups - 18 - ‘".'..g;'

Entries in the second group belong to stories where the references

are to black and white with a maximumof three other colour references,

with the exception of No. 30, *E1 vampiro*, where there are five

references to colours other than black and white, but these account for

such a small proportion of the total number of reforenca's (39), that it

was decided to include 'this story .too, .. .. •; ‘. •> • \ .. .

Combinations of more than two colours have not been considered

from the point of view of colour dominance, since no cases have been

found in which three colours can-be said to predominate.

Prom the above data we can see that white is the colour most

frequently used to dominate, and it reappears in seventeen of the eighteen



stories with, two colour dominance. In a great many, cases the

presence of white is related to to negative values attributed to it, 

and which have already been pointed out frequently in Part II. The 

use Quiroga makes ..of colour dominance is. closely related to his symbolic

use of colour, and this will be discussed later. . .

Misiones /stories and urban stories

One thing that emerges from even a casual reading of the.stories

is that there seem to be ©ore colour references in the Misiones and

other jungle stories than in those with a more urban background. I 

consequently divided the stories into these two groups, and added up ?

the number of references for each category. Under the Misiones heading 

I have included;nil stories set in the jungle, as the vast majority of

these are specifically set in Misiones/ and the .few set in SI. Chaco or 

other tropical parts have far more in common with the Misiones stories 

than with the others/ No. 63>:’iii ledn* and No. 72, ’La senorita lcona’ 

are borderline cases, but they have been placed in the urban group,/since 

the main point of both stories is the way society behaves, especially/ ;/: 

in its attempt to take over and emasculate the wild; creatures. ;

. . ',Zi. list of the stories in each of the two categories followsi s - ’’

Misiones //
■' .y.\ 10 ,12 ..14 ' 16 18 19 20 . 21 22 24 26 27 28 29

/..//•>/•'/// 30 . 32 35 36 41 4 3 ' 44 46 . 47 48 50 7 52 •54 •' 55

J/<///’ - 56 '/- $8 39 •/ 60 61 62 60 71/ 73 75 76 .‘0.1; ' 04 7

Total, 41 ‘?x ?•' -7*7. ’ * V'/• ‘ J •'/ ..../.--

Urban /’;/i///' 2-: - 7 3 4 ; -' : 5 >'■6' 'Z7 • ? 8- ' 11 13 15 .717 / 23
■’ /• ’. f -v * Z’1 25 31 • 33 34 37 7 3Q-- 39/ 40/ • 42 45 49' 51 • 53 57

Z S3/‘ / 64 :6S'/.,66 k 67 .69 . 70 . 72 74 77 78 '/ 79 80 . 782.

Total 4 3 ' '. '



As can be seen,•the 84 stories, divide almost exactly equally into

the two/categories;; . But an examination of the colour references in each 

section gives: a very different picture. =• Out of the total 1,062

references , 712 belong to, the .Misionos group, 350 to the/other. Tha.t

is to say, the average number of references per story is over 17 in the

first group, and just under 8 in the other, a proportion of just over 

two to/one in favour of the./Misiones; stories, ■ / j //;.

As-, it can be argued that these figures are meaningless unless

the length, of the stories is taken into account, since the greater . ; -

number of references in.the Misiones stories might merely be a reflection

of greater length in the stories themselves, I divided them into long '

and short, taking 3,500 words as the dividing line, this being the •

limit that Quiroga himself sets in his article ‘La crisis del cuento 

nacional*, where he says:. ’La extension de 3,500 palabras ... puede , , 

considerarse m&s que suficiente para que un cuentista se desenvuelva en 

ellas holgadamentd’ (Quiroga, 1928:94). ? . ;

. The following figures were obtained: , . .

(Ttxe underlined nunibers represent Misioh.es stories i j o . • *. . . / : ' :

Short '-///" ; ‘ 1 ■ :2<f 3 ' : 4 • ;,,5-.‘/, 6 •37/, 8 •/;, 9. 12 13 Li- 15 16

>•'/<• A 19 2.0 > 21 22 23 24 26 27 29 30 32 33 34 . 37 38■ > - ” •«’ '■_r •'.r' '• 1 '7 37 •? ,LA ' - >•
/' 39 s? IL < 45 V/46. /.48 • 49 :5i ‘ 56 59 go 62 63 66 < 69 . 70

'A/ 72 78 81 ; 82 83 i'/84 -/-,' - V

//•. Total 51 (Misiones' 22, Urban 29) '

Misioh.es


<-235-7
10 ; ’ 17 ■;10 25 ~7 23 3i/7^-..^ 7.40/742 ••.'til .Hi7/ 50

52 53 'M -'55 . 57 58y 61 :'54 65 > '67 63/; 71? ' 73 74-« v* ►.« ■ -; v / * ,* ♦. 1 \
75 7§„ 77/' go, 780 . ,;./;</• •■•7'; 7" 7, ...

Total 33 (Mlsiones 19, Urban 14)

Prom this, we see that the Mi'siones storie3 are almost equally divided

between short and long (22 and 19 respectively), while the urban stories ? 

tend to be better represented among the shorter ones. This slight ’ 

imbalance, however, is compensated by the fact that of tho five stories

with more than 7,000 words, only one, Mo. 50, ’Anaconda*, belongs to the;, 

Misiones group./ 7 (The others are Nos. 17, 25, 42 and 53, all urban).

It is also significant that none of the stories with no colour mention ? . -

belong to the MisioriGs group. Also, if we exclude references’, to.black . :

and white, we find that.of the 7342 references to colour proper, 255 . • ,

belong to the Misiones group. That is, three out of four of the references 

to colour proper are to be found in the. Misibnes: group. , •- 7: 7 *7'7. >77 ' =

These figures,' then, go to confirm the impression that the. Misiones

stories have a far larger share of colour references.

. .b In trying .to find a,-reason for the correlation, between .-the Misiones 7'. 

stories and the use of colour .it is worth remembering’; what was said 'in ' /'./7 
the comments after Mb. 49, ’Trds cartas.. .yuh/pie’.';":'\The really , "

important difference, between these two types of story'seems' to lie in 

Quiroga*s attitude to his characters..1.‘Broadly speaking,' in'the Misiohes 

stories he is in sympathy .with them, while in1 the7 others ha is not.','1'./. --7?--7 

And because of the rapport he feels vrith the former he describes them ;

more fully, more exactly painting them as they/arcs, colour included. i - 

They are not just puppets acting out a situation, but,people who interest
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him, and so he wants to get them down as' they are. We have already 

found that in No. 50,. ’Anaconda’, the majority of colour references were 

devoted to the descriptidn of theshakes, .the true heroes; of the <'i ,,

story*/In. the: same way the people, places, and way of life of ? ;....

Misiones merit his faithful description, while the rather puppet-like 

fashionable- characters of' No. .42, ?La meningitis y su sombra’, for. 

instance,-.do not. In the Misiones stories he is describing what he • .

has actually seen and lived with; in the others, what he has imagined 

in the way of a hypothetical situation. For the urban stories fall 

into three categories, all of them speculative: 1, ' Stories concerned i - 

with love, sometimes dealing, with the difficulties which society places 

in the way of the lovers -e.g.' No. 64,'Silvina y Month. ’ - sometimes 

depending on a somewhat piquant conjunction of circumstances - e.g* No, 17 

’Un idilio', No..42, ’La meningitis y su sombra*i : 2. /Stories concerned 

with the supernatural or with abnormal mental states - e.g. No. 77,

*m5s all5, No. 79, ’hl conductor del rapido'. (There is, of course, some 

interest in these matters in;the Misiones stories tod ' - e.g./ No. 84, ’Las 

moscas’, No* fio/. ’ia insolacidn’. 1 A small number of, stories of a .

moralizing nature - No. 3, 6,. 11, 61, .63, 66, 69, 72) . The three early p 

ones, Nos. 3, 6 and 11, differ from the others in that they are merely

a damaging statement about certain aspects of Christianity. They lack 

the hortatory element which is present, explicitly or implicitly, in the 

others of this group; but they form a coherent whole with the rest of 

the: group insofar as they are all of 'a- clearly moralizing tendency. This 

group of stories is particularly low in colour references -a total of 

thirty-one’ foj; the eight stories, Which gives an average of less than
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four per story, that is, less than a quarter of the proportion found in

the Misiones stories. More than half of these references among the ' . ?

moralizing stories occur in the one, No. 61, ’La patr.ia*, in vhiah the 

nature of colour and the relationship of one colour to another are under 

discussion. < 'v'' :'K ■\

As was said above, in the Misiones stories Quiroga is describing

what he has actually seen, as was demonstrated in the Introduction, where

the autobiographical element was discussed. From his letters, from his

articles, from a visit to the place itself, it is clear that he was

describing the people and events of his daily life in San Ignacio;,* .

(Juan Escalera, the son of Quiroga’a neighbour still lives in the house 

next to the one Quiroga built, and still points out the things and places 

of- interest in connexion with the stories, including the enormously tall 

tree which is supposed to have given Quiroga the original idea for No. 47 

’Un pedn’i the bocayds which appear in the same story, are al3O pointed 

out.) And many of the storias contain autobiographical elements - the

frequent references to the widowed father with hxs young.children, the 

adventures in the home made canoe, the troubles of the jefe del Registro 

Civil, to name but a few. As against all this it could be argued that 

Quiroga spent his early youth and many years of the rest of his life in

an urban society, both in Buenos Aires and in Uruguay, and that his,

experiences there were as valid as thosb of Misiones. It would be 

pointless’, to deny this. What I am maintaining, however, is that his : 

experiences of city life, while as truly his own as the Misiones ones, < 

soem to have been less fruitful for him artistically, since they-have; •• 

left little visible trace in his world, in the way of concrete detail. •*
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Compared with the Hisiones stories, the social ones are almost entirely 

lacking ;in background.-• Situations seem to take- place more or lessin < 

the void> among characters whose appearance is seldom described in even?., 

the sketchiest of terms. . This was -already ’remarked .on in the comments . 

after Mo. 40, ’La llama*, where the girl’s dyes, given all possible ./ . = 

importance as the mirror of her extraordinary soul, never once have their 

colour mentioned. In the same way the.girl in Mo. 70, *Una conquista*,

Is. described -as ’ lindfsima’but --.'.we are given no particulars. -Any'' ' . <

beautiful girl will do. She is not dn individual. Compared with the 

description of. Vgn-houten,•_• whore even the colour of his empty aye socket 

is given, these, otlier figures are as insubstantial as shadows. \ One ..

exception to the lack of-individuality of the characters in the urban 

stories in Ho. 25,- • Una estacidn de amor*, where both the.heroine and 

her . mother are described at some length. ,-- But then this story is largely 

autobiographical, relating as.it does the affair yuiroga had in his/youth>, 

with Marfa Eater Jurkowski, and tills brings it more into line with' the '•

Misiones stories; ';. 5 - . ' . ' ••’•.'•<' «

. ;The Misiones figures live in/a real, tiirae .diiaensional - coloured 

world,;a world.in which Quiroga himself chose to;.live, and with which . . .

lie identifies... lienee the -superior /reality’,., of these descriptions. ■ y

The;fact that Quiroga’s syr.ix3athics;-were with ;the way of life to be . 

found in the monte rather than in the city is testified to on numerous 

occasions in his writing. In Paaado amor there is a passage that describes 

the sense of affinity.with nature felt by the principal character.
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La naturaloza de Mor&n era tai, que.no sentia nada de lo que una 
separacion total de millones de ados hacreado entre la selva y 
el hombre. •• Mo era en ella un intruso, ni actuaba como espectador 
inteligente. Sentfase y era un elemento mismo de la naturaleza, 
demarche desviada, sirs ideas extrahas a su paso caUteLxso en el 
creptisculo months. Era un cinco-sentidos de la selva, entre la 
penumbra indefinida, la humedad hermana y ol sileneio vital 
(Quiroga 1927:16) . . ' . / ,1 . . . ’ ‘ . . .

The links between1 MorSn and Quiroga himself as regards the outward 

circumstances of their, lives are such that it is impossible not to assume 

that Quiroga is here describing a characteristic which he himself

possessed. A little later in the same novel he refers to the ’instinto

racial de su natural©za* (Quiroga 1927:18)/ referring to. MorSn’s deep- 7

seated need to cultivate the soil.

To Martinez Estrada he writes of the *divina araonfa da vivir en

paz con la verdad agreste* (Martinez Estrada 1968:138), and in a letter 

to Isidoro Escalera, writing of his impending return to 8an Ignacio, he 

says: *Ya no puedo estar mMs 3in Misiones* (Quiroga 1971:56). .

. Life in the monte he ha3 come to regard as something necessary to

him. The following year, still looking forward to the long delayed re

turn, he writes to Escalera again, to say that he will come at the end

of the year, and this time it will be for good. In the words that follow

we see both his jov at the thought of returning to Misiones and his dis

taste of city life; *Yo estoy que vuelo con esa perspective. Lo cierto 

es qua cada dfa qua pasa me pesa mSs la vida urbana* (Quiroga 1971:62).

Many similar remarks are to be found throughout his correspondence,

as, for instance, his recommendation to Martinez Estrada that he should

try to 'arrancarse de la hidra urbana* (Martinez Estrada 1968:104).
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The other world, far from the monte and its way of life, the .

social world inhabited .by.shadows rather than what Quiroga felt to

.'be real human beings# tends to. be described in more shadowy colours,

..or in none, at all. In the commentsafter No. 53, "Miss Dorothy

, , • Phillips, nsi. oa'posa'..,■ .-the world of dreams and the waking world were 

distinguished as far as colour goes, black and.white being by. far the 

more usual’appearance.of the dreamworld. And the mainly speculative.

. . creatures, that inhabit thia dream.world of the social stories in their .

urban setting.are fittingly lacking in colour. They arc hypotheses#

: not human beings, the necessary pawns with which to work out an imaginary

situation. , Their .appearance, the, details of the world in which they 

move, are irrelevant./ Ph at matters is their place in the action.

Qualification of colour references , .

. •■ ■■ So far wo have been dealing entirely with the difference between ? •;

one colour and another. hut we must also consider the question of .

differentiation between one shade, and another. Xn many authors this ' .

'is .a very important matter. Here again'Quiroga can be'seen to follow '

. a line of his own, with remarkably few references to different shades. '

: There follovzs a list of all colour references modified by-the use of a.

suffix# of with.the addition of some qualifying word# ouch;as.claro. ' ■ ;

(The use of an' augmentative such as muy# of.which there are very fe-w'cases, 

has already been dealt.with in tho comments following No. 25). ;

10: 71A on,contras hlanquecinas '• • . . ' • . ' ’ •

:• 73b la tierra blanqitca •' '

. 20:11013 • • eh. oscarlat.a-.viva. ■ •;
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25: 22C: con tonos verdosos ■

26-.107B con roiserahlas bananitas, negruzcas ••

27: 65A pled algo blancuzco (aoo note under Ho. 27)

28:.80A cl rojizo bananal

29: 40B en f&nebre roar amarillento

31:1331V naranjos blanquecinos de diaspls .

32:119D la.linea blanguecina de una viga

112C madera de loroo blangueci.no

123A la veta sanguinolenta

35:107C del yer'de claro > •' ' '' • . .

una blancura amarillenta

au agua verdosa . - . • S . ’ ? . .

me con su amarillenta luz da roenguante

43: 37A J. llvida sorabra de I03 murallones

c el gris livido del rio

44:1283 tenia la cara rojiza

47.331D planchaa negro-azuladas

48: 53C pantal<5n rojizo

50:?; OB' la lfnea rojiza da aus costados ‘ .

52: 60B un aroarillo llvido de eclipse

71A el huroo rojizo

55: 84A un agujero negruzco : . '.' . ’

56: SOD gue tenia el bianco de los ojos casi azul

58:1233 el reflejo verdoso . .

59: 72C sombras araarillentas

65: 72A le penumbra rojiza del palco . " • '

blangueci.no
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68:, ,75S regueros blancuzcos de agua ... ? :

71: 24A Ifneas violdcoas

• ■.' lfvida luz ■' • . .

73:107C aquel cSustico barro.amarillento •'.• ' ??• .. . ■ .

75i. 18B viejos cocodrilp3 rojizos . - / : ’ ’ •• .-. . .'

Total 34 (Suffix 26, qualifying word 7, two colours hyphenated 1)

Considering the large number of colour references (1,062), there 

/. are remarkable few cases in which Quiroga qualifies the colour# and when

he does so he prefers to U3e a suffix (26 cases out of the 34), Of the . 

qualifying words he uses the *ho3t frequent is lfvldo, which appears four

■ times. <■ ’ •••" ' . - >• ' ■ ’■

. Story No,<20, ’El divino*# is one,of the cases where.Quiroga

has been at.pains to specify shade. 110B la seda punzd en escarlata

viva - the silk is not only described as punzd, but further specified 

as escarlata, which in'its turn is described as viva. In addition Quiroga 

refers on two other occasions to the redness of the kite - 110A un pliego 

de ssda roj.a and HOC estandarte de sating purizd# as if offering a 

supplementary explanation of its attraction for its primitive beholders.

Not only does it have the quality of flight# but also the brilliance and 

vitality of its colouring mark it out as divine (see comments after No... 20 

in Part II), It is usually only when the action of the story requires 

it that Quiroga distinguishes between one shade and another# hardly ever 

describing shade for its own sake. In 35slO7C pas<5 del verde claro a

una blancura amarl1lenta the carefully graded changes in colouring are 

an illustration of the muerte progresiva da cuanto era brotacldn primaveral

mentioned in the previous sentence. If we look as well at the words
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destruction exemplified in the throe qualifying words claro, amarillenta 

and dasolada., (Desolada is not included in the list of. qualifying words 

above, since it does not refer to the degree of.blackness), ' ' ■ . ' '

This apparent reluctance to attenuate colour by qualifying : 

it in some way has an interesting counterpart in the way .Quiroga some-" 

tines describes a colour against a background of itself. In 2;93A 

asoroaba por entre'la sangre una lengQlta roja is an example, but others 

are to bo found, and will bo listed and discussed later. In all of then 

Quiroga seems to be exploring the possibility of seeing contrast even 

in a single colour. Quiroga’s use of qualifying elements in the treat- 

raent of colour, then, seems related to his tendency to polarisation, which 

leads him .tp pay scant attention to this aspect/ while on some occasions, 

as we have just seen, he exploits the idea of shading within one colour 

in order to show contrast rather than gradation. . .. ’

Colour yielding to black and white >' g ;•. ???/??.';-,

?.'.■???" ••• One of the character is tics /found in many: .of. the stories '-.was?. ' ■■; 

the tendency for references to colour proper to disappear, as the story 

progresses,/leaving nothing but black .-and white references for the final.?, 

part. Seventeen stories have; been found; v?i.th; this characteristic.-. 

They are the following: : .

Noe. 9 12 16 21 23 30 36 46 47 50 55 56

?•?' '?"<. 65 63 71 72 81 ';'?. ■ ' /..??.'/' •?/??.?••?•

, This .fading out of colour has already been mentioned in the

comments on the stories concerned, where it was equated with a ...focusing 

of attention on tho action of the story rather than on the accompanying
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Xn addition to the concern for .pattern, .which this insistence- ,

on.the lino, of bntlino,' of;the action implies., it in an example'• of the ..

great importance-Quiroya attach'oa- to the black and v/hito^presentation ■ -

of./the world/ : p'-.h.,''" b?-.-yy'.: • ’ -.. •//

Black beside .white — //. \7
7.//-’’b ■' ;7 •/. v-'77;7: b'-?;7 y

. . One .of the manifestations.. of. this constant exploitation of the ?• .

use of black and white.is' the way-in which .'Quiroga frequently mentions . '
• • ' ‘ • i 1 ■ - • •' ’ r7* ' *• \« • 1. ; *». v •.... •.?>. >, -' • ' V' . "... \ > h \ •• r , • . v • . ; • *•'
the one in close;proximity to the other, as if he viewed them not ah two : : 

separate entities, but rather as the two elements which go-to bake up /''.''"' • 

one iwonsely'important entity/ that is, contrast. Twenty«ono-stories '

show this - technique, and it refused on more than ono’occasion. in soma".
.*O' -/ 7/ -' b“- . ; v/y^y v:--.". ' ■ ?/• - : v

of. them.-., ■•;'The, stories concerned.-.are'-,the followings.. -. ,••■'....•■•/ ....
h’h.9.'' 12 13 ' 19/'M-20' ' 25./42,.'47/-507-54.: 53'/57 : / •' '' '/' 7/;..

.• • 5S 71 73 77 70 BO fll C2 .’ : .

As has already been stated, Quiroga. fonda to• polarity things-, .

colours included, and'this polarisation provides ample matorial for/the; /'

exploitation of contrast. .-'Kot only in connexion-a.»ith the idea of'con*--'' 

trast, however, but also in relation to the use or different/:.huideo of

colour, can bo seen the significance of ,black and b?hito in iju.iroga’s view

of the world. This reduction of colour to the extremes of black and , ■

white is .the-;very negation of a concern for nuance.. In'El Desterrado . .

Rodrigues Donegal refers to tho incident described by balgado.and Krignold■; 
p bg-.by- - , \ /../ /b'; •- ... ‘/ y//./// 'r -’7/.-/'

which occured during.a journey up the. Parand.-made by buiroga with .bin. . 

friends the artint'jSiambiaggi and the-author Julio, a. Payrd- Ouiroga

listened for comb" time while his friends discusnecl the' varying shades of•/. •/ ./•_.;< ...hi '.-•'"b' • ..</ '• 7 -<w/7.• T*-’’■? ■ . ' • ' ' ' ? ; ' . . • • ' - ‘ *, ’ ’ - \ ‘: -
light and colour, only to break out in the end with the words:; ‘Lbs pintores



dir£n todo lo/que quieran,Q.paro . para mi eho. as negro y bianco* (Rodrigues 

Monegal 1968:239). And that indeed is how-he has repeatedly described 

this' scenery, in liis stories.- ; ..'Black and", white is •also .the medium ’

Quiroga.chose for the illustration of -ganado anor (1927), the most 

luxuriously presented of all his books, with wood engravings of the 

Misionos landscape by Gianibiaggi. We also know that.Quiroga himself1 

drew (Rodriquez Donegal 1960:208), and in the little book Genio y flgura 

de Horacio Quiroga there is a reproduction of one of these black and vzhite 

drawings'(Rodrlgiiez Donegal . 1967:391. ; .

This polarization, so clearly illustrated in the;continual.

references to black .and white, is regarded by Bratosevich as ‘una

forma de su hitjerestesia* (Bratosevich 1973:143). The who lo. subject of 

hyperaesthesia .will be dealt with at the end of Part'III.' . At present -1 /■ .
merely wish '■ to •: dr aw. attention y to the lin)i;bdtWQen this \/exaspcraciSn’ 

to give it the name used by Bratosevich, and the black and white vision

of the world. It is all a matter of extremes. Whether one considers - 

thia tendency to take things to extremes as a handicap or ay an advantage 

depends on.one’s point of View. With Quirogaat' any. rate, it seeps to'.' '•)-£ 

he something he considers desirable, in spite of the price that has to 

ba paid. As he says to Martinez Estrada in a letter, dated 13 December 1935: 

•Componga, amigo, con el entusiasmo con/qus sscribia* El asunto ast<5 

en arder* (Martinez Estrada 1958:97). No‘half measures, no muted shades), 

not nuance, but chiaroscuro. ...For Quiroga the'world was, and perhaps . v ; 

even ought to be * negro . vy bianco*., and this :is' how ha cliOse' to present .. 

it in his 'writing.That, thin was a deliberate choice and not the result 

of an inability to. paint It any -other way is, I think, .proved by the. skill ,iv
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with -'which.uses -awider range of colour when:ho so. desires. -but

the question of deliberate limitation of means is one to which wo shall

return in more detail later on in Part XII in the discussion of the 

influence of the cinema.; on-'^uiroga.--- • : / ■: ' , '' '

. : Connected with polarization and exacerbation is the tendency

to see white as daszlingly white# black as, deeply-black. The most.' ’

obvious example• of this tendency is to-fee.found in the very large: 

number of references to, glare,; : ■' •

Glare .'-.p ' '.. t. •

: All references to glare and dazzle have been included in this

heading# be they attached to the idea of light or to that of, whiteness. 

References occur in 30 out of the 84 stories# and in many they occur 7'/ 

frequently. 5- A list follows, showing-the number of -the story in which

this occurs# and.#'; in ..brackets #• the number of references per story;

.y(i) v 10(9) 12(1) 14.(2) 15 ( 1) 21(1) 28(5) 29(1) 35(2)

41(2) 43(1) 46(4) ’ 47(3) 50 ( 2) 52(9) 53(2) 54(3) S7.‘(4)

. 59(1) 65 (3) 67(9) 68(9) 71(10) 73(2) . 75(5)9, 76(1) 78(1)

/ 7\.";-?'.'...79(5) ; 80(2) 81(6) >;

' Total 30 stories (107 references) 1

. . As can be seen# this gives a total of 107 references to glare,

that is# just over one tenth of all the references to colour. ve arc 

therefore dealing with something-that, consciously or unconsciously# had 

great importance;for Quiroga# and it is essential to try and; understand 

the significance-of this concept in his work.
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On the one hand it ties Up with the idea of hyperaesthesia, and 

in this respect it wilt be discussed more fully later on. ■ On the, other 

hand it has obvious connexions with the- negative image which Quiroga gives 

to the colour .white, and which wo shallbe?• looking.:-at 'directly. • But 

before that, it is worth pointing out that Quiroga. can, exceptionally, 

associate the idea of a shining, or even dazzling light, v.’ith positive . 

concepts, ;\Once again it is in his correspondence with Martinez Estrada>1 • 

that we are given an illuminating, glimpse info his inner.world. >. ■ Referring 

to himself and to his friend he says: *5omos usted y yo, frontarizos 

de un estado particular, abismal y. luminoso como el infierno1 (Martinez 

Estradh 196J3:113). , in a previous letter hq had already said:; ’Bueno,.,- 

querido Estrada: ya s4 que andamos buscSndonos las'■ manos como amigos 

enceguecidos* ;• (Martinez Estrada 1968:94). .. In both cases the idea is 

used to describe a quality that he and his friend have in common. .• This.t 

•estado particular’ may, be reminiscent of. hell, but it is the necessary - 

condition of their being what they. are. In the•second quotation it is C , 

not. easy to see. what the word ’enceguecido’ 'refers to. .Does it refer : .

to some external impediment which separates the friends, who nevertheless 7 

will yet find each other,’buscSndonos las manos’? Or is each dazzled

by the brightness of the other? V7hatever the interpretation, it is clear i 

that in these two quotations the. idea of brightness is also associated ,-

with two very precious things -the affinitythatjoins the two friends, -

and the concept of intensity.\ As was quoted above, ’el asunt.o estS

en, arder’. (flartlnez. Estrada 1968: 97). ; . •-/' /A ./X7 -. 77

. But even though we do find these; few:not wholly negative references ... 

to, dazzle, there can be: no doubt that the vast majority of such mentions /) 

are connected with the negative value attributed to white, which has been
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pointed-but• fepebi-edly:in Part. IXi ... ‘•?.

Negative- white 7 ;<??•’; v?/'-7 0/■? /■/' /■■ •'•••-. ^'•'b

It; would,'hardly. Seem necessary toestablish .thQ.-ifac.fe--that white-;/: ••

is generally taken as a -.symbol .of,purity,- virginity, -innocence,/.and . 

other similarly praiseworthy qualities. As an instance of the positive 

connotations attached to thia, colour, however, I should like to refer

to the work of Rub^n Darfo, since not only, do we find in it outstanding 

examples 'of this use of white, 'but:-al3o because we know,that Quiroga, "•?■/' 

an' atdent admirer and emulator of the. aiodernista school; in. his youth, 

was well acbuainfced/vriti/). Dario’s; work. • ••(Two'examples leap tothe mind ■' 

at once. : . One is.'the--use Dario'..-/makes cbf. the- colour, white as a -symbol • : 

of purity and virtue in ’El rei.no interior’; the other is the ubiquitous

S<. - -- Salinas .comments on this, use* of white as ?a symbol: * Lb bianco, •< 

superandc‘ su simple valor para Mbs bjos, debetraducirse oasi slempre. ' , - 

en la poesfa -do Dario* cbmo aspiraoidn a la phressa, y mlstico ' anhelo. de \ 

ihbcencia. Parece, pues, legitime el contar entre las significaciones 

dadas al cisne por Dario la de ser sirabolo de lo.puro, ideal’ (Salinas 

1949x57). ' ■ ’/ ’’ " • - •/ / ; '

swan

Mow,.in Quiroga we find the following stories with negative .

iferences . to. white, mhny . of. them, raultide: : ,/i * «<£• '•

Mow, •.

references

7 , 10

O'/-? 43 46

■ 68 71

12

47

73

•13 •• '■ 15 ■ 21 •< 28 29 35 ••• 38 .41

<: 50 “ 52 . 53 , 54 7'i57 ' 59 .65 .67

<75 '• .' - 776 /, 77 ? / ,79 /.BO .. 81 82’

f Thi s gives., a to tal /bi '. 357 stbries/•'.with 138 negative references to . 

white. / : This is far tod .large a number to be ignored. .One cannot . \

help coming to the conclusion that Quiroga has taken the usual, well
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established .-syrafooliSia'attached .to, white, and reversed it. -/'‘.Whether •

•this ;is to be interpreted; as; a repudiation of moderriistay standards -...• •/„• 

(and. even the briefest, look,, at* the . vast majority of. the./stories under ;,-/ / 

review make's it clear that he did indeed come to repudiate his earlier

modernista Ideals) or.whether another reason can be•found is an interesting 

point., . One line of approach will be examined later when dealing/with 

the question of health and physical' type, and this: possibility is very, 

much , tied up. with the question of glare already 'discussed. : VJliatever 

the reason for; it, the whole, question of the?negative associations Quiroga 

attaches to white is closely linked to the subject of syinbolism, and to 

'tills . I shall be.? 'returning shortly.;, /:/•//•/. wy'-.'.y /' .;/? ,-,-y/y

■ As a subdivision' of' the stories which illustrate the. negative /. :-;// 

connotations of,white there Is the group which associates, white with /-/i 

insanity,' and whiohis made np’of the .following'stories•’/•' /. '.yy 

? y <36 /'<• '.67,. •.'' 'yy''79L<;-?peso'" 81 'Ey ■-'/< ' y... //".'•■ \ 

•?/ ■ Comments on this particular negative association attached to •"'/ , ,/y; ■ 

white have already been; made following; each of the stories, and nothing 

need be ■ added here beyond pointing out • this common trait. y It must '/./?/. 

also be pointed out that madness, is’ a subject Quiroga refers to on ./ <

quite, a number of occasions, not always, accompanied by the association / 

with white. '• •'/’••by yh y.' j'y-y<

White rain ■ /• ' <' v ‘ i-//-f\- 7y<" .'/'.//‘ '-•/. •/:';

- Another example of the use Of whit© that must- he mentioned is the ' < • 

repeated. reference to white rain. •' ••This occurs In <the •- following stories:

’ ./ •'• 32 i 36.(2) 43 46; 54(2) 68 '/- 75(3) -
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. That is,. a total-of seven stories, with eleven references', in all. • ••

. , It . coulcl be argued that these /references should be . included among.

h the negative ones, since the whiteness indicates, a certain.ferocity, on ' .

the, part,of the -rain.'. It seems equally., likely, however, that this is

, not so much, the intention.(after all, in No. 75, ."El regreso de Anaconda t,

the intense rain is a longed for blessing), but rather that Quiroga was <

concerned to paint as realistic a picture as possible of the rain, and .

that he introduces the idea of. colour in his description in order to render

, the force and almost solidity of the rain as it falls with tropical violence

.The rain is a material force,, and Quiroga draws our attention .to this

fact by endowing it with colour ~ usually white, but on two occasions

blue .- 46: 57aA un to ldo aauVde lluvia and 68:87b al sector del-cielo.. • 

hinchado^ de agua_azul, where agua io being used with the common

colloquial meaning, of, rain../,

Silver and gold : . ■ •••’■ . ' • ' '

Still .connected, with white is .the idea of silver, since plata 

and plateado have been taken as references to white., ., The list, that '

follows shows all references to either silver or gold when used in a

colour related.way. . Since .these have not: received much, comment-.so far,

they are listed in full,.

9:64D esa hoja de oro '

66 A • frfo reguero de plata

10:69C : del cielo plateado.

70c dorados al sol oblicuo

72D . la noche plateada

12.-76A . plateado de peces muerto



20 ? ISC I’ la loam-,- se; dbraba •. ,. •=

27:68P. en nanialla de oro " '

C, .sobra el rfo ds oro . . . . •

28:80D.levciafiana'-'de'oro.*-.' •' ; ■; \

30:48B . . acfuellas bandab... .no eran doradas-b .'’.'.A :A? ■ - .’.A ' *:A ’

43:37A,^./ el gran ..rfo.. i platbadp . b‘y’'’ A-• o?
*413' bias de oro " . , . , .

47i40B de color oro. Negro y oro .

,:44D;'."’.rpguero-de.'-plal;a'->\ •- -7 A:;\.1'i'b . AA. :‘;’c

50.: 9C ’ ;bandas. de.oro'b-; ’';/‘\ <7 . ’a" ..-7-.- a.. :-

. ..UrutiS Dorado - . . .; ; . A- ; j .
10C b Uflltfl Dorado-'s '/.A 7 'A. Ay7 -A’7 ", y- . .i'f\ "■ ' .7 :

52:73A 7 el reflejo de oro -; /<• / * 7 , • 7. ' X’ ‘ \ .•

55:32z\ costurones duros y plateados. \ , *

75 -14b ojos de oro '; •' AiAbb:7';Ay-- y'.-.-/A,

i7A l .como-piata. oxidada.. '.'.A/ A - ; .' •'y ' ?7 7y7. yy ,7.-77;

30 A •al sol. nacienie que doraba el ’ esfuario . 1 :<•';'I- -.

S0;43A las' cor tinas^ i; dbrbdas, ’;-pbr •el'-fuego. . 7/7- . ;•? A '1'.; AA

Total. 25 (gold 17>. .silver. ',7 a;7‘‘.'a ■ A;'/- Ay'; a-. 77..’ "7';

; ' There are more than' twice as many references, to. gold as to silver

The noun oro usually gives an impression of colour as well as richness

and beauty, as in 9-46D.:esa li^j^dejoro (see comments under No. 9) , 

27:S8B en pantalla da orb, 27:68C, sobre el rfo de oro28:80 D la .maftana 

de oro. In 52:73A. it is used as a. metaphor for oranges (see. comments

under No. 73). As a verb, however, it usually■refers to light -10:70C



dorados al sol obllcuo, 20:109c la loina 3« doraba, 75: 30/T al sol,naciente

gue doraba el estuario - but op one occasion Quiroga uses it to describe . \ 

the action of fire -80:43A las cortinas...doradas por el fuego.: This .

.is, however, the only negative use he makes of the.idea of gold. .

• ■ Although there are only 0 references to silver there is quite a • -

variety in the ideas it evokes. On some occasions it represents the .

cold light of the won -9:66A frio reguero de plata, lh:72C la nocho ; •

plateada, 47:44D reguero de plata - and of the early morning - 1G:69C 

del cielo plateado. But it is also used to describe the gleam of the 

river - 43x37A el gran rio.. .x^lateado? and again, referring to a stream 

this time, it is used to describe the water when it is, full of dead fish 

-12:76A plateado de pece3 muertos. Iii this much more material image

wa are reminded of the scales of the fish,, while in 75:17A (la lluvla)

.,.como plata oxidada the material rather than the ethereal quality of 

silver is again suggested in the simile. The quality of hardness as 

well as that of colour is suggested in 55:82A costurones duroa y plateados

(see comments under Uo. 55). . . ; • . '

On some occasions phonic values may also have played a .part in 

the choice of these words - for instance, alliteration in 12:76A plateado,:, .

de paces muertos. "> Oro way have been chosen rather than amarlllo because 

of phonic values in a phrase like 43:413 olas do oro, where, both- Rhythm 

and alliteration combine with the visual image. 5 In 9:64D esa hoja da oro

owes as much.of its effectiveness to rhythm and alliteration as to. the . . .

consecrated associations attached to the idea of gold, as does the description 

of the eyes of . the tucans "->75:143 ojos de oro. . ■ C



These few example's serve to show that when he uses the often stereo

typed images -of: gold and silver Quiroga does not., merely accept them 

as a stock comparison, but exploits the range of association of which ' 

each. is;‘capable. -■ .• ■;.<< ’..'•/."• > ' .-/h • .‘ ..." .

Black ' .-' k

We now move to the opposite end of the spectrum# to examine black#

the colour that receives the second largest number of muttons. On the t

whole Quiroga*3 treatment of black is fairly orthodox# and ho frequently

connects it with death or sorrow? but there are occasions on which an

opposite interpretation can be helpful# .as in No. 21, *La nsie.l oilvostrc*.

There arc three principal ways in'which Quiroga used this colour that are 

worth .considering* . f The first of- these is the way'in which -he describes-'- 

a'black object seen1 against-‘a black; background. "k This, occurskin the by / - 

following stories: , , ■

;.23>- '29' ‘' 44(2) ..k,47'‘.V -50;''-:-. 58 ' :-61 ; > 65 " k-.k ' • '

Altogether eight stories, with nine instances of this use of black.

In addition there is an example of the saute thing happening with red in 

Ho. 2,?*La lengua*, and with white in No. 47# *Un pa<5n’« The interesting 

thing about this use of one colour seen against a background of itself

is the fact that it does not seem to represent an interest in shade or

nuance, but rather it is a case of bringing out a contrast.

In addition to this use of black .against black we find the conjunction 

of the two clearly contrasted colours black-and rod.-' This occurs in 

the followings ,;k---k = .’k' : k'-. . k; ;‘k-k'k-h k kk-kk-

'23pk -29-k 44(2) ' - 47 -k.k50k k‘58 - ‘ 61 • 65'kk'k ' < -.k';bk --h‘



In mo3t cases this combination of colours is connected with

violence in some form or other in the action.

The third point of interestabout Quiroga’s use of black is the

number of references to vegetation as black. Since most of these have 

been pointed out already it should be sufficient to list only the 

number of the stories '-in-:which'., they, appear. -s- •></ ' •• •• *
10(3) 12(2) 13 27 30 ; 50 54 76 84(?)

As was stated in the notes in Part II, it is not clear whether

the negros gajos of No. 04 are a reference to the blackness of the

vegetation or to the effects of the fire. In addition to these

examples there is also one in Historia de un amor turblo (Quiroga 1908:35) 

These frequent references to vegetation as black may well be connected 

with Quiroga's tendency to polarize. It would seem that the darkness

matters more to him than the greenness precisely because it forms a better

contrast with its opposite, white, than does any other colour.

B «-•'Pattern ■ ’• ■ - ‘ ..• > • \

Division of references according to function

Thi3 part is divided into five sections, details of which are given

below. . Since the references to colour discussed here are the same as

those that appear in Part II, there is not need to justify the inclusion

of any of them on colour grounds, as this has already bean done. There

is, however, some explanation necessary as to what criteria have been 

used in deciding which section to place the references in. As-all-have K 

already been given in numerical order of Story in Part II they do . not ' 

appear in the text at this point, but can be consulted in the Appendix

in the five sections described as follows:



Section 1 - Preceding adjective ,

All adjectives‘..which precede the noun they qualify have been listed 

here.\, -V '>/'.?■ ?.*• •• A i ■ .

.. ' Thera are "only two occasigne on which Quiroga uses ~a"preceding . •;; .

colour adjectiveaccording to the strictest rules laid down by the >

authorities/ (see section on Pattern at.end of Part I), that is, when it 

represents an inseparable quality of the thing it describes. They are

61:1163 con la roja sangre de tu corazdn and 80:39A en huesos y blanca cal.

Two borderline cases27:60C negros blogues de basalto and 56?54B, 

negros islotes^de basalto.;. In the two latter th^ same technique is . 

U3ed. The blogues. and the islotos are made of basalt, which is inherently 

black. Had the adjective been applied to basalto it would unquestionably 

have been expected to precede it (see RAE 1973:para.3.9.3.-b)..By 

transferring the adjective negros to blogues and lslotes >• which are not 
necessarily- black, Quiroga has put it in ap ambiguous position. The 

reader is likely to be left with aquestion in his inind as to whether /; 

this is or is not the expected place for the adjective -which is as good 

a way as any other of giving it prominence. In 27?60C negros blogues 

de basalto the phrase is also highlighted by the alliteration blogues . 

da basalto which this, inversion foregrounds. . ’ ' : ~ •

•In all the other cases in the list it has been taken that the :

inversion implies foregrounding. ' .

In some cases the reasons for placing the adjective before \ 

the noun may not be purely to foreground the adjective, but because'of 

some other element attached to the noun -1:55d negros esqueletos errantes, 

35:116C con 3U amarlllanta luz de menguante. In others it nay be a case



of rhythm -.35;11ID. el negro cementerlo de Arboles guemados (see.

Gill Gaya; 'Sn.la actualidad a© procura expiiear el fendmeno ,Jde la - /', / 

anteposicidn y de la posposicidrj por motives de estructura sintSctica 

y rftraica’ (Gili Gaya 1961 jpara. 164)).. It may be. to establish a .

particular pattern, as in 46:57A un bianco rollo de viento...arrastrando

un toldo azul de lluvla, in this case chiasmus. In the majority of

cases, however, there appears to be no reason for the inversion other 

than the foregrounding of the adjective itself, and one must conclude

that Quiroga is using this deliberately as. a. stylistic device.

Among the colour adjectives foregrounded in this way the proportion

of black is very high indeed, as is also that of white, though to a

lesser extent. Of the seventy-five cases encountered, forty are black,

twenty-one white, and a total of fourteen accounts for all the other

colours. Thus black and whits together, account for sixtv-one of the 

seventy-five cases. This is in accordance with the overall colour

distribution already shown, where far more than half of all the colours

mentioned belong to the black and white category. It is interesting • ' j.

to note, however, that the relative frequencies of black and white are 

reversed here, white'predominating in the overall count. This point 

will be discussed after the other four sections have been explained.

Section 2 ~ Following adjective k

Here we have adjectives immediately following the noun - 75:193

sus aguas rojas - and those separated from it by a comma .r10 :70G las .. 

perros, dorados al sol oblicue - or by a word or phrase - 9; 65b el cielo,. 

ahora ilurainado. This section also includes adjectives used predicativbly



10:75D el cielo estaba bianco. The unifying factor in all these cases

is that in all of them the adjective follows,the noun it qualifies. This

also means that in the vast majority of cases the adjective is not fore

grounded, or at least, not foregrounded merely in virtue of its position.

A decision had to be taken about past participles, as these could

be regarded as either verbs or adjectives. Where the verbal connotations

are clear, as in 12:75A araanecia plateado de peces muertos ^el riachoj 

.1 have classified the past participle as a verb. •,-here, however, it

fulfils a purely adjectival function as in 10:69C la calma del cielo plateado 

it has been listed among the adjectives.. •

Section 3 - Nouns . • •• , ■ <; y* ■■■

In this section are included nouns with a characteristic colour when

used in a colour related wav, as in 15:S4P vlo en el plso un mar de sangre, 

and substantivized adjectives. Gili Gaya says of the latter; ’Toda 

cualidad considerada an abstract© y no atribuida por consiguiente a 

ningfin ser, se conviarta en un concopto substantivo, ol cual puede

expresarse..,substantivando ol adjetivo por medio del artfculo, o de un

adjetivo determinative, como ya es sabido’ (Gili Gaya 1961:para.168)* An

example i3 50:23B de un hermoso verde. In the same section Gili Gaya 

goes on to say: ’Para que la substantivaci<5n se produzca no as indispensr 

able qua^el adjetivo vaya acoxapafiado del artfculo. Basta con que deserapv’he 

an la oraci<5n cualquiera de los oficios...propios del sustantivo, o sea: 

.auj.atn, comolemento directo y t£rmino de una preposicidn, ’(Gili Gaya 1961: 

para.169). This means that a case such as.9s648 lo pintaban de amarillo

must also be included as a noun. •- .
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Section 4 - Phrases

In thi.s section have been included references to colour where the

colour element is not represented by one word only. Thus we have two 

main groups, the first‘.containing/ the, word color .'followed..-by: the name . 

of: a substance of a characteristic .colour - 4:881) car a color do paja.

In this group are also included examples such as 351112B el cielo bianco 

se tornd ploroo, since it is an elliptical version of color do plomo.

In the second group the colour element is contained in an adjective

followed by a phrase, explaining the reason for this colouring 18s21C

el suelo bianco de huesos - that is, where the colour stated is not

inherent to the object described* Had I ignored the Whole phrase and 

classified this as a simple colour adjective we would have been left 

with the impression that the floor was in fact white in colour, whereas 

what Quiroga is sa.ying ,is that it appears white because; it is littered ■ 

with bones; . in short, this constructibn has a certain verbal force,

implying some kind of action. It could therefore not properly be included 

among the adjectives pure, and simple. . ,=

43:31D p1anchas ne gro-azuladas, v/here two colours are included in 

one term is a special case; and this is the only-example’ found.

Section 5 - Verba , :

This includes all verbs denoting colour or referring to a substance 

or object invariably associated with a particular colour - 15s54B 

se habfa desangrado la galllna, where the reference to blood in the verb 

conjures up the image of red.



grectominance of .black'. 'V •' • ;

In.Section I a variety of reasons were'found for the inversion .

of the adjective, among them the following:-, alliteration (27:690# 

humour (30:48A)', rhythm (35:112b), pattern (46;57h) , inseparable qualities 

(61:1163) balance•(75:300, other adjactive or phrase qualifying same 

noun (80:19B). Where none of the .above reasons operate,/and in a '.great 

many cases operating in conjunction with them,. the inversion of.the/. . - . .

colour adjective -must-\bd taken, as a means of foregrouxiding the idea of 

colour.y kb// /•>- fj'p

.' It was found that in this section black and white predominated, •ove.r . 

all the.other colours, as they, do in the'work as a whole. What was ... \ 

different here about the distribution, however, was the fact that, whereas 

in the work'as a whole-it is white that -predominates"? (406''Whitd, 314 black) 

in this section black had a much higher . representation than white (2.1 . •

white, 40 black).. ■. h possible, reason., for this, discrepancy -.may be "found 

in .the already/mentioned frequency with which - Quiroga • refers .'to a' glaring/ 

or unbearable light.?-.- hbout/107 refaronces :to/such light;have,been- found .

in the stories* .-..'//X .say-,-;’about'- because it is.not aivdxys 'easy/; to decide k \ 

where, the borderline is, ' ;.f’Xn-Ho. '67, *Su'ausencia*’, for instance,.all 

referoheos''td.'the sun have been counted, since the story on a number of , 

occasions established-the fact that the sunlight is, dassling.-; 67:88b.' ■//

los-adoquines. deslumbrantes, S6S a pleno sol, 06C a piano sol, 97B ba jo cl, 

ardiente sol - and there is the unstated but unavoidable link botvzean thin-

light and the state of mehtal. dorangement of the narrator, a link that- 

has .been, clearly--made-in other.stories.too, such ah Kos. 38/ '.ha m'ancha'■ ;

hiptdlmica*79, *531 conductor del .rdpido', and 81,' 'El Hi jo *-.-/■ But n /•



simple reference to the nun' in a story.that has no apparent connection 

between the sun -'and the idea of Intolerable-glare hasbeen'omitted.. .The

difficulty arises -with .a.case.like.47?44A la violenta luz de costado, 

which refers.to moonlight. Xt is not easy to think of moonlight as' .' 

dazzling? but the word vlolenta is an unusually strong one for a light 

generally thought ox.as so' gentle. A cate like this, with an inherent

/' contradiction, makes it difficult to decide which‘.'side of the dividing • 

line this lies on,-. Consequently all that one can say is that about 107 

references to glare have been -found. ..A ■'■■ ■. • i -p?. '•

Mow, if. we subtract this number from*the.total number of references-'

/'." />:•.. to white we are left- wi th ..299, vfchat" is/' roughly .the ..seine number .as the.. < 

references to black, with the superiority now on the. side of black, not

. white. Prom which it could be argued that quiroga sees .the--world hu 

black and White, in-fairly equal-proportions? and- that,* superimposed'oh 

this -balance.of contrasts, and upsetting, tti there is this almost obsession 

with the idea of glaring, dazzling light. And Since thio; light is usually 

referred to by the use of a noun ~ luz, sol, ralgnpago, foco (The figures

for. references to glare .are: Section 1 - 3, Section 2 - 2.5, Section.3, ~ 67 

: ' Section 4 - 2, Section.5 -- .IO) ~ it means that by far the greatest con*-

cantratibn of these-terms is to.be found in Suction 3. which, deals with
J

nouns. Thisis why subtracting the' references to glare from Section 1 

tnakes little difference, since there are only four, while it iaakos an 

enormo.us difference to Section 3, where there arc 72. .If then we subtract 

all references to .glare from the total number of.white references -in each

section, this, leaves us with the proportion of-black to white in Section 1



rather leas out of line with the others. Instead, of reversing the ... \

proportion of black to white, Section 1 now merely shows a strong pre- l; 

ponaerance of black in a general pattern where black preponderates anyway, 

though to a far less marked degree. •;While this is distinctly less 

anomalous than the proportions are if we leave in all references to glare, 

it still leaves a very high proportion of references to black to be 

accounted for in Section 1. In other words, having got rid of the * rogue*

factor, glare, and finding.that this leaves black and white in an. overall

state of near balance, one would have expected this to operate equally, 

or nearly equally, in all five sections. Instead of which we find that 

in Section 1 there are twice as many references- to black as to white.

This also means, of course, that somewhere in the other four sections,

evenly or unevenly distributed, there must be a surplus, if one may so .

put it, of white. ' In fact the distribution of black ahd white for

section.is as follow'3 i — ■ •: y.-\ -\-

White ' ■ ■ Ohite - Glare 'black ....

p. Section 1 • . , ' . 3 :C;p ' / ■ 13 ' ;• 4u

;0l57 . y ' ■ 25 y..o.;ii2.n -123 ;

/" y; -3 S‘ >'7< ;106 ~ 67 - ' ,110 'y, ■ ■ .-'....'131

j'.w y \ - 4 , : . ' 2 y-y- ■' 15' y . 5'. '-bp

, .''vJ2S ■'? 10b'" •' /' 15 V

So, if we compare the first and last columns, we find that in all

sections except the first there are more references to white than to black? 

but if we subtract the references to glare, we find that sections 1 and 3

have more black than white, while sections 2 and 4 have more white than



black, and tho proportion is the.same in section. 5. In sections 2,' 3 

and 5 there is nothing unusual about the distribution, being roughly

evenly divided between.black and white. But what is surprising is the 

unusually high proportion of white in Section 4 - three times as many

references to white as to black. That there should be more references

to white than to black in at least one of the sections was inevitable,

since there is, a large- preponderance of black in Section 1. is..

surprising is that so many of these extra references to white should’be 

found in this-ohe-Gmail section, To sonic extent one may ba .able to ex

plain away this anomaly by . the fact that there are altogether so few 

entries in this section (33 in all) that there is no point in trying to 

tead anykstatisfciciai significance into, the figures. . Even so, a disfcribut 

so far from,tho'random’is unexpected,and one must try and find some ex-•. 

planation for. it.■ An examination of the actual references in this 

section brings to light a fact that may be of help in interpreting these • 

figures;'. In this section we have grouped together all, those instances 

in. which Quiroga;. is giving the reason for a particular colouring, and.. •• .

these wake up 21 of the 33 references in the section. 67:7GC bianco de 

nieve is a typical example, in vzhich v/e have a colour adjective, a pre

position, de or por, and the name of the substance that is causing the ' ;-

colouring. . That, is, .we are dealing with material substances, and the

description is factual, not emotive. Out of the 17 references to white

in this section, 13 are of precisely this type. It so happens that a ? 1 

large number of the substances described in this way are white - bones, 

ffost, rain, snow, mist, froth. $hy this should be so it is hard to <. ' 

tell. Some of thorn, indeed, need not have been described as white.



• ."7- -\26y,;?•.'
Another author might have described the hazy sky of a hot day as pale

.grayy '-.the rain- falling.in sheets can reflect' ail sorts of? colours;

and the mist rising from the ground in the forest need not necessarily 

be white. But Quiroga describes them as white in the; idllowlixg seven - ?

references, all in this section:- -sky -29:39D, 35sll2B, 73slO8C; rain - '

46:57C; 54:13C, 75;I7£>; mist - 60;£>6A, The 'fact that QUiroga sees .7 .. ? ;v

them as white is evidence of his tendency to polarisation-and to the .' ?? ; : 

avoidance of nuance. ;.:What. we have then, is a-'numbiar of Jreferencos to 

whiteb dr-:at any rate pale, -substances', and these referencesiare of a ?••' 

concrete, not abstract and emotive, nature’. .< ••.•?.'" ? ?"g’k'r

Now, to .get back to the question of why the proportion of black to 

white should be so great in Section 1» Just as the nature of the con- -- •

struction mootused in Section 4"made it. suitable-.for?the description :

of concrete qualities, so the nature of the construction in Section 1 

leads in the very opposite direction* As we discovered on examining vQuiroga’s 

use of ‘the' inverted adjective, it is a: device used to highlight the quality 

described by the adjective. . For a number,of reasons, which have already. < .?

been summarised at the beginning of this discussion of the prominence 

of black, this inversion almost invariably has this foregrounding effect. ; . •

It is therefore much more likely to be found In emotive descriptions than

in matter-of-fact ones. From this we ,can conclude that when Quiroga. , . •

is describing the world as.'.he feels it to be, rather than as. he v'sihply 

and unemotionally, sees it, the colour which moat frequently seems- to fit 

his vision ia blsnck. When, on '-the:: .other-hand, ha/is describing ^ye •’ 

material world ha sees about him, it is white, with its -frequent \ ..

accompaniment of glare and dazzle, that comes to the fore.-:''-./-i A*).-:'



i In looking for a reason for this, the obvious one is to say that 77- 

it shows Quiroga"s pes'siiHsm.y , But it is worth .going a' little-furtiier . 

and asking why black is associated with a'■pessimisticviewV /In. an . • - 

article called ’Los animates de :color negro on las supersticiones O'

espauolas’ W R. Vidlant y Bimorra,'published in; Revlsta do dialectologia

y tradiclones/ populares, No. 9, 1953,:;after giving a .wide range of examples

the author summarizes liis conclusions; 7In-popular tradition, he says, 

black represents death, or the Devil, or is chosen as a, sacrificial 

offering because of its unusual colouring in animals. J And he goes on 

to say: ’Naturalmente que tamfaidn puede influir en ello el color funesto 

de la noche, de la oscuridad y, ;por•lp tarito, del mundd subterrSneo* 

(Violant y'Simorra 1953:324).... He also adds that, in the propitiatory 

rites for rain-making black is chosen aid its darkness represents the 

rain-bearing clouds. • / Here, as in;the study of; colour terms by. Berlin ' ■_> 

and Kay quoted earlier, we find Quiroga in, line with the principles that .B 

dominated a much more primitive type of man* V Quiroga*3-.primitivism was, /'.

as we know, one of choice. But he chose it precisely because he felt

in tune with this way of life. .Consequently his colour choices, conscious 

as well as unconscious,/are in keeping with those of‘a more primitive 

society. ‘ p. ; '? ' ,7 .■ •?'./. *’7 7' "

Black is the colour of death, with which Quiroga was much concerned.

Black is also the colour of night, and of darkness, which he describes 

constantly, sometimes in great detail, as in Nos. 47, 55 and 71, among 

many others. It is the colour of 3torm clouds, which also play a

considerable part in his stories. For him, it is also the colour of

the monte and of vegetation in general. Finally, it is the colour, as
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Violant y Simorra puts it, ‘del mundo subterrSneo*, the psychological 

aspects of which Quiroga deals with in so many of his stories. Among '7 

the most outstanding of these are Nog. 23, 67, 79, 83. Just as his

tendency to polarize makes Quiroga describe as. white many objects which

another author might see as of a variety of pale colours, so, at the 

other end of the spectrum^ it makes him call vegetation and clouds black, 

where most.people would describe them as green and grey respectively.

It is therefore not surprising to find this intensification of colour 

used in conjunction with a construction such as the preceding adjective, 

designed to foreground tile quality of the adjeative, Likewise, it is 

al3o natural that this intensifying process should be applied to subjects

connected with death, night, darkness, and the subconscious, the first

three of paramount importance to prixaitive man, the last tying up with 

the more speculative and introspective side of Quiroga's character.

It is also worth considering the view that this tendency to 

describe dark objects as black and pale ones as white may be influenced 

by the phenomenon known to anthropologists as the reversal process. By 

stressing, even beyond the bounds of normal description, the darkness 

of one object, Quiroga may be wishing to highlight the lightness of7 . 7

another. If this is the case, it can be considered as another manifestation

of his tendency to polarize.

Active participle

This is one of the forms of the verb that Quiroga'uses with great 7 .

frequency. Since on a very large number of occasions he uses this . ; .'7

form in connexion with colour or light his use of this form must be 7.



examined here. Fifty-four different examples of .active . x>articir->lo • .-. ••

have been found, many of them used rer>eate'dXy.: .. Tlie .Real bcadejaia 

Espanola refers to this • form ah, partictpio ~«3o. prpnenta (RAE 1924; . 

para.84a)'’as doss Gill .Gaya (Gill Gaya 1961:para. 153). Bollo, however,

calls’ it; parti ciplo.adjetive-. (hallo 1949 spara. 1114), .while Alcaic- 

2araora/in a footnote to Bello*s comments, calls it /artlclpio active, 

(Bello 1949:345) as does■Bratosevich in his biography of Quiroga .’". .. 

(Bratonevich 1973:122). . I prefer to use the, translation of the latter 

form, in order to distinguish it from the present participle in English,

since the function of the latter does not correspond in all./points with, 

the -ante or -iente form in Spanish. In his footnote Alcal5-2iamora ,;.. 

gives a clear explanation of the combination of verb and adjective that 

characterizes, this form. *R1 participle activo conaerva, aunqua en .•?.. 

manor grado, la misidn y el significado del varbo, confirmMndolo asf qua 

pueda formar, y forma a cada naso, oraciones transitivah, aofcitud quo . 

le (sic) falta. a los demSs adjetivos* (Bello 1949:346) . •., Bq".
, Gill Gaya gives a list of the eighteen active participles, which ■/< 

the Real Academia.enumerates/ to which he adds five and says that •. • 

’algunos mis* may he. added to this list, and ho than goes on to say:

•Son relativajcente pocas los verbos qua pueden. fdfmarios*. (Gill Gaya 

1961:para.X53). . In spita of this Quiroga uses the form with fifty-four

different verbs, not one of.which is included in the list Gill Gaya

■quotes. .



.. The forms found in Quiroga are the following:.; \ .

‘ aleteanteagobiante • • agohisante albeante

ardiente b-' . ' asfixiante -A T- Q . astilXante auliante • f

berreante;: ft •fhburbujeante *: f • calcinahte ; candente ...

colgante ' creciente . .chorreante ' . . ’ danzanta . ■

. delirante:. dcscarranto \ dealizante deslumbrante

ff t ©nceyueciehte - ?. enfermhte,- y escudrihante,- ;y 5 ospejbante

• flot,ante 7' h. fosforeciente / fulguranto fundento

noteante : , . v.horiftigueante •; •• .hunieante •• ,■ . -'f huyeute ’...’.'y •

jade ante luciehtp - ’ haafeantep a J .• . martirizante

mahllante; Q-‘,'. naciente - f.’lf ofuscante . < oscilante .

palpitante ,!.H punzahte f'"''- quomantbf f’\ . i rampant© /.■

v resplande.ciente restallante . i.. ?.trutilante sonants-

susurrante . .tarabaleante : ••^••firi-tante *' . . titubeante /

torturante vacilantb - ; *

This, would, appear to, he another'- case in fwhictv Quiroga makes his /.

own rules, with little regard for the pronouncements of the Real ;

Academia.

To - some extent this use, of the -active participle may be due to . the J 

increased importance attached to :tho role of-the present participle in 

South American Spanish, with its sabre frequent use of; the continuous : 

.tenses’,- as seen in the phrase ’£O5roo le estfi yendo?’ >s opposed to .the'-' 

peninsular ’cCdiiio lb va?’ But quite apart from this possible influence 

it is easy to understand the double appeal that the active participle 

has for him. ? .On tho one .hand it has.the virtue of?concision, avoiding 

the need for an adjectival phrase. If one remembers Quiroga*s own dictum



c'/'/'’ //--'?' yW. /-/... ; : • ’ ' ” .. •/• .///
in the Dec&logo, ’No adjetives sin hecesidad* (Quiroga 1927b:87), <

/ it'is easy to see that the use of an adj.edive that had; at the saw /;■/

time something more than adjectival force would appeal to.him as a . . .

justifiable and economical use of words. On the other.hand, the fact 

that the second face, as it were, of the active participle is a verbal .

one makes it a peculiarly suitable instrument for an author so concerned/ 

--tilth’the line of action rattier than tilth static description . For/;/'./.-'

description in Quiroga is always there?for the sake of the action, never 

purely as ah optional accompaniment. In a story like Mo. 43, *£1 ?

simtin’, for instance, the descriptions,.of first the dark canyon of the ,.

ParanA and then of the desert sands arc there in order to show the .effect

that these different types of environment have on the people living 

in them. It would be very difficult to find a description, whether

b of place or of person,/, in the whole collection, that could be/suppressed 

without damaging the story as a whole. In his commentary on ’La 

insolacidn* hratosevich points out that the active participle, of which'//' 

he quotes seven of the ten examples in the story, is attached to the

/ '• forces .of\nature,•/•thus/stressing the inevitability of the. catastrophe,- ' • 

since man is only a creature being, acted upon by iimdenaely. superior forces. 

The form of the active participle is peculiarly appropriate for getting .

. across economically the double idea of agent and•thing-acted upon. /

. c Other- factors .-/■;.// /;• ' • / ,.:/// .. ;. •/./.. :>• ’?■'/: 9/?/;• ■-/'"■/?;/?/• 

Idiosyncratic use of colour i." ' , ■/ /.-•/•./, ./'//- '■'./■'• .••/ ..;■/</

From the data shown in the foregoing Sections • K and b it seems . / 

evident that Quiroga*c use of colour is certainly, striking, and may well :



be idiosyncratic. In order to ascertain whether this is indeed so 

I made a' coloiir count of the five major Latin American novels published 

during his writing years. The novel was chosen because there are no 

comparable collections, of. short -stories by the one author availablefor 

the period.;' The books chosen were the following: -

Larreta, La gloria, do don Ramiro '(1908)

Aauela, Los de aba jo (1915) : '7.;A'3-

Rivera, La vor&qine (1923) • ■ .

GQiraldas, Don Segundo Sombra (1920) /

; :.Gallegos, ;p6iia Barbara,(1929) '•/ .''

. The brevity with which the following, data are'Ghmmarized may give

the impression that this is work, which has been done sketchily, or else 

that the comparisons .drawn from them are not importanti As neither of

these is the case it is worth elaborating a little onhow the data have 

been gathexed together. All colour references in the five books have 

been counted, and.decisions about what references to include, and where 

to include them were.taken with the same criteria in mind as those used'7' 

in selecting and classifying the ..Quiroga material. '

This-means that, if.anything, black and white may be over represented 

in these five authors,, since doubtful cases, which in Quiroga were. -;’<

classified as black or. white because of his-tendency to; polarise, might 

be better classified as. grey, brown, yellow, etc., in.the.work of another 

writer who docs not show this polarizing tendency. It nay therefore be . 

the case that the observed discrepancy... between. Quiroga and the other '• '

authors .is/.in reality even, greater than appears. < .

As an example of some, of the doubtful cases just mentioned we have

the following:. /
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and

numerosas palmeras carbonlzadas por el rayo (Gallegos 1972163) >, / ' ; i
'■ “.. r/ r' Vi <•:... .•<’ •- '• . .■ ,-'T\ •:'■’-••'‘--'A-i

J";' - v-' s,’^, <7 - 5 2. '~5; i . ; S

’ *.♦' s \ ; . • ' ' ' * <£»,-' '***•• ' ■ •- * >r- "s: > z. • *. / .. * <;.*

• ’’''' ~kajQ elsotabrogo abrigo del caney ioecxuend (Gallegos; 1972:34).', '.'.': ' .i-i'i.:.-

both of. which have been counted suj. black, since that is. how a similar 

reference would have.been classified in Quiroga.

how a similar

.. v-V. •. /'2';;’''7-.' - <> .’;<>'</

/The phrasto el ave, encandllada (Gallegos 1972s2$) "has been counted ’ “
' '2/< ■ lb .. . -/?•'.

■■ . ' ' ■ . - .... ‘ ' . • Vf ,v . . £ ■: . ■■■ ' , • - ■ ■ • ■ • ■ - ■ ■■ ■ ■
' a'-'.reference to white, since .all references to.'darzle-.have been-go;-' "2:-2/

' L ' '' ' ■ ' '■...■■■ ..... J . ■■ ■ '■ ■ ' ■ ;. ' >.! - • ■'... ... ... .. .. ... .. . ; • ■ ■

. ■* V ' '*•. ... - *. ... ' S' ■’ - • , » ’• ..." ■ '. ' • 'rX
4 .? •’ . / <■ I ■ J • - . • ■ . J

.............. ... . V '<

Precisely because of the very large number ox references involved

in the. study

... . •« .... , . .
t . «••• '.V •

counted in Quiroga*

....... ■ . ■ . • , . .......... , . , " :
Ln the. study of the work of these five authors it would not be practicable ,

to include them here; and anyway, for our present purposes, they.are
, •• ; ,• «-* ■...•■■ ■ - - ■ . • - . .-■. .. •

.• . ". . .-••• -v < ■.‘ < •**- «' * . • z 1. • » ’ x < • * ■ ’/..***• • 1 * * * *? •**•»# 5. *.*’<* '■.i.
of not interest in themselves. But they are of statistical importance ' >

Ap.P f :: •' '•? ;
t-Vj •• ••■ '■.1' ■ ■'■■■■ -v- :. <• ■■:■■■■ -• ....in providing a comparison of the relative proportions of black and white 1 • .

■::: :■ ' . a \ - • . • .. ...... •. • ■'

; colour proper in the respective authors, since it here that <
. ' 7-. .. V-7.,. - ; . •-a. .:4 rrtrtft • « ■F«a'l t- *-r» m.-iC'l- ihorr-fini- i+-< •? « •? »~I tP-' • -7 <•

to

;Quiro<ia*3''.use .was' .'felt' to 'be ;m6to£ aberrant; ^md. it'is.' in; this', 'respect
. '7'

that, these figures are of the greatest importance, sincd .Vioy provide .<■ 7 ; . - -a;
• ' . ■' 7 7 • . • . . ■ .. ... f a ' .' -1 * . ••'.•. 7-‘ 7'" 7-

objective proof of what might otherwise bo dismissed as nothing more than
-7,.'. ‘ v.-'.. 7, \ -' i‘7 -X 7.1 7 ' -.7 .-.7

■:: -'7: 7. ■' 7 : 7 - <■ 7 - '7 ’ . . 7 1. 17 • .. .7..'
a personal, subjective impression.k , '?. .\-7 ■ .... : 'i \ ■. '
g-.-/p-.-.. 7 g ':•• • ;.v i .•' .a r,..;..i'.

7; l';.-;.-. . .7 '■ 7.1;i ;7''l ' I"'... 7. 7. .77: .,^.7 u . '■ ; ,77 .7'.-''’/"c'
The following table shows the results obtained: 7' • ;•

- ' ------- ------ ................................................................................ .7;; 7 ;

barrata
’.A• ./ ,i. .f’ :.i-

* .. «*• Ki y 1. •

-White
7

Black-

Black-f-white

Colour proper /• •• • r ' .. , / 7 >

167

299

205

,.7--' - >

70 121 121 7’: ^ ? \
•71? - . •’ - - : Pl i. .; ’

v ?- r ;
155 • i\ «2 ' 707. 7';<.• ' / .100.

133 • 203 ;199 186
*•.7 ■.’< ;y': 7 - ..ply'

'218 i';. 234 249 •. \i; '■ >177
> i-y-'-'/y

’ ’ ’ ’f 3
; • 'S.' : JS-tiVx £

/ 7-- 7 'v.V
1 * ;; \

74—;, .;
-7 •' <7

314 .■•'i:. '

406>;-

. 720

342

--

- -
7

•7 ;

7?'7-l7'7.7 
77 .-vx; 77.7



What is '.being- compared here, is. not, /of.- 'course,the colour totals /■ ■

of one author with; those of another, • but the proportion of black’ and. / .. / ... ..-'i: ■

white to colour, proper in each authort and this gives approximately the 

following results: ? -.'?.? ?./■■.. /■"/ "•

harreta~;.l ji; ■ Azuela ' 2 i 3.-.'■ Rivera - 1:1; GQlraiclea 5k Gallegos 1: l.\ <■.•: 

In Quiroga, as we have already seen,, the proportion is.well over 2:1. So , . 

we find that in Larreta, Rivera and Gallegos the proportion of black and '

white.-, to colour proper is approximately equal, while in Azueia it is about. ; . 

2:3 and in Guiraldes about 4:5. pnlyi in Quiroga is the proportion tho ; . -

other way rovuidk with, black and white predominating significantly. /So .;/:'/.

we find that, while in the others the proportion of black and white to . . . ' 

colour proper is either almost equal or else it shows an Imbalance in ■ /:’/.?

favour of colour proper, in Quiroga black and white are used more than 

twice as often .as colour propers, This shown that.Quiroga*s use of .. . ;

colour is very anomalous indeed in its distribution. Not only does he 

reverse the general trend, but does so in overwhelming proportions,

since.he uses black and white more than twice as often as three of the others do 

in relation to colour proper, ■ and with ;an even greater imbalance in com-".V 

parison -with Azuela,and G&ira.ldes/'- •//-.',; • ' ./; / ■// -k/,.'-' --kr--;

It - can therefore be taken that Quiroga*s use of colour is idiosyncratic.Q'X; 

in. its distribution, hnd that his penchant for black and;.white . ia indeed ' ? \ ?

something out of the ordinary.

Preference for concrete terms • . • - . • . ■ • 1 -

l*ha division of the colour references, discussed earlier in "Part III,

into five .sections'according to the function of the colour word involved,k



shows that in mote than four hundred of the cases the colour element is

introduced by a noun. ;/Of these only forty-seven are abstract nouns or 

substantivized adjectives, which means that we are left with abxe than

three hundred and.fifty references in the form of a concrete noun, out 

of. the total 1062 references. This-in itself'is pretty -strong evidence 

of a preference, for the. 'concrete. if ii^. addition, we -examine'' the•-forty-’.'/^

seven cases already mentioned in which either an abstract noun or a sub

stantivised adjective is used, we find that the proportions are as follows? 

.Abstract noun - 71 substantivised adjective. - 40. - From this/ it seems . / 

fairly clear that Quiroga prefers the’ rather less abstract form of the 

substantivised adjective. ‘Even within these 40 examples, there is not. 

one in which the adjective is. preceded by.Io, which tends to a greater ./

degree of abstraction than when the adjective is preceded by the definite 

or indefinite article - see Gili Gayas- ’La substantivacidri con lo^da al ? 

adjetivo carScter abatracto y colectivo, niientras que con el artlculo 

masculino (defini&o o indefinido) tiene significacidn concrete a individual* 

(Gili Gaya .-1961sipara. 109). ./■ Ullmaim/alsd-has something to say on . the ’ '/. -./ 

subject:- ’Another basic form of syntax in the Goncourts is the use of

a subsfcantivlzed adjective: le blanc d’ung main for une main blanche.

Thera is a subtle difference in connotation between this type and la, .

blancheur d’une main. The quality-noun is an abstraction and gives the 

whole-sentence a slightly abstract air, .whereas .the substantivized adjective 

if originally concrete in meaning, will retain its concrete force* (Ullsiann 

1957:127). , /'- '.'//:--;// ‘ /•-' ; /

What is striking is that, of the 7 abstract colour nouns, six are , 

blancura -L7:600, 25:70, 23:80A,: 33:360, 35:. 3.070, 47:440 - the only other
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one, negruraj appearing immediately after -the' word ’blancura in ; 35 ilO7C' •’*. < ,iy

as if pthe force / of the --ura- ending were« carried over. to the next colour, ’ 'k 
imposing its form on ..it. ; In other similar cases ’Quiroga■ usoov-the t

Qord negro iO:G9h el negro del monte, 43:37C el negro do los murallones 

47:40B un nogrb de terciopelo, 54:7.0 el dominio absoluto del negro del.

bosque y del basaltop'' Tills linking in 35:107C of the.two concepts, pq- y-

T.black and white, by the use of the sane ending seems to underline the •

fact that the .whiteness of the waizal is as bad an the blackness of thdj'
-

krozado. The two opposites have come together in the total desolation1

wrought, by the drought. Since Quiroga is so sparing in.the use of', 

abstract nouns it in remarkable that he should use. two together;In the I •. ? 

one sentence, and It would seam that the reason for this departure fromj?;.; 

his normal practice'must lie in the exploitation of the structural

similarity to be found in/the.-’repetition of the: -ura ending, thus giving '*• 

an added link that would have been lost had he simply referred to al bianco

and el negro. This is another case of convergence, where he draws attention 

to the colour by more than one -devicer and for the sake Of this he turns • '/ 

aside, from his i«qre': usual tendency to use concrete rather than abstract

tarns. • ■ t < , " .

/Again'.connected with the division into five sections' shown .in

Section B above we have the discussion of the ^predominance .of black in

the section dealing.with the inverted adjective, and following from this 

■the discovery that the fourth section, which deals with phrases,- ha3 an 

unusually high proportion of white references; On examination it was

found that the. majority of these references are in the form of a colour 

adjective followed by the explanation of ■ the colouring/ e>g. 67:70C
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bianco de nleve, and that most of these reasons were connected with a

reference to a white substance. Here we are no longer concerned with

the whiteness, but with the fact that even the adjective in these cases

is associated with an extra noun ■ - not just the noun to which the

adjective is applied, but another, qualifying, as it were, the adjective.

This appears to be another good example of Quiroga*s insistence on the 

concrete. In this section on phrases, which comprises only thirty-three

references, twenty-one bring in a concrete noun - and I am excluding

cases like 50:7B curves blancas y cafi sobre largas bandas salmdn, since 

cafi and salmdn are used so frequently to designate colour that their 

concrete quality is minimal. ... 1 . . J . -

. As a final example of Quiroga*s use of the concrete we can look at

No. 43, *E1 simfln*. After two pages with numerous references to the 

gray.and black of the landscape, described in a variety of adjectives,

substantivized adjectives and nouns, he summarizes the whole black and

grey world in. the phrase 38D al horlzonte de basalto y bruma.

In his ’Decilogo del perfecto cuentista’ Quiroga hints at the

importance of the concrete in his seventh commandment: ‘No adjetives 

sin necesidad. Indtiles serin cuantas colas de color adhieras a un

sustantivo dibil. Si hallas el que:. es;preciso, £1 solo tendri un color

incomparable. Pero hay que hallarlo* (Quiroga 1927b:87). From thi3

we see how important the noun is to Quiroga - if it is weak no amount of

bolstering up with adjectives will be of any avail. And the noun,.where

colour is concerned, is almost invariably a concrete one, as we have just

seen. ' . ' • ■’ '■ ‘ '
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■ Xng>re3sionism . ..

. On several occasions we have found guiroga using a. number of . ' 

impressionist devices, as in No. 33 *E1 solitario’ and No,.80 

’El vampiro*and it is therefore necessary to examine these and see 

to what extent his style is influenced by impressionism. One area in/. 

which this is likely to arise is to be found in the use Quiroga makes 

of a preceding colour adjective, of which seventy-six cases have been

" listed.; ■ v ’

Referring to an extract from Ren4e Mauperin Ullmann has this to 

says ’It fthe phrase dans la vague blancheur de son peignoir] detaches 

the quality of whiteness from the object, sets it up as an independent

substance, and thereby focuses attention on the white colour rather than 

on the dressing-gown. Thus colour will take precedence oyer the objects 

to which it belongs’ (Ullmann 1957;123). Now, although the adjective 

preceding its noun does not detach the quality from the noun in the way 

that the substantivized adjective does, what is happening here is akin

to this , in that it could be considered part of what Ullmann later ,refers 

to as ’the predominance of colourover objects* (Ullmann 1957;137), since, 

as has already been pointed out, Spanish order is descendente, that is, 

it is usual to state what is being talked about before anything is said 

about it. In all the examples quoted in this group this could be said

to apply. But it is not enough to find examples of this device to say

that the writing is therefore impressionistic in its intention or even

in the general effect it creates. It must be remembered that the use

of a preceding adjective is something of very general and longstanding 

acceptance in /Spanish, and that there may be many reasons for it not
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• connected with an impressionist desire to make; the quality take precedence

over the object. A variety of these reasons have already been pointed

opt earlier, among, them the followings emotive reasons (28jSIC) , ,

inseparable qualities (61:1163), alliteration (27:60C) , rhythm (35:1123) , 

pattern (46:57A), balance (75:30C). Not only in these cases, where ...

there is an adequate, non-impressionistic reason for inversion, however, 

is it difficult to. find much evidence to support the. idea of an impression

ist intention* . The fact that, in the majority of cases, these examples 

occur in contexts in other respects free from impressionistic technique 

makes it difficult to see this as anything more than a frequently used 

device of the Spanish language which happens to coincide with im]j>ressionist

technique. We must either take this to be the case, or else admit that

Spanish literature was already employing impressionist;,technique centuries 

before the advent of impressionism*'.-q ... ' • ; ' ' " . .

To take a specific example of what could be called impressionism in 

Quiroga, there is the case of the word blancura, which is very reminiscent 

of impressionist technique. It is possible that there is some influence 

here, especially in No. 33, *El solitario’, where we find a tendency to 

use abstract terms to a degree not usual in Quiroga. . Examples of ..this 

are: 32A las intimas dellcadezas del engdrce, 32C con m<s pesada f i jeza 

sobre aguella muda tranquilidad, 36D adquirld de pronto una dureza de

pledra, 36 D hubo una brusca aperture de ojos, seguida de una lenta caida 

de p&rpados, and, of course, the reference to blancura, 36c en la blancura 

helada. These examples certainly show a use of the nominal syntax not

frequent in Quiroga. It seems probable, however, that the phonic values

of the word blancura may have had something to do with the choice. In
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•-.this particular passage the cold, hard sounds of the word with its tense

’u* sound in the stressed syllable, serve to reinforce these ideas,

which are also evoked in other ways. On four of the six occasions on

which blancura is used the idea of coldness and hardness is already

present in the context - 7:60C, 28;3QA, 33:36C, 47:44C. The fact

that on’all these occasions Quiroga chose the word blancura when the .

softer sounding blancor with the more relaxed ’o’ 3ound was also.- '

available seems to indicate a concern for the phonic values, .

Another impressionistic passage is to be found in No; 30, *E1

vampiro’, in the paragraph beginning at the>foot of page 18, which has

already been commented on in Part II. • • ■ -

. If, however, certain passages like these have been found, passages

• which clearly show a use of impressionistic technique, it must be admitted

that they are few, and in direct contrast to Quiroga's style as a whole.

A few general considerations about the aims.of impressionism;.’as" compared 

with what Quiroga was setting out to do, will be of interest here.

Bousoilo, in a passage in which he describes the break brought about

by impressionism with the mediaeval 'manera inroovilista...de considerar 

los atributos y cualidades de las cosas’ goes on to say that 'la idea de . 

"naturaleza" hacfa que perdurase afin en el arte la contemplacidn de

’ colores invariables coroo indeclinableraente propios de cada realidad: el 

prado era (o deb fa ser) sieropre "verde", la luna siempre "de plata", etc.

' El irapresionismo, coroo digo, viene; a destruir ssta concepciSn sustancial- 

izante del cromatismo’ (Bousono 1970,1:168), By the expression ’concepcidn 

sutancializante del cromatismo’, with its implication that the thing and 

-the colour are one, we are reminded of, Quiroga’s preference for the concrete
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illustrated by his more than three hundred and fifty uses of a concrete .

noun to evoke the idea of colour. Impressionism, as Bousoho points out,

rests on tho contrary assumption, that is, that the thing and the colour

can.be separated. ...

In Literature through Art Hatzfeld gives a definition of impressionism

by quoting key passages from Verlaine’s ‘Art podtique* (Hatzfeld 1952: : 

169-170). Apart from the attack on *1*Eloquence*, the aims are very 

different from what Quiroga seems to be trying to achieve. Hatzfeld 

points out the parallel between the painting and the language of the 

impressionists, showing that ’there is a colour perspective rather than

a linear one* (Hatzfeld 1952:174)* This is in direct contradiction to

what I have had occasion to point out repeatedly about the domination of

line over colour, especially in the many stories in which a colour descript

ion yields to one entirely in black and white. In addition,: Quiroga*s

■ practice, with its' almost total disregard of 'la nuance* is a complete 

denial of the values of Impressionism as expressed in Verlaine’s poem.

Skard gives a description of impressionism in literature which

could almost have been made by taking the attributes we have found in 

Quiroga’s style and reversing them: .

The 3tyle expressed an impotence in the face of the irresistible 
flood of sense impressions^ the Impressionistic color style 
has a strong passive trend. The verb is little used and . •:
practically never in the active sense. Instead those words . '
dominate which describe a lasting condition, above all the

. nounized color adjectives, as mere color patches put together, 
side by 3ide without verbs to link then. Often the style is .
vague on purpose, as.the impressions may be themselves, with a 
violent accumulation of adjectives and a use of double words 
which mix several colors haphazardly in a way as to make the 
Impression elusive, a motley, ,.re3tles3 flicker. Often the



..... ... color words are linked to other words in an altogether ;? .
••?., arbitrary way:., the aim is no longer to give typical color, .?.'?

. -but value and shade. The same mixture of precision and ■.,?????/?? 
, vxnclarity is found in the numerous synaesthesias (Skard 1946:202).

Quiroga, far from yielding to ’impotence. in the face of the,

irresistible flood of sense impressions* makes a deliberate choice of

those he needs for his purpose, and is happy to forget the remainder. ?■?,' 

That the choice is. indeed deliberate is shown from the following passage 

from his ’Carta abierta al senor Benito Lynch’:-'•>? '.’••• '?•?•• . • .

La primera vlrtudse traduce, desdeluego,; en la verdad del 
paisaje y la brevedad concomitant® de la impresidn. <Porque no . 
se nos escape a los que tenemos ojos, que en toda brusca visidn p , 
de campo o lo que fuere, s<51o dos o tres cosas saltan Vivamente 
a la vista, que son las que resumen y nos dan la sensacidn total

. .del paisajej de lo demMs no vale la pena hablar.- ? Y no creo que> 
haya error en lo de brusca: toda visi<5n, a efectos de la idem ,’ 
que se qulere sugerir al lector, as necesariamente brusca, u 
original o ihstantSEnea - como se qulera? ■ (Quiroga 1916:37) ♦ .”? f ./

.Here, as in his predilection for black and white, we see Quiroga .

accepting a deliberate limitation. And, incidentally, the word? ;. 

instantAnaa, with its photographic associations, is worth pointing out 

here. We shall bedealingwith the role of photography and the cinema 

shortly/; First there remains the question of symbolism to be discussed

Symbolism ? - ?'-? '?'?'? '?? ■?. .’?>?-?••••'???'-••.

?; The following stories all show a symbolic use of colour:

2 7 ' ?0 - 10 11 12 14 15 -17 13 . 21? 23 24 7 25 26 27 ?28 29

30 33 • 35? 37 33 <39 40 ’417 42 . 44; 45 46 47 48 52 56 ' 57?• ;,J . .. 58

61 62 63 64'. 66 • 67 68: .70 ,717. 72 73 76 77 78 79. 80 81 82

34.???,

Total 55>
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This list includes those in which all colour references are.symbolic

and those in which there is a mixture of symbolic arid descriptive use

of colour. Since the symbolic element is found in fifty-five of the

eighty-four stories it is clearly an important factor, and deserves some

detailed consideration• / • . . , • .

First of all, something must be said about the different types of 

symbolism in the use of colour. These fall into two main groups, 

coldetetiVehahdppe.rsonal. By collective I mean symbolism that is under

stood by the average reader, without need for either explanation by the

author or thought by the reader. An example is the use of red as an

accompaniment to violence, or, as in No. 54, ’El sueho’, the connexion

between darkness and a remote past, while light is associated with the

present, which we can clearly see.

' What is particularly interesting is the way in which Quiroga can 

move from the obvious interpretation which collective symbolism provides 

to a more personal interpretation of the same symbol, as in the use of 

black in No. 21, *La miel silvestre’. As was pointed out in the 

comments on this story, one starts off equating black with evil, since 

this colour represents the correction and the honey, and it is these two 

that cause the death of the young man. If, however, one reads the story 

with a little more than superficial attention, and, above all, if one is

aware of the near reverence Quiroga felt for the monte, as witnessed in

so many of the other stories, as well as in his articles and private

correspondence already referred to, one ends up with the conviction that 

justice has been done - the insensitive and ignorant intruder has. been 

eliminated. On this reading,, then, black.stands not for evil but for good
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In Ho, 54, ’El surauo*, the colour symbolism also has this ambiguous >

quality. Black stands for the remote.past, white for the present, as .

has been stated. . It would bra easy to assume that these colours are

here being used in their traditional roles - white representing the 

good, black the bad. But, even without bearing in mind.Quiroga*3 leanings 

towards, primitivism and self-sufficiency, there is evidence in the story

itself that the present is not, In his view, something indisputably .

better than the remote past. The man who has this experience of going

back into the dawn of time has it precisely because he is ready for it,

through his dissatisfaction with the dependence and helplessness which

modern life imposes on the individual. And so here again we are led to 

consider an interpretation diametrically .opposed to the usual one attached 

to black and white. . . • • . . ■ A

One of the things that stands out about Quiroga*3 personal use of 

colour as a symbol is the consistency of which it is capable. Negative 

values are attached to white so often that in reading his 3tories one is 

more preparrad to look for this intention than for its opposite, more usual 

one. As a corollary, it is frequent, though less so, to find black used i

with good connotations. It does, however, retain its usual negative.

connotations in many stories- No. 62,. ’La c-Smara oscura*, for example, 

where it is bound up with the idea of death, and No. 31, ’La reina

italiana*, where the darkness of the. bees is,linked to their destructive

power. ' In the repeated references to black and red as an accompaniment 

to violence one may be inclined to assume that black has its generally 

accepted evil connotation? but if one considers Quiroga*s ideas about 

the violence of nature (a.g* GlilSOC en la selva onsangrentada reina la paz)



it becomes clear that this conjunction of.black and. red does not

necessarily-represent evil. In Nos. 2 and, 15, however, rod, has its. •

traditional association with violence,.-a-violence' that in neither story 

is condemned,( since in both it is '-occasioned by 'mental Aberration - the 

mad narrator in No. >2, the idiot brothers in No. 15. .

. if we look at the relationship' betv/oen the symbolic use of colour ■

and the two groups of stories, Misiones and urban, we find that of the

44 stories in-which symbolism plays a considerable part, 23 belong to

the Misiones-group (Nos. 10, 12, 10, 21, 24, 27, 23, 29, 30, 35, 41,.46,

47, 52, 53, 58, Gl, 62, 60, 71, 73, 76, 81). That is to say, the 

symbolic references are distributed more or less equally among the two

groups. -.Since,- however, there are more than twice -as many colour .

references' in the Misiones group as in the other, it means that symbolism 

plays a much, more important part .in the second group. In other words, 

in the Misiones group, colour symbolism represents a smaller proportion . 

of the references, since it is here that wo also find the majority Of the 

descriptive colour references. : It would seem then that the symbolic uso 

of colour is. a technique, that Quiroga uses regardless of what type of story 

he is writing; -while its descriptive use is something he tends to keep ' 

for the ’real life* characters and background, and .which.he usos sparingly- 

in the wore speculative and’contrived stories. . ' .

Symbolism and colour dominance - - • 1 - • •' ’ •

There'is a high correlation botv/ocn the' symbolic use of colour and '" 

colour dominance. -In the single colour dominant group,- 19 out of the 23 

stories show-symbolic use of colour. These are Nos. 2, 7, 8, 10, 15, 21
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28, 30,-35, 41, 46, 57, 58, 62, 65, 63,70, 79^ 81. 'In the two colour 

dominant group 13 out of the 18 in the . group also; show sy^ollsm.' These 

are No. 12, 10, 23, 33, 38, ;39, 40, 42, 53, 77, 78, 80, 82. , . This is what

one would have expected'to find,...since in many, cases the symbolism . •

becomes apparent through repetition, that is, it is attached to the colour

■ < that dominates numerically. In No. 31, ...'La reina italiana', for Instance, 

the early references to the blackness of the bees seem innocent enough.

It is only after reading the phrases 51B ensornbrecido de.abe ja3 and 51D

obscurecido de abejas that the full force of the symbol becomes evident.

Conversely, the main reason for referring repeatedly to one colour is 

precisely because there is gome significance attached to it, that is, the 

colour is being used symbolically. .• - . ! ; .

The stories in which white is given a negative:connotation, naturally,

all belong to the symbolic group, since that is implied in the very , -

definition of this category. All that need foe said about,them here is

that their number shows the consistency of which Quiroga was capable in 

. this very personal use of a symbol. ’ . . ■ '• • J.i ,

. ‘ The final category we have to .examine in connection with the use of

.-symbolism is that In which colour references are qualified in some way

or other. .?In this'category,' which contains 25 'stories, only 6 of the 

. 34 qualified references have anything to do with symbolism, although 12- -■'

of the stories have other, symbolic colour references.. This low proportion

of actual references, that combine symbolism with some sort of qualification

of the colour word is what one would expect, for two reasons. The first

. :y. is that by qualifying a colour the author is betraying a concern for

factual exactitude, which, implies the very opposite of a .symbolic approach.
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The second is that-the qualification of a colour word by a'suffix' .

(and twenty-six of the thirty-four cases involve the use of a suffix), 

almost' invariably involves: a lessening of the colour described. All 

twenty-six cases in Quiroga involve one of the following suffixes;

-ecino, -isco, -oso, -uzco, -ixo, -onto, -ado, -dcao, and all of these 

imply attenuation,. Now, the symbolic use of a.colour implies a certain 

amount of intensity, a necessary quality in a symbol if it is to stand 

out clearly enough to carry its: own. meaning and also that which has been

attached to it. The one exception ,to this seems to be Ho. 73, 'Los

destiladores de naranja’, where the symbolism'associated with the, nianco

and with the doctor lies precisely in. the shabbiness and dirt associated

with their persons and with their,-possessions. , .

Symbolism and Black and-white .... . ■', .

Finally, it is impossible to leave the subject of symbolism without

reference to the. most pervasive, and perhaps unconscious,. symbol, of all 

in Quiroga. X refer to the predominance of black, and white, in his 

stories, eleven of them being described in.no other terms as far as

colour is concerned. - • ’■

. It could be argued that,this use of black and v;rhite is a sign of 

pessimism in Quiroga, but this seems to me an inadequate explanation.

For one thing, his pessimism was not by any means always in evidence. .

For another, many of the alleged proofs of pessimism can only be taken

< as such on a superficial reading. One of the proofs alleged is his

. preoccupation with death. But his attitude here is bv no means an 

entirely negative one (see Part II, comments after Mo. 84, ’Las moscas*).



Rather it would seem that the -predominantly black and white - view. . . ’

.Quiroga presents, is a result, of his tendency to polarize tilings. As '

1 have pointed out on several .occasions, he is not-interested in nuance,-

The almost imperceptible changes-as one thing merges into another, 

or"one colour fades into another, are of no’interest to him, or at-any .

rate, not as a moans of artistic expression.-,. Ho presents his world in

clear cut, definite terms. Even his use of colour proper -reflects this - 

different shades of colour are seldom mentioned, and the primary colours, 

which offer a cleaner outline, as it-were, than the secondary ones, are 

preferred in the ration of 237 to 43, with only 29 references to grey, . 

pink and brown. • This gives an overwhelming majority to the primary . 

colours In the references to colour proper. Again, this hardly fits in 

with the idea of pessimism in.the use of colour. .

The connexion between black and white and . the cinema has already been 

mentioned more than once, and it is now time to examine this aspect of- - . 

his work -in more detail. . ;• ' . -... -v . ' '

The cinema ' . •

Quiroga appears to see the. world/ or at any rate to .'describe it,. 

as a succession of "inohochroisoninages. Subsidiary elements are ignored -

on the black and .white screen differences not only ;of.shade, but■of colour 

itself do not exist. . In the cinema, as in photography, black' and white 

is the medium that most clearly shows contrast. It may. be that one of 

the reasons for Quiroga’s interest in both these forms of photography lay 

to.some extent in just'this ability in both to show up contrast. It .

..would, be ..idle to claim, that this was his . only reason - his. love of doing
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things with his hands, his interest in experiment, as well as the wider : '

artistic possibilities of both photography, and the cinema? all these were

bound to count for a great deal. But the very large part that black and

white play in his work can be seen as< a reflection of a way of presenting

reality in terms of opposites of which the black and white cinema is an

outstanding example. : The combination of black and white is, as it

were,,the symbol for this type of attitude towards artistic creation.

... . .. Quiroga’s Interest is not difficult to establish. On the one

, hand there are the stories directly related to the cinema, such as .

No. 53, ’Mias Dorothy Phillips, mi esposa’, No. 65, ’121 espectro*,

No. 78, ‘El puritano’ and No. 80, ’El vamgiro’, as well as a few others

not included in the work under investigation. . On the other hand there

is the corpus of articles written by Quiroga on various occasions when

he was cinema critic, first in Caras y Carataa (1919-20), then in

Atl&ntlda (1922) and later in El dogar (1927-23). In addition he

wrote a film script called La jangada, based on ’Los raensd’ and ’Una

bofetada’p and one on *La galllna degollada’. In his bibliography , .. ,

Rela publishes ah interview with Quiroga under the title of ’Los escritores

' nacionales y el cine’, while the script of, La jangada and a selection of 

the articles are to be found in Fuentes 1961, among them Quiroga*s 

spirited defence of the cinema, ’Los intelectuales v el cine’, originally 

published in Ati£ntlda on 10 August 1922. . . ■ y. ■

Quiroga was also responsible for founding a short lived ’Academia 

-.Normal deCinematograffa’ (Delgado y.Brignole 1939:286-289). The fact

that such an academy could even be contemplated points to a serious
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•attitude* ■ .towards the. cinema an. a form of artistic expression on the

part of others as well, and.evidence of this is to be found in other 

■ parts of the Spanish speaking world.. Mien in Cal v__canto Alberti. :

writes ’Yo, nac£- irespetadraeJ - con el cine’ (Alberti 1966:86); he 

is voicing the attitude of a whole generation. Among, the authors

who stand out most for their interest in the cinema are Benjamin 

Jarnds, with his Rubricas, and Francisco Ayala, who ini 1929 published . 

his first collection of articles on the subject under the title of ,

Indagacldn del cinema. Both these authors were, like Quiroga, film 

critics, and both published their criticism in Revista de Occidente.

Ihe words with which Ayala introduces his Indagacldn del cinema might

. well have been written by Quiroga himself: *Yo he pensado el cine, mi 

coetSneo, con amor, con encanto, y hasta con cierta desenfreno’ (Ayala 

1972:439). < / ■ i ■

Along with the,cinema I, think we must also include photography,

3ince the two have so much in common. This means v?e must also include

No. 62, ’,La edmara oscura’ among the stories which betray this influence 

It is also worth remembering that Quiroga’s first acquaintance with the 

R]|O,nte took place on the expedition to San Ignacio led by bugones, in .

' which Quiroga was in charge of the photographic side. But long before 

this venture in 1903, Quiroga was already interested in photography, 

as in other scientific and mechanical matters. From his boyhood he

was eager to do things with his hands, continually surrounding himself

with tools, and he himself proclaimed, how.truthfully it is hard to tell

that the real reason for his visit to Paris in 1900 was his interest in

, cycling* •. ' <■' q • ... '' .. . " . .. . . «. . • - . •'
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• •/t3ut.;qv.tt© apart from all this external evidence of the influence • 

of' the-cinema (and when. I; say cinema ■ T; include -photography • in all the ;

. aspects that the two- have in 'common), there is also internal evidence . ......

to bo. found in the stories themselves, evidence that goes beyond the *

obvious link of the black and white view that they present.. . ■ . ' • •

' ' One of the characteristics reminiscent ■ of cinema technique most ..

frequently found is the capacity some , of the characters have'of seeing

themselves in other circumstances or viewed as from a distance, super- .

imposed on the description of their surroundings. . Examples of this . 

are to be found in 57:30Az 59:72D, 67:373, 79:560 and 84:45b. In .

addition'there are two other.cases in which this suporimposition is

more clearly described, the first being in ’Los inmigrantes1: 29:400

queddse mirando fijamente adelante, al estero vcnanoso, an cuya lejanfa

al delirio dibujaba una aidea do Silesia a la cual £1 y sumujer, Carlota ■ 

Xhoening, regresaban felices y rlcbs a baacar a su adorado' primogiSnito... .

Here it is made plain that the vision of the impossible.return, to Silesia 

, is seen against the background of the real surroundings. . .. . The other , /

• example is even more unmistakably a description of a photographic super

imposition, ; ■ It occurs in ,'E1 ragraso daAnaconda*: 7.5:30A Vio ’da- '. ■ .

pronto la selva-natal en un viviente ..panorama, pero Inv-artlJa? Y ■

tranaparentgndose sobre ella, la cara sonriente del mensu.• .The technique

of superimposition, though not as advanced as. .at present, was already in / 

use, as can be seen from this quotation from The haunted Screen: ’...and 

superimpositions, which in those days were prepared and executed•in the ' - 

camera.itself during the actual shooting* (Eisner:1969:67). This is a • 

quotation from Carl Boesc on the special effects.used, in-The Colom in 1920.
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: "There” is .no- question hut that a. man with, Quiroga-’s interest in the

. cinema, both in its technical and its artistic aspects, professionally 

associated with it an a, critic), would be., familiar with the-technique -. 

of-g'uperimpositipn. . It is therefore not surprising that there should

. be evidence of this in his writing. . ■. . , . .

• ' Story •.Ho. G7,? *Gu husoncia", has other links with, cinema technique.

. .There is the flash-back,.for instance, which Quiroga exploits to present- 

the-idea of the literally double life which the narrator .finds himself '

. living. .’•'.In addition, at -the foot of page 87, there is a' paragraph 

in-which the simultaneity of the double consciousness is expressed 

.by a series of. short sentences interspersed v.’ith a .series of others .

in brackets,. each series representing one.'.of the two. lives. Here again

. we have the’ situation presented in a cinematographic manner, as if the

- camera wore swinging repeatedly from the one scene to the other, perhaps 

even; presenting both tit once..-rather, than in succession, as the presence,..

of the brackets seems to suggest. ... . • ' ' -

.: . The capacity the camera has to pick out objects'in the presentation

- of n scene is again one of the points of similarity with 'qulroga’s 

style. At the end of the discussion on impressionism I quoted what ho', 

had to say in his ’Carta hbierta al' sekor Bohito Lynch1, about the heed ' . 

to pick out.only the salient points, and pointed out the use of the word 

tna tant&nea. In the-article already ..quoted Andrectto uses- this very ' 

word'when he hays that G’uxroga ‘fcuvp la eondicldn de extraer un paisajo . 

inconfundible, en croquis, alcanzados on instantineas rSpidas. poro.

. pictdricas* (Andrcetto 1957). Here the word is. used precisely in its 

b photographic cense,'.and shows' an awareness of the type, of technique 

. Quiroga was using. . y. ' . '
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Another writer who-lias shown -some appreciation of this•aspects’ ’. ■ /

of Quiroga’s work is ,-Etcheverry. Referring to Quiroga’. 3 ’compos.ici6n- ■ 

episddich del relate he says: ’El narradpr tratct do iluminar un phr-■“ .

sonaje mediant© rSpidao aproximtciones, utilinando lo quo eri’escehcia

. no es n£s quo tScniea .fotogrdfiea: son cono varirts tomas del indi- . ;

vidua eh Question ea•distintaa aetitudos;. la 3V.cosi<5n do ostas toman 

’• dva la iraagen corapleta*. (Etcheverry 1962). "••■ • • .. • . . -

■ The ’-t^chica fotogr&fica’. ho refers to -/could be bettor described' ' 

as ’tecnica cincmatogrctfica*. , as it in- precisely from, a succession of. 

camera shots that’, the cinema' image is-made up. . ' ' : .

The foregoing .serves to show only the links with,the cinema which 

. are not connected with-.‘the use of black and'white; .But it is herb,.

of course,'that the. most obvious, and pervasive relationship exists, .

. manifesting itself not only in the identity of'colours used, but also

in.the concern for lino huid pattern that wo have found consistently ■ 

present, in'.Quiroga*s’.pro.ee., . .

..What .is rather, surprising-is the. fact that even these two critics 

' who have shown an awareness of. Ouirogu’s use of.cinematographic technique'

seem to have missed the even greater link with the cinema that Quiroga's 

use of black and white seems to suggest, ... . .

..At., the time, that .ha was writing the' -whole concept'of the cinema

: ' was one. of-black and white - only .about the time of his death, in .the..-

mid thirties, was colour beginning to appear experimentally. Sound : .

■ is'also something that only began to appear towards the end of Ouiroga’s

■ writing-life, with.The-Jazz dinger in 1927, the year ..after Quiroga.had

<'.published his. second last book, Los desterrados. Only Hfis alld, . ■
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.published In 1935/-was to follow. ’In it' wo find: *El llamndb’,

'originally published In La. Macidn in 1930, the one story in which, sound .”

is. of 'mores importance than.'sight, with the obaosion y alucinacidn .

■ audltiyas.from which the'central character-suffers. It would be

difficult to prove. any conpeiri on between thin and the advent of the . .

•talkie's-’. It is enough to note that it, like the 'majority of the .

rest of.the stories in this collection, remains, in the predominantly' . .

black and white world of most of hjuirogn’s work. It must, also be borne 9

. in mind, 'that'the only means we have of dating most of.the-stories is
‘ .: • - - / . ? *.' ; ? ' ’ • • . • .

■ . by the date of their first publication. .-. In soma cases-this way he some

time after they wore written, so even this one faint possibility of 

influence by the advent of - sound, in the cinema may. have to be discarded. 9 

In any case, it is unlikely that Quiroga would have been much influenced

by sound cinema, as we'can gather from the statements' he made in ...the 9..

.. interview in AtX^ntida.already referred to,' ’Los escritores nacionale-s . .

. :y ol. cine*. Here he makes it'-plain that he considers the cinema to be

. ’mudo }x>r. oaencia’, and does, not think of it as a substitute for the

■ . theatre; but as’a completely independent art •;form, a form, that.is, above .

all.things, visual.

But although .the early cinema -.expressed'. itself .'in a„> purely., visual .

■ . manner,the content, of that expression is something connected with the .

thoughts, feelings and character of the.artist, . To quoth again from .

•- Eisner:' ’The loaning towards -. violent -.contrast - -which., in Expressionist.

literature can ba seen in the use of staccato sentences - and.the inborn

Gorman liking for chiaroscuro and shadow, obviously found an ideal outlet

/ '• in the cinema,... Visions nourished by moods of viacru©-and. troubled yearning
.■','.9 • 9 9. . '99 ", 9-> • ... -•‘9 9 '• . -. ■ f .. • . ! ••
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could have'.found no more apt jsodo of expression,-at once, concroto and . .

unreal* (Eisner 1969:17). For.Quiroga'too, with his.liking for chiaroscuro

and'the concrete, the. cinema io an ideal outlet, arid offers an excellent

..model for his prose, with its stress on=visual pattern and on contrast.

But in addition there is yet another reason, for the appeal of the

early \ black'': and whitey silent cinema for duiroga. Xn the.interview

air ready referred to, * Los user i tores.' nacionaie's y el cine* we find the. . ,

sentence:. y’Llogataos as£, de la verdad del escenario, a la sobriodad . "

. de la'expresi6n, icalidad por exceleneia- del cine coiao arte, intorprotativo* • 

(IVala 1972:57). This ’sobriodad do expresidn*. is something wo find 

constantly in <„>uiroga. . It is connected with, the concept-of deliberate 

limitation,.a concept that A0 find'repeatedly at, the. heart of the advice . 

he gives in so much of his.vzriting on style, such as the ’Decdlogo del ■

perfects cuentista* to.name only one instance, . And this deliberate . • 

limitation is something, which; lovers of the early cinema saw- and respected . 

in this art form. Now, this sobriety of the early cinema came under . 

attack as soon as technical advance made it.possible to introduce sound 

and colour. Quiroga, along with people .of the calibre of Chaplin and 

Eiaenntein, was among those vh'o feared that this widening of possibilities 

would lure, the cinema" av«iy from its true path. . An impassioned-defence'--. ' 

of the soundless, black-and-white screen of•early days is to be .found 

in Rudolph Arnhoim's Film: as. Art 1953. For Arnhoim,'..the gains brought 

about by these advancosf’have-not compmisated for-the ion sou. . ' ■

. . Arnheiiu’s reasons for preferring black and white-are the following:



./The. composition of .the film linage is intelligible, and '/'■'• . /
striking chiefly because only black, white/ and grey masses, /■••

’’.black' lines on a white ground, - or' white lines on a black ' , •...
ground, provide the raw material (Arnheim 1969:64).

293 .. . . . .. . ' . . .

He goes on to say:

...any graphic art - apart from its descriptive and rep-
resahtational function, can have a formal value only, if the 
medium with which the work has been done allows clear definition 
of.shape>-brightness, size. • This is pre-eminently.the case .with 
black-and-tfhite.. All first-class films/ especially good 
Russian and American ones, show suchpronounced black-and-white •

lvalues - no uncharacteristic confusion of vague, indeterminate
. tones - that their formal qualities instantly .spring to the;ova

• /•(Arnheim. 1959:64). ....... ’ .

The latter description could equally well apply to one of Quiroga’s 

stories,. \ ■/. . '• ■/;/.-•.. • /■ ■

Screen size is also a matter for deliberate limitation:

The temptation to increase the size of the screen goes with the 
/desire for 'coloured,'stereoscopic, and sound-film.- It is the. .
wish of the people who do not know that artistic effect is bound 
up with the limitations of the medium, and who want quantity ; . 
rather than quality. They wantto keep on getting nearer to

. nature and do hot realize' that, .they • thereby inake it 'increasingly,
difficult for film to be art (Arnheim 1969:69). :

. < On similar lines is the statement: ’the creative power of the

artist can only come into play where reality and the medium of re

presentation do not coincide’ (Arnheim 1969:95), Again, he says:

’One of the most basic artistic impulses derives from a man’s yearning

to escape the disturbing multiplicity of nature and seeks, therefore,

to depict this bewildering reality with the simplest means' (Arnheim 1969



166);, which d.s a;reminder of the predicament ..the."impressionists sought :• . 

t.o solve in "«J very different wanner. . .

Whether Arnheim is right in maintaining that the cinema has lost .

mord than, it has gained by adopting the wore advanced techniques now . 

possible it is not my intention to argue here. The important•thing 

he in .haying for our purposes' is that, a deliberate .acceptancewof.certain 

limitations is essential to art. . Quiroga saw:.this, and his ?style as . 

well as his' literary and cinema criticism bear witness; to..- the,- fact, < ;

VJhat may'-.' have. made It- easier for: him to'. accept this deliberate • restriction, 

is the fact that this very limitation of colour possibilities which 

the'••cinema imposed, \&s at'the same time, the bast possible medium‘for . 

the expression of contrast. . ,And '.contrast was, perhaps, the; most dominant 

of all the characteristics of .the man and his work.;: "<

as we shall see shortlyphysiological .■ •. 

considerations-'are. responsible - for ifaking.Quiroga see things' in.' terms ~* 

of the most violeiitly contrasted opposites,' it is clear that, artistically, 

tills places him in a perilous situation. For. such a tendency might 

well have led to the•dangers: of exaggeration and sensationalism. - dangers 

that the modernists influence and his admiration for/.Edgar. Allan Poe- \ .

did not help him , to .avoid, in ,liis early .writing. ; // . . • • ,

•\ But the very polarisation into.black and white that on the one hand

exposed him to the artistic dangers just mentionedon the, other hand 

.pointed the way hto one of the creative writer’s most useful instruments,

that is, the deliberate limitation of possibilities'.. If. a black and ■ .

white view of the world exposes an author to the dangers of Sensationalism 

it alsoleiiminates the inessential/ and this .'was. a lesson that Quiroga 'V



learned, and learned thoroughly. In hi:? "use of...colour we see . this- 

exempli fled' with the greatest possible clarity.. . -As an 'example of 

.the difficultien"•'which- the unrestricted -use-of colour pan produce, we 

have the 'dllamnia with . .which the Impressionists wore faced;? .discuqaod 

in Part III» ‘fhe work of Lomonnier- suffered from an excessive use-• :

of chromaticism, • as described by Kurt. Glaser in the following. • words:. . .’

r;"y :;'.;Lozconni'or :-nd. trouvo-pas' totvjours.l bartvi^e .la 'rn.egpre.--/.. Une fois •
-", • ■ lancd, i1 ne n'arr^te plus. -. XI .'risque- de sn pexdre dar.3 p.'-

do yralc.s orgies- do coulours, ' ;X*c nature! do 1 * observation/' ';.'-;:.
: '• :£l'&lemmt reproduit et peintavec exactitude? risque do :

of facer a cause de toutos cos tnihutieuces 'shbtilitds souvant -
p^nibles a ciSchiffrer qu’il s&ne A oleines mains (Glaser 1934il21).

In this respect, as in many others, Quiroga has found ’l’.art de 

la’mesure’, and his awareness of the problem as applied specifically

to the use of colour can be 3een in his story No. 61, *La patrla*.

Health and physical type. \ ?. '

If , then, Quiroga accepted the. limitations: of. black and white it

was to some extent because of the type of man he was, a man who lived

in and by violent contrasts, a man whose sensitivity, always a flor

de plel, could not let him see life

The violence of these contrasts can

evident in the man himself, b,'- ;

This fundamental contradiction

Ouiroga himself .was. well aware of.";,

extraordinary capacity for understanding and empathizing with the animal

and even the vegetable kingdom. A good example of this can be seen in

except m terms of extremes.

be3t be seen in the contradictions

in his character was something 

On the one hand there is his quite



•ha ■ avisos. cd 1 brado ’ , where he how'.-lie .'could .work' "so- close to
, s . . . ■' ■’ • ■ ■ ' ' . .
the.' .nests that hd. was. .hctuh^ ..wasp’s: with hie hand., ’El

fjocreto’.he-say» r ’conn.istid ext hablar. .'a las.avispas,’explicdndoles •
by>'v--C -.y . .'./h?.,, b‘.-; ?,• -

de Cprca v‘ 'con/ manso tone,; la .no'cesidad'. do martillnr sn tai clhvo,' do
■. . /////•,'.. ;b.: \ •» ■' '/.'W . '.- •”

deov.iar tai al.fajfa -pocada do avieperon, todo con ol -tono pgrauaoivo 

V fjorono coni. qiie buedo unb.dirit/irsea uh Ber superior’ (£ui£o<Ki 1323b:32) ♦
7;<- -h-bbt

.This- in tho'-..sjid6.iof Ouiroga’h. nature-that is evident also in bio
’ 7/ : ‘ P/» .• ■ ' ; . k
■ last published story-,. ’La tragod^a to las enunds’, uhora one can-'-se© -
■ ■ ■ : ;.b ; 1' 'b ' /’Ibb ; ■ .b- b , ' ?
' iocroahing'-'enthuniasm'-for:-plants, h ’i’e do sxprif regando gnis plantar? *, ■ ' '
-'= <■. ■ -- . b-; 5',-. . *-
tie wrote to. the closest'frlcnd-'.of hio lastbyeai'S (Hartxnen Estrada . ; . .■> /y’b ;?b
isds'; 113) it<• hnd/vht, in spite with-the ’ . \

; i;;. b’ b'-'.b'? \ .b /'
natural world, -he was unable to,overconi©, his love; of hunting, y The .

concern which thin ^contradiction, caused -.hint can be seen -in the article •

•Un aciuti v un clef vd’ i' vhei-e.-Quiroga- acknowledges the power oih the , ,
y ' , ' ' « ‘ ’ 7 . ' ’ L ‘ '

•hunting, instinct/', which he ..claims .can ,’harrer 'todo- radtro do espiritnalidad’
v/; -./•' dp ' ,\b;; .>’• •"/'b,;-''. • -bt 'v’ j •* V- * w . • • ,• /*. . •' . • /' ' ?d*h * - ■ ’< ? \-lv ‘ 1 - ’ j . •*_/.. ? - ■. * •; ':r-.-r*v:(Puirqga 1926G: 33) / while, at the oamo.. tivie. .grieving over the''

’interminable/^ila/doifd'ulces'-se.x-eo/a: que yo hahia quitado iabvida’ ' ..

. (ibid/V 97). .b Hit; relationships. 'With'- people/also, seem' to have .dufferod " •/. 
I-.’ ’■ : '' *• <•■ >« ■' ’/a,. ,, ■ < •; ■’< .• , /-v b •■' v -•. . .••'■■■ ." •'' '• •• J".-. : - .. . .; ;■ .••. ; . •
from these opposing’tdndojicissb Capable'.of the greatest affection . ' , .

'and .tondernepsydhh' sfill .aeeraerl -unable. to '•rontr ain' oh four sta ofbtJid mo3t . 

'•/irrational i©alousy and 'hontilitn/. s /The1 connexion between .Ouirdg<i’s use. / ■>
} , V

, of
■■•V'

? colour/'5Qsphciaily with regard •to;.thp ..frequency ox-/thcr:refereucah'hq; . ./
• " " " ' <• ■ , '• ' . : ' v/ '■ ■ b . b.

glare , .-and: the iTodurrenf state, of . hYperagsthcesia-' to ..whichthe' was .'prone; would 
.. ,. b b'dh ybb' <;b''\:b'? .,:■ •- . b' r /, W,b /' . < \ /'jL-'Pb "// /<; ; / '.
suggest, a,.n,oxpianat?/ou, if not • a/ justification, of .much -of. hip 'erratic ahd< 

'h;'k//.\.:ikk,?r^’.?>/■'-bkk 
irritable belhaviovir.. ,-'• bThis.'.plioto.sennltivity; helps/uij to understand the. . . ■

"■■ - . '//yW/bgb;■■>/." *>/'/• • bw</dr"./ ’"h-,A';., ’ / /; / y
apparent delight'he-.takes in describing night and .darkness,' as'- in ,116. .47,"
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•Un ;po6xi\?-and Wo. .71#; *bl •busierto’., to snontion only two of the. xtiany .

occasions. . Itycan also bo seen in operation in his reversal or'-'- • • ••
-. - ;■ • ’ h :'7 u.b-J"> 5 ;: • '■
tha.symbolic. values attributed/to wlxito# -and -even, on occasion# to .

bl'ack<-'lack'of rbforexxces to nuance may lie connected-, with 

;this.-. A/’the ••strain of;trying,to ■keep; 'ah--;t(nbearabl'a light- but’of the ”i/.-/ 

•bye© is not- cohducivb' .to ;-ah appreciation of the. finer "shades.-of. colour2;‘-?k’ 

•••'. '-..•I'But-in''-'plating;.:QMrbga’-stujse-bi- colour’ to .his bibphysiolpgical’/./I?-/

•..type IXdo; hot; l&buh. that hb/vas incapable of.-perceiving colours in the . . >
‘ .’•'- ••- ' ; '•./,•normal- way. / 3kard--refers -'to- the Influence of‘Taihe thd Koxihstguln on kf., 

/. ’./v" k-k': '■'? -/..I,'/ ’Y'i; - ’ r:",i <
l-Iabiilcau izi his .study of-Hugo’s use of colour#’ an influence that/ d-’ p/k - t

•'••/• ■■ ■’ . ' ' ''..1 ' ’ k,'-'- ' f ■' ■ ’V-/ ,k/kk, ''.led him-to' the coxiclusioh that the incrcaj^incpfopondoranco of black. ' '
.?.■-/ /•' k--// /' ;, • 'tt-’"-kk':’'^;/; «
and-vlsife in huyo’b writing.could only-be.due to an anomaly Of. the colour. '.I-. 
, - / h;-"k
perception,. ■diuguot, an Shard points out#' refuted thiss , ‘Hugo’s ,.tky. 

.physiologic.nl -color sensations v/«sre--both -rich in quantity, arid highly . *

shot? -:;varied./with regard-to the:hues.”•/•but Huguet’s main purpose was tb/s

that# -if these impressions. .were not. fully reflected ’ in Hugo’s poetry,,. ’ k
yV . ' J'':.'" //• /; k..•’h’.'.-; 1,1 fly -’'-. -1/'/-/•’<'/ ,/

the discrepancy due,- not to any physiological peculiarity/ but to an

aesthetic selectioii; connected with Hugo’s whola -,cha'facto'r ,;as a poet*.
[ Hkard* s italics] (Shard-. 1948; 198). I ' thlhii .there. is ho doubt■ at -

all ’that .in:- yulroga this fs, a matter of. aesthetic selection?. ' for one • -..

thingk; the . range. of colour he; .uses/tends to become wider uh -time .-passes, /f..

although there lb no very noticeable .development, ’. •/-. 1
/k/ I'/- •/. ;-/• 1,;..b':'-1k

. Hkurd- alsomentions-,the ’.fork’-of .Scholl# ”vhb' linked colour sensation ' .
■ . '• - V’ 1 ' / . - ' «-< • ’ , -f ■ •'

to body typo. ..According.to him ’preponderance of form-it characteristic ", - ■ -.'‘.-.f//- --//// //■ •''A/.-,'-' - -r
of the schisothyme# yr©p6ndernncb of color’characteristic of the cyclothynKS

</• /

(•‘intograiion”) typo o£ -vision’ (Ikard 134d:173). •low#/it is- clear from ' .-

physiologic.nl


what we have seen of Quiroga13 -writing in -generalas well as from-.
What we know off his life; that..Ko belonged to the former group,-feeing’.? 

'dth-:all;.fchi'hgs-..a-'.iann- .off •extremes'.-,. ■ ;... - ? .*; ■■ •.

' Quiroga *,g ph.yG.tcal' type, then./ led him,''not'to see thing? literally

as* black and.white, but to.tend to select the colours'be, needed from"'.

a restricted, number off those available to him. In addition wo-must .

consider the accidents, as it Were, off, his .state of health, which . 

contributed to the ,exacerbation off his basic; physiological. reactions.

References to the asthma that bothered him from childhood and ■

through his youth'.-pre to. bo; ffpvmd. in many off tils biograpl’igs, -.among - 

them those off i.Polgado aiid Brignole, and Rodrigues Monegal, the latter 

also referring to a stutter during childhood. In-addition Quiroga 

suffered from dyspepsia throughout his life.., At one point, during- 

his experience in El Chaco, he thought that he had overcome this dis

ability permanently,.'but it.roturnod, and as late as 1928 wc;find 

Eartffnez Estrada- observingQuiroga •about, to,-1 sorber -W cucfearada de . ;

bicarbonate1 '(Mhrtffnez Estrada 1968;35). Conjunctivitis is another off 

the ailments that attack. Quiroga. . In a. letter to Julio Payr<5 dated 

25 August 1934 he says that, he is suffering from a •conjuhtffvitis . 

trainanto - cbmo todas mis maladies ~. (Quiroga 1959'>1:60). . This tells 

us not only about the state off his eyes (and the possible,implications. ; 

with regard 'to his constant reference's to glare will be discussed later) 

but also about the difficulty Quirogaseems to.have had,; or believed 

ho had, in throwing'off-his various indispositions. ' Off the illness 

of the last year or so that led to his: suicide there Is no need to sp’oak 

here, as by that time all the work ge, are concerned with had, already
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boon written. It i3 just possible that the illness itself uay have 

contributed towards the silence/ but this seems fairly unlikely, aa 

Quiroga remained active in all sorts of other ways, and was hinself

convinced that he had said all he had to say, and was now interested

in other things, nainly connected with life in the monte.

Both his general physical type and the accidents of ill health 

score to have contributed to making Juiroga a man of extreme sensitivity.

At one point in his life he seems to have welcor>ad this, hoping to 

exploit this keenness of feeling in the interests of his writing.

Many years later, in 1925, in the article *El caso Lugones - norrora y 

Reiasig* he refers to this when describing his early friendship with 

the latter poot: ’...a jnediados de 1999 anbos crelaoos poseer tanbi£n

una censihilidad nueva, totalmante extra a al medio amblente* (Quiroga 

1925d:73). Later in the same article he refers to *...la alegrfa da

nuestros comienaos, nuestra incotaor.suxable fe, no cono poetas - DiO3

ma perdone sine corn© posecdorea de una nueva, incomorensible y

pasmosa sansibilidad’ (ibid.:74).

Eow to exploit thitf perilous gift was & problem ^uiroga tackled 

in different ways. At first he seemed to feel that his path lay in 

exploiting sensation to the full, and both his experiments with drugs

and the colourful and artificial style of his early work, especially

Los arreclfes ce coral, show this clearly. It was only gradually

that he leamod the artistic as well as the personal dangers of so extreme

a sensibility, and realised that, rather than try to enlarge his range of

sensation, he would be better able to make artistic sense of it if he

accepted a deliberate restriction. Mow, a man with Quiroga’s



iOO .r; .-v
y"/••..y;y . . tvy-i •'•■.toy'.-'’'• t, y •?pHysiologlcal .make'up could .,not limit-- himself to the miaul© range of - 

'experience. he .' felt things too intensely .to be able ;fco exclude -the 

-extremes. Consequently vhafc had. to drop.-out-tas the rniddio range, 

of colour ‘"and. of stpetiance; in general, leaving only tno OAtreiaes, « ■

black. and whits.' That aware .-that or selection had to be .

mada-wa know•from much of his literary, criticism, including the •

•DacSlogb" and the part already quoted from his ’.Carta ablerLa al s.ohdr . ’ 
py-'"' yy.y/'o" py • •, .-<.y'-yyfy’y ■ yy';. 'y."

Benito Lynch’■ i?p.'soe hte-'putting this-,belief- into artistic form in 'La 
Y Yy •'-■ ■ - -• - . ' y yy ? -• -yyy .y ■ /yy

patrin’ ,: whore the da«irh..' of the ant's' to. have' all- the colours' of the 

.rainbow- in their flag- leads ’-to th© aiuxihilf-xtion dr all c6lour;, • •• It is

.also significant that thin oxample-. nhould-occur in oho-of tiva'stories that
■ ■ f'yyy,y-?c■■■ -/■ .■•-.• ’ -r.y.-/.y /■-. ••• y.y y. yy-: ■ yy-;-;y'

'in written with- a..more?lltinq lhtontioh.; • . „ -' ' . . • .•'. •' •'•-'• -
. .. y:. . ... r ••• . .-• . .y.' Y . ■ yy,••-;••• - yy

if fettremo youth .allied-to' the fashion of. the. timo made Quiroya y . 

think he' should cv.lti-vate _hin sensibility to the utmost, his more mature

perception chawed him that -even a normal-pjphsibilityiis enough to give

more than the.-, artist can "easily, .organise, And what - happened 'whosa he

began to limit the range of perception recorded in his stories was that 
•' ■- '•'■'/<■.. Y Y Yy. .y..yY-Yy ~ - ■' ■ yy'.: .'•' Y .yy.y ?-y:,; ; ■

• • this -brought him .into. line;with; the basic -.characteristic of his naturot^ ••' 

:• .. 'For 'Qiiiroga ib' a .man?'-•entra^ablom©iito'>.divididd y -esa escisidn interior 1-

se manifiesta no' s<51p'on sU'-porSotclidad"y -qh'.bu arte, sino an los . 

s-u.ccsos mas imPortantc.s -ce; six vlda’ (Rodrigues Donegal 1053; 173). The

. black and whito-presentatibn of reality that <iuiroga adopts reflects the

’ ■

"'?p

i .r 'v •
inner man as .v?ell a.a .the' world he il- describing.

• Y'. ; The ‘pasTcosa-.hc-nsibilida.d’ that the .young.buiroeja cultivates is

no doubt, one /of the nnniiostutions of the hyperaestiiusia fros'k which he 

seems t'6 have .suffered- all his life. He factually' uses the expression
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amor-1 li per be ton i ado’ in historic de-un amor turbio (£>uir*oga 1908:78).

In his biography BrrtosaVich .uses thephrase ’ la'corriente electrica del.;' 

eraicerfonKiento’ (foratocovich .1973:93) , in a section with the heading 

.’yiipcrnst'ortfoi’, in which lie .discusses many example's of this state to foe 

found in Quirogn'. s .stories. -. Evan a 'brief look at the references to ' -' 

colour will show an endless naufocr of examples of ’exaeorfoaraianto*. The

'.most consistently'-found of-'fcheaa are the references to the glare and •■*.

- finable of 'an unfoo.rrafoly strong light. in addition to those -listed there

•are quite'a fow wre to foe' found in the novel historic he un amor turfoio. ••

■-,. . -How, it is possible- that thin.'abundance of .'references' to glare .

may' have a physical basis. We know: Uxat.-Ouirogd hufforocf from con- '•••.- 

junctivifcis', which in itself would foe enough to riake a strong light all : 

the more unbearable. . nut there is also the possibility that Quiroga

. .may have been a victim of migraine. - - What follows is pure speculation, 

as . I have not .boon able' to trace any referenced explicitly . to-migraine,••

. either in Quirogaor in those who wrote about him, and attempts to find . 

out directly from those who i;>ight have dome information haw proved fruit

less. But many of the things vo do know about his.health, taken along . 

with, certain '.-references in the stories, scorn to point in this direction. '' 

In the first-place there, are all those references to glare. How, 

photophobia is a. frequent accompaniment to migraine. (In No. 47, ’Un . 

pfodh’• there-is, a'reference to photophobia in 44fo cuando..,se.ha sufrido ' 

do fotofcbla per la lux dnceguecedora). There are &l£o the numerous - • ..

reforcncon to nausea and. indigestion already quoted from his letters and 

from illstprla do tin amor turfoio, as . wall , as in references by his friends.. 

On- five or:six occasions'Quiroga mentions headache, though only, as far'as •
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. I’know, 'in-/the stories,••• finally/there is 'a/state’ of goji.eral hyn^r-.

- aosthosia, such as ■•that,dencribed in .-the . first’ 'few. paragraphs of No.

; . no, ■ ’El/ v -v \ -

? ■> - •Abf.-.-O

-to h.

If Quiroea was. indeed a.migraine sufferer., the fact'that-lie appears'-: ---7d.

have leftnp. explicit record of : tide; repaired an. explanation; -'..-Thar©

• are several possibilit3.es."her©;-’- AOn©' 'is' connected vitlv-a statistical'; 7' -i'it-Vi
«•*

..-. - 'ehouiry\bede\by. tho/iligrn.ina • ’Trust/ which- showed-that. many .men, suffer--- ; 7?:',
? a''•’-■■■ =W'-h, -Ma .; -•- -'•'•• .-= ' ;”7 '••‘Z7 ' </:a7;7

. Mgrairib. without admitting, it?; -the /feast that being', nubject to;-this. .- g.-h

ailment might be counted against them In the.competitive' -world of .business -i
r 777was: given ;as n possible "reason- for keeping” silent; on'--this score, .Another

*'- -?•/' -77’' 7 -'i-'h •*.• . 7/ 'v '''/ -,/(- '7/7777
possibility is the .fact that.'-Quiroga? -may, not have knownwhat ho was ; ■ ’ .

,.• suffering from,... Not ail/:'cases-'of-’ Mgraino. follow the clear, cut/ classical 7? ;P77:. 

-.'-'pattern, Ouiroga. may ;huva/spcnt; inUdi of his.-lifo'in ..the sorniwinigreinous '. -. ' • .-77{,
,?7?-7-:7
7-7 '/'i-yf-i 

--t
state in. whiich the actual -headache, is not very •noticeable/ but where" '
-7 7 .77/ /•'.,■ / '7 . 7'.•/-;. -',- 7/J • •' ; 7>/';- *-/ 77/7'"/ /? ” hf-p.'...
the •accbrapa.nying..;symptoms, Such-. as photosensitivity and nausea, hrb ;. 

present^ nt 7.'. ' -• .7.*' . '=•

At any rate, -as we have already seen, the' frequency, of'the references. . 7'77.‘;

to glare dobs load one to ash what the causa may; be. -• As-Vias .shown - .
■ ; - - - ' ' - n' ■■ ' ; ' . . ' '

a '<
,?-w
to

,' earlier in Part.ITT., their- number; .causes Lan imbalance i in .the. otherwise ... =: 

iregular, distributioh .of.-references to black .and white, and it is difficult

not- to ' attach, .some. significance- to this. The'migraine possibility is . : '•

'the on© that • seems • to f•? t best vrith the other factors wo know of.' ■ '.It .

■ may be that the frequency.' of Quiroga’s .references to the glare of a . . / . ' y 

strong.; light is clue to •'•th^^simpla .fact, that light hurt him,- and that. he7.. •' • 

was; therefore '■ intensely.- aware'.of it. die. can at:: any rato be sure, of two.

■things:-; 1. . Tlidty.Quiroga suffered from ill health andThyperadsthosia in a'

j ■• -i-' '..'777. •? r •*#■"*.•- :•■ --.-a 7'7 ’-w!'

\b
;iy-.... ■ ... ,« 7-7?; Py -u -<777
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CONCLUSION . ... .. ' ■ . ’..Q. ..

This study set out to. examine Quifoga's 'use of colour and of .

. colour as related, to pattern. Prom this examination it was hoped

to learn more about the relationship between his general awareness of '

colour and pattern in the outside world and his use of these elements ?’

in his writing. It was also hoped that in so doing we should learn more

about Quiroga the man.as well as about;Quiroga the artist.

The following two main points emerge from the study:

1. That colour and pattern are closely interconnected. '" ..

. <2. That black and white play an overwhelmingly large role

in Quiroga 's. use of colour, and that references to colour proper are

preponderantly to the primary colours, with practically no account taken

of nuance. ' ■ • '•. '': . "

3efore beginning the study of colour in Quiroga I was already . '

convinced of the importance that pattern played in his work, having made 

a rough count of examples of patterning found in.the six books under

examination. Although the work on pattern in general was not continued,

enough had been done to indicate that it plays a very important part in 

Quiroga's writing, and it is ..interesting to see that on so many occasions 

pattern is highlighted by the use of colour. This shows , tiiat the study 

of colour is not, as might have been suspected, a departure from the stud’ 

of pattern values, but rather that the two are, closely linked.. Two

examples which.show this interdependence of colour and pattern are: ..

. 46:57A un bianco rollo de vlento...arrastrando un toldo azul de

lluvia, where the chiasmus is brought out by the position of the two

colour adjectives, and . . ■ . '
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75: 14B con sus grandes ojos de oro', where the alliteration rad?.//.?;., 

assonance of ojos.de oro help to foreground the description. . • .

The link between colour and pattern leads us on to a consideration

of the second main point, that is, the predominance of black and. white, 

Tlia black and white world of chiaroscuro is the ideal vehicle for .

stressing pattern, the next best being a combination of primary colours. 

At the opposite end of the scale we have the use of nuance, with the

merging of one shade into another and consequent loss of: clarity of line

and pattern* Both Quiroga’a preference for clearly opposed colours and 

his reluctance to use more than two together .fit in with the importance 

ho attaches to line and pattern rather than to texture and nuance.

It was found that Quiroga seems to see the world predominantly in black 

and white, and that this otherwise evenly balanced distribution is cut 

across, .as it were, by a very large number ox, references to the glare 

of a bright,often intolerable, light* This fact explains the numerical 

superiority of the white references. Glare is, then, a disruptive 

force, upsetting the equilibrium of anotherwise well balanced world of , ? 

black and white* . - ' •?• ? • ./*. ■■ ■' ?;?^ ??,/■?.•..p; ?/ /.- ??/ ?\-';--/

. The proportion of black and white as compared with other colours .?/•" 

was found to be far greater in Quiroga than in any of the other authors

studied for purposes of comparison,.and from this it was concluded that : • 

his use of colour vzas idiosyncratic (see Part III, Idiosyncratic Use of 

Colour)? •' . ' ,, - ; ?> ' •• • ’ ' ' ■

, Reasons for this predominance of. black and white would appear to be 

twofold,i?and fall under the' following headings:? ?

os.de


’ •. 1,•.•'•Deliberate, limitation . .-. : ;

.. ■ 2;. Physical typo • ’ “ ' ■ ' '

, The bapprtarice.\ouirog,a':'attached'-, to ; deliberate limitation.-has been,.

pointed put, with.-particular reference to. the connexion between his 

black -and white .representation'of reality and-:the. cinema (ape Part III,. 

The Cinema). As stated at that point, there ere other links as well .

between Quiroga*s atyle and cinematographic technique. But the point

at which the cinema .and his writing are most fundamentally related

is,in the black and white presentation of reality. ■ The limitation of . 

the early cinema to black and white forced.it to conform to the ideal 

Quiroga set himself. His own word.for it, used precisely with reference

to the cinema, is -sobriedad*. -(Rein 1972:57). -... . ' • . . .

; . - ’.This deliberately adopted sobriety which we see so well exemplified 

in'h.ls use 'of colour is an example of the attention Quiroga paid to 

matters of style, and seems utterly to refute the short-sighted critics ‘ 

who accused him of disregarding, such matters, laerely.because-;he did . 

not always conform to the rules laid down by academic authority. .

Illth regard to.‘physical type, ■ the /second main reason suggested for 

the predominance of black and white , a connexion between the state of 

hyperaesthasia .and Quiroga*s use of colour can be seen (see Part III, 

Health and Physical Type). The passage from Riffatarro quoted in . 

Part I in which he., refers to. *le,style inconscient’ is a reminder of , 

the importance of non-artistic factors in the shaping of an artist’s 

style (Riffaterre 1957:21). Quiroga*s intense preoccupation with glare 

appears to be a feature of his .work.that tolls us a lot about the man, 

perhaps^, to use Riffaterre*s words, *en d^pit de lui-mSme* (ibid:22)

forced.it


. /<;.;• <: ■;?/// J vJ0.7?r5 .•••.'• <■•. •< -. '.• .;•''
Another.aspect of the man that Is reflected in his 3tyle is his . 

tendency, to polarizationt his love of contract, and oven the contra- .. 

dictions evident in him, the ’escisidn interior’ (Rodriguez Monegal 

1968:173), already referred to in Part III:(health and Physical Tyne).
links between Quiroga the. man and Quirbga the artist' 

have already, been pointed out by his biographers and critics from the ' 

point of 'view; of •••si'roilarity of;subject matter, that is, the places/.- \ " ///•-' 

Quiroga;dosscribes -are the/places’"hS; lived people' and events Sin.-. /•.-/•

the.'atoriea are similar to 'those that played a part in his "life,.-.■.-etc;/ '// /".;? 

One of the objects of this thesis was to study these links as exemplified ; 

not merely in the . things he writes about, , but primarilyin . the way .// / 

that he writes about them, an approach that seems at least equally valid, 

and so far unexplored systematically. It seems clear that the stylistic 

choices he. makes are indeed those that fit in with what we already know . 

of diitiv as a man/. and ’as .a writer. The predominance Of contrast in the -" £j 

man .'can be /seen;. ..just as clearly in:/the style in which .he. writes.-;.'"./ '• - . /

In the'introduction'it was stated that the stories had been nut / 

into chronological order so that any development in time could be -'S’/. ~ 

observed, •/: But//apart from a slight increase in the use of colour in / - -/• •-/ 

the" Mlsiohes stories, his treatment of it in thebe, six collections seems. . ' 

to develop little, having already broken away from the modernista abundance 

evident; in Los arrecjfes de; cOral (1901). • ' : ' ; '? -//• : S -S1/••••’:• ;

/■?/--. Finally, a word about possibilities for further research; In the 

review of Rela’s bibliography referred to in..the Introduction (Negative 

Reasons), Pontiero.refers to the need for a broader stylistic analysis 

of Quiroga*s, pro,se. From the study of,patterning in Quiroga it is clear
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that his use of rhythm is one of the aspects that would be worth? .

investigating./ In many of the cases in'which convergent devices are-., / 

found working together to produce/a particular effect it was found 

that rhythm had an important part to play (Part II, passim). Quiroga, 

it is worth remembering, began his literary life as a poet. It may be ?; 

that more than mere fashion and the lure,of Modernismo were.responsible 

for this. i?-';r';, ' ; -

Earlier in the Conclusion I referred to the material;bn pattern .' 

in Quiroga which I had collected before deciding to limit this enquiry

to colour and pattern relatedto colour. All of this material would

be worth examining further> -and in particular a study of Quiroga’s very 

frequent use of the preceding adjective would probably be rewarding.: •

Prom the point of view .of colour only,it would be interesting to 

pursue the study of Quiroga‘s use of primary colours as opposed to 

secondary and tertiary colours. The low representation of the second, 

and the almost total- absence of the third categories also suggest■ 

an enquiry , into the possible corresponding absence of nuance in ,other 

aspects-of his style.; It seems probable that the results would show 

a consistent tendency 1towards polarization rather than nuance in the work 

of the man who, perhaps consciously, expressed his artistic credo in the 

words .para mx eco es negro y bianco’ (Rodriquez Monegal 1968:239). ,



APPENDIX I - References divided according to function

Section 1 - Preceding adjective

I:.55D negros esqueletoserrantes 0-0.";'..-'

/■9:7.66A ... el negro follaje '. g • \ J : •;
10:. 72D ‘ el negro, palmar '.070< ‘•'0 '.

121 773 \gun oscuro nimbo de mosquitos -7-
78a.^ blancas cicatrices ;

16s102c .> una made j a ' da oscuras hi lacbas ■ v

18: 19B un negro hueco . ■

19:149D ' el negro triAngulo - ■' ..... 70

21:129A de sombrla transparencia

25: 1C entre negraspestanas : '

27: 67C negros bloques de basalto

28: 3QA > . el rojizo bananal
01C U el verde parafso inalcanzable / '7 7;?

29: 39A en la negra cavidad ' < o • 77".
30: 48Ay^' la rubia princesa 7.7 ,g: 07- .

30: 5ID cuatro negros chorros .7’ ?;7

32:119b lfvidas zarpas *

33: 32P - ? con descolorida temura

36c con una descolorida sonri3a

35:104B ■ un negro pe.as co ■. 7 7-7 7g\.•
105A 0 la roja arena ,

107A< 0 el bianco delo ,

c me con su amarillenta luz de menguante

D el negro cernenterio de Srboles queraados



■ -. . : ';3x6 ;y. -y ;; , ’ y .-^y-Vyi;' ? y•• ?

1123 ;\l£yida^..prlas-:de-;cumulos'0:?v;. ;'.:o..y'.y -.yy • ■

yy.y, 39: 41B en negro * derrwribe -
■' -yla. negra colutnna .y.y.: y. -.yy.y ?. yyy..;,y,y''yy .y

V;;\ ;7 iO^ con la llvida madrugada
: yycy . 43: 37A^7 encajoiiado entre sosabrlas murallas -.y '•/••' :■• ■■.'yyy';? y '•. y y• 1

XXvida sorobra de los murallones , .

M ;y -v 7.. tdtricos pantiles de bosque, basalto y aronlsca , y /-

V 44:125D sus azules ojos de pijaro ■, / ; y

4G:57A unblancorollode vlento. y- ..-yy - y yo-y’ ’;<\y

; el negro bloque , >
' ? ' 47: 44C en nogroabisrao <_y> .< ;'•■'■ o\yyy//.yy< •• yy ;yy . y. y •;•.

30: 73 con negros Sngulos de su flanco
■ V’-/7.'.;••'<.'<3:' 8A ■ una rUbiA claridad / y y ' '..yy y/; ■ yy.-y'-y''; _ y.yy' •• y-^yyyy

■-'■ . ■ 10A tienCn a la Muerte por negro pabelldn * '•
.:y.y?y::; 223 y los bl«uiqu£si.ci6s. colntilioa.: -yy . y>yy '• y -• ’'y' y‘-^/y * yy• -y .yy ••yy.yyy

50: 22D dos negros hilos de sangre pegajosa . . 1

27c tenenos por negro pabelldn a la Muerte ' ‘ - <y. yyyy - y-, y .-yy

52: G5C ante la roja boca del hogar -*
' 54;I0D las negras .columhaS‘.ydey''l6syhelechbs','y...yy''y..y y :'-a < yy .yy: y; y'

>'■' y*f5654A una ldbrega nocha . , „ , ■ : . .
; '■ 7 sV< y negros islotes.de basalto 'Vy. yO^y ' J

57: 80A . 3obre un bknco y bru Ido niso ... •••.•• •. .•• ..••■■•• •?;

. G5C aquel pdlido y dlstraldo encanto. . . ..‘

58:131i>-y = dejando...Ifvidos hueco3 ■ . .. - '... . • •

y 61:I13C con una verde lucecita de extravio en los ojos -
5/; ./'ft-.iiOB con la roja sangre de tu corazdn -

islotes.de


'-■',**** ' ■'\l‘ ; \3ii <■;. >

USA la sangrienta libertad, \ "{ /'b: •

62:101A la.negra boca./ ..." ' ■/ V--.- . • ;■ : ■-< • ;•

63:103D 'sus salvages y azules o'jos . 7 ;

(55: 77D ; en el tenebroso corredor

66; 96C la sangrienta;justicia •<- •.

68: 79 D su negro ceraento. ~ ; ‘

83D •/ Negra, mSs negra quo las placas de bleck de su techo coldaado

era la tarea '><•;. ''

‘ '' -873 la blanca humaredia de vapored \ . ' / •' . /r, •

88D ;■ una Ifvida sombra . ,

72: 733 sus azules ojos - .'.•*;» ...• » a • •:'

73:106A ; la gruesfsima y negra camiseta • . '',

/><''?£{ ‘ ' el; negro ■ arpista \ <

75: > 9C , 10-metros de oscuro . terciopelo: : '

' ;?10C\, . cauce de umbr£os arroyos- ' > ; \

.. : 19D , una lSchosa niebla/. \ "'T-; v.

20A blancos cdmulos

- 21C las negras aguas

.253 : ■ /lbs verdes manchones , , • '

? 30C inmertsosy azulados ahora, sus huevos

76: 44C entre las sorabrfas araucarias ‘ ;

78: 78D gran parte del oscuro hall

•83D un sendero de livida y tremenda angustia •' '.y;-

79: 55D •;< un livido reldrapago -y;' '■. '// 8..;'./ ’

80: 19B ver, bianco, concentrado y dimlnuto/ el fantasma de una mujer

' ' 39 A en huesos y blanca cab\/' \ . •' ?■ ,

84; 45C negros gajos del rozado .. < : ; ‘ - .



Section 2 - Following adjective " /-

2:-93A ' una leng&ita" roja // / •. /- '

4; 38D us aba siempre bo tines amarillos

-.7 9QD ■ -

orolijidad de rayas y tinta colorada

dos. rayas negras^ //; /p / /-/*./'77.

8; 95B el vestido negro /"//7 7-\-r

9 s'65D '

sus inraenaos ojos negros /, '•* ' 7- ‘ J7 •.•;7 A

• la luna desmesurada y roja _ ’« - . ; //

el cielo f ahora ilurainado-7/ , ?/• .' ‘ : 7\

io/ 693 77 la ineludible lfnea sombrfa-. J?/;' 7/7

7, ..:: 7c;.f7-f la: calma -del . cielo piateado•' '• //.-*' 7 ;

7 70C /- .los perros, dorados al sol oblicuo .7/

71 A. :..en costras blanguecinas .<<•.,/. .■ ./.'//

/■/'//■"■'C . .7 '•los gu^anos blancos ; -7777-. '/ A/'/_ / //-•„•• ••

, 72D ..la noche plateada A'.//.-.? 7 A/.; 7 A///7"'/ A’.',

77 ,, 73D 7 la tierra blanquizca del patio .,77..;.-7 "A- . .

74B cruzd el patio incandescent© /A 7. ./ ;

7;7 75D el cielo estaba bianco'. A--. / ./'-/ ■' • /'A

77.-76c Con sus ojos celestes ' ///'//A V ,.7‘y

11: 703 7 de alma pura, ojos azules y barba tierna .■ :

12: 74A ' ;B1 Monte .Negro ^r'7 ;'777'.7‘.7-p.-A-7 7 /A-.' ?A./'

75C gal ttonte Negro . • ;7"7. 7•••."•'■'•7" ■ ’ 7 ■ 7

'7.7.' 76A 7 = : como agua, ariculo principal, tenian la IXmpida

• del riacho 77 / - / g' /-'A-. /•/•_ • .77.7/

77 / 7 c’// la greda amarilla. --A/ ■ 7 7 7 ■’777- ;

13ill3B los cisnes blancos ■ <7-; - '•■•’.7 - .. 7
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varios cisne3 blancos

... D : , ... sobre el c4sped sonabrfo ..

14: 35S un horabro alto y rubio y una raujer rubia y gruesa

c •el hijo, un osezno bianco, gordo y rubio

,363 el gran rollo oscuro ’

el. osezno rubio . .

15:46C ••so raian al fin estrepitosamente, congestionados nor la misraa

hilaridad ansiosa..

16:100C el polvo bianco encerrado en el frasco azul

101C un paisano de pelo bianco ■; . ...

" 10 3C la madeja negra

17:1053 su cabello rubio. ‘ *'

C su cabello oxigenado .

18: 21C cuatro manchas negras A, .

25D las dos luces verdes ./ .j,-,-,

19:147.3 un perro negro , ■

14 8D un perro barcino ' /J

149 A ojos fosforecientes

150D dos agujaros violetas

151A al perro negro . :>••• *'?£-’ '

20:110A un nliego da seda roja

la seda punzd. '• •'•■<..

. C " estandarte de sating nunz<5 . ■ ' . '

20:1100 un negro canoso

21:125D de cara rosada ■ ...

1273 son pequeiias, negras, brillantes
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D la placa Ifvida

128C dies; o doco bo las oscuras

129A una miel oscura

130C el suelo.„.se volvia negro ‘

de horroigas negras

22: 47C del hombre bianco

23: 95D al cielo oscuro -

24: 523 Pilido, desde luego

un cadMver amarillo .

54B tenfa las unas hlancas

25: 7C el cabello muy oscuro

ojos azules =

12D sus ojos azules

ISC labios muy gruesos y encendidos

20C la casa rosada

22C el cutis araarillo

con tonos verdosos

29C Lidia se puso blanca

293 los labios desraesuradataente hinchados y azules

C aparecieron grandss raanchas violetas

26:106A un muchacho rubio

107B con miserables bananitas, negruzcas

27: 65A pis 5 algo blancuzco..-; :

c I03 dos puntitos violate " , ‘

D los doa puntitos violeta

663 su pie, lfvido

suelo.%25e2%2580%259e.se


67A grandes manchas.. ifyidas •>: .'v.

67c , asciende el bosque, negro tarabi^n

la eterna muralla ldgubre :

D su belleza soabrfa -

683 la costa...ya entenebrecida .' ?;■

: ROD el cielo> sdbltamente azul .. > -

? SOP el camino de tierra colorada <- ' 7

84D de ojilXos aasules . \ "Vx V

87C err el' fondp sonibrlo

883 los nu&vos -.'postes - os euros y torcidos - 

: 383 la snujer, llvida '• ■■■_ \ P/-
: 39A cuyas burbujas sanguinolentas ? . ’ ’• ./•'

*coir una vo2 blanca;q.mp /. ■ ■'

C;; la noche plateada-• ■' 'S’.'".'p

. 403 la luna ocre ' ' - ’• ,->-• / % p,;

.. . en funebre mar amaril len to', j ;

r 47B en el monte negro ■

. < ' campanillas ’rqsadas 7 ./pp’. \

. D las de Kean eran negras/ Podestas abejas negras 

P.433 aquellas bandas^, .no eran doradas , V-’ .• f;iy.

.■ S un vulgar zMngano negro

• SOB dos. man chan Ifvidas q

52A una vejiga Ifvida '"S ' "

:134A diluviano enredo de varas verdes . ■, . . , :

136C : repetf erifurryfiado y rojoS'S./'S 

1413 el Canaveral se puso completamente azul
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32:-118D palo rosa . ■

119D la lXnaa blanqueciha de una viga .

1213 de agua roja . -

*D lluvia a ploraoj maciza y blanca- .

122C madera de lomo blanquecino

D con las raXces negras al alre

12 3A la vota sanguinolenta

dal palo rosa

,. 124A de -x>alo rosa. • ': p'? .

33: 31B rost.ro exangfte

rain barba negra - . . ■ ’ . . ‘ ■

34D Kassim, lXvldo .

' .' -35C Kasslra la ayudd, lXvldo

35slO7C una blancura amarillenta , •

D

su agua verdosa

la enredadera de flor roja . ?

180A las horniyas rubles

' 3 su dimlnuta mancha blanca 4 ' •.

c

las palraeraa . negras * ' • • •

al perrito bianco

11OA las Xiitimas.espigas..f blancas y sin un grano

35-1123 el cielo bianco

114A el perrito blanca .

./"SB un cfrculo rojo v mate

115A una nancha blanca -

rost.ro
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36: 92D tabaco negro ...

93D fAlda, verde y blusa amarllla

94D la interminable cinta.roja
,, , , . --- '• >
1023 : en acelte bianco

- . i -•D la lluvia hl&nca y: fjorda. ?■ • ‘ \

37; 39A barba rubia

ojos azules A
< . - • ' . • '7<\. - - \ ’/ ’/*’ •: - 

A: A. '
.38$ 973, la .bared esfcaba -lisa, fr£a y totalraente blanca 

p ,una cosa oscura ;yA:hbrida A'••'A-y-; j- A.-AA. ;.A’.\A’

A. . un. paiiualo bianco A AAy.-''•<•••*’*<•A'-: y</A A-AA

' • 98D : un panuelo bianco -/-AAA-. • ' A; •iA-": ;
\^99AtAei?:to^ y bianco

■ A 3 .las parades/ blancas y frtasA." "A", ' 'A-

AAAA c un paHuelo bianco1 y\-;AA-. b •

39s 413 por la carretera blanca yb;?,;y :.-'b-vA\-.- 
/~'A;y'A' ' Ay. .■?• A-\<'A:-_A.y;A'A ■'y'/A--, y.-'A-tb', A -'A AyA

44C la criatura agonlzaba en un mar verde

40: 90C ensombrecida de emocidn; A-. ;

-A 913 una sonibra blanca : '? .'A; ’-A/A

. ? 93C 8u figure blanca ■ A. ;y;'-y ;A .A' •

A..Ay; \ A.' V-A_ A'A ■ A'/AAA. .A'"' ,,-A' y. _
<b\ A.- estaba oXli'da A ? :' A^;;'A-b; ;yA„ y -A/. A

Ay . D - estab.a blanca ,;A A.'-A A- ?•>;.' y-A‘A-\ ;•

A 943 AdeAojos ensombrecidos y'/A A ■ ;

• A-AA'952VA--1« Ventana obscurecida’ A'

41: 29C raSs rojo aun de i
A-’

D yel menau se puso lfvido
. 'A; . . • •' A-'' A-

■A/A .,-A: -•••;-
/’■'A A. A

•’*- •» . * 1,A.



■ 318 v ;,V?
su-oara colorada .

■? 32A el caraino.’ rojo-;-' •>:•.-5;,?’ v; .'.

33p inechonop sanguinolentos de pelo • . >

ba jo el cielo afin'verde ..

42:1583

cono uria Ifnea negra ya ;y-• /

una large raancha-blanca . > ' ;< • -

166C un bulto negro /

. 167c

el traje bianco .;

los labios' p&liclos >'• •-

43: 37A del gran r£o lento, anchfsimo y plateada 5 -

un hossbre de color cetrino

43: 33D la inraensa depresidn negra

el rfo gris ’•

el ParanS bianco'- ">:...

4ic los crepdsculos son violeta, puramente violeta

44:123C de ojos azules ip ". y.':■-> ■ s;:.\..9
; P . el palo. ..era obscuro X ’

1263 en un cuarto oscuro : ' V *•’/

. 1203 tenia la earn rojiza • .•*; / V,- -y

45;116D

su vieja ropa negra p

traje azul mariner. /•„..> ' ,

46: 56C •'bajo el cielo bianco r \'

\ / b

los'' anteojos amarillos ;J". 'y;<./•’-?

cantiles de asperdnrosado .? ;

57A un toldo azul do lluvia<

53d en el rinedn, ldbrego- .



' 319
< •;, r>9D; la canon blanca .

47:-.270 de cordoro sarrdn ./■ b, - v;.'•••..

■/' 2813 i las horioigas rublas;J’. '

> - .'-30B aronlsca roja

en .el fflismo tond amarillo ; . .

31P planchais. negro-azuladas <

39D ' i.yfbora-:negra. d ; ,

40A un fondo oseuro .

B ? so cuerpo' blen negro .

de color canceroso

' = b>43B ... una pledra blanca'.;

•" 44C en las- partes os cur as y b. ;>/

la arqultectura sorcbrfadel bosque

y ;‘47A • doscosas negras, largas

. •
eran ;negrasr<.''--~ ?’ U

•sobre el cielo lfvido <■,?; ’

48; 53C pahtaldh rojizd v-.y'-f'py

su can!sa blanca j-;.. Ay *<-q' it.yy-'-;

55C tcnfa los ojos arules .? ■ y'-. ?:

49: 733 ria&a trlguena •; 'y y • -'j- ■’

' la'boca. .>poco\pSllda y.'yy

' 750 'muchachas.. .rid trlgueBas ' ... 'yyyy'.

ruble' o triguesio ' ■ /' \ •y - ‘5 ■

50: 73 . en plono espartillo bianco

.el cielo lfvido . /'• y y y .

B . • y todo bl'anquaado'.-L? •. v, ■.. *’ ' /; \ \ •



9A cruzada.de ronbos amarillos ; :

9b la' lliiea rojizab /■';. •' b’bb,'. .6'.

las curvas blancas y caid

c terciopelo negro b b ■ e ■ /

j ■,' • ’ Urutd' I)orado b. • a . "'-'M .

lbc Brut6 Dorado

14D •'.■de lentes negros

17B . Un perro negrorauy peludob - 7 .;

ISA '.un perro negro y peludo

21A su viexitre bianco -,b .b

22A ,el perro negro.' ."•bb.bJ • ■ '• <;.b

22C del Hombre de lentes negros .

23A sus ariiilos.rojos y negros,

triples arillias negros y blancos

24B. de cuerpo oscuro

•b'C de .teraior>e 16 negro- • :

24B . " en el dfa aun llvido

. .< el fondo. negro del bosgue ;.ri :

60A su ©scarpa de tierra roja 

64B arenlsca negra ;

660 las madrugadas blancas

6BB un rlnconcito rubio ... ■'

71A el humo.' rojizo -V.

71D vibrando al .rojo bianco 

72D riircilla gris

en escaraas asules

cruzada.de


_ ' • ' * • , „ * » . • «6»« * ’ *• * . .. ■ • ■,

' 73A guemadas per el fuego bianco

53:130B soy alto, delgado y trigueho

; 132D demasiado rojo para las noches blancas

141C tras de mi color trigueho -

7. 150A sobre xai Cara triguefia . ? ;

54i . 7B altlsimas' barrancas nCgras 777''7

.. 8A de pelo .y barba rauy negros 77:7 ’

:auy pXlido 7' 'v7""7.y'-7 •'<. •

10.B ya estaba oscuro 7*7-7 .’''

- 11A silueta negra ; -7 ’*77

■ ' D las noches, negras •77,'.777/’-/7

X' - 13b ahierto en fisuras fulgurantes

55i QIC ’las agues llegan rojas •• ‘ 77 ,. ■

■ ■ -.7 82A costurones duros y plateados ; . 7 . .. .

84a; un agujero negruzco 7 . : ' ...

de hordes lfvidos ;f-•• ' .

56j 47A con barba roja e hirsute . . /„•

<7-*"493', un redondel• claro ' ' ;7 .777;.

56s 50D un guayno paraguayo, f laco y amarillo

tenia el bianco de los ojos casi azul

•?.'52A . el bugre que, ra<s amarillo que nunca

7 •' 543 el color umbrio del agua \ 7 7 .

■\ 55A

las agues negras . / . •;?b;7 * -77

una noche ldbrega '.'7 ;.-.-7 '=

•. ■ 57A la ventana iluniinada s 77c 7.' • . .

5?;..79A el sfxicope bianco 7 .. 7 ;



D . un fondo neyrlsino 

BOB un ©diflclo bianco... \ *. ' 

QIC sfncope aaul , ;

82A alncopa bianco .. , .

• slncope bianco .
‘ .C. ■ ;'a. ■

slncop© bianco ■

afncope asul •< /■ ' ’ ,■

alncope bianco. 

afncopc. bianco '< .■/ <- . 

alncope azul -b\' •; .• 

osfncdp©-’ axuXbdf • ' ' • •

de traje on euro ‘

'•slricope azul '1 \ . d: ’

"de vestido.oscuro ,

los fantasjnas blancos

a,.--:
*'7c..

X P .

83C

85A

: B'
J ' '
86»

87A

■<’B'

89B.
■S

con un.sfneque. ■;

• -lUulraurmurS. •/: ‘ •, ‘ .

: ■ ??'. -No/ -bianco'' .' •• ■'
- • • •• ?:y ;'A■

-iBlahoo?' .urn volvx aterrado -

83C sfneope’’bianco xb <'. •.

■sXncopa.'bianco;.. .7

P ! slncopa bianco '

90A. slncope bianco '7,

•, C sfnco.ne^asul. V<7
\ *• .. \ , *’ - .. •*' •: *' •.

; ■’ : 7? ; 7 c “ /.-< ' \ ' t 7,. ,-t ?>-. - ,
90C ©1 edificto, bianco/ - S’'-'”' ’ ' 

slncone bianco ;

-. -/iy - 
' ■' X ..



•> 75 < : - 323 , 6<; -777? :;7... .. . ;

58:123$ ;«1 roflejo .ve'rdoso 77.. 6 -• ... ;. •-

'-vl25S ’ la selva ,ya Idbrsg.a - 7-•j: •'., .6 37 ■_ • "■7. ;! ■

el rostro. estabar.pSlido .

1260 eldoraador, con grander betas da charol, levita roja

1283 un7cuerpocito sangriento ' 77.-7..

-Y 129c las■ruedas '.amarillas,. rojas y yerdes ■ -7. ' .6 '7. '

53:130A las rayas negras, paralelas-y fatales del tigre ■

131A y layita rojh :♦ ’..-7 • b | 7- -~7 ;

A. 16s ojos cdrdenos 7.\ 7. .7 .b:7 >••/.. j; 77.?<• 5 ,

132.3 la pared ardiohto .‘-h ■. '7?.6.7’:;7 ......

un cuerpo negro" ' 777" . .7. ‘>, • ' •77/-\7: 7 - 77

133A los ojos cdrdenos . '. "■ 7 : •' 7 ;7'-: '7'77;

59: 70B el techo rojo. 7 7.-"';• i- 6■ 7-7 7' *'

>7 72A los hi los oss euros', de' sudor -•->■676 . . .7...;..7- -j

, 7 B 7 de techo rojo . 7

luz excasiva, .so'xrbras amarillentas ’7

73ft su. arena roja ? ».• •' 7,;\• -'i - 77--\7

' ' ' B . rayada de.sudor /''• 7777;7-.‘?'''-'757 •.- y\ •■7, i7-^7

60: 62ft 7su flaraanto; trajecillo-negro . .57; , >7* '•

C3C con £u esbeitito -traje negro,-.. -7 .7 7 7.7-/7 y

61:112ft gue era blanca 6-. 757 “y '• - - “'. -7.7 7

y'y.s ’ •la banders blanca 67 ... '7 /• • 57:7.7 7 ' J',7'’

• . 114ft la selva oacurlsiiaa 75- =••••' . 7 '• .7/ ••

el- cielo estrallado ' 77 • 7'7 7... : .• '6 ■'77.- •' ‘

62: 92A la cdiaara oscura 7 ;6 •.7 -p?-•■7. . .7- '...6 V'...

' ■: d en linen assul ’7... 7 7 - .•/■.-!7.7- . ;• ... .7;



■■ 324</< , 'J. . \y
?. 94B una nocbe' negra ■’ . •• •

'■■95A-; •un '’largo saco negro.. ' 'A;/*/ . " ■■ / ••?».•? ••;;•'.

96A su cnbello biancoA 7

’' 97A del afilaraiento terroso da la nari£ ? •. : ; ? -

una materia horriblament inert©, amarilla y helada

' 993. ' an mi cMmara-'oncura;>4;>*/''";»? 7

;la pieza muy oscura./,- . f.■•'>'•.

. bajo el veto negro..''.',?-.' 'V. < - ...;.;

aquella boca entreabierta, mXs negra,,,gue la muerte misma

r ; 100b el- cuarto oscuro ,.’ ■ ./■

64: 553 la piel curtida .

56D sus j.nmensos-ojos ..Verdes.-.-'./''-.,. • ' .

\? O 57B r?el.ho$bre quema<3o al air© libra.. i’:p ' ••"• ; fy

' . 583 rcon las mejillas coloreadas . = \

",<;.:59a ' aunque encendlda siempre--’-'..-

c con las tnejillas de nuevo coloreadas'

65: 673 <-t@rciopelo-azulc v

72 A la penumbra-rojiza

<733 mostrar al rojo bianco.? //;‘

' 74A el rastro lfvido de '.tin film - •?•; '. ’; -?'•

con el rostro mMs bianco qtie a la bora da roorir

66: 923 ,ln niebla nacarada / ' - . ■?.? '. • >-.?•<?.'

6,7: 37D .montaOas negras ? -,?•;. ■'■*. -.’.•

- < y883: log ndoguines deslumbrantos : - ?•'• ;''?? • '?’•? - -/

' <• 91A una call© nsoleada ‘ '•'' -••? ■ .' '•

92b. .tin Iago violeta 7<-v •.



"• b-444\. 325 bb""bb.
•<V 93A la cdllc asoloada "’b?'b. -b ' .b

. 94?.: el jlagp, Negro :■ ' /- L

? 100D qiiedo Innidvil,. rauclo y bianco- 4 ■;.

63s 753 reguaros blancuzcoq de agua

by" 763 con su. pantal<5n assul / •"

82 D 15pice.fi..» n&arillos, . assules. y ro jos

:,-S4d un chico polaco.\ ^pelirrojo *

cl dn.lco rincdn sombrfo • yb; : '

853 . las ■ .palmeras* tan rlgidas y negras

mriposillaa dc: raso policromo y ,. •

36C, el cieio ..©staba bianco ' bbb ■ '

Ids golpes dc agua lfvida • .

"4 37.3 hinchaclo da agua azul .4 ’ b by

. 88R.. -on tai cfrculo bianco1 •

' 83S el cuadrildtoro bianco '

•• 90C • . un hombre'•-lfvi.do-5-4" . .. - \-4 " -

70s SIC siirdhdoms ruborizada • '»• *;;• "44, '

71: 7C una conraocidn luralnosa -

\gttsantllbs lurolnosos . • • bb b-.-..,

. - ■. 0C fuegos rojos y verdes • b ' 4 , •

ioc la ropa,blanca do su raujer :

,"b ! arenisca roja-■ . •> ■ ■'

12 b ■ grandest lotras rojasb ‘ b ; ,„b-"b

. 133 ■ arciila blanca > ' \b . .' < ;

13C las tardessnuy oscuras. da temporal

"- 16D . un agujerillo rose " . 4 / '



7; ,7"'7:7?;--77/'77', <-~77'\7' 7- ., . ■■'■
20C ya estaba cast cscv.ro . '' ' ' . "

23C pantos fulgurantes

2 4 A •..su Pano ifvida •'.'•/‘ •% "'i-i'7''' .

linens vlolSccas . •■ _

;7.?7 o'- •yeriiginosos puntosbXancc>»;s-<v-;'--<'7;'-;-'.' '->->••.

721 77A los duros ojos foaforecientea ■: '^''7.-’' A 77 7^-7

73tlO2B una wugrlenta Mina blanca.
W wsp/ una pulpa anarilla f ’77-;7;\ t7,v;7 7

106A brasilafioyperfectajnente negro

1O7C aquel ciust1co barroanarlllento

73ilO9D /de/poso'-violeta/ 7,77 7'.;. 7.. 7;7'7- 7■ ■' 7/

11OA
•<iato:'rwic7<ig«»7nMinc!a''77-77 '7\/ ''• '••7'.

la chica era muy triguePa . ••■■•• ", 7

7 112 a a mode da gruesaserpiente amarilla

7 1130 alrevestimientoaaarlllo deerixo ? 7 --77 7.

X;'il5A el taddico,rojoqlacriooso y resplandeo,tents

-llfiA el cielo denao y lfvido

75«/IOC un cielo bianco ;• .

" 11A
los esteros densfsimos de agua negra
un sol aaarillo ; '''■;• 7-’' •77-;;77'' '

:<7;;ud en las noches oscuras

14C una arpfa plomlsa .

163 los ojos rdjos..'pot; conjuntivltis
;.4F p el- sol brilld, pero no amarillo, aino anaranjado

- ■<:: 17A la lluvia.•*espesfslma y opaca y blanca

planfsiiaas balsas verdes
7-7-18A el mar verde

cscv.ro
%25e2%2580%25a2..su


327r-, s,2; v - "'77'. •'
Tviejos••cocqdriios rojissos 7, ,7-;7<7 •

' 'f: c -;,a lei :luz crepuscular . = 7-7k.‘7} 7 • kb’b-b.7

cantiles'’<3e7asP®r5n .rosa : " ? -'7 ?7. 7'- • •• *<?•. --•

1M •■el7<liluvio -bianco " ''

M-4 sus agues rojaa " 7,7.7"..7"- 7k' 2;.'.'7 ,•

7;.,,..7^>7 . en"lau cinsenadas urbrias : ••kk'77

V* 7 20A sol. . .con cl centro vibrando al rojo albeante •-•

-- 213 cantiles7de arenisca rosa ■ -) • ■ 7 7;7

■7/ 26A sol', tendido corner-una .barra de metal fulgurante . v-

7; 27D •-.'un mar- yarded.-' ; ’ ’•7 • 7 •"•' . >:• . 1 ■- ' ■ *7 "»7 7*7

7<.7^29c' en la ihfinitud celeste '• • 7 7 7‘-'7 q.?7-;'

76 s 35a ...aguas albeantes 77 7 • «< ?•' '' ;-7- 7•’* ’ ’• ?■’ 'k; 7 77 '•*

;7 40A c6n.la;-.'espalda deslxirabrante •••/'777 '7-'v?' ■ ’77‘-’?;Z

7; 423

•'<•:'•• ?;0;

via-.bande.ra-.roja,./;. 7 7 7,; k -'-'.7 777 *'7 ' '-'7 7-'-' 77b- 77

el bolichero de trapo rojo 7.;;'-/ '>>. . 7--;77'777kT7

•'■ 44A torrentaras de agua roja. 7 - ' ;7 ' 77--' -7

77: 7D'. mis pllida...qua el mantel misrao 7 > : ’ •

7 . ; .714B , un trozo. de tierra sombrla

’• -. • D '..por .la-'carretera blanca" ■ 7< 77

•7;? • 153 .pllida'/-' ■ 7' 7b •■•7 < 77 77../-7;.’b 7.. «?7"

78: 7QD 7en’-'laa -no.c’nes Claras- 7- 3 Jr/’ ■ 77 :7-‘'77; ‘'77

8lA las razas' rubias-7- 7-> k ’ .'-’’-kb-V..'.-.

,;1os quo tenemos "l'a conciencia y las ojos mis oscuros

79: BOA luciente conio un buldn octagonal 7.7'"' •'. -7

■ j- 52 A SU rutci iluninada • • .77' 7 7- ’«•' ' -'7 : •’ \ ... - '

\?\ '"-540 no es .el iaoclriico azulx - •- <7, 7 . '-'.777 ;/7



, '7\, ■ ' . . 328
7 7.;' n ■ la nochc es rauy negra .7, " ■:" '

. . 55A ' al rojo bianco. ' . /”'••• /

■7 . 583.' la palanca-blanca-piriblanca

80: 19A una ansia blanca y extonuada

21B el.iono dSIido-.de mi- pieV -7 .7 ; 77

,su cabello negrfnino < 7 f i'b ...,

;25E>. bi has luminoso

-27C ' la alfonbra.■.. f uerfcercenta ilurainada

•77 28A ■do alfo'nbra fuertenentc ilurainada.

■.>7 n del tono cSlido ■ •'.. 77: /

77 ,29B. y pMlido- y .Orispado . ' .. ' --'7 7"'";; •••..'

< •' • 7:c :pSlido cono .uii- 'muurto;7; 7 ' r- •.. t-

; ^77?4B : el dosel de plafonnier ’̂ lividos <

■■ 35D las cornisas luminosas ■ :

' ... 37b la alcoba; . ilurainada , 77 7-’<7

‘: . -'•/ R si tone cSlido habitual ‘7-’7;-7 ,

81: CGD sus ojos.-.azulss ••• '; \ - 7 ' 77-77 ?

7 67A la. pleads. roja.' <7

. . 6 3d jde .sienes.- plafceadas • :'-"'7;'7 ••"'< 7' • 7

‘ 7.717V

’ -- c .

la..arena albeahte 77.7';77‘ 7, • '■

ba jo el cielo v-el aire candentes

82:130C, - 'el cabelio bianco .' - 7:.; •. ->7'. 7,

<1310 'el fresco oasis nocturho :?/.' --'y ..

132C los: cabellos blancos .; -•< "• 7-•' .. ' '

,< •" <7D -,1a arena pareefa raSs blanca, frfa y

. 134C ella, • ■ pSlida - tarablSn ;■ 7 - /• < <?



: el hornbre cabello bianco

34:441): una franjta carbonizada

45b ■ rombos verdes

■"•,•£•;>. ;rapscas; verdes'. •'-*

. - . las 'raoscas verdes , . ,>'•<

43b. el cuartito bl'anbueado



- Nouns

ecbando por la boca una ola de sangre 

asomaba por entre la sanyre -’YYp-Y. 

la sangre..ma impe.dla var «1 rebultcido 

la blancnra del patio silencioso

frisos, columnar y a3tatuas ue raSrmol 

dentro, el brillo glacial del cstuco 

lo ointaban da Camarillo Y-, - , ,

esa hoja de oro YY-pp:. < * ■ ’’ ...

frlo reguero do plata

saldrl la estrella.'de los. pastores -

hacia la luna enorsae

sin nda color que el crexaa; del. .pasto 

el confin p ofuscante de luz - ,

el primer bano de luz . Y? 7.Y?

con catorce borasda sol calcinante

el palsaje...enceguaciehto de uol Y' 

a la luz da la luna Q' • -p/v/Y : ' YY v 

agobiada de luz y-. silencio .. p •

el- sol .a.plomo'.' p'V.’’pY',.:'

a la cruda luz pb<; Y...

vastldo de bianco. Y" -,Y ?

su ailueta ' _ >- •< •' 7/'

el solqusmante, • < j -;; / <• -■ •'•?.■ 

eyltando -.el -sol YY’. ..< /.?•; •• Y"p-

la luz enceguecedora . >:YY. ..Y/bp



40D muglan hasta inyectarse da sangra el .rostra . ,7 ' i

< cuarido veian color©3 brillantes 777; ‘ 7'•

■’ escupid/sangre/ ■/7-/'•' 7 77. ■;. ? 7 77-77. ' <-7- 7 <77'

•?? .77/71/7 .rojo.. .s:7,7--7.;>’'•' /...' 7.q 7.7 7’’ ’ 7 7- / .

54p vio en el'p4?so uh mar de sahgre ,7.7’. •'7'7'7/^,'■7/ 7?;: ,"7 7 7

inundado de sangre - . * , . 7

17:105B da perfil a la luz ■ 77,7 ,-7./•/ 7-7 7'777:--' '7:^7-7- 77'7- 7-;

angosta lengua de luz . 7 - ' ■

10: 19C la caverna.. .Clara afln por la luz ‘7:77.;'7.777 ' .--7-'

7/.\. 21C 'vla 'grieta-- cuya,' luz 'penetrabai'/’*;7 Ts?7'‘777

'7'.7>;-2437 la tiniebla animal ....; 7'. ' %' 7 .. 7.' 7.7 • ;

el golpe de luz q . •. ;• 77" 7:7:7" '-77 '7’:'77\7 7<• ■■■:■' ;.

7 7 25C las' tinieblas. 7 7 .'77 ■; 7-'7.7 ... ••.../ 7;'7->7-‘- 7~; 7. •. -

26B . cincb r£os da7s'ahgre..' / -77.7.-; \ ! .; 7// ’77.. • ' ?:-<.\77?'-77.

7:;-'6'-,7-c.., Aai'olor'de-lav'ftangre -'.7?7'':77/.- -:.’77;-' 7 ‘

laa tinieblas.- . <.7./ / \7'7:--;. ' . 7-. 7/ 77'7 ■' ;-.y’ :..-77 7-- • - .7- 7 -*

20: HOB en escarlata viva •• 77.7 77 7777 7777? .77 7'7> 7' . ?7; ■> ?' '■

77-/ ' C

7;;p.\

una hegra -gordisima con m miiXatillo 7 7 ?

un negro canoso 7;/.•.••..-_7 /.7; 7.’ 77v7/ - \7. X/: .7.’

21:127A alucinado por la luz do los tres farcies do. vicnto

,1300 eso negro quo invadfa el suelo

23:';95A un golpe de 3angre me encendid los ojos .77.7 ?7

’ ’ C, sobre el piso granate de sangre y carbdn :

D paredes. .. viacosa;, ae al^ultri; 7 7;-\'.7''.'777-' ■ • .'7.

el sueid resbaladizd reile jaJa <_1 eiolb. oscura /. 7... 7? //?'

en «1 hueco de una puerta - car’Cdn y agujero, hada iaSa



'963 para 'tip :'oal vay. 'del alauttrSn

C . un lioribro. joven'-.de rigitroso luto •.;••" / ■ >

2$: 7C Uft tpstro.de smprP&a -blancura .

27: 55b ..doa 'gofcitas do-pnngre • . .

- • ins?, gotitiw dp oangro . '

.. 6 .8 3 . e^/‘ ppnt7aiia.’?do dtp- - '< ' ", •: \?

C soar:' ?1 rlo da o3.*o n ' -•

28; WA in foianeu'ra dol panto holado . .

. D hrt3-labade>.esplendorosa claridad .
p/’/ p-/'

■ 3.n mf-ana do oro . ■'.... -..- ,.••;••- . .: i.."
GIA.. al dlchoso dosluytbrzraiento -< p--.-

• ' ■ * * ’ ‘.'I ' *- 1 - ; •; t‘ ‘ ' r* • ». •* •

. o3? cnwino ancahclldo dp lur
!•. ■■■ '. 'O”. ' /r,. ’... i . •»-> ;• - ...• ■ ..

'V‘‘de un vorde.inusitado.
V.; ’

87Q sup:silnotas' so destacaban en negro 

'x Xa -oxcossiya. Xus del sol

5; . .. p. ppn' somisdnibra, .-.' •<<'; • '

88A la naGana' ancondida de sol

I’overbru-aba do Xus .

90,C Xioviah /rids .do .rmngro •■ * ■' ' .•. .. '• v. O', ’ : ■■ •. . .
.p/V ' Imindando ol paste de sangre •• . 

31:133A oina or.latura .de riguroso luto '
P;.

- ■ .135A,-''lgrandG7 . livlana,: do- vatios colored

32; 1193- l.T.yidas' aarpaX -wteadas l.de vfcxde - .

•■■■.A--'-' ••;.■? ■ >•-''..C-, - '
33; 32& toi'ila sus chispas do bri 1 Xante ' ..

D nuavas : chi spas. .> ?.r_

36d oncandi^ la veladora - ■ . .

■j. .-

.■ -: • - •
.P'- ' •

.’ ' . -i.

tpstro.de


^^333: ; S’ •/ ' .. ” •
en‘ la..'i’leinc'ura: helada de su caiais'6'n y do la s&baiia

. ■! £>’•' •no ,hs^8Xci rauch«i- lu®" *•/<’-•". 'G-7?

35:1070 pasd dal. voxxlc clsro= a,una' hlancura. amarillentai .

" ■ 108A

jiobiro la na^ruta dOsblada . ' •

'six a§u& du -cinc ";5-. ?;•

35:108b en p>prfdcto»'..c£rculd .tie .'s&hgre ' '• C /.•_•' J ’• ?;>

36? 92D
• el-rib .cuajadojdo rufox ‘ '* -. -•'■ I/-;- .'•<.•/ •

Un'paiiiiolo da dolor\•• ■..

,100c ' habXan hecho* Undo' bianco..-- ' ' . ; • ••■ ■. V ' •?. ’ .-\9. ; •• -

~7'101d •on una/hoche-do Elnta. '■

3G: 978 . oscurocida'.bdr; falta-do luz ‘f ' . •?<:• .

40: 918 una,3oh:bra bl'aftcaj;• • < >./* ; • '0,.,-y,.';,•

- 92A/••toda-la pdiid-sE y ■ ‘ ...I;'’ 1 / - -,V‘

■t. ' 9.4A on cl crG}iuaculo.;de susyojos entdrnados' ,1 ’ -•

41s 32A ' doslirdirabd x’lO'-sol;/ ’

P': ' cabiisb&ja de modo.rra y luz s- y- “

•• • ;5. P

MV

•_ essjpapado^en ;sangre -.. -C "•< '•-<>;. : '• ' ■”

ea la so-ubra transpareiite . •• ■ . /.

42:143A .la 'iuoningitia y au.soabra-,?. . 1 •- /'

148A la pehuwbrn del dOtmitoriO’?; •••• -,’v ‘

' 15.88. de. hquolld- pd.nui'nbra'/-I ' . .,1./* 7 '

166C-.. . alia tods-do•-Bianco. . •' : .

,D \la uieiiin^itls. y su ^scmibra <; ' ---'y

era-un; su’darlo •; V

■ leb-iniszaa-. sonibrev'de antes .. ' : ’•. • •• 8.•'

,y\;la inoningltis. y Su sos&b'ra-



' Vl67C'~ IPs ojos hundidos 4c .ojPrps ? V/; ,

43s 36B . Ilonaluego Xgs observaciories on bianco

7/373: do 'im; tan ppaed .
‘,-..7-;r ■ 7! ■ . , p

- /;>. VI ^Ixvida goiitev da los iaurallonps '*'■ 7-V‘- ■'• 
;./••. : V X/.'-V'l' V. *'• >" *•'•< V V-7 V

C no voila oi.no- doss colored -VV/'V <7./

.. - ■•' /pi negro de<lo's\murailondp’-; ;
Lf" / ‘ V-'v'.;'"- 'V I

el grit- lfvido del rio 7'" ;:./•••: V7 

;38D al horizon fee de has alto y. bruraa - /,?../

•;•••'4 40B -ho-hapla sino una-.luis^horriple ■. V;‘/ v 

I. 41B un verdadaro .mar .'de olaa.-do orb «‘py'v • '■■ 

44:1220 ontre negros y negritoo . ;

46? 56C la doble revbrberacidn do cielo y . agusi

5BA una noche do tinfca • -

7... 'a la llama-.del ••'•fog<5n ■'</..■/, y. - •

-59A?‘la.;llaiaa.'de'''/ogph:7. -H-vi '.y''/V -

47: y.2tfe las. vlboras-- do - coral: ••• •. VV;;. -V-v

.323- del paisaj'e .asCIxiado- por la 1uk\ V''

. ■ 403 ' lasdo-Coral . . Vy y V ;
V v/v'y," \/v7/'•' Iv \ b-v/< un negro de’. ter elope lo - y-

'.’^bgro -y’.oro \?y■

4.7? 430 . nna .luna. ’delMlnioneS - • ■' -/yy .

en las tinieblas Gal rente ,

■ ■ . . la'ospurldpd dbi ponte' IV ■ ■■

tV-V/VV; inundado do- lua.'galvSnib'a-', yv

• .'44IV- so duellcaban en negro ■■ - ;'<■
^^77y;-; >-7 7y77y7>7V7;7'V-77'7.

- . .la violent^ lua v- ; 7 7 . •• ‘ '•. •••



'■'. - -'d-d XXbd-X-.X0 ; rayos do.blancura" halada \ ;;‘-: 

' ;? D . ,largos -trl^nguloa de‘ Ilia •. :

■ reguoro de plata*'../ 

calada tie lua obllcua; ; :

;\?v'/:47B; .ne sd’color tofidrfan'. ' '

50; <' 73 /pl dlolo dd carbdn '•:<3?.

'• y<<C comonnaba a romper el Of a ' ■
P' •'« X_<:. yV. •
una :lxiin<msa -jjoiribra >..••-"■ «-- ■ - -. •■ • . - •

■ • • •- y

' ", Q hac’b b 'sostbra. ' ,«

•'.« BA- i .tma rubles, clarldad , \

• . ’uria angosfca sowfera A‘ v . ■■

.; . 1« bombra .aa.fcuvo. sobre, Mia '

• “ B ...on' la oscurldad’ ' '■■■

'■ ; jol. -vago' dfa.,naciente ••• ; .

' 9C,/bandab; db -.Oro'-<•
*J •' 4 ' - ■" , . -s - . ' V'? ' *' ’ * ' * '•’ »** 4 ‘

’ :1a bellorsa del dibujo y el color

■ •< >, 13B.: chorros' da lUa.-AV ’ ;< ’’
■’ 'b X,X -; <<
'■ w 23A.. esfcd- yfbord.. do coral--..- ' .•' ..'< J<

: ■ r‘ <•/<, \<<
.< sobr©;. •£ondo -do. pilrpura / . . <;• , . <

■ A .JS '■ dg un femooo yorda-'- x?

' :,;culobra- de.' coral ■

.':-.i27D'-,arroll.;u1a on la'noWra' ... . .' .

’ .293 ancondid ol .,farpl do viento

MOB ,'al brusjco.-golpe do■ lux - • "•‘•J •’... 

?O-.' el ferol» apagaba X "... • ■'



/ 31C la silhita os'ouridad

. . *’ 7el'7peligro'. de'vKiayoX' 7 7.;

’ ,py.-a. Ia..ius&«. .tie. la ina^rugatla' ■ '

■ 34b eh'©1 dfa aun lXvido ;';;7<• '
. * ' ; '<•- : .V .. '

• /'• j' , ■ ’ '

52i 60b laicrwda lux '7'- "̂ "7 7>- .../

., un amayillo livid© ". • /• 'V•' f ;’ ' ■ .

.•'•7 .. 7-sin'•sofflferas-;7.-7. ' \;.?77c-77 ;»fe. '

.-.lux.<$©,s6X;'ifisridlano 7- ?; 7>;t7* * '/■

7 ''7btegbs da lus 7 : ' ■

• 7'C rh plerio’sol;' • b’7.. 77 ".7->7-'" >''7/ .....

52s. 61b 7' ;©h la ' penumbra ’glacial -s\ ■■■'' •; 7-"7.. "7

' .-7 66A . al’ ralAmpago 'del;hogar -77. ''.. • \ >
'■ V ... ■ ?

•' i■< .. •". aguei xessplandpi’- -..... 7-v/7 ;/7;/. '7..' ';;

7 .66D .'-.al' ospldndor cast taareahta • ' •;
\7-\-7"7‘.7\

; 67A ari la obscuridad • '• 7. 7 ’ '• \
-./.I-7 3 - 7; :

■•'■7 /VID yibrando 7al roio •-bianco -7' 7 \ '.77 7, 7

i• ;7:. 7 • . 7' k- ; ‘ ’.•/ V ». *■ • z ***
.•.- 773A' el .raflajo'de/.oxo;-habitual' 7'.77 •

‘7?;.- . - 7' . '*• : -■ 7 ‘ ‘S’ ' :*
S3sl33A - alqunosr hiXos' do plata* ,• : ••

-■ 142C- los-'£00697'-777.^7 -7-'7'.s
7": 7?- 1 7 :e'7/'77-7.77 ’ f....
54? 73 al doralnlo absolute' del. nogro dal basque

llB ' laf? ;noches..'.de.7<?rair luna. _7. 7. x7'7-'-'

•7;; 13a. - un lb destacaha 7--\'.. •/;,7 ”7

7tm7niievb.’‘5<3l5mpa<ja-‘:--,bV7/’ '; - 7

55s 79A.;7e»7'la noebe :. -.'•-< 77.r--7 ’:'7 •

7; U3A valitao do color b' .7 7''' ■7-;7.'77-7v7'7;7- 

■ ■' -■ 86c'7: an las' fclhi'bfelasr’ 7' 7?-;.'7’‘7. ' "7;-' -7 '77'.



561 47A ' la ;euoricax» «qpidmada.en asul '.. 

<' el- polo, de; -fuego■■’''.' -•- ''

■ ■'•';■ ';>'49n: ' chispas -'.do :.iusp A •. •';

. 500 elbianco. do loa o jog-"’’ • • < ■ '. ,■ ■ ,i-

-'543/ •lafgos/.abhQa. do soiab'ta '. ■

55A.; ?,uria aoXa laanch'a de'.tlnfca •./.

..• 57A.< el rxo'. ca t.lhiablaa,

57: 79n fulgurahfces'cxistaies; tfe nlavo

. _.80A' uha reraota; luce cilia’. ' >.. •

; ..... •. 01.. la Xua;cOnltal /'

; , 82b una''palldea iiortal < .

~ '• ' lablaa-tie/cera •'.1. << .'•///■'

v ?-:-83Di , la;i^<cenlWX.'y.• ?.

; • >-87& la Gran Sombra Tiritante ?

-p la Xua. ♦ -me ■ daFiaba, lbs- bjos / 

OOP ’. los credos. rerlejos de la . caiiia

• ; ' P - la Xus tar’isacta Z .

• OOPa.iai' Piddled- de, bianco ;• •

'.D r la Gran^’oiabra.

58:120A an in. oscuridad .

1260 ..tjrant'fes betas do obarol 

1290 '-era nbche berrada- ‘ ••?
b/... . -inbeb 'de Bengala-’ /.; • 

'• ■ G' el hila de" fuago* corrid.

en/fcre las ostrella^ tiias

; ■ • ,' ’ •■ '.••• '...-las • rubdn's girantes do tbdo's



7‘.7 <• 7"-’7 ;?7 7 ,7--7.7 338 .-3,7
58;129C entrp las^dhispt^777'p•/'•■'' Y \

:'ios -cborros•••&©' .fuagb. 77 ■ ••' .?<

:‘77p/ Ids rcgueros da' chi-spas' -i

un huevo: snreo.' de. fuego .-:;7 7' 7'

,130b las luces "de Bengal's, / •?*:•? 7

5--1313 .
*t'A 7 V ’ • I

. ,un:.:-tSltimo ohorro da chlubas V-;

suss ojos brillaban;-coimo... luces ' •

,\7;‘7 Ye ’

.Y/7 ..•••.£

una. Xlnraara&a crujlcntd:\ 77. 7:/.'

un "imotiao "castillo tie nrtifidio

132.B

:en agudas Flechas-. da-.'calor 7 \Y.. 7

las' ilamairadas ascohdian 7 •.■ -.■ , 7

no llegaba elfuego/• 7"; 7,77.' 7

7.61: hombre -todado'/por' las.llamas.'

la’s llamas habfan;•abrasadaC '.7 '7

133/7

las agudas:luces de. Bangala 77: .

•..el. reflejo do Ta 'selva-.ahcaadid.a

y:..:.y 3 ••

59 s 70S

. con su Propia sangro .. ""• • • 7 7 7

ius'.excealva;;.:;.?;7‘7 77-.7' ,•.77.

60; 63D ‘ pasabah .-las. .noches .on. -bianco.

61s 1093. brillaba el.sol

;•■ 'loop rogueros''do- sangre? . 7. Y .7

?' 111 el variradp color, • 77-'•■ ?Y '77’.-

V-112A todos lost .’.colores 7 . '’7';,<-777 .'••

7'3

11437

con todos 16s colores .imaginable

el. color deeadaYma 7'.'.' ’• " 7-,

en-la's tiuiablan • •"'.'7 • ‘7



' . >’'-• ? z ?’ ;• ■339.
■ 115C-? :1a solids oscurldad •' -? .

' -117D '.on las-profundal feinisi?lah 

62$1Q.1& uua.' ax>rcta'flfoima fciniehl-a 

65t;663 :en'\Xa tibia;.panwabra

72D;-el bazdelua' . ■- , , .

' ' 73H ’BiOstrar al..xo'j‘o'-folanc6 \

d-Zeb Xa: oscsiridad <;■'; .. ;

74a . «jsa. alucinaci^n. on' ;bianco 

. ■;B ■'tma •'• ironfa -ds. la ;lus ,

-"p-ardia la'luss-'< - ;
>’ •• * - .. - . * a,. h 5 h t / • ?•' '»•'’? ’ ■

. • i / « . * . ■ Jr. ‘ , • - \ " * - .

?>eri ,1a hruSba oa.sacidn. &a.:. 3j

■ 75B. ■; un fulgox'' daslumbrant®.. ••. •-

' -'■■■ .,D:,,la tlhiobla del nvSs\alia 
' ' U '; /. h" 1 '
:'-la--lus se.-apagd'<

. 76B la cafa yuelfa ,a; la-' lua 

eh hl haS da lu?. - .

661 91C, un Suave roaplandor ■.

\,96C el divino"color .

.67:' '86B' ' a plena ;sol/•• ; "

• C a-pieno sat y.-‘ '

. ;;87B ardiente sol .hh.J

• .; C si&pipre • bajo.; el sol .' '

■ D''-facortadao.:-on'-tinta’china 

- ;88A . camina hl sol ' . '

.. B, ootov vi'ondo caar la noche

.89A" ha .oh'condido -ya J.os - faros



0OC'' ..coino- ■ vsn 'a’ro ,qe' fuego '/• - '."''7? 7 ■- ’
;-•V'*.-/ -‘ v:'; "77

J'- A * '
jai .'bln lebl a mental - 7--. •'. 7;77'; 7.

. • ‘ '• , i 77 ''■<.

-' 94C ba jo- el7MaX'-da-£usgo7 ‘ <7777-7
^. ••<..7;7.-..';..7-<. 7.7.7:-y-b' '77-7.7

■ . 109P
K\‘ ■ ' -’p <■

113D

. la. lua encsndlda '■ - ■ 7b 7 . •*; ■ ■' 7 -'•■
‘ j J C ' - 7 . . 7 * 7 ‘ 7 .1. *’v* ?V r ‘ •- ’*«. i ' ' . ' . ; - • •' ; .
a-.las llamas ',?'y y' ' 7 7

G8r 74B

85A

'.coma nota do/color 7.7 ’ ..y

■.cnio ..vihraba'-at bianco. 7: ' •..7;'7': -

’r.' B
■’-< / • 

'?* \ ,k’ ' ‘,- ’’ , f . \ ’ *
’*• *-

contra las ti'nldblas ■ ■ - -.7 .. ...

la Ins del farol de vlento

.-•sobrcy las hojaa; on . bianco 77 7v* .

■ ■ ; ’ '>>7. ;•
; arena adldaada .al ..binned ;' .7 •; ' 7 / l./

-.;,SOD 
‘ -? '

una‘ IXvi'da sombra . ■. 77 . 7y 77- ? .77 •• 7

' ./■' •SOD'.
- ' ■ ■■ '■/' • ■ : ■ ■ •• • ’ . . 7 . <’

■ 1 las<tinishlasIfflSS.’ densas.7" 7- 7:7 .’7'

el'resnlandbr So 16s' focoa-. oi^qfcricoa

7 7 90b‘- ■-'la .-7 .los arcQ7. ; l\ 7-’-7 \;;?7

70; 51C \c«*m'nu©vo,7'rxTOor 7;

533. . con nuovo'.rtibdr.•'. .7'.'<'' 7<

••; 54A doS;Theses., de rubor ' - '\‘7‘\;7j7- 7 -■

71:. 7 7B
• '• - ' 7;. '. ' ■ ' - v ■-. . ,
ari'.aqualla oscuridad ; ■. :’X. ’:

••'77.'- .'-•-- .'7..-’,' .<■ .... -
7: 7- ■"*• ;7 ?v ’ ^•••.••7'-;. 7 -

Ian tiniefolas. .7 77.-;7'.7,

7- ; c una . conmocidnluminosa. .. •" ■ ■*' ' ? •

■b ’ 1 -A- ;
.", 7 88

..la finnra «n rel^mpado 7 . , -

- en-'.la ralsma oscuridad7"7 -*’7.7f ■

. ;C- .a pesar dd 'Xa oscuridad-7/,.’'. ;.

las'.-ti'nioblas?

ol moment&neo fulgor eld un fdsfdro



•la. tiniebla raareaht©4-

=a/la.0curida&'7 ; ? j7‘

la noetic 'cay<5./' ' f. - • •

el: farol de. viento . . ?' - /

7; 7 isn . de fcodos co lores. •••'• ’ 7 ■, .■ /

16B cegado por el.' sol '7/'.;/' 7
71s 17A a-’contra luz . 7',','7';77:.' • ■>

■ coma, sombra 'Chinese^ ••

• 20p . Uh solo reX0pago7 '2'7”

..230 no vo£a sino tinioblas

7 20 la IXvida luz del dXa ; < •>•

•las tinieblaa .7; ' --7

'250 el farol oncendldo . .-.7

\ .20' "a'la luz del-farol •

72: 76D XtafoXa cerrado la ,noche7.;‘

b en la os curl dbd

73sl.06B

7'"d'

de -noche cerrada • •,"• - Q-*

; let. roverbcracl^n; 77

'? 7iioa; vobtida da negro ' -,-7 •• d.. '■■■'

112A del negro MalaguXas ' 7<

1170 desde las. tlnloblas

75: 11A

; D-

coiso Unaenbrine bfcasa /-. .■ .

•on, las noches oscuras

' '143 con sus. grande'scrjos de .oro

cercados-.de aisul ' • ■ 7



.. .• 342 .. . :v;
16p? .en'vapoxQs/dojsangre.

A ./.cerrada Xa/noche ■■

17^ .GOTup plata bxidada V ,

•/’, ' \-.'nSra.mo -da ing6po.rtablev.lus 

J , C "desde.las tiniebiaa ?.o?

xec. '..a Xa Xus crepuscular ••• v ‘ •..

J 19D. al primer rayo do sol : Y

. ‘ 20A vibrando al rojo albeanto

v v 21C reibaban. lab tihtefolas , ' .. • •

23A : el'-.dXa.:d.lareaba •- .. ‘

: " 24B la noche las absorbid. (horraiguifc&s)

'25C ' en 'las<tini.eblas.'; . ■?', ;’•

' ' 26 A en.las -tiniefeias . •. : J ;

el sol ilumind

27A : hacia la .‘sonforn. <■/ -x: •' ;

X ■"" 28C Ifoajo la sombra del techo Y

• < 29C emoenachado'de .bianco',./ • ' ,:/;-/./>?

• 30A puntillado .de vardeA .•/ ; • - ■ -•.’5' ;

76: 33D tipos ritluXsiraos de. color \.'5

;•• i--,34T?. tipos/de ester rorilntico color

X'? 363 •A vos, negro ’/ . ; • ; ’ ’■ ■-

G Tendd la manonegro \; 

D Hate kiovMs, iaoreiio v.>;..

.< - 37A .

•' ;..b j

buscaiido - hacer bianco’ on eV negro..'

buscando al negro <' ••

el neuro Joao. Pedro •'• ■'?



. 342
70s, 37D foian;,J noreho^ yl3.4 ; •'••

. •/ • 30&; •.asintid.-Qr n©or6;. ; . • ?.) by

. • /40B;. un '-’negro., ratty vie jo/ /•.•

' 44Q al; primer yayodesoln ' '

cuyo' dulo© ycrde.l

Xiondfease de luzyr; ;1

77: XUD/ alpesar la divides . - • : • ?<•

> . 13d :-cte nocho .

. : i4n

cuando habftt luna . '

:.uha- ldpida de sn^rsnoi • ■;

■' 'la'impresidn.'dtt ser. >£uegos. fatttos

pin.'nubeir'..t•'

78;•78b •en las riochbs olarasi '

• /:/ 79A la ardlnnfce Xus do ,ios,' locos

. a In in-/ 4© la luna • .

la - penumbra. inraediat'a; ?

79: SIC ■ no hay .niSslqtt© cXattldad'.'Ootenfctt'.''

52h ; a la.luz del sol l; < '-A;.- ,

J54C-

al bol. •'■ <' Ci

. hecho,f*,do lus '

■ ; /; ’. D con su. ©scalara de yeflejoa . -

al roaoiandor.. del hogar abterto---. •

</-55A .pslusa 'al rojo bianco ?; ; ' '

'

- \'<S8B'

. un‘ livido, rolfepago ■ . . '

Ultimo ;res$lan<5or'

'C;. cuyas? 'fronds' al rojo ' 4 - . .



1GB: an. la penumbra ; '

"■ n. a ,la Ins'--'.'.' y _

192\ .en la .penumbra sepulcral

: 3 •eh las' tXnieblasr ... ‘

25k; an las fcXnieblas >y:;

B Ips rayon do la lus 

y sosabraa; •<' • •

- b el-hart luminoso '■

26A esds/'rayda de prpyaccldn 

. ,C alyo .quo Xus galv^nlca 

31C ba jo la okcitacidn. de yla lus 

32C.' bajo la ius, • '. ■• 

33B el koi cncendia lab callas-

34A a lob ray os delsol '■•

35C; al ^caer la noefte • < ••

36B al rower, el alba

372V ;un huevo fulgor do'centeXla

30D las luces, .inndvXles

3$k - las luces est5n ehcondidas'

4) un has- dc luces ... ; ■•:'■■ : ■-,

66B ?con tddo el sol .. ••••’

C$1 SO.! '; \ ■

63A , rpdar-onvuelto eh sangre ;

70A \ el color de-su.toz ■<

'C- cehtelleok•de alaiabre ' .



82:1278 ©1 r^'splhndox’. .galvSnlco . .

ha. apagado’;-‘aus • 'luce's . •,
' '■ ••'.b'b'-'\ 128D./<la Xnz ,se.-apag<5 -•'/ .

. • * \ ‘■\ ; dttr6; .la ibscurldad ' < :•.. •

- 129A
.i ■. '

;la luz se aneend.16 ■ ; 7 -■ .< .

lob- .gbcasbs .-.segandba .do- oaeuri
: '■’? • ' * - - -.

antes qnc.la lus -se: encendiera

cuyas - soitoas arlsadaa
'•» '. 5 • - • * ’. * • . . ,1 *•’."> -

131D- ant© el resplandor juvenil ' ' ‘

<; 13'4'A t;-' v7; •; z- * 7< -7:la, Inna en senguante ■

' D ante la luha en raenguant©

84: 45D

' ;47B

un velo; da densa tiniebla .

' la Xws.-•ael'.-.soiv '.-b
•*./•• »t*.\ ^*7

.'a los-rayoa.del sol :■



346
Section 4 - Phrases

- ’ ;• .

4: 88D do car a color de.paja ? ' . . '

IBs - 21C .-.el suolo bianco de huesos
V “* * ' ", s " ' i-’.5 ’■ '*• ,***** * *’ 'J. ' .* • ' ?. \ •; »r,

23s 95C sobr.'j el niso granate de sangre y carbdn . ;••••'
; h...h ; "''•?/•

28: 79D un alto pastizal...bianco por la helada< -?•$
b... •"

80D el-valla bianco de espartillo.helado <
i ;? i ‘ . ,,, -• ■

29 s? 39b el ciglo bianco de calor ' ’• ’ ; ?'?•/, a _?•??

31:1333 naranjos blanguacinos de diaspis .

34: 77C al cainpo bianco do escarcha . ;■ ■ ■ ?

J) aquellos, doc rostros color de tierra 

35:1123 el ciolo bianco se tornd plow '••?;- >•,

4657C < bianco,'.por oil chai de lluvia '7. ‘ ?/•?.. ?/-1

47:.-.40B,. bandh!3’de. color oro ',■??-?• 7/7 '?' 7/

43: 54C coil el cuargo bianco;do'.garahatac '-7-. - ' 7?

50: 73 curvas blancas y cafd sobre largas bahdas salmdn

. - ,29D pdlido desorpresa ; .' I -:-,? . ?•••??:

34D con la boca blanca deespuma ,

52: 73A ?los bananos pudridos an pulpa chocolate - .

52: 73A 'el sudd estaba. amarillo de narahjas ; ,

54: 13C -en el rfo bianco de lluvia •. . */•'

60:66A el bosgue tibio debia eatar ya bianco de vapores
..Or,65:770C bianco tte nieve ;

<’•/??,? ?.- 7;?;. -7 ■-?. ;• ? '?/??? 7 : '■ : "7?
... 723■' 1&,saia ostuyo a gscuras y; ■’■/?>;

66: 933- ponidndose pdlido de dicha . ; ; ?; -' 

68: SOD .; los antebrazos negros de block; . .. 7’

. 86Ala cara.7. .de color tierra 7? •

, - ?»-- *

-,'V.



72 ? 74a sbnro j ada de timidgz
• •’
73:103C un cielo bianco de. calor

.1133- una llovixna'' de color tobacio
c. 7:

75: 17Dl,tddb bianco de agua :
S;?;?---

90 : 26D horabrcs ihiMyiles -y a oscuras

■ • 39D un.a sala a oscuras . 1
•' •. -I-'. ’ .'I.-,

81; 703 ’.las' picadas rojas de sol '



Section !5 - Verbs •. ■ . .• '

8: 853 con qua la apasionada joven enlutd dosineses; su

10: 70A el orients comenzaba a empurpurarse en abanico

12: 76 A amanecid plateado de peces muertos (el riacho)

D chapas de: ci.no/ quo encegueofan - ; ..

15: 52C degollaba...el animal, desangrMndolo

54B se habfa desangrado la gallina ■. ; \

17:1053 su cabello centelleaba .••>?/ ..

18: 19C el piso blanqueaba de huesos Partidos ; : •

19:149A apenas ahochebfa;; "•’/• ... .. /.■;

20:109C la lorna se doraba’_• ,9; :

2'1:13OD la oorrecoidn devoraaora oscurecla el suelo

25; 12D una simple garda que agrisa el patio = . , ..

29D sus.ojos, enrojecidos /•/, ■;//' '

27: 68B el. rip se habfa coloreado tambidn■?./. .

30: 473 el carapo se amorataba da floras. • •?.->•••. \

sib el aire-estab.a ensorabrecido de abejas . \

D el patio oscurecido de abejas , \

33: 36B el briHants resplandecfa ' ' . ■ "</

38: 97B s os cure ci da por falta de.,luz .

: 99B las'parades./.se oscurecfan progresivamente

41: 32B el rostro..ids Korner enrocacid un punto rads

' - ■< 33A , su nano desangrdndose \ '■ /'■

43: 40C azularse de disnea ,, >■';' •"

4lB doblarse,. araarillear y. secarse y

44:126B . para hacer ruborizar ■' •>.<

ci.no/
parades./.se


46 s 56C la dotolo reverheracidn de clelo y agua enceguecfa

59B la lean hSmada llaoeaba .

. 593 •los inmensos ojos de los chicos luclan • . '

la.noche habfa aolarado ’* .. ’ '

48: 56B

57B

aguellas manos ehnogrecldas de barigufs .

para estirar, suavizar y. blanquoar aquella piel

52: 60B las camtsas...deslutnbraban . -

71D la arena...enceguecfa , . . ■

53:142C hasfca enceguacefclo (los focos)

54: 14A el peUpn gue iba blanguaando tras la lluvia .

55;. 82p cuando la costa amnrilleaha (de naranjas) ?

56: 57A la distancia la apag<5 . ' ■ ’• ' , - ‘ ■

57: 82C los lab,ton, las encfas y la lengua ae amoratan

58:139B coxnenz&ba a oncurecer ■ '• '. :-

131B y Rus ojos brillaban.

el juneal• ardfa . • •' . ■ / ■ •

61;108C en la’ selva ensangrentada ,

66: 93A el respaldo de la cama se iluminaba

67: 86D enrojocerno el rostro de verguenza - .

87D un Iago coloreado wr el crepdsculo

63; 74B casas,.blanqueadas hasta la ceguera .

843 todo dl anaranjado de pecas ' " ,

903 quo lo enceguccfan .

71: 8C la arcilla ernparmda fosforecid . . . ' .

HA furiosh -tormonta cue los oncegecfa

13C partfa del hogar albeante un verdadero golpe de fuego



' ' ' ; » - ■; .IP-' • ••••• ■ . , X .

■ ' . .. 350 •' ■ '
• 153-.'-al vionfco\ helado qua le,amorataba -las ..nianos , \ .

■ .1613 • dabx.a-pauar-’.una ’‘tdxa. Z.W el patio cegaclo por el-sol •’ ■

75: 19D oujrvavs. .quo.iborbotabah durojocidaa por la sangre <5e lain -palometas
23.fl el d£a claroaba yr.... .... . ■' .. • •' • . ’

. 30aiiol nacibnto -..•rai> .d6raba ol ostuaxio . '•

. C. laa aooaa.’^.sa punioxon-a danzar, oscuraci&idosa •
77: 150 p’ali&aciiin&o toc»av£a-.’iiSo ' '

80: \23D"'-doi:: tono/c^lido.'. .qu^ /ooloxoaba. las insjillas-'•'. ' ■ -. •;"■ • -

41?i ? el hpsibxe palldoaid . ' -• • ■ '• •' , ' / •

43A las corfcinas.. .doradas por el fupgo- -• ’• - ••• ’ - /" ' ... .

,82:1320 'bus• ojob.. ♦se ensoxnbrocioxon do-vlda - '

134C •Rcnounxd palitkici#
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' • -/foraker: ■ '/Story'. ' • ; ' . Collection

X / •, ./.Los bnquos. 'suteidahtes S
•• j'.". c.-.

. '. •• 2 -.v La-lenguci .-o/.?.-/••. /
/?/ ■ '3. ? • /■ Navidad',, /:. //''< •'///'./. //:,'•/. x ////..•.'/ss..'/S •/.■ '■';

•’ .. .' " ”• ‘ ■- . - ' , •/• . «
. 4 Las rayas , An ,

’ . 5’ ' X'anriy • - . ' •/, - ' ■ 330 ’
-I..' <<■

• ' ‘ ‘ “ W « * ' - 1 , k< ? , K •' ?' ' 6..-Xa '/• o,..-

Cp- 7 El almohadonda olune.s \. CALM -..'-/ //
,- / 1 ■ r <••/•. . ,

■■ 3 /• ;;;c:/ .Sstofanin .7; /, 1 //C;XS\;_;

L .7 CALM.7; < 

•'? /An / ,•/

8 -Sstefanla
,..n .... ,

.....Raves. - .. ;
•. .

/\ 10 ,X../^.. La ins61aci«5rt .•-v - . ••■.. .; • ,

".» ;.c C..:^ .••'12S7

\£,X'\7? :/••'/ -.. Xc; CALM •/•,..// -■
. ''c: X.c/.-. //-/'•'< -///'•,

' 11 Corpus . ...'7'; A.; L-.KS-.
/': " C '/.-X.. " X ' /•■ ’• / '."."• m'/: . 'iv/;-;/.'/.;• // / /

.12. G1 Monte Megro . • An

13 El canto dal cisne ?-n ■ . ;'<-■■ An.,
.* ■ -.3"
CK8. 14 • Los’ eazadores?de rates . <

O '• . •/•••'. ' .-• <
15 .. La gallina degollada

1 ' • • >" 'o. .■ oa.' ■/■ ■ " f/' ,, „f. 3 .
//;, =- ’.16 ;•'•.•.•,■/;/; La crona de chocolate -: ■ ;, •'•/>?; ’/An'/.',/' ' / '■
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C. '' •
• O', •“ i • -•

i. - "■
caLm. ///

17 Un idilio ' -y-s
■..’.fz’ >/ ‘ z. a -.;y at
18 La roalidad

19 ;• /El perro rabioso Aj

<;/// 20 ;■ /• / si divine!; >-//7 X// !: v//'</'v :■///',’./ax

•;.//•' . •;..//•/'<..r'?. /<?•'// x;-/</\.-,/.h>'X/./' /-cc.-X/' /.//•/"'/
' 21 La ratal silvestro - - CALM

Area. XV. .
3 '•

An > L o

■■•/.-, ,22

.. . 23 El vampiro
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■ ' r ‘ . ' . • • • • ■ ••

kX ‘.-v ; ••

- . An
7 L...

.f
An .

.ft'/ o?.
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•J . - ' A - ■ , 7y-. ,:= ‘ -y-7 ;W'7;-7 ** , / ,'Z * *

dumber -' 7 Story / <7.-7/ •<< 7 ' • ./ .7./ ‘<’7. . . Collection

24 7.77 ' Gloria tropical •" - ■■7 ; ' 7' ' An- ' •./7-/
1 * ."'7, >7 • • ’ yy .7t7 ,y? /■■77yy': •* 7 7? \

•?Sy yyy Una estn.cidn cte amor • . ' ';•/./-■ . CALM 7-7 - ;7 
« \ A ' * * • ’’

'2C'y;//'7 . ■ Los. casearados'•? - < / 77-.-.-7. :*•
■ ;• ■' ,t ?■ ■ ?-? ■? 
..7,7- An ; -^yy;

27 e,/-yii/la dtriva1'-; '••‘‘•vy’. y'7 c ’■ 7? " ';7y CALM
‘ ■; 7';7.'-‘b '■.' .■ - ‘- • ? ? ... 7- ■/' !■.- ' 7- * *• >'•' -A .-:A ,; /
28 </■-; . El . alanibre da/pSay . . * < <«*■' *' ■ * - - 77,7../-calm y/yy.

Los inmigrantas y.77 7"-- y-<7•• 4'7“' 7
A ; 'y-fe A/yAy

3P • ■.7v< - La roiiia Italian?.. y ;•: -y’" 7 v, ;p777 .bs'xy' ? 7"':.
.?. f -.-1-;■'‘7 7. . .‘•’7 .7

si •. ..■/■ ■ - Hues fcroprimer cigarro ’...-/ ? ■/• 7 •\*7- \ '77- ;'" ’ - /CALM7' 7‘a
■ • '■ "■ - - ■-, ■ -.7 /. \ ■ -' '< 7 7. ■/ ?- 7 7',-.. .7' -*, ■'7 7 s-1 .??•■■ >” - ?•'

.327, ' Lot- Pescadores/ do-vigaa. ■ 7s/;7 .. e •• . . / 7. calm yy;y
• ; ■“< . ■ y-yp‘/Lyy 7 7/-7'“’y . ' -77;'". 7- •• A;\ /-,*’>-■ z’.A
3 3. "<y. -*.• El soli tar io/. 777.. :7'y y 77-y-y 7- 7.-7'.-/ CAL!!,.

■ / 4 .£ - ■
34 ’./7 ?7 ■. ,Cuorito?para:’noviqs.-.; ;'7/7 77- ’ f'; '« 7 ES 7; '7 / . '■

35y'<7 ' ; Xaguar -'p7y':--/-'' 77’ * .> v •’ A? CALM '
• >■’>■?- 1 ■ -■ ’ '. 
■ '<•7 7- 
/3S/-yyy ?Los'raensil y y-y_ 77 7/, y/:-. '/ • ■■y '7CALM7';'7 7'

'' ■’
37 ■ ;77:/. . ■ La-muertd tie. isolda ■ -77 ’>'/77? .,; . CALM •

•'*' •’■ 'i •’ - • ,7; - '7'7-7'-.;'-' "7" 7‘7-./'-7;;y-; ..77 z77/;?7- ;. ' / '■•' A ' * •» - ;\ ' \ - •;

38 La mancha hiptdlmica
- 77 -7777 •: 7, / ' 1 ; ' i 7 - ■-’.VP -- '

f ’ ► 7V- ,
• \yf-7 7, • '

77/ y-An .-; •. ■■■■>

.,39 y/% Lot' cemsiiterios. be Idas ■ p •;. -'. 'x 4 • ' >
' 7'//ES\ 7 -' y"'

.4Q77y. y. La'-llama ■’7?77,■■■ 7.yi ;• -//a’/'"--/-' .-•/ ' SS7.y,‘.
? • y. y' 7 ' " 7"■'/ • 7 ?y7 '7-?'^ ; 77^7 .7\-7;,7’ ~ * ’7"\- 77 ‘ 7

4i / yy ■. Una 'bofetada 7-
/;•*" - • - _ .. 7 y / t • ? -77 ‘ t.

7; ;<y.c.G7 ,7/7d>s :
\ y . . • • ' v y - \

" " r x ’ »• 7’ v: •
42 ".'/7;'777.' 7 La meningitisy - su soiubra -; - ?7'-''' -7' CALM

- : 7 7 .. '• ••• ' . '• ' • ’7‘ 1
43- 7 y'7

7 . "7l 7/.
yllX,;siiaQn .,7„- ■ 7'7-'.-/ '/ 77." An

44 . .Polea loda 7./'7..- - ,k' - "■ 7:-v’7'” •■. ,. • *
• .7'-*' 7* 7 7<:

7-77s-77. An/y-7

45 77/• Dieta -.-de - amor ' •■/; - • ’-,V; “* 7'>
" 7. . . 7 ' • 7. u;-; An

45 • 77.'7' 121 ■ yaciyatard' ■. - / 7 7*'\ " ’ ■ /•; •'• -J-77 ? /-- : 77'

' 47;7 •-/Un 7pa<5ri /; <7 ' •'•••'• "77 '-•;?■ /■'■■y-e/r 7 ''7" ED77/7

43/77;'7/

t Lavoluntad 7 ' - <! ; .. ' . t ■ ;7y''’7/;,7‘7’ es .7,7.
■ y \ ' .‘ *7 ‘s*.:‘ , 7 ' ■ \ X‘7' ■ ?? '.'-7/ ■ '/'/'-■777 -/:7' “7 -7-" • :7

■V'"’ '■ / ’ V •> ' “ * ’ ’% .. 7’
-• 7: v' - ', •• 7 ':-z' ’* ••; ' 7 ' ■■■- ; y:7." 7-7 •• .7-7'? -77 “ "‘7-.

' ' ?.’ ■ ■ ■- " -- '
7777 “ • ’ 7,7;7, 7-- ?< ’■ . .. ...->-



Number •'353”£?•;

49 ; /•-Trps". cartas.. »y un pie//'■ '■ ?. :• ES

50 v ./•'/,v Anaconda/5/■’ /’*; \ ‘ /•An

51 / ' Lucila .Strindberg-. "-•-'?/•</... / .' ES

52. -. Lon, fabricstntes de carbdn • //: ’-./'/An

53 ■ Minn Dorothy Phillips, tai esposa. ' • • f '6 An

54 . El. nuefio ./' -;//. 3•••„"•' ■/'-//•-.•■ ES

55 ■ T5n. la/ noche ' ,;.•?/ ; ‘ ■ /■ ’’// ' /- •' " ••. y ■ //■•-An

56 ;'X./-■ Van-Houfeen <'..../-■. '..IM

57 j :El sfncone bianco-■ ■/, ../."/ . EP

53 <>' \ ■ Jiian Darien1-'/-//'- /?/ .//•' !•'. ED

59 -///-? .. P,1 h6»nbr©..muerto/•"' Lb

6p /;• /Tacuara-Mansidn //? - •'/- / < A//./ ; /pP

.61

62/ .

;..-La patria. /■•,- 3'•/ /•••■.■ /"/■ y ' ' Pp

La-c4marn ohcura■/.:/-/ ■ :-‘/PP

63 /"/? ■ Pl le.dn - KD

64 - -Silvina -y. ilontt - y/.. y.;/p/= , 6 //-.-. y-/'. -ED

65' '///'• •$5X esnect.ro./- ■-</'/- ./<///>•’•//•• ' ED

66;. 1- •• • . Tree' bassos ■ / ■ •/ ’‘> ■ /.., ■; .• ?‘ '• \ -/•*.< - "■', ED

67;? y<: • Su/ausencia'/■ ./, ■y’/v *//'.•• . '■ ‘M

68///% ' ■ ?31, tochb da indienso.' LD

69 ■ . \ /•El potro salvaje //..'■ /•- /-:-// . /./ /••■' /.?"'. ED

70 • 'J; Una conquista • - y : EP

71 . . El decierto / ■//./•• •/-/.//-..■' /// .' *. -.ED

■ 72 .- La seflorita Xeona/.- . / / P-‘:// :•■•-'■•?-.3 5' , MA

73 - ■ /•': . Los'dectiladores do harania ' LD
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Number Story ' . •' • Collec

74 - .; 7 . .La bella y la bestia .?'-••? - •?/ //. .77 7/7 -•/'MA;?//

7.5 El regreso de Anaconda - ‘LD’?;;/;

76 7: ■ / Los ciesterrados 7/1'' 7 ?•-.7/» • 7 ■ ;•/, LD /?•-

77 // ?,/ M5s all5 ///'' '//'v//’f/ 7:7 -y/? y7'/7 / • /■ ;• MA ■

78 El purdtano • ..MA? •/<

79 7 .•’•:./?;••; El' conductor del rdpiclo •/ • .'•?' ..’ . ••/ '/'..-MA/../?

80 ••'? < • El. varapiro7.; ?/' -y '?.?//'■? :V'\ «•* 7r7- }/ MA

81 /••'' ill' hijo >7 ..,; s>?••-’ •;?■'... ?.-■. ■ :y.. ■' \. MA?/’ /•

82 El ocaso '* ; ■./- 'MAy//-

.83/7; ? ’y.-Ei-llainiiad6‘'./ //:•7/ / /y'7///’? '- 7/y- ’ ///MA . .■ ■/■

84 /•;?.-vd/Las. raoscas’/*/. //:?-’•? ■//'MA.-'/?/’'
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Bofetada, Una '7-7 41 .

Buques suicidantes, Los - / • 1 7

CSmara oscura, La -> /:y'62- y/'

Canto del cisne, El ; ///l8--<//

Cascarudos, Los ? 7 26 ,
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